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Editorial 

A number of Development Projects have been taken up in the 
State of Orissa ever since Independence to usher speedy economic 
growth and development. Conservative estimate reveals that, in 
Orissa. on account of development projects, about 7 lakh people 
have been displaced so far losing their home and hearth, and a further 
estimated number of about 15 lakh people have lost their productive 
land without being physically displaced; while about 10 lakh more 
people have been adversely impacted losing neither home nor land 
(indirectly affected). Till the early part of 1990's, majority of the 
development projects were in the Irrigation sector and more than 80 
per cent of the displaced people were from this sector alone, but the 
trend has been reversed now and one finds that during the first decade 
of the 21'' century, more than 80 per cent displacement is taking 
place in the industrial/mining sector alone. One of the striking features 
of the development projects in the state as witnessed is that, in 
case of the non-industrial projects, tribal displaced persons constitute 
about 35 per cent whereas in case of industrial/mining projects, 
proportion of tribal displaced person comes to about 75 per cent. As 
has already been revealed from a large number of empirical studies. 
the tribal people are affected disproportionately In the development 
projects. Therefore, it is extremely essential to deal the resettlement 
and rehabilitation issues of the tribal people with great care and 
caution. In fact. after the promulgation of the Industrial Promotlo 
Resolution (IPR), a host of business houses have shown lhe,r keen 
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interest in setting up their projects in the state and this has given 
signal of displacement of a sizable number of tribals. Realizing the 
magnitude of displacement expected in the coming years and looking 
at the plight of the affected persons, the state Government of Orissa 
has come up with a very progressive and comprehensive R& R Policy 
for the project affected persons in the shape of Orissa R&R Polley 
2006 and two other special packages - R&R Package for Ka/Inga 
Nar,ar and R&R Package for POSCO. 

Since displacement and rehabilitation has become a major issue 
in recent times and displacement is inevitable for setting up 
development projects. especially in a mineral resource rich state, 
like Orissa, this special volume titled Development Induced 
Displacement and The Tribals is being brought out by the institute. 
This volume contains a total number of 1 O articles, 9 of which relate 
to Displaced Tribals. All the articles are based on rich experience of 
the authors. It also has incorporated as annexure, the three important 
R&R Policies which the state Government of Orissa has come up 
with during 2006 (Orissa R&R Policy 2006, R&R Package for Kalinga 
Nagar and R&R Package for POSCO) for information of readers. A 
brief on each of the articles incorporated in this special volume is 
given below: 

The first paper, titled The International Dimension of Tribal 
Displacement: Findings on Resettlement and Impoverishment 
In Africa is based on the empirical study done by the author in 
Africa and the paper has discussed at length the core issues of the 
displaced tribal in South Africa and its implications for Development 
Projects with implications for the tribal displaced persons in Onssa. 

The second paper, htled Displacement and Rehabilitation of 
Displaced People In India is based on the longstandrng experience 
of the author on displacement and rehabilitation. In this paper the 
author identifies the poor resettlement and rehabilitation operations 
n the past and pleads for a better resettlement and rehabilitation 
approach for the displaced. 
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The third paper. titled Development Projects and Displacement 
of Tribal Peoples gives an overview of development projects and 
various dimensions of displaced tnbals in India and the author has 
described his own rich experience in dealing with R&R issues. 

The fourth paper, titled Displacement of Tribal People with Land 
Resources for Development Projects: Their rights and 
entitlements for Rehabilitation has focused in details the issue of 
traditional land rights of the tribal and their entitlements and the 
author has suggested how to deal with compensation issues in 
respect of the tribal land coming under acquisition for development 
projects. 

The fifth paper. titled Development-Induced Displacement: 
Impact on Triba/s has discussed at length the processes of 
alienation of tribal sustenance on which their communities depended 
on the basis of data collected from states like Kerala, Andhra, Orissa, 
Jharkhand, Goa. West Bengal, Assam, Gujarat. Meghalaya, Mizoram 
and Tripura. 

The sixth paper, titled Critical R&R Issues of Dip/aced Tribals 
In Mining Projects is based on extensive research work done by 
the author in the field of R&R for past 15 years and the author seeks 
to identify some critical issues that need to be factored in while 
planning mining operations so as to ensure that they go on smoothly 
without incurring the wrath and without causing impoverishment to 
the tribal people impacted on account of such mining endeavor 

The seventh paper, titled Woes of the Uprooted 1s based on an 
empirical study on the Rengah Multipurpose Dam Displaced Persons. 
On the basis of the findings of the study, the author recommends to 
study the social structure and culture of the uprooted for formulating 
an appropriate resettlement plan for effective Livelihood Restoration 
of the displaced persons so that the woes of the oustees coul 
minimized and they are socio-culturally rehabilitated to carry on me,r 
ltfe styl ..•. 
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The eighth paper, titled Health Impacts of Forced Displacement: 
A Case Study of Tehri Dam in India has very clearly stated various 
Health implications in Involuntary Displacement on the basts of the 
empirical study on the Displaced Families of Tehn Dam Project. 

The ninth paper, titled Industrialization and Displacement in 
Orissa: Need for Resettlement and Rehabilitation with empathy 
has harped on the core issues of the tribal displaced persons and 
has pleaded that tribal oustees in industrial areas need to be treated 
as the partners of development projects. 

The tenth paper, titled Involuntary Displacement and 
Rehabilitation of Project Affected Persons In Upper Ko/ab 
Project, Koraput is based on an empirical study. The paper suggests 
that the entire issue of displacement and rehabilitation must be seen 
as a human rights problem from the angle of resource losers and not 
as a relative deprivation, which can be ameliorated by providing a 
material rehabilitation package. 

In the annexure of this volume, Orissa R&R Policy 2006, R&R 
Package of Kalinga Nagar and the R&R Package of POSCO have 
been provided for the benefit of the readers who are involved and 
interested in issues pertaining to R&R. 

I extend my sincere gratitude to alt the paper contributors for 
their laudable efforts in contributing the articles for this volume. I also 
hope that the articles incorporated in this volume wilt be of great help 
to the researchers, academicians, development practitioners and all 
those who are interested on R&R issues to know finer details of 
displacement in general and tribal displacement in particular. 

26th January 2009 Prof. A. B. Ot 
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THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION 
OF TRIBAL DISPLACEMENT 
{Findings on Resettlement 
and Impoverishment in Africa) 

Michael M. Cernea" 

Farced population displacements processes rank among the 
most dramatic economic, demographic and social 

pathologies tnggered by industrial and urban development. The 
language of .• right of way," of "footprints" for new industries, of 
"special economic zones" (SEZs) or of .. protected areas" (PAs) and 
"exclusion zones" is now louder and more demanding than ever: all 
these demands result in physical and economic displacements. 
Official UN statistics on development-caused displacements are 
not kept, but our current estimates indicate that each year over 15 
million people worldwide are uprooted from their lands and 
livelihoods by development projects in all sectors. 

A WORLDWIDE PROBLEM: TRIBAL SOCIETIES FACING 
DISPLACEMENT 

Within this worldwide process. the displacement of a particular 
category - tribal populations - is especially complex. and socially 
most painful The demographic composition of many countries 
includes considerable segments of tnbal populations, still enmeshed 
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in pre-industrial customary tenure systems and engulfed in most 
severe poverty. Among the world's largest developing countries, 
India and Braztl are only two examples of countries with massive 
tribal/indigenous populations. Many smaller countries have also 
retatively large tribal populations. 

Empirical social research has aiso documented beyond doubt 
that, worldwide, "indigenous people have suffered disproportionately 
from the forced displacement process" (Chatty and Colchester, 
2002; see also Colchester 1999; Mahapatra 1994; Ota and Agnihotri 
1996; Baboo 1992; Saksena and Sen 1999). In India, for instance, 
under the Sardar Sarovar dam project built in a mountainous region, 
no less than 95% of the population displaced from the Gujarat 
submergence area were tribats (the Tadvis, Bhils and Ratthwa), . 
whUe in Madhya Pradesh about 40% are tribals and the rest are 
caste Hindus (Morse and Berger, 1992; Renu Modi, 2004). 

Thus, by both ubiquity and common content, tribal displacements 
are a vast international problem, not only a national problem of just 
a handful of countries. Yet this macro-problem remains still far from 
being fulty recognized as such 1. The emergence of a large literature 
In India or Brazil on tribal displacement may allow for some the 
false impression that this is a local country problem of India or 
Brazil alone. Not so at all. Such tribal societies exist in many 
countries, large and small, in Africa, Latin America, and Asia. What 
may be country specific are some local features of the pathological 
content of tribal displacement, resulting from the history and contexts 
of these populations. But in terms of geographic spread at the 
current time of galloping g1obalization, the displacement and 
dispossession of indigenous tribal societies is an international 
phenomenon. 
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It Is for this reason, I understand, that the editor of the present 
special volume dedicated to tribal displacement in India, Prof. A.B. 
Ota, has invited me to contribute a paper highlighting the international 
dimension of tribal displacement, particularly the presence 
manifestations. and effects of such processes outside India, in Afnca 
I started previously such a study on how the impoverishment risks 
of forced displacement manifest themselves among mdtgenous 
populations in African countries and I accepted the invitation to build 
upon my pnor research. Tribal structures are still ubiquitous in the 
vast majority of African countries and they govern much of the 
existence, productive activities, tenure systems and cultural identities 
of very large swaths of Africa's population. Therefore, in this paper 
I will present some recent findings about displacement of tnbal 
communities in various African countries, particularly about the 
impoverishment and social drsartlcutauon effects of displacement. 

a) Study Objectives and Approach 

The approach of this study starts from the analyticat model of 
impovenshment risks and reconstruction (IRR} that I developed in 
the '90's, and follows its methodology. 

As a first research objective. I remain interested in learning how 
the IRR model is being employed in Africa:2 are its hypotheses 
validated by on-qomq research in the conditions of that region? What 
dominant trends are revealed by the model's application to the 
displacement/resettlement of Africa's tribal population? For further 
refining the IRR model. ,t Is also important to team how ,t fares as a 
theoretical framework used by scholars to analyze and interpret 
local displacement processes. 

To answer these questions, it became necessary to do a 
secondary analysis, and a synthesis, of the empirica1 findings 
reported in a large amount of scholarly publications and in many 
0gray literature" documents prepared for actual development 
projects, 

l rmam 
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This itinerary across current research and across many 
economic sectors causing displacement has resulted in another 
knowledge benefit as well· a broad panorama, sketched out below, 
of both actual resettlement processes in the African continent and 
of resettlement scholarship in Africa over the last ten years. This 
panorama reflects much of the current state-of-the-art in the African 
resettlement literature. 

The other key objective of this study 1s to highlight how and why 
the tribal/indigenous populations are more prone than other groups 
to suffer the hazards and effects of impoverishment as a direct 
outcome of development-caused displacement. Also, the aim is to 
assess the extent to which Africa's experiences with tribal 
displacement are paralleling and repeating the known experiences 
of non-African countries tribal populations, similarly affected by loss 
of lands and natural resources. A general tenet of the IRR model is 
that even the same nsks do not manifest themselves everywhere 
identically. For instance, the intensity of the general risks in 
displacement differs depending on circumstances (site, sector, 
season, etc.) and on the historic characteristics and vulnerabilities 
of one or another population group. This has been, indeed, fully 
reconfirmed by the present research on Africa's indigenous 
populations, as will become obvious in the following sections. 

Tribal groups tend to have certain defining common 
charactenstics, among which are: a low degree of social and poutrcal 
organization: embeddedness in customary land tenure systems and 
absence of formal legal ownership title on assets, low technology, 
rudimentary means of production, and low productivity; high 
economic dependence on common property natural resources; high 
vulnerability to health hazards, a strong cultural identification with, 
and sense of belongingness to, their given natural environment. 
The parallelism between these defining features and some of the 
basic nsks identified in the IRR model is striking. 

Overall, the result is that the (general) impoverishment nsks 
identified in the IRR model tend to reach higher degrees of intensity 
among tribal communities than when they affect other {non-tribal) 
segments of the population - those more developed economically, 
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better organized socially and politically. with regally titled 
ownership on land and other income generating resources. The 
findings from Africa presented further document this, and 
corroborate many similar findings from research on India's or Latin 
America's tribal population. 

b) Conditions of Research 

As said above, in pursuing the defined research objectives, I will 
bring into discussion and rely upon the work of social scientists 
who have carried out recent research on a broad spectrum of Africa's 
displacement cases. This study will analyze their methodology and 
highlight therr empirical findings and conclusions. 

In selectmg the pnmary research studies and reports for the 
present analysis, I set three limiting conditions: 

(a) that the primary studies about displacement be directly 
focused on risks; 

(b) that their authors employ 1n their research the 
Impoverishment Risks and Reconstruction (IRR) model as 
analytical methodology, or discuss the lRR model 
conceptually with reference to its vahdity for Africa's 
resettlement experiences. and 

(c) that their research has been carried out in the last 8 1 o 
years, and reflects the current state-of- the-art in the 
resettlement literature. 

Since these conditions impose stringent selectivity, I did not 
expect to find a large number of primary studies meeting them 
Surprisingly, however, the sheer number of studies that I did find 
employing the IRR model much exceeded expectation3• Indeed, 
this conceptual framework has been embraced widely within the 
tntemattonal community of resettlement researchers and many have 
internalized and applied it m their field studies. publications, and 
teaching. Koenig estimated in 2001 that "the Risks and 
Reconstruction Model ... has probably become the dominant model 
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used to approach involuntary resettlement within the context of 
large-scale projects" (Koenig, 2001.1 ). After 2001, the use of the 
IRR framework has expanded much further. both in development 
induced displacement studies and m analyzing other types of 
displacements. It is therefore appropriate to take stock and examine 
what new ideas and findings such research applications have 
generated as results. 

Worth ernphasizmq, also. is that resettlement research 1n Africa 
has expanded also by entering 1n new sectors of the economy, 
displacements had not come, until recently, under inquiry. One 
example is the displacements in the mining sector, discussed further. 
Another significant feature is that this research-expansion is due 
not only to academic scholars, but largely also to applied 
researchers responding to demand coming from planned 
interventions 1n the public and private sectors. In fact, academic 
research (in Afnca and elsewhere} is being cnticized - m my view, 
Justifiably - for still showing scant interest in the study of 
development-caused displacement and its noxious effects. 

Overall, the richness of this recent research wave is impressive, 
thus making the task of this study more complex' by pushing it into 
domains not intended initially, like conflict-caused displacements. 
Forced displacement is a painful social pathology regardless of 
whether it is caused by justified development programs, or by 
atrocious conf1tcts such as internal civil wars. inter-state wars, and 
violent ethnic persecution. Development-induced forced 
displacements and war/conflict-caused forced displacements 
merge from different causes, but share profound sirrulanues in 

their effects, not only differences Civil wars m Africa have taken a 
terrible toll on defenseless tribal groups. and the tragedy of Darfur, 
combining civil war triggered with the intent of ethnic cleansing by 
direct extermination or by forced permanent displacement, is th 
pitorne of such processes. From East to West and from North to 

South. the indigenous populations of the African continent, 
underdeveloped and afflicted by gnndmg poverty, hav 
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- are expenencing - multiple types of displacements and their severe 
consequences 

c) Structure of the study 

The present study Is divided into 10 sections. After this 
introductory chapter, which defines the study's objectives and 
approach, section two will emphasize the connection between 
investment trends, accelerated development and growing 
displacements. Section three will succinctly outline the IRR 
framework, its functions and constitutive elements, the recent ascent 
of the concept of nsk in resettlement research and the main topical 
areas of risk-oriented resettlement research in Africa. 

Further, the core of the paper consists of eight sections in which 
we analyze the corpus of resettlement studies that I have identified 
to date, studies that have examined displacement in Africa by using 
the IRR model either as methodology (both m case-based studies 
and cumulative sector-wide syntheses), or as a theoretical 
framework for interpreting the content of DIOR (Development 
Induced Displacement and Resettlement). The next two sections 
discuss sectoral specificities: section four-the issues and growing 
extent of displacements caused by Africa's expanding mining 
industries; section five - the forms of impoverishment risks in the 
urban sector, including displacement from shanty towns and the 
pen-urban displacements triggered by expanding cities; here we 
encounter also resettlement of war-displaced people into urban 
contexts. Section six reviews the theoretical issues and empirical 
findings of studies devoted to one major nsk that strikes at the heart 
of most tribal societies: the loss of access to common property 
natural resources and the unraveling of their customary tenure 
patterns. Section seven Is devoted to resettlement through 
population transfers, focusing mostly on Ethiopia's state-initiated 
transfer programs of mixed character - both voluntary and 
compulsory. Considerable emphasis m the Ethiopian research Is 
placed on the relationships between resettlers and hosts' 
populations and on social re-articulation of community patterns 
after relocation. Section eight addresses the use of the IRR model 
not only for analyzing development-induced displacements, but 
also for studying war-and conflict-induced displacement. 
Section nine moves the drscussion to indigenous populations 
residing in conservation parks and examines their exclusion and 
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displacement from such "protected areas" (PAs). 
Displacement 1s defined here according to new international 
standards not only as residents' physical relocation but also as 
displacement in situ, that is economic displacement through 
"restriction of access." This research has led to a strong argument 
for renouncing strategies of park-creation that are predicated on 
physical displacement. The tenth section is devoted to IRR analysis 
in dam-caused forced resettlement. While reviewing the findings 
of several researchers. it focuses on Scudder's illuminating 
synthesis of impact data from 50 large hydroelectric dams. Africa's 
hydropower dams represent 25% of the dams analyzed in this study. 
Finally, the last section distills the main conclusions of this extensive 
analysis, and also points out research directions worth pursuing in 
Africa's future resettlement research. 

Taken together, the above "block" of eight sections offers the 
panorama of a large research front in Africa embracing all key 
sectors of the economy and of the rural and urban socieues. This 
broad view also testifies to the original ways in which numerous 
social scientists, working independently of one another, have used 
the same IRR methodology. Their research innovations are 
highlighted, together with their contribution in revealing not only the 
general risks of the IRR model, but also additional, locally-specific 
and idiosyncratic risks encountered by displacees in different 
contexts. 

II 

AFRICA: TO TRIBAL SOCIETIES, DEVELOPMENT COMES 
AS DISPLACEMENT 

a) Typology of state-Initiated displacements 
Africa's tribal societies are enduring multiple types of forced 

displacements 5 I outlined elsewhere a general typology of forced 

In nddmon t 
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displacements consisting of seven types.6 The present study 
includes research on four of these seven types of displacements: 

(a) Displacements by development programs (in 
infrastructure. pubhc utilities, highways, etc.): 

(b) Displacements by environmental conservation 
programs (e.g .• the establishment of national parks, game 
reserves. game corridors, etc.: often these conservation 
projects are treated under the rubnc of development, 
although they are distinct in content and outcome), 

(c) Displacement by population-transfers programs, 
initiated by governments. under either a development 
rationale or a disaster-avoidance rationale. Such programs 
often are a mixture of forced and voluntary resettlement1• 

(d) Displacement by military programs for constructing 
military training and testing facilities. These forced 
drsptacernents remain usually unpubhcized. They definitely 
are not development projects, but are defined to be in the 
public interest and the state is their initiating and enforcing agent; 

Current trends suggest that. in the near future, Africa's indigenous 
populations can expect only an increase in such development 
displacements, even if other internal displacements (caused by wars, 
civil conflicts) will not increase, or will even decrease. 

Availabte data on investments predict a rapid multiplication of 
disp1acements under private sector projects in Africa. but not all 
such displacement effects are publicly disclosed. Studies of 
displacements by non-state agents in Africa are still very scarce. 
This is one of the persisting gaps in Africa's research on displacements. 
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In theory. projects undertaken by private sector corporations are 
not supposed to displace people coercively through the power of 
the eminent domain principle, because these are projects for private 
proflt' Yet in practice (through arrangements with governments) 
this does occur often. deprivmg the weakly organized tribal 
communities of the opportunity to negotiate for their entitlements. 

b) Premises of Accelerated Development in Africa 
The dynamic of capital flows to Africa between 1980-2002 reveal 

a substantial increase of both public and private flows. While aid to 
Sub-Saharan Africa between 1980-2002 increased only modestly 
from 4.8% to 6.2% of the recipient countnes GDP {General Domestic 
Product), the foreign capital investments. mostly private, have 
increased more than 800% over the same period! For the North 
African countries, these trends are even stronger. while 
concessional aid has decreased by 50%, foreign direct investments 
have increased over 55 times!" 

The likely acceleration of investments in coming years will entail 
expanding demands for land, and this brings us back to the new 
displacements and the aggravated poverty risks caused by such 
investments 

Certainly, investment growth is indispensable for Africa to develop 
its way out of poverty and is ultimately vastly beneficial, by creating 
employment, unlocking natural and human resources, fostering 
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mstitutional capacities. The paradox for Africa's tribal societies, as 
for tribal societies elsewhere, is that such development comes to 
tribal communities first as forced displacement, uprooting and social 
disarticulation. It also causes in forms that often are unnecessarily 
harsh, unmitigated, at times directly violent, worsening their meager 
existence long before ultimately improving it. Such harsh and 
unmitigated forms, however, conflicting with nghts and ethic, are 
not unavoidable, and the fact that they occur is a vast social 
pathology and tragedy. That some conceptualize the devetopment 
displacement clash with tribal structures and cultures as "creative 
destruction" is of no comfort at all to the human mulhtudes who 
suffer and pay for it with their pains, without access to its gains. 

Ill 

THE IRR MODEL AND RISK-ORIENTED RESEARCH 

a) The Ascent of the Concept of Risk 

During the last two decades, the concept of risk has gained 
much prominence in resettlement research at large. Risk analysis 
is embraced because it is able to render visible causal mechanisms 
that otherwise may remain obscured. 10 It helps reveal contradictions 
and trade-offs in development, and ft focuses attention on institutions 
and actors, either as risk-generators or as risk bearers. 

The same methodological orientation occurs in Africa. The body 
of African resetUement research has shifted markedly towards the 
use of risk-centered methods of rnquiry and to unve1lmg risks' 
content. Research on forced resettlement in Afnca has a several 
decades-long and respectable history, having produced valuable 
knowledge. But never before in its first decades has it manifested 
as strong an interest in revealing risks and 1n risk-conceptualization 
as the cohorts of recent studies exrubn. 
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The deceptively simple proposition that .• social risks are 
multidimensional" is not only an ontological statement: it is also a 
methodological guide. It prompts social analysis to unveil the 
complexities of risks and their multiple effects, to enable societies 
to deal in practice with them. Forced displacement processes are, 
in Robert Merton's classic expression, an optimal "strategic research 
site" for risk analysis. 

To identify displacement's risks and the ways for counteracting 
them. we developed during the 1990s a theoretical model: the 
Impoverishment Risks and Reconstruction Model 11• The model de 
constructs the overall impoverishment of those forcibly displaced 
in eight distinct components of impoverishment and illuminates their 
interconnection. Impoverishment processes are potential risks in 
displacement, not inevitabilities But most often these risks 
materialize into real impoverishment because they are not 
preempted or reduced through counter-risk strategies and 
reconstruction plans. Such strategies would have to be initiated 
before displacement even begins. 

The IRR framework posits that all forced displacements are 
subject to major socioeconomic risks. but are not fatally condemned 
to succumb to them. It is precisely the analysis of how these 
potential risks are arrested and preempted, or - conversely - of 
how they sharpen and materialize into real negative impacts, that 
is the subject of research through the lens of the IRR methodology. 

We will briefly summarize the IRR framework for the purposes 
of this paper12. 

· b) Functions of the IRR Model 
The IRR model rests on three basic concepts: risk, 

impoverishment, and reconstruction. These .• building blocks" are 
further split into sets of specifying notions. each reflecting another 



dimension of either impoverishment or reconstruction (e.g., 
landlessness, marginalization, social disarticulation, social inclusion. 
and others). This set of interlinked concepts refines the theoreticat 
discourse on displacement helping to capture better its nature, 
effects. or remedies. This way, the model reflects the dialectic 
between potential risks and actuality It always remains open to 
also analyze whether some of its nsks do not materialize in a given context. 

The IRR framework can play four functions, either for research 
or in the operational planning and implementation of development 
projects. These are: 

1. A predictive function, to anticipate the risks inherent in 
programs causing displacement and resettlement; 

2. A diagnostic function in the field, to guide operational 
research on assessing the presence and the likely intensity 
of each impoverishment risk; 

3. A problem resolution and planning function, to help design 
project actions tailored to prevent or mitigate each identified 
risk; and 

4 A research methodology function, to inform scientific 
research in organizing the study of displacement. in 
generating hypotheses. and ;n interpreting and 
conceptualizing the findings. 

c) Risks of Impoverishment 

The cognitive and analytical advantage of the IRR model results 
from the information about past processes "stored" and synthesized 
in the model. 

Employing the model saves time and efforts by obviating the 
need for beginning anew the general risk identification in each project 
- so to say, from "square one" It offers instead. as an ex-ante 
starting hypothesis, a well-tested matrix of eight basic 
impoverishment risks that, as histoncal experience has shown. tend 
are to be present m most situations of forced displacement. The 
framework also directs analysts towards considering 
impoverishment not only ,n terms ot income, but also in terms of 
lost work opportunities and shelter, lost heaJth and nutrition. restricted 
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access to common natural resources, or degradation of social 
capital. Indeed, the eight most common impoverishment risks 
captured in the IRR model are: 

(a) landlessness: 

(b) Joblessness; 

(c) homelessness; 

(d) marginalization: 

(e) increased morbidity and mortality; 

(f) food insecurity; 
{g) loss of access to common resources and services: 

(h) social (community) disarticulation. 

d) Orientations in Reconstruction Strategies 
The second part of the lRR framework turns the risks matrix on 

its head and outlines counter-risk strategies to be translated into 
targeted operational project provisions. 

Before displacement actually begins, the social and economic 
risks of impoverishment are only potentialities, likely processes. Toe 
concept.of risk focuses the mind on-processes that are not yet actual, 
that may happen but also that may not happen - if adequate counter 
risk measures are taken. When preventative counteractions are not 
initiated, these potential hazards convert into actual, materialized 
impoverishment. Therefore, for overcoming impoverishment, the 
internal logic of the IRR as analytical and problem-resolution tool 
prescribes attacking risks preemptively, early on. 

Similar to how it de-constructs displacement into distinct risks, 
the IRR also deconstructs risks-reversal into a set of reconstructive. 
pro-poor support activities. '3 able to lead 

1. From landlessness to land-based resettlement; 

n, 
r1 
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2 From joblessness to reemployment; 

3 From homelessness to house reconstruction; 

4. From marginalization to social inclusion 

5. From increased morbidity to improved health care; 

6. From food insecurity to adequate nutrition, 

7 From toss of access to restoration of community assets and 
services, and 

8. From social disartlculation to rebuilding networks and 
communities. 

The research question, however, remains equally sharp: under 
what conditions can the reconstructive processes occur? Are the 
mitigating actions by the displacing agencies, and the coping 
responses of those displaced, effective 1n averting impoverishment? 

This orientation to reconstruction indicates that the IRR model 
isn't Just a predictor of inescapable pauperization. on the contrary, 
it maps the roads for restoring livelihoods. Research on 
reconstruction is indispensable to assess whether the roads 
towards preventing impoverishment are followed in actual projects 

e) Risk-Oriented Resettlement Research in Africa 

The analysis of the I RR-informed studies on African resettlement 
indicates that relevant new knowledge has been generated 
especially, but not exclusively, on the following issues: 

• the displacement risks at project level, 

• the characteristics of sector-level displacement risks in 
industrial sectors (mining industry and dam construction, in 
particular); 

• the specifics of impoverishment risks 1n urban 
displacements, 

• the f allures of the displacement-based strategv for 
establishing natsre conservation parks and game res 
etc, 



' I 
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impoverishment risks are still meeting with such limited success" 
(de Wet, 2004 ). 

This 1s a valid and fundamental question, to which we'll return 
further in this paper. 

In addition to the model's basic risks, researchers are prompted 
by the IRR framework to explore the presence of various other risks, 
specific to one or another local context. Among these are risks 
stemming from losses in the structures for msntutronal services, 
weak as these may be even before the project, particularly in school 
services for the group. Displacement and resettlement processes 
are "inherently problematic institutional processes" (de Wet); nsks 
related to defective Institutions range on a broad spectrum, 14 

inherently complicating ( or "cornplexifymq") through inadequate 
management what are already very painful social pathologies, 
difficult to keep in check. 

The idea emerging from multiple studies ,s that the risk-focused 
perspective of the IRR framework ,s fertile not only in analytically in 
yielding knowledge about the general (common) impoverishment 
risks, but also theoretically, in focusing the mind upon identifying 
other, specific local risks and on acting against them. 

IV 

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES ANO THE DISPLACEMENT 

CLASH WITH TRIBAL SOCIETIES 

While in the '60s and '70s the early literature on Africa's 
development-displacements centered on hydropower dams (Kariba 
Dam, Akosombo Dam, Aswan Dam, Kpong Dam and others), during 
the past 6-8 years we are witnessing how an economic sector very 
little studied in Africa in the past is being brought under the limelight 
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of research: this major sector is the extractive and mining industry 
and its accompanying mining-induced displacement and 
resettlement 15 

Few other examples are as poignant as the case of extractive 
industries to illustrate the dramatic clash between tribal societies, 
on the one hand, and globalization and its demands, on the other 
hand. The global rush of demand for natural resources prompts 
scores of transnational corporations to request access to mineral 
resources dormant under lands occupied and used by tribal societies 
from times immemorial. They request vast areas for industnes' 
footprints. for roads, mines, processing plants. storage and counness 
facilities The forced displacement of populations inhabiting these 
lands is the first impact and flash point, the fulcrum of the first major 
social clash. Displacement becomes the cross-road area. Global 
trends meet local traditional patterns of socroeconornic organization. 
Clearty, this is a huge mismatch. National corporations Join in, of 
course, amplifying the pressures exercised by transnational 
corporations on governments to make the lands and resources 
available This is as true for West Africa. where giant corporations 
like Exxon. Total, Chevron, and others valorize gas or mineral 
resources, and physically or economically displace tribal agrarian 
or fishang communities, as it is true in Eastern India. where giant 
transnational companies like the Korean POSCO (and many others) 
displace Orissa's tribal forest communities, 15 as 1t is true in West 
Papua, in Brazil, and other countries. 

Of course. mining-caused displacements and resulting conflicts 
with tribaf populations are not a new phenomenon, and countries 

u This broad sector encompasses coal and all other rrurung extractive mdustnc 
(aluminum, iron, ore, gold, 011, gas, etc), the thermal plants with their large 
footpnnts, LNG plants, pipelines crossing waters to the sea-shore, etc. This sector' 
mdusmes require considerable expanses of land to extract and process natural 
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displacement ,s being mcreasmgly studied dunng the last 10-15 ye 
lndran researchers exphculy employ the [RR model in these stud, 
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like India, Brazil, Mexico, and others have an earlier history than 
Africa of such processes. The development of Africa ·s extractive 
industries is rapidly accelerating now, reflecting the worldwide surge 
in demand for natural resources, but In fact began decades ago 
and has caused many forced displacements. But those were largely 
unreported in research (e.g., the long development of Nigeria's vast 
oil extraction industry}. Indeed, social science studies on mmIng 
induced displacement and resettlement (MiDR) in Africa, for as yet 
unexplained reasons, have generally not been conducted until quite 
recently, in contrast with the intense study of Africa's earty dam 
displacements. 

a) Displacement Specifics in the Mining Sector 

Two major syntheses are available on m,ning-caused 
displacements in Afnca and both explicitly adopted the tRR model 
as their methodological and conceptual framework: the Sonnenberg 
and Munster (2001) study focuses on a mineral-rich region 
encompassing 10 states in Southern Africa (Angola, Botswana, 
Mal awi, Zimbabwe. Lesotho, Swaziland, Namibia, Mozambique, and 
Fanzan!a)." Theodore Downing (2002). in contrast, addresses 
African mining-caused displacements as part of his worldwide 
synthesis on this sector All three authors focus centrally on 
rmpovenshment processes However, while Sonnenburg and 
Munster pnmarily explore economic aspects. Downing takes a more 
holistic anthropological approach. stressing cultural as wen as 
matenal impoverishment. 

Sonnenberg and Monster (2001) setected the IRR model as 
their research-tens 

"because it provides a comprehensive framework with which 
to approach resettlement projects, [and] 1s current. and 
relatively widely accepted as an improvement over previous 
models. Because it Is generic. it can be tailored to the specific 
needs of mdustnal programs" (p 5) 14The IRR model calls for 
the correction of three entrenched flaws that account for th 
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current neglect of the risks of impoverishment: flaws in 
conventional risk methodology, flaws in cost-benefit analysis, 
and lack of genuine community participation" {p. 8-9). 

In turn. Downing (2002) explains the choice of the IRR by writing 
that: 

"development-induced displacement unleashes widespread 
social, economic, and environmental changes that follow well 
established patterns ... A frequently used model for organizing 
these risks patterns is the impoverishment risks and 
reconstruction model Worldwide academic research has 
confirmed this model, expanding its scope .. " (2002, p. 8). 

A third. more lirruted, study on mining in Africa (Sinkala, 2000) 
comments that the eight impoverishment risks in displacement 
identified by the model causally lead to an overall "loss of socio 
economic security" by affected populations. Sinkala points out that 
insecurity caused by displacement backfires and, in tum, "weakens 
the mining and mmerals sector's contributions to Africa 
development" (p. 1, 14 ). 

What have these studies of the mining-industry found? 

Sonnenberg and Munster included both "brownfields"18 and 
"qreenfields?" among the projects studied. The data available for 
each case was limited20, because the companies were not 
forthcoming about the displacement that resulted from their projects. 
Sonneburg and Munster's study therefore only counted about 37,000 
people dispfaced, an obviously understated number Yet, the overall 
image pieced together by the authors 1s appalling. Displacement 
practices primitive means when compared to sectors were both 
scientific research and civil society concerns have been present. 
The •• shortcomings of existing leg1sfation ... ., for instance, regarding 

displacement, like the Konkola 

ausin 



land acquisition and rack of assistance .•... are not specificafly 
addressed as issues in their own rights,. (p. 28), compensation "is 
not adequately adoressed'?' leaving plenty of room for arbitranness. 
The result, as the authors conclude. is that responsibilities for 
resettlement -vttal to the avoidance of further impoverishment- "are 
not clearly defined and are subsequently reflected to the detriment 
of the displaced and host communities" {p. 28-29). 

The Sonnenberg-Munster study goes further to identifying some 
of the specific characteristics of the South African mining sector", 
grouping features under relevant rubrics such as •• institutlonat 
frameworks" in the sector, "attitudes" and mind-sets, planning 
patterns that result in people becoming poorer and worse off than 
they were previously. They signal critically important shortcomings 
in the mining industry, not monitored effectively. Some of these 
features and issues, in the authors' strong words, are: 

• "Southern African States are not equipped with the right legal/ 
policy frameworks to guide involuntary resettlement". 

• "legislation on resettlement, when present, protects the 
state, not the displaced". 

• "Civil servants implementing resettlement are ill equipped 
or disinterested". 

• ''Mining companies externalize the cost of resettlement 
squarely on the shoulders of affected communities". 

• "Mining companies regard involuntary resettlement as a 
nuisance or impediment to core business." 
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• Local development opportunities are either non-existent or 
not factored into resettlement planning". 

• .• Planning excludes the development livehhood needs of the 
people and focuses on the physical infrastructure 
requirements, which are tangible" 

• •~Mining companies regard involuntary resettlement 
programmes as housing projects . 

• .• Mining companies regard participation and consultation as 
a «necessary evil". 

• .• Mining companies disregard diversity within communities". 
• "Exclusion of community from the actual pfanning of the 

mine". 
• "Exclusion from planning of land-users who may not live on 

the land, e.g. people who use land to graze cattle." 
• "lnternal company politics weaken efforts to conduct 

thorough resettlement planning and implementation". 
• "The rights of the displaced are ignored, the displaced do 

not know their rights .. and thus are open to abuse". 
• .• Little support for host commuruties ... Host communittes 

do not cope with (the impact of) resettlement". 
(Sonnenberg and Munster, 2001: 38-41) 

Overall, the combined findings of research on Southern Afnca's 
developing mining industry reveals what can only be characterized 
as prirrntrve displacement and resettlement practice, far behind 
our time and age. This industry compares poorly to current practices 
in development projects co-financed in Africa by international aid 
agencies. although those are also often conducted at low standards 
and frequently fall below the respective agencies' policies. They 
impoverish affected populations materially and grossly violate their 
human rights. 

b) Comparison with Displacements by the Global Mining 
Sector 

From an 
reinforces th 

ven broader. global viewpoint, Oowrunq's stud 
bove conclusions. Downing analyzes rnlrun 
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induced displacement in Afnca within the context of the global 
mining sector, building his global analysis also within the IRR 
framework and methodology, and applying it, risk after nsk, to the 
global data available The larger scale of Downing's highlights the 
international scope of the issues, and projects MIDRs unpovenshmq 
affects onto the map of the developing world, although with 
inevitable gaps in available data. His study warns, ominously, but 
correctly, that the rapid expansion of the sector in coming years 
will force displacements into an increasingly significant and sensitive 
political issue. 

The stark paradox of impoverishing outcomes for already poor 
indigenous communities, resulting from the for-profit exploitation 
of gold, oil, platinum or coal resources, 1s particularly unacceptable 
on equity and social justice grounds. These projects extract natural 
resources of extraordinarily rich value, sufficient, among other 
things, to secure much better. and sustainable, livelihoods for the 
populations out of whose lands these riches are extracted. 

Downing also brings up important elements of the broader risks 
in-displacement theory. One of these is the "definition of liability'', 
to which the assessment of impoverishment risks logically leads. 
He distinguishes between "acknowledged llabillties •. , "possible 
tiabtltties", and "probable liab1hhes", and puts forward the novel idea 
of instituting .• displacement insurance". This certainly is a 
recommendation worthy of further operational elaboratrcn.!' All 
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these concepts have special significance not only for our 
discussion of mining, but also for the broader displacement theory 
and pollcy issues. 

In this vein, Downing re-aligns the drscussion around a basic 
argument we developed (Cernea 1999, 2002) ,n support of the 
IRR model - us conceptualization, timeliness, and suitability for 
policy, practice, and public discourse. The core of the argument is 
stressing the causal distinction between what we called •. old poverty" 
and "new poverty" We argued explicitly that the socioloqical theory 
of forced displacement and resettlement (as well as the advocacy 
for improving resettlers livelihood) stands to gain in scope and 
impact from llnktng displacement analyses to the paradigm of poverty 
reduction that justifies essentially all development work today. 

Indeed, the contradrcuon between the paradigmatic objective 
and displacement's real outcomes 1s total, and the tnbal populations' 
fate reveals this paradox most powerfully The mass-scale on which 
"new poverty" 1s created through miserably handled displacements 
conflicts with, and subtracts from, the overall struggle to reduce 
"old poverty" (Cemea 2000) Downing has forcefully reiterated this 
reasoning, betng the strongest among the voices in the community 
of resettlement scholars who has picked up and continued this key 
argument: 

"Failure to mitigate or avoid 1mpovenshment nsks may generate 
'new poverty'. . poor people become even poorer Measured in 
terms of long-term impacts. mining-induced displacements 
significantly truncate social and individual chances for sustainable 
development". [He continues:) " ... It may be argued, that profiting 
from a mining endeavor without paying the costs of rehabilitation 
of newly created local poverty is morally indefensible In such a 
situation the poor are in effect taxed to benefit those who profit 
inancially from the mine . Costs .. transferred to third parties are 
coercive. especially when the costs are transferred without their 
consent. .. Governments might also be indifferent to the plight of 
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the displaced. in such a case. mining interests and their 
financiers are considered willing accomplices to what may be judged 
by others to be an unethical business transactJon" (Downing 2002a: 8- 
9. 16-17). 

c) The Advent of International Standards and Displacement 
in the Mining Sector 

A positive trend that needs signaling Is that large transnational 
private corporations begin to pay attention to the standards of 
displacement and resettlement defined in the World Bank's 
resettlement policy. These standards led also to the •• Equator 
Principles" statement adopted so far by 41 large international banks 
that provide financing to major private sector and some public sector 
projects. 

Although this Is still very far from being a general situation, in 
Africa or in other continents, this incipient trend examples in the 
extractive industries sector, of which I have knowledge from my 
direct fieldwork. One Is in Africa the very large Angola LNG project 
supported by several transnational corporations {Chevron, Exxon, 
British Petroleum, Total) and by Angola's national corporation, 
Sonangol, currently beginning implementation. The project Is sited 
close to the mouth of the Congo River, in an area inhabited by 
tribal communities of fishermen, as well as by the urban population 
in the region's main municipality, Soyo While the project will 
definitely trigger a beneficial development for the area and the 
national economy, it also involves the economic displacement of 
13 communities of tribal fishermen from the project's marine safety 
exclusion zone. The legally enacted zone will exclude previous 
fishing activities that supply the livelihood basis of these 
communities. Some land-based groups in the project's footprint 
area will also be affected by physical or economic displacement. 

The companies participating in the Angola LNG project 
committed themselves to follow the resettlement standards set m 
the safeguard policies of the World Bank and the Equator Pnociptes 
To my knowledge, West Africa has no other large-scale pnvate 
sector project that made the commitment to abide by the World 
Bank and Equator Pnnciples resettlement standards The Anaola 
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project 1s thus a significant change and departure from past 
practices. 

To counteract the effects of fishermen's economic displacement. 
the Angola LNG project started the preparation of a full-scale 
"Fishermen Economic Relocation Action Plan" (FERAP). In 
preparing 1t, difficulties arose: no census existed for the affected 
cornrnurutres. and no data to assess losses from fishing The 
consultants' first study for preparing the RAP took a narrow view 
and delivered only an .. abbreviated RAP." incomplete and 
inadequate to the task The project sponsors rejected the 
.. abbreviated RAP" on grounds of non-compliance with the 
commitment to follow World Bank standards, and started to prepare 
the new full-scale plan mentioned above. In preparing it, a new 
team started its work on the analytical methodology of the IRR 
model. It identified the losses of opporturuty and income. and the 
impoverishment risks to the fishermen communities - both the 
essential general risks captured 1n the IRR model, as welt as the 
specmc local risks resulting from the ecological and economic 
conditions of the area itself, such as severance risks 25 Worthy of 
mention, the preparation of the FERAP applied to the IRR 
methodology for estimating differential risk intensities on a 
community-by-community basis It designed communrty risk 
matrices with counter-risk and recovery/reconstruction measures 
tailored to the identified risks. and the charactenstics of the tribal 
fishermen communities. Implementation is likely to face many 
hurdles addressing the uncharted territories of mitigating economic 
displacement from fishing But the FERAP is designed to bring not 
only mitigation and recovery, but also added development-benefits 
to these tnbal communities toward improving their livelihood and 
overcoming th err pre-project severe povert •. 
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V 

URBAN RESETTLEMENT: CAN RISK ANAL YStS 
HIGHLIGHT SUCCESS? 

Coping with anarchic urban growth is a common problem that 
looms large on all African governments' agendas. During the last 
half-century, massive rural-urban migration that brought tribal 
populations to rapid urbanization, has produced giant conurbations 
lacking master planning, with haphazardly located and meager 
Infrastructure, countless squatters and slums. chocking roads, and 
more envtronmentat problems than can be listed here. Re-ordering 
city spaces to construct road networks, public and private modern 
buitdings, new dnnkmq-water and sewage systems, wilt require wide 
restructuring of urban land uses. Inevitably, this entails compulsory 
intra-urban relocation processes of a cumulated magnitude that, 
we can predict, will become larger m Africa than displacements in 
any other single sector. dam-building included. 

Against this imminent trend, the paucity of urban relocation 
studies 1n mega- and medium-size cities is a conspicuous weakness 
of resettlement research in Afnca 

Among the existing studies, most tell dire stones. ln the present 
analysis. we can reflect on three recent case studies in Africa. which 
analyzed urban resettlement 1n the IRR perspective They were 
earned out. respectively, by Armelle Faure in Mauritania (2004 ), 
and Feleke Tadele (2004) and Dinku Lamessa (2004) 1n Ethiopia. 

a) Shantytown Renewal and Resettlement 

Faure's research stands out for reporting the case of a 
successful urban resettlement, in Nouakchott She reached her 
findings not by circumventing the hard questions of impovenshment, 
but by positing them head on in a project evaluation context Faure 
explicrtly placed her study within the IRR framework. and her 
research methodology aimed to ascertain. nsk after basic nsk, 
whether impoverishment trends set in or whether they are prevented 
or mitigated. The relocahon affected one of the many Kebb 
(shantytowns, or •. brdonvines" of the capital city) named Kebbe El 
Mma, situated near the Nouakchott's center. whose land area (128 

) was needed r or infrastructure construction 
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2000 census, the Kebbe El Mina population counted about 
30,000 people grouped in some 4800 households. Seventy percent 
of the households· heads had resided in the Kebbe El Mina for 
about 10 years and the reminder for about 20 years. 

Were the shantytown's displaced dwellers, asked Faure. 
deprived even more of their precarious residential security. through 
dispfacement? 'The operation was very delicate ... At the beginning, 
the inhabitants were more than skeptical. fearing that they will be 
forced to move far away They also doubted the promise of land 
allocation extended to them" (Faure: 2). But the new area was 
gradually equipped under their eyes with water services, school, 
health center, latrines, market, transportation, etc. and phase I of 
the retocation was completed in 2003. Legal entitlements over 
house-plots (120 m2 per recipient family) were formalized, with built 
in safeguards against reselling the new plots and against return to 
the Kebba area, coupled with long-term security for the new 
residence. Faure's survey found that the affected population 
perceived its situation as having improved. In short, she wrote, the 
risks of impoverishment through "landlessness" and 
"homelessness" were in this case preempted 

Similarly, the risk of employment loss around the old site was 
mitigated and prevented. A cash payment equal to two month's 
average wages was paid for loss of productive time during relocation 
and readJustment Those with stable Jobs in the formal or informal 
sectors in Nouakchott kept them (regular workers, fishermen, 
drivers, port laborers, etc.}. The self-employed artisans and food 
stall keepers received a two-month payment to help with their 
relocation and the growth of a new pool of customers. The massive 
populations move itself created transport-work for many people, 
paid immediately. and new employment was created also by the # 

sudden boom in the construction of private dwellings at the new 
site, replacing the mostly wooden barracks of the old site. 26 
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Faure's risk-by-risk analysis paints a nuanced image: it 
concludes that the food insecurity risk of the IRR template did not 
appear here and documents how the marginalization nsk has been 
successfully prevented However, it also estimates that the new 
system of mdivrdual house-latrines. requinng weekly emptying by 
tarrunes unaccustomed to this practice. may generate new and 
serious morbrduy risks.27 Social disarticulauon was prevented with 
the help of NGOs work and also to a significant extent through the 
community's collective partrcipatron in negotiating relocation with 
authorities. But the relocation process itself, wrote Faure, fostered 
change in the community's social stranticauon. 

In our view, this urban relocation study brings up other data and 
,ssues worthy of comparative examination. Findings from other 
sites, which we described elsewhere. show that In urban contexts 
disastrous displacements are by far more frequent in Afrtca than 
successful ones (see Cernea 1993 on urban displacement in 
Sudan's capital, Khartoum. were about 500.000 people, mostly 
refugees and squatters. were brutally removed by government 
decrsion: this preceded the massive and barbaric 2005 
displacements m Zimbabwe }.2 

Yet what the Faure study demonstrates from the view point of 
the present paper is an aspect of the versatility of the IRR model 
as an analytical framework. Government officials who fear even to 
verbally mention in public the nsks of displacement falsely believe 
that recognizing risks would only lead to undercutting the 
development enterprise This belief Is both defensive and mistaken 
The IRR perspective as such Is not an announcement of 
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foreordained gloom. but 1s a "construction tool " it ,s apt to help 
avoid nsk, make development sounder. more beneficial. by timely 
anucipatmq and preventing adverse impacts. And, as shown in the 
Faure case study, IRR is a tool also apt to reveal with precision 
that {and how) risks can be overcome even in complex settings. 

Most probably. Faure did not aim to demonstrate this general 
point about risk analysis or about the IRR model. But urnntentionaHy, 
her study itself proves the point. And this key point - about the 
acceptability and benefits of risk analysis- is more important than 
any particular case-study because it applies to all modalitles of 
focusing on risks timely for predicting and improving outcomes. 

b) War Refugees: Coping in New Urban Contexts 

The complex texture of often-unpredicted outcomes from 
displacement risks ,s richly reflected also in the two studies ,n Addis 
Ababa on diverse urban poputauon groups The study by Dmku 
Lamessa (Dinku 2004) brings 1n a group of refugees displaced by 
the Ethiopia-Eritrea war in 1991 and relocated in the country's capital 
city· It explores the coping experiences of "tefenakkai" ("the 
uprooted .• ) in the Mekarnssa neighborhood. the largest among 16 
other similar neighborhoods of conflict-I DPs relocated in the city of 
Addis-Ababa. In turn. Teleke (2004) studied the less researched 
pen-urban communities surrounding Addis-Ababa. 

In studying refugees, o,nku opted to focus on .. the risk of social 
dlsartlculauon" in Mekanissa and its cultural dimensrons. Contrary 
to what some tmnk. this nsk 1s far from "elusive .• and its multiple 
expressions are measurable. Dmku reports employing several 
research techniques in support of his IRR perspective (focus 
groups. general surveys, school surveys, etc.) to identify "the maror 
manifestations of social d1sarticulahon among the displaced". He 
found, among others· .. the evasion of customary obhqauons towards 
widows and orphans as an example of disintegration caused by 
,mpovenshment .• , the emergence of ··streetism" defined as an 

"in the number of street children of alarming proportions". 
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various kinds of "cornrnuruty conflicts", and that "the most 
important social control mechanism 1s not internalized values and 
norms. but the threat of superior power· (374-385) The social 
ensions between previous urban residents and resettled refugees 
have telescoped to the younger generation, as Dinku learned 
through a special investigation m two of the local schools. 

about 80% of the conflicts that occurred in the school 
compounds dunng the last five years were ones that took place 
between the displaced students and the non-displaced ones . The 
conflicts usually arise from certain kinds of inferiority complex 
predommantly suffered by the displaced cornrnuruty" (p 383) 

Yet, the picture 1s not homogeneous the same researcher 
looked for and revealed, in parallel, emerging indicators of social 
re-articulation, new patterns of mutual help in fetching water, of 
new solidarities, of coping and of life adjustments to the new 
circumstances. His nuanced conclusion deserves quotation· 

.. The characterization of socio-cultural displacement as a 
condition of disintegration does not imply that the displaced are 
unable to give meaning to their existence and suffering as the 
capacity to draw on social or religious ideals. and on co-operative 
efforts and sohdanty, can bolster psychological and physical 
defense in even the most extreme situations Nevertheless. their 
coping responses mask uncertainty, anxiety, and stress. the most 
important social control mechanic 1s not internalized values and 
norms but the threat of the superior government power". (p 385) 

c) Peri-Urban Displacement. 

Less researched than the urban areas, but at even higher 
exposure to the pressures of displacement, are the pen-urban 
zones. Expanding crues covet pen-urban land either for locating 
new mdustnes close-by. or for new residential quarters. 

How should research approach the double economic nature, 
agricultural and urban, or the pen-urban households subject to 
displacement? Feleke Tadele (2004) confronted this problem when 
he studied the inhabitants of the Yako Taffo peri-urban area of Addis 
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Ababa, where the municipality earmarked 2 4 milhon m2 for 
expropriation and new housing construction Feleke clearty defined 
three research topics "in hght of the IRR model" 

• first, finding out how the typical pen-urban sources of 
livelihood are at risk, or fully lost: 

• second, finding out the key social impoverishment variables 
in addition to the economic ones, and 

• third, finding out the factors accounting for possible indivrdual 
gain, not only loss, from displacement (Feleke 2004. 484 ). 

But Feleke also considered critically that the IRR framework 
.. overlooked to relate the impact that development projects bring 
on rniqrauon" and therefore he added to his analysis "four elements 
for (securing) livelihood agricultural intensification. crop livestock 
integration, livelihood diversification, and m1gration"(p 503) 

What were the actual findings? 

The pnncipal loss to the 172 evicted-households was the farming 
and grazing land adjacent to their dwelling (between 1-1 0ha/famtly) 
As a result, the peri-urban peasants .. have now become landless 
and stopped farming", which is the local form of .• farmers' 
joblessness" (p. 496) The cash compensation is used for buying 
food supplies, but the families "are not certain about their future" 
and feel ·•seriously insecure with the potential threat of a second 
,vave of displacement" (p 497) Grazing and livestock in the peri 
urban area have decreased and it 1s most likely that "most 
households would face food insecurity in the future"(p. 501 ). 
Employment in the project construction work, notes the author. 
has different effects, bringing gains to the young households. but 
not to the old ones. who in practice could neither •. intensify 
aqnculture." nor "drversify" their livelihood sources "~ 

hJ\ c become landtess and 
been nurumal Landl 
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Many other reported findtngs30 validate Feteke's adjusted use 
of the risk and reconstruction framework. He concluded that the 

•• model of nsk assessment 1s found useful to analyze the threats 
that are facing the people of Yeka Taffo: it 1s important to note that 
all variables are very interdependent. . For instance. the 
oisoossessron of land directly affects food secunty. the lack of 
common resources and style of off-favor activities. and vice-versa. 
Including the "migration" variable among the variables will broaden 
the analysts" (p. 508). 

In ending this ins1ghtful study, Feleke does what every good 
study should do Relying on his ernpmcal findings and analysis 
he then proceeds to make a considerable number of constructive 
recommendation to Addis-Ababa City Council, whose 

"urban planning methodologies should be strengthened with 
social engineering skills - that would analyze the effects of 
dtsplacernent at different project cycles and in multi-variable 
manners" (p. 502). 

VI 

"BELONGINGNESS" IN TRIBAL CULTURE AND COMMON 
PROPERTY LOSSES 

Researchers have many options and choices ,n using the IRR 
methodology. among which they can choose: for instance, they 
have the choice between either studying the full system of rtsks in 
a certain resettlement process. or focusing on one of the 
displacement risks, distinctly, m detailed depth depending on the 
objectives of their research 

A good number of researchers have indeed chosen to focus on 
a single displacement nsk They have done so m order to either 
{a) ga,n analytical depth through focus (Ktbreab 2000. and Koenig 



and Drarra 2000, for instance. studymg the Joss of common 
property by displaced communities; Walde-Selassie, 2000 on social 
disarticutatron ); or (b) to adopt a comparattve perspective (l.assauly 
Jacob 2000 ); or ( c) m order to test a hypothesis related to a specific 
risk. or finally (d) because a certain operattonal need urgently 
dictated a s1ngle-1ssue analysis (Wolde-Setassie 2004, on food 
insecurity). 

Ttus approach markedly differs from the one taken in the studies 
drscussed in the previous sections, where most authors carried 
out a muttiple-rtsks analysis of g.ven displacement processes 
sections" Yet. both approaches are eprstemolcqrcalty valid and 
cognitively fertile The quahty and findings of the studies confirm it 
Of course, because of the interconnectedness of the risks, the 
analysis of one or another risk taken in itself should never be strictly 
insular: implicitly or explicitly, 1t should be linked to the full risk 
pattern embedded in forced dislocations. 

a) Landlessness 

Consider, for instance. the loss of land and the risk of 
impoverishment through potential landlessnes. The in-depth study 
of the nsk to land-entitlements m African countries (Lassa illy-Jacob, 
2000) reveals not only the material impoverishment, but also its 
cultural dtmensions, the related psycho-social stress, and the 
deeper effects of land-loss on cultural and ethnically located 
rdentrties In fact, this analysis is linked by Lasaitly-Jacob with her 
prior studies on Africa's large-scale voluntary land settlement 
programs, and enable her to do what 1s still rare and coveted ,n 
orced displacement research. a comparative analysis between 
he coerciveness of land sxprcpnauon in development-caused 
displacements and the votuntanness of those land resettlement 
programs which were predicated on tree land endowments to resettling 

propnatlon of previously owned assets 

urther in vcctrun ..• I\ an 
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In the context of Afnca's land-based tribal socieues. the risk of 
landlessness 1s probably the most frequently analyzed risk of 
impoverishment, and the vast majonty of researchers document 1t 
and reveal its impncauons On the continent with the lowest 
population density and the highest ratio of land per capita 1n the 
world, this is particularty significant. Be 1t from mining expansion, 
or from dam and reservoir construction, loss of land still looms as 
a fundamental risk among the multiple causes of impoverishment 
afflicting Africa's indigenous rural populations. 

b) Customary Ownership and Dispossession 

The loss of land, however, 1s not only a case of personal property 
dispossession, but also - most frequently ,n Africa, but also, 1n 
India - a loss of group property over land and forest resources 
The IRR 1dent1f1ed the loss of access to group (common) property 
resources as one of the most perrucious risks of impoverishing 
populations that vitally depend on such customarily owned 
resources In development programs, such losses are very 
frequent. 

Knowledge generated by researchers of resettlement processes 
1s often relevant far beyond the issues of displacement, strictly 
speaking Many other societal processes engage the variables at 
stake in displacement as well Several topical areas that are 
"plowed .. in-depth by displacement studies are also under social 
mqinry for other issues, and knowledge generated by displacement 
studies has more than one use. 

One topical area 1s the system (or rather systems) of customary 
common property over natural resources in Africa. A number of 
researchers have set their task to study and explain the 
impoverishment nsks involved in dismantling these customary 
ystems as a result of development-induced forced drsrocauons 

(see K1breab 2000, 2002, 2003. 2006 focused on Eth1op1a, Eritrea, 
Sudan, also. Koenig and o,arra 2000. on Malt. Koenig 2003, 2006 
owever in so doing, they have generated analyses of these 
ystems useful tor other concerns - e a for the concerns about 



the management of natural resources under common property 
regimes.~ .• 

Kibreab's historical theory of common property rules and rights 
has garned scholarly stature. as 1t helps "read" the African social 
systems in general and explains the disruption that dispossession 
inflicted on those displaced. 

Most relevant is Kibreab's insightful explanation of what 
belonging" means in a cultural/psychologicar sense, different from 

Mownership:" he highrights the actors' own perspective on •. territorial 
belonging", as a relationship between physical place and cultural 
identity Planners and planning theories typically only think about 
land as a commodity belonging to people, but never also that people 
can "belona" to specific lands by self-defirntion, v,rtually.33 Many 
populations perceive themselves 1n this way - as "belonqinq" to a 
specific place - and so define their identity. 

In forced displacement, common rands and assets are taken 
away without consideration for either the toss in cultural identity or 
the loss in material livelthoods. Kibreab suggests that the proper 
way of responding to this major risk, when ,t cannot be prevented, 
as to reconstruct a pool of common property resources at the place 
of relocation and to reestablish formal and informal institutions that 
regulate group assets By not doing so, he argues. development 
projects that confiscate customary tribal property resources for right 
of way without making good the loss, inevitably set in motion a process 
of impoverishment and increased powerlessness {K1breab, 2000) 

Drawing on their research in Mali on loss of access to common 
property 1n the Manantal1 Dam displacement, Koenig and Diarra 
(2000) stress ln turn the political dnnens.on of access to CPR 
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(common property resources). Such losses may cause sharp 
political conflicts between displacees and host communities, when 
resettlement leads to competing claims on the same common 
property resources. 

Addressing this point. Koenig (2003) also criticizes the IRR 
model. considering that the IRR only "minimally discusses political 
aspects" (p.3) although it "speciflcally notes that social 
disarticulation can worsen powerlessness, dependency, and 
vulnerability" Koenig recommends. with good Justification in my 
view, a stronger recognition of the political variables in the analysis 
of displacement risks. 

VII 
. 

POPULATION TRANSFERS IN ETHIOPIA: RISKS AND 
RECONSTRUCTION 

Much social research has been invested over the last 30 - 40 
years 1n one of Africa's largest resettlement processes - the state 
initiated population redistribution m Ethiopia. From 1965 to the 
present these processes have crossed several distinct phases, 
under a succession of different political regimes. with changes in 
their causes, goals. content and outcomes. 

An important recent book produced by Addis-Ababa University 
(Pankhurst and Piguet. eds 2004 )34 contains a set of seven 
insightful studies which analyze with the help of the IRR 

. nment 
1al. cultural and cnvuonrneutal 



methodology and conceptual apparatus several segments of 
Eth1op1a's resettlement processes· 1n the Metekel area (Yntiso 
Gebre 2004 and, separately, Walde-Selassie 2004 ), at the Gilgel 
Gibe Hydroelectnc Dam (Kassahun Kebede 2004 ), in the urban 
context of Addis-Ababa (Dinku 2004 ), among the peri-urban and 
rural communities surrounding Addis-Ababa, (Feleke 2004 ), or 
assessing the rrsk of food insecurity also as a cause of resettlement 
{rather than as effect, as usually treated) (Walde-Selassie 2004) 
The seventh study discusses theoretical issues regarding the IRR 
framework (de Wet 2004 ). 

The complementarities between all these studies create the 
possibility of comparing and integrating findings obtained with the 
same methodology - a study in itself, which may await its author 

a) Resettlers and Hosts: Innovative Research 

As a group, the Ettuopran studies strongly display the 
researchers' common interest in the processes of social 
disarticulatron and re-articulation. 35 This probably reflects the 
general concern in Eth1op1a with the wide upheavals and changes 
m social organization patterns within the nation, caused by massive 
and repeated transfers of population from one part of the country 
to anther 

Ynhso Gebre addresses, along this line, one of the least treated 
issues in the worldwide resettlement llterature:36 the relationship 
between tnbal groups that became hosts and the incoming 
resettlers, belonging to other tribes. He analyzes this relationship 
1n the perspective of the IRR, and considers two pertinent questions. 
irst, whether there ,s cultural compatiburty between the two tribal 
populations, and second, to what extent the host population is prone 
o the same or to a comparable set of impoverishment risks, by 
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dent of arrival of a substanttal populatton within its midst 7 (See 
Gebre 2002a. 2002b. 2003. 2004, 2005). Among his studies on 
resettlement 1n the Metekel area of Ethiopia, one has an ominous 
tule .. Why did it fail?" In Metekel, the ratio of incoming resettlers to 
the host population was more than 1.1: 1, a ratio that overwhelmed 
the hosts: some 82,000 resettlers moved into an area already 
mhabrted by 72,000 Gumz-tribe shifting cultivators. The sheer 
demographic imbalance was compounded by profound cultural 
differences, tribal organization differences, and differences in 
agncultural practices between the groups of natives and incomers 

The IRR framework explicitly stresses that hosts as well incur 
the nsks of adverse impacts from resettlement Policies and project 
planning must be aware of the distinct risks to the established 
host population, resulting from the sudden demographic increase 
caused by incoming resettlers (Cemea 2000: 32). But I also wrote. 
however, that "nsks to host are not tdentrcat with the nsks to 
drsplacees, in substance or intensity, but are related to them and 
may also result in impoverishment implications" (idem). Yet in light 
of Gebre's empirical findings, this cautious wording appears to be 
an understatement, and must be revised. Ethiopia's Metekel 
suuauon may not be very common, but Gebre demonstrates that 
under certain circumstances the potential for severe 
impoverishment nsks, some similar in substance, does exists. 
Flawed planning frequently exacerbates the impoverishment risks 
to hosts Contrary to my earner statement, in some situations it 
may be comparable "in substance or lntenslty" to those of the 
displaced and incoming population 

Gebre starts by observing that no special "conceptual framework 
has been developed to explain what happens to hosts" (2003· 51) 
and proceeds to test whether the lRR ,s adequate for this as well 
He dessgned a soprusucated research program. including intensive 

Ith two groups - settlers and hosts =wruch were cross 
with findings from a sample survey of 368 households 

m 1 o or tne 4 5 v,ttages with resettle rs in the area Gebre's study, ,n 
his words "comoares and contrasts the orav1ty of displacement 
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risks for the new settlers and for the host population in light of 
the impoverishment nsks and reconstruction (IRR) model. It is 
true that the experience of forced settlers has different dynamics 
than that of hosts .. The lesson from Metekel reveals that massive 
resettlement could disrupt the livelihood of the original inhabitants 
the way dams, national parks, and other development projects do 
to displacees". 

For this purpose, Gebre also constructed a comparative risk 
chart that evaluates how the same set of impoverishing risks 
affected the two different groups: this kind of comparative chart is 
indeed the type of instrument that many other researchers could 
use beneficially 

The ernpmcat findings are described ,n Gebre's studies in detail, 
and are compounded by a chronological description of how the 
tensions between hosts and resettlers escalated into deadly conflicts 
and bloodshed. Many people were killed and wounded on each 
side. The clashes, in the given cultural context. triggered in turn 
spate after spate of revenge killings. The competition for scarce 
natural resources was the economic underpinning of the intense 
inter-ethnic clashes, and when both hosts and resettlers created 
ad-hoc militias, the intervention of the army became necessary. 
To a large extent, although not fully, these were the consequences 
of resettlement Ill-preparation and of authorities' un-awareness or 
non-anticipation of Impoverishment risks for both groups. 

What are the findings, in term of the IRR model's methodological 
validity? Gebre sums up the outcomes of his detailed empirical 
nsks analysis showing that 

"flve of the IRR variables - landlessness, homelessness, loss 
of access to common property assets, marginalization, and food 
insecurity - undoubtedly apply to the Gumz hosts' situation Two 
other variables - increased morbid1ty/mortal1ty and social 
disarticulation - may also be related to the experiences of the hosts" 
(2003: 52) 

Reflecting the severity of the ensuing conflicts. he also defines 
the "security risk to life .. as a contextually specific and distinct nsk, 
which 1s not part of the general IRR framework but is present and 
relevant tocauv. 
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Overall. Ynuso Gebre denves two main conclusions from his 
analyses. First, that 

.• Cemea's model Is also relevant to host populations such as 
the Gumz, as most of the vanables identified by the model are 
also manifested in their expenence ... The methodological tool 
developed to analyze the situation of the displacees can be 
employed to examine that of the hosts The 1980s resettlement in 
Ethiopia resulted in land orspossesston. loss of hfe. home 
destruction, decltne of access to common resources, 
margmalizallon, erosion of customary laws, and penocic food 
insecurity for the Gumz. These vanables stnkrngly correspond with 
the components of the displacement process delineated 1n Michael 
Cernea's IRR model, which demonstrates that hosts encounter 
senous risks of impovensbrnent" (2003: 60) 

The second main conclusion Is of a poltcy, operational, and 
applied research nature. and Is addressed, among others. to social 
scientists. Gebre wntes rruhtanuy, "Researchers should documen 
isks encountered by hosts. communicate research results to the 
wider public and those who can influence poucy. give bnefing to 
governments and donor agencies, generate policy ideas. and 
co11aborate with those embracing the host cause .• (2003, p 60) 

I find this study's analysts and recommendations both creative 
and convmcmq. Beyond testing, vahdatmq and expanding the 
apphcanon of the lRR framework. the study Is a most pertmen 
argument for the need to recognize the impoverishment risks to 
which hosts are also potentially exposed mall situations-with the 
degree varying according to context - nsks that must be preempted 
through economically. technically. and morally sound resettlemen 
planning. 

b) Social Oisarticulation and Community Rearticulation 

Abutte Wolde-Sellass,e (2000) reports a "study in contrast: to 
above case from the Benes Valley resettlement area (another 

name for the same Metekel zone) and at a later pomt ,n time. wruc 
tudred as part of his PhD tnesis In more than one wav, Geore · 
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and Wolde·s studies complement each other in that not only 
the losses and dis articulation caused by displacement are revealed, 
but also that the dynamics of reconstruction post-displacement 
begins to emerge after a certain time. 

Walde-Selassie examined the patterns of social organization 
along the displacement-resettlement time-continuum, and relies 
both on the "risks components" and on the "reconstruction 
components" of the IRR framework. Of course, the onset of various 
social dlsarticulauon syndromes started at the departure site and 
continued also at the arrival site. "Partners abandoned spouses 
at the very initial stage . Resettlement brought about the breakup 
of many families" (Walde-Selassie: 42) Many other indicators 
converged into a multi-variable image of social disorganization and 
loss of pre-existing precious social capital." 

But then, after the initial phase of emergencies, conflicts, 
illnesses, and transition, adaptation slowly started. ''Entrepreneurial 
activities, Walde writes, such as trade and market exchange, were, 
in my own view, one of the best and effective adaptive strategies ... 
Marnages strengthened . Affinal kin groups began to develop .. " 
among the re settlers (p. 422-3) Others indications followed, and 
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are reported ,n turn, based on the researcher's field 
observations. "The rofe of elders regained importance in village 
life .• : "The rebirth of religious associations ..•. followed. "Resettrers 
managed to revitalize the idir", the strongest traditional mutual 
assocrauon w1th1n village comrnuruues, and a •• reemergence of labor 
exchanges .• begun. At the community level. the author documents 
literally "the articulation of farmers production •• support 
organizations. re-born in the new context but maintaining tneir 
vernacular names from the place of onqm. 

Wolde's analysis 1s relevant not only sociologically, but also in terms 
of the lessons it derives for the operational delivery of post-relocation 
assistance. This assistance ought to not be limited to technical •• inputs" 
- food, tools. medicine, etc. - but should also nurture and fadhtate 
local capacity building. The researcher conciudes· 

Providing the conditions necessary to facilitate rather than hinder 
people's own initiatives and the development of community 
associations and lnsututrons is vital m the social re-articulation of a 
disrupted community. This process 1s central also for the entire 
economic reestablishment process. The risks and reconstruction 
conceptual framework - in identifying key risks and pointing to 
strategies for reconstruction - 1s a relevant analyhcal and guiding 
framework. (2000 30) 

c) Questioning Project Design: Dam-Building in Ethiopia 

While populaUon transfer programs swept the country. major 
dams were not built and the displacement effects of dams have 
not been the subject of much research 1n Ethiopia. Therefore. 
Kassahun Kebedke's thesis (2001) and published study (2004) on 
the Gilgel Gibe hydroelectric dam displacements are seen as 
among .• the first of their kmd" in Ethropia In organizing rus research. 
Kassahun exphcrtly considered choices between several theoretical 
models and opted for "the model which marked a shift from stages 
ridden archetypes to packages of risks in development-induced 
displacement" (2004· 445). 

Drstmct from many other case-studies on dams, and therefore 
mterestmq 1n a different way. Kassahun started the appncanon of 
he risks model by asking whether and how the World Bank-assisted 
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G1lgel Gibe project took into account all of the impoverishment 
· nsks during project des,gn and preparation? He found the World 
Bank's preparation process to have been unsatisfactory on this 
ground and convincingly cnticzes the project's design because ,t 
did not adequately prevent the landlessness risk. It secured only 
insufficient land per resettled family in a typical area of swidden 
agriculture, "making fallow unthinkable". He also faulted the 
underestimation dunng project preparation of the loss of common 
property pastures that contributed to severe reduction in livestock 
ownership after relocation and caused a "traction-power deficiency· 
an agricultural work. In this context. Kassahun also criticrzed the 
lRR model for •. mosUy neglecting part-farming in its prescription 
about land for farming .. (p. 457). 

Many other msightful observations resulted from considering 
whether or not, and how. the other basic nsks, such as toss of 
employment, food insecunty, house-loss and social disarticulahon 
-were handled dunng project tmplementation. The nch texture of 
the study's nuanced findings confirmed to the researcher the 
promise of the risk-based methodology 1n field research 

This study also validates convincingly. in my view, another 
premise of the tRR methodorogy· namely, that risk intensities are 
always non-uniform and context-specific. When empirical research 
does not treat risk-outcomes wholesale but instead explores the 
"dnferennal impacts .• of risks on various population segments and 
includes risk-intensity indicators, it stands a much better chance to 
capture the complexity inherent in DIOR processes. 36 Kassahun 
followed trus recommendation and selected four variables for 
assessing risk intensities and impacts: age: gender; position in the 

UH 
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domestic cycle, and wealth The study reports distinct findings 
on the young, on children. the elderly, on women and men, etc 
With this more finely grained assessment, the author concludes 
that the G1lgel Gibe displacement outcome "scenario remains. 
differential impact (rather) than wholesale impoverishment. It is 
worth pointing out that the G1lgel Gibe study shows one of the 
ways in which nuanced risk analysis can respond to this 
requirement 

d) Expanding the application of the IRR framework 

Beyond their individual findings, the set of Ethiopian studies 
discussed above have another key methodological siqruflcance. 
Taken together, they embody an important expansion 1n the 
analytical use of the IRR model beyond the category of 
development-displacements to the category of state programs for 
population territorial transfer and redistribution. The causal and 
context differences between these two types of displacement are 
well known Nonetheless, the extension is warranted when done 
carefully rather than mechanically, and when the differences are 
kept in view. 

We have also examined already the extension of the IRR 
framework to the study of host populations' conditions. Together, 
these extensions confirm the cognitive instrumentality of the 
framework, 1n that it lends itself to flexible adaptation, facilitates 
the comparison and aggregation of findings through the 
rdentlflcauon of both sirmlantles and differepces, and allows 
integration of results. Thus, 1t creates new premises for incremental 
knowledge and for theoretical generalizations on causes and 
widespread processes of unpovenshment. 

VIII 

CONFLICT-AND MILITARY-CAUSED DISPLACEMENTS 
AND THE IRR MODEL 

Another area of extended I RR apphcabtlrty 1s certain 
displacements caused by conflicts. with appropriate caveats 
Reputed scholars have developed the argument for using the IRR 
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framework 1n studying this type of displacements as welt - 
caused by wars. civil wars, or violent ethnic persecution. We need 
to remain aware that there are not only substantive srrmlanues in 
impacts, but also causal differences. as well as differences in the 
options for counteracting the risks and mitigating the impacts. Of 
crucial mterest ,s the theoretical reasoning for such an expanded 
application. with due awareness of its lrrmts. 

Theoretically, a strong argument for applying the IRR model to 
researching conflict displaced populations was first made by Gaim 
Kibreab (2000), based on his extensive studies on refugees and 
IDPs and on Africa's general refugee situation. His argument has 
two premises. the centrality of ,mpovenshment risks in both conflict 
displacements and development-displacements, and the imperative 
of reforming the current approaches used ,n refugee assistance. 
Kibreab argues as follows: 

Any government or agency concerned with the welfare and 
viable reconstruction of sustamable hveHhoods among displaced 
communities - the cause of displacement notwithstandmg - could 
gam pivotal insights and inspiration from the nsk model. The 
problems faced by refugees and relocates rn resettlement schemes 
are more or less the same as those embodied in the nsk model. 
The major problems facing refugees in resettlement schemes are 
1andlessness, unemployment or underemployment. especiaHy 
during trough seasons, overcrowding, marginalization, Increased 
morbidity and mortality, food insecurity, rack of access to CPRs as 
compounded by fack of communal tenurial secunty, and social 
disintegration. rt is true that in the case of refugees. most of these 
tosses are suffered in connectton with flight, but this is imrnatenal 
because the declared aim of any refugee resettlement scheme 1s 
to rectify these r osses and to avoid nsks of further impoverishment 
rather than to consolidate and exacerbate such detrimental 
processes. Instead, failed refugee resettlement schemes have 
resulted in reinforcing the losses and the risks of impovenshment 
(Ktbreab 2000 323) 
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Kibreab supports his reasoning with the rustoncal record of 
refugee resettlement schemes analyzed in his many studies, a 
record replete with example of dismal failures: 1n fact, failure seems 
to be the rule rather than the exception with respect to refugee 
resettlement schemes. Between 1962 and 1985, about 155 refugee 
resettlement schemes were established in Af nca and only a few 
have been able to achieve the minimum goal of self 
sufficiency ... This bleak srtuatron would undoubtedly have been 
avoided, or at least mitigated. 1fhost-govemment policies and donor 
responses were to be informed by the risk model (Pp 323-4) 

In tum, other scholars of displacement, like vounra and Harrell 
Bond (2000), have also stressed the need of "arriving at a 
theoretical model of resettlement that applies to different situations 
of forced rmqrauon - those resulting from impovenshment, civil 
strife or "development" project that uproot populations" (p 56). 
Voulira and Harrell-Bond regard the elaboration of such a 
theoretical model as a "major challenge" facing researchers 
Discussing the options for, or limits to, applying the IRR also to 
conflict caused displacements, they agreed with Cernea that 
impoverishment Is a "consequence of virtually all types of 
displacement" and that methodologically [Impoverishment] allows 
for a common denominator in refugee and "oustee expenence" 
(2000: 56) But they saw difficultres in that causes are different 
and that "definitions of 'success· are not the same" In the two 
categories of displacement. (p 57) 

Sure enough, there are indisputable differences between 
displacement types, those mentioned by Harrell-Bond and vounra, 
and others too. But the response to the question of tool-usability, 
m my view, is to respect the methodological requirement of not 
taking a conceptual framework and mechanically "apply" or 
transpose It tale quale elsewhere, on another category of 
processes "There ,s considerable potential for this extension, 1f 
mechanical application of the model ,s avoided" (Cemea 2000 
18) The challenge Is to explore the mvesuqauve advantages 
offered by this analytical tool by adJusting it to studying refugee 
drsplacements as well and probe the value-added knowledge 
benen 
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Gairn Kibreab also addressed the epistemological question of 
whether differences between these types of displacements preempt 
the use of the IRR model Breaking stereotypes, he turned the 
question around. arguing that not only the similarities, but the 
differences as well justify comparative analysis within the IRR 
framework Kibreab readily recognizes 

. the differences that may at first glance appear to have a 
bearing on the «nrnedrate relevance of the nsk model as applied to 
resettlement of refugees. Yet. in spite of the ostensible 
dissimilarities between oustees' and refugees' sttuatrons, a closer 
examination of the issues reveals that the so-called differences do 
not hrrnt the scope of the model, but rather, make 1t compellingly 
relevant. (p 325) 

Kibreab substantiates his argument by proceeding methodically 
to consider one by one the specific differences. Among these are· 
the •. planned [development-displacements] versus sudden [conflict] 
events": "the permanent [development-displacement] versus 
temporary [conflict) displacement": the "nationals versus aliens" 
difference and its effects on attitudes and practices of access to 
natural resources under common property regimes; and the 
differences 1r1 institutional responsibilities and mandates for 
refugees and development displacees 39 Based on the very content 
of these real differences. K1breab then argues why they cannot 
and shouldn't be construed as obstacles to applying a risk-oriented 
analysis and to pursuing reconstrucnve strategies, instead of simple 
rehef assistance. The awareness of partial differences must not 
deter from the use of a certain research tool, ,t only dictates to 
factor into the research the knowledge about the differences Thus, 
the recognition and thoughtful examination of differences enables 
Krbreab to conclude powerfully· 



It 1s noteworthy to state here, however, that this does not in an 
way hrrut the pertinence of the nsk model m the formulation o 
refugee resettlement policies. Its raison d'etre Is to stimulate 
development of strategies designed to1fill existing policy or 
orqaruzatronal vacuums. The model warns governments. inter 
governmental organizations, and nongovernmental organizations 
of the dangers involved 1n the failure to develop policies and 
organizational structures that allow them to plan ahead and to 
implement corrective measures that counteract or rectify negative 
consequences. With regard to resettlement of refugees, if the 
model 1s embraced, it could stimulate fresh and innovative 
conceptuahzation, which could, over time, shift the frontier of the 
existing deficient approaches to refugee resettlements (Kibreab 
2000·330) 

• 

In research practice, 1n fact, the impoverishment risk-analysis 
has already been innovatively employed by some conflict 
researchers both in Africa and elsewhere. for instance 1n Latin 
America (Muggah)•0, demonstrating partial but extensive 
applicability. Some of IRR research in Ethiopia (see earlier Omku 
2004) covered war-dlsplacees groups as well, and more recent 
research on conflict-refugees in West Africa is discussed below. 

c) IRR analysis of refugees at country level: Sierra Leone 

Ten years of civil war, several coups, and interventions of foreign 
military have caused wave after wave of forced displacements in 
Sierra Leone. A research project undertaken by Damien Mama•' 
in Sierra Leone deliberately aimed to test the investigative and 
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cognitive adequacy of the IRR for conflict-displacements, 
off enng four explicit reasons for his tes 

The methodological apparatus of this study has particular 
relevance for the discussron on applying nsk analysis to conflict 
IDPs Mama deltberately avoided a •• mechanical application •• by 
taking into account what in the phases of displacement Is specific 
to conflict and by considering the UN guiding principles on IOPs 
and "protection regimes •.. all the time aware of differences from 
development-displacement situations He also points out that 
conflict-refugees are exposed to different risks in the different 
phases of their ordeal for instance, when fleeing conflict. the risks 
are different from the risks experienced upon return Accordingly, 
he made adjustments in the IRR model's definition of risk-reversal 
behavior and strategies 

Damien Mama's field methods, m turn, stnve to 1dent1fy local 
•• problems faced by resettled populations" .• Respondents were 
given the opportunity to answer in their own words" (p 17) and 
content analysis methods were applied to answers collected from 
interviews (p 16) Hts effort was to adjust the general nsk framework 
to the particular circumstances of post-conflict resettlement in Sierra 
Leone by 1dent1fying •. the irnpovenshrnent risks m some selected 

ollow 
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resettled communities and cross them also with responses 
provided by the policy of the Sierra Leone government, of 
international organizations. and local partners" (p 16} Further, his 
analysis took mto account "the 5 maror phases of resettlement in 
Sierra Leone and made a comparative analysis of IDP case-loads 
that fall under different phases" 

In ··testing the main components of the IRR moder. Daniel Mama 
found "important srrnitannes with predicted risks" (p 49), but not 
full identity with the general description of the risks 1n the IRR model. 
Some nsks. hke landlessness, proved in Sierra Leone to be only 
temporary for these resettlers, rather than becoming chronic and 
definitive land-losses. The researcher found that 1n this case "the 
houses and lands that were occupied ,n rebel held areas were 
vacated without resistance by occupants" (p 50) when those 
displaced returned ~3 Damien Mama concluded that land problems 
turned out to not be acute because "mediation and (the) involvement 
of former fighters m reintegration opportunity programs for their 
economic self reliance have contributed to curb potential problems 
and settled major disputes "(p 50) 

Post-conflict marginalization and stigma were not faced either, 
and IDPs were welcomed upon return by community members. 
"increasing their feeling of belongingness despite the economic 
challenges encountered" Other nsks, however, such as food 
,nsecunty and community oisartrcutauon matenahzed 1n an enduring 
way, exacting a heavy toll after return "loss of (mobile) property", 
.. lack of access to cultural resources" and of "access to education •.. 
The research, therefore. finds fault with the premature discontlnuatron 
of official resettlement assistance It rdenufies mconsrstencies 
between the publicly declared resettlement strategy and the 
measures actually implemented. as well as non-concordance and 
gaps between the assistance delivered and the actual needs of 
the returned resettlers 

•· D,m11cn ~1JmJ concluded 1ha1 IJmJ problems turned out to not be acute 
mcduucn und uhc) 1m oh cmcnt of Iornu r f1ducr, 1n rcuucgr.mon opportunuv 

liJn1. c hJ, c c orunburcd to c iu h potcnuul 
(p "") 
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We can thus observe how Mama's approach employed the tRR 
model simultaneously as a theoretical research paradigm and a 
set of testable hypotheses. H 1s approach paid off. tt enabled him 
to construct a theory-led image of the displacement by conntct and 
particularly of the post-conflict resettlement as expenenced by I DPs 
1n Srerra Leone. The specific cluster of nsks - a "Sierra Leone 
risks-pattern" - that resulted from his research differs in several 
respects from the general nsk-pattern of the IRR risk-model, and 
this ts a gain m knowledqe The research specified the general 
model ma particular context and the knowledge so gained is apt 
to inform specific policy and operational responses As to the test 
of the IRR model, Mama's thesis concluded. 

The hypothesis of trus thesis is verified. ln bnef, this research 
has contributed to understanding some dynarmc that charactenze 
resetUement in a post-contuct setting Besides, trus research 
showed that the IRR model primarily developed for development 
induced displacement also provides useful tools for problem 
analysis and pohcy planning in conflict-induced displacement. (p. 
60-1) 

The Sierra Leone study embodies indeed a valuable expenence 
of using and interpreting the nsk and reconstruction framework in 
ways that account for the specmcs of post-confhct srtuanons and 
the socio-ponncal parncularitles of the country context. 

The researchers of confhct-caused displacements wHI most 
probably continue to test trus framework, employ its cognitive 
advantages and explore the scope for rts uses. The framework 
has proven its capacity to illuminate the conflict experiences of 
those displaced, the,,r own risk-perceptrons and risk-responses. 
Moreover. the research of such human personal experiences away 
form overemphasis on assistance agencies 1s prone to generate 
understandings. New modanues of using and ennchtng this 
framework 1n confuct-related studies are certainly possible and 
desirable, m ways tailored to the distinct nature of connict 
displacement But also more mteqranon of findings with comparabte 
findings from development-caused displacements will facilitate 
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broader theoretical generalizations and increase the pubhc 
impacts of resettlement research. 

I strongly believe that confhct-displacement research should 
increasingly zero-in on what as the second part of the IRR model: 
these are the specific issues of post-conflict reconstructed 
livelihoods and productive economic systems. 

d) Military Displacement in Peacetime 

Distinct from conflict-caused displacement. another type of 
forced displacement m Africa has also come to use the IRR 
framework: forced displacement by rnihtary constructions 
undertaken during peacetimes Such constructions include military 
encampments, training ranges. Iortmcanons. rruhtary bases, 
storages, testing polygons, etc. State lands are not the only lands 
used for such constructions: often, the state and the military resort 
to forced displacement of landowners to place such facilities The 
displaced groups often get little respect for their entitlements. human 
nghts, and economic losses. 

The literature on this type of displacement in Afnca 1s very hrmted. 
But a remarkable monograph, currently in press (Vine, Sokolowski, 
and Harvey, 2005, forthcoming 2007). bnngs one of the best analyses 
existing in worldwide literature on such rmhtary displacement during 
peacetime '~ The monograph deals with the construction of a major 
U.S military base on the Diego Garcia Island and the surrounding 
Chagos Archipelago ,n the mtddte of the Indian Ocean. •!I The island 
had been previously inhabited by the Chagossian tribe, population of 
about 1 500 people. who were expelled from the island following an 
agreement between the U.K. and the U S. governments to oe-ooputat 
the islands and construct military fac11ihes The Chaqossians wer 
coerced and deported by the U.K. government without right o 
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refusal, compensation, or legal recourse. and were feft on the 
docks of Mauritius and Seychelles rslands. 1200 miles away. where 
they received no resettlement assistance. 

Beginning 1n August 2001, at the request of lawyers representing 
the Chagossians in lawsuits in the U.S. and the U.K., the authors 
of the monograph. led by Oavrd Vine, conducted more than three 
years of ethnographic research on the displacement and ,ts effects. 
Vinewntes: 

"Usmq the tRR model as a diagnostic tool to analyze its findings. 
our study shows that as a result of their expulsion, and despite 
two small compensation payouts five and ten years after the final 

\ 

removals, Chagossians have, as a group, experienced severe 
ongoing impovenshment in exile. The condition of the islanders' 
lives since the expulsion illustrates the debilitating impact of 
displacement and the difficulty of overcoming its damage. . .As a 
result of their displacement. the islanders became and generally 
have remained a rnarqinalrzed underclass at the bottom of the 
socioeconomic hierarchies in Mauritius and Seychelles ... The 
study details the impact of the displacement by documenting ten 
major dimensions of Chagossians' impoverishment, built around 
the IRR model's eight sub-processes •. {Vine, "Summary" pp. 2-3). 

The researchers in fact expanded their analysis to other 
important risks they deemed to be definitional for the Chagossians' 
displacement, ethnic discrimination and educational depnvation 
The study documents each of the impoverishment nsks in 
extensive ethnographic detail. and some findings are worth quoting. 
At the places of thear relocatron/expulsion, nearly 46 percent of 
working age ChagossIans are not working; the medran income is 
around $2 15 per day, 40 percent of households do not have indoor 
pfumb1ng and 26 percent of have no running water; 54 percent of 
Chagossrans are uuterate: 85 percent of those surveyed report 
needing more health care. 

The ChagossIans have struggled to gain the right to return to 
their homeland and w,n proper compensation After years of feaal 
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acnon against the Bntish Government, the High Court of London 
issued a hrstonc ruling in November 2000 that the expulsion had 
been Illegal. Surpnsmqly, rather than appeal, British off1c1a1s 
acceded to the judgment and gave Chagossians permrssion to 
return to all of the Chagos islands except Diego Garcia. Without 
funding to finance even an exploratory trip however, m 2001 the 
islanders lodged a new suit against the United Kingdom for 
compensation and money to finance their return and the 
reconstruction of their society. As the suit progressed, the group 
won another victory in 2002. as they were granted the right to fun 
UK citizenship, as citizens of the British Indian Ocean Territory, 
including the right to live in Britain A year later, hopes for a return 
were badly damaged when the High Court rejected the 
compensatton claim, though 1t admitted that Chagossians were 
.. treated shamefully by successive UK governments " 

Undeterred, Chagossians had already filed a parallel class 
action lawsuit in Washington, D.C. federal court against the U.S 
Government and several government offictals. including former U.S 
Secretary ot Defense Robert McNamara and current Defense 
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld. The suu accused the defendants of 
harms including forced relocation; cruel, inhuman, and degrading 
treatment; and genocide The suit asked the court to grant the 
nght of return. award compensation. and order an end to 
employment drscnrrunauon preventing Chagossians from workmg 
on the base After three years of tradmg scores of motions back 
and forth, 1n December 2004. the United States Distnct Court tor 
the District of Columbia dismissed the case. arguing that the officials 
involved were acting ,n their capacity as government employees 
and relying on a long-standing principle 1n U S law that foreign 
and military poltcy are the near-exclusive domain of the execuu 
and leqrstauvs branches An appeals court struck down an app 
m 2006. The group's lawyers have filed a pennon to the U S 
Supreme Court to review the case and are pursumg other avenu 
of litigation agamst the US Government 
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Despite the initial legal successes in the British High Court, the 
legal decisions were subsequently reversed when British officials 
used the Queen's archaic power of royal decree to overturn the 
Chagoss1ans' November 2000 court victory and their right of return. 
Nonetheless. the Chaqosstans returned to the High Court in 
December 2005 to contest the Orders. The British Government 
finally yielded to a long-standing demand to allow a visit to Chagos 
for more than 100 Chagossians Shortly thereafter, the High Court 
ruled again that their expulsion was illegal, overturning the 
Government's Orders in Council. The chaqossians' continued their 
struggle because the U K. Government appealed the case, 
forestalling return. Another case against the U.S. Government is 
also pending in U.S. courts. 

The legal history of the Diego Garcia's indigenous population, 
despite the fact that the case 1s not settled, has nevertheless 
obtained some stunning victories, both in formal courts and in the 
court of public opinion supporting their struggle The foremost 
argument that led to that victory relied on the population's human 
rights and on the demonstration of their impovenshment through 
forced displacement This is a remarkable confirmation on the 
importance of the impoverishment argument against forced 
displacement and of the potential of sociological/anthropological 
research to generate the empirical data that may help defend the 
nghts and livelihoods of displaced populations, even in the case of 
a weak tribal community opposing powerful government authorities 

IX 

DISPLACEMENTS FROM AFRICAN PARKS: THE POVERTY CASE 
FOR CHANGING PARK-CREATION STRATEGY 

Another topic most relevant for tribal displacement worldwide - 
m which the use of the IRR model in Africa has led to 
recommendations for drastic policy changes - are the socro 
conom1c and demographic variables of conservation par 

(Cernea and Schmidt-Soltau 2006} Indeed. recent studies of 



mpoverishment through displacement from Central and East 
African parks supply convincing ernpirical evidence mto the on 
going sharp international debate (see Adams, Aveflng, Brockington 
and assoc. 2004) on the need to re-balance biodiversity 
conservation policy with poverty reduction policy. 

The establishment of nature parks across Africa for conserving 
areas with precious biosphere resources has for decades 
predicated on the forced removal of the indigenous groups long 
inhabited those areas. Such displacements have been imposed 
not in every single instance, but in numerous cases they were the 
very premise of park creation and had terrible socio-economic 
effects on the livelihood of the locally affected populations 

It is a matter of record that the displacements initiated in order 
to create parks. game reserves, or corridors for wifdlife passage 
have often involved the brutal violation by the state itself of the 
populations' basic human and customary rights. Yet while each 
new park was hailed as a conservation triumph, the forced human 
removals and their dire effects have been kept out of the public 
glare. Case by case anthropological studies on such removal 
processes did signal the issues. but couldn't offer an aggregate 
macro-image of the destructive social processes set in motion. 
Biodiversity sustainability is surely a paramount objective, essential 
for global and national reasons. but park creation cannot be deemed 
a success if predicated locally on socially un-sustainable and 
morally unacceptable conditions. The establishment of conservation 
parks must also include sustainable alternative hvehhood for the 
indigenous people of the areas allocated for parks and nature 
reserves. 

a) From case narratives to macro-synthesis 

Starting from 1999, an original research on displacement 
resettlement from parks in several Central African countries has 
been earned out by Kai Schmidt-Soltau. He was the first to 
systematically apply the IRR model to analyzing the displacement 
effects of the national parks of several countries. Republic of Congo 
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Gabon. Cameroon. Equatorial Guinea, Central African Republic 
and Nigeria. The original contribution of Schmidt-Soltau's research 
methodology is the applicauon of the IRR model to displ ace men ts 
from a cohort of parks considered together, all located In a contiguous 
region of Central Africa, in order to distinguish the general 
characteristics of such processes. 

The benefits of methodology and synthesis became immediately 
obvious. instead of the case-by-case narratives, customary in the 
anthropological literature. Schmidt-Soltau has constructed with the 
help of the IRR model an integrated image of what 1s typical about 
a class of processes -the processes set in motion for establishing 
large nature conservation parks and protected areas. The IRR 
methodology enabled him to produce not only a narrative account, 
but also generatizing propositions about the characteristics of 
population displacement out of Africa's new parks. 

Schmidt-Soltau {2000, 2003) has found that despite Central 
Africa's low population densities and despite the large territories 
to which the resident tribal groups had access previously, the 
affected tribal groups, once displaced, were suddenly rendered 
landless. The states and agencies which uprooted them did not 
provide. in exchange, land entitlements elsewhere. Marginahzation 
and social disarticulation materialized in severe forms. Conflicts 
and competition with unwilling •. host" populations resident at the 
relocation sites escalated and the compensation of both populations 
(already at low living standards previously) aggravated further. 

Risk analysis, however, can be nuanced and can deconstruct 
synchronic processes. Thus, Schmidt-Soltau found that under the 
local Central African circumstances the risks of the IRR framework 
surfaced with different intensities. Homelessness. for instance, 
didn't prove to be a severe impoverishment risk. because the 
simplicity of local housing enabled the relocated people to rebuild 
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relatively easy, and materials were plentiful Simtlarly, during 
displacement the risk of food insecunty did not materrafize either. 
With differences carefully considered, the generalized picture of 
impoverishment through displacement built along the IRR 
framework provides what is probably the most comprehensive 
synthesis of such processes in Africa to date. 

b) Emerging Policy Recommendations 

The empirical findings about multisided impoverishment risks 
and real-life outcomes, analyzed from the perspective of 
conservation and development, led further also to policy 
recommendations. In subsequent studies, produced jointly with 
the writer of the present paper, the authors relied on the IRR 
framework to critically re-place 1n discussion the current strategy 
itself of park creation: namely. the strategy and practice of forcibly 
removing the areas' previous inhabitants without effective counter 
impoverishment safeguards and compensations {see Cernea and 
Schmidt-Soltau 2003a, 2003b, 2006). Our studies strongly argue 
the need to ensure "double sustainability" -that is the sustainability 
of biosphere resources and of people's livelihoods. Since brutal 
displacement practices have demonstrably worsened livelihoods, 
park-creation predicated on forced displacement of people must 
be discontinued (Cernea and Schmidt-Soltau 2003a and 2003b) 

The legitimacy of this recommendation results from the 
consolidated empincal analysis of several cases carried out with 
the same methodology in various countries. The aggregation of 
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pauperization indicators, and the similarity of findings across a 
cohort of cases, lent added force to this arqurnent." Further, its 
empirical basis has been broadened in the authors' 2006 study by 
corroborating findings of other park researchers of parks in East 
Africa (Risby 2001: Rudd 2004). In sum, the racoqniuon of poverty 
risks and of the added pauperization inflicted on forest people 
justifies replacing the compromised. old displacement approach 
with a radically new strategy, socially protective as well. 

c) Corroboration from East Africa 

Two interesting replications of the study in Central African parks, 
both done mdependently, come from research done in East Africa 
by Kristina Rudd (2004) in Southwest Uganda's Bwrndl 
Impenetrable Park on the tribal Batwa population and in 
Mozambique by Chad Dear on Displacement in Banhine National 
Park (Dear, 2006-2007). 

Unrelated to Schrrudt-Soltau's study, Rudd did a virtually similar 
year-long research project exploring the situation of the Batwa, 

using the lRR model as a theoretical base," seen by Rudd as "the 
most helpful theoretical model for understanding displacement and 
impoverishmenr.48 The Batwa are a pigmy indigenous ethnic group, 

~, Ar the \Vorld Park Congress, held m Durban, South Africa, the debates around 
these findings on impoverishment were intense and generated considerable support 
but also the opposmon of some prominent conservation practitioners The fact 

r, that unmitigated forced displacement as park creation strntc 
unmes sharply conflicts with poverty reducnon After decad 

of experiences wuh the displacement approach. the argument is that this strate 
has exhausted both its potennal and its credibiluy lt has produced great damage, 
has not fuUi lied expectations, and ts comprormsmg the reputation of the effort 
for brodrvcrsuy parks conservation by infhcting aggravated poverty on resident 
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displaced from Bwindi Park in 1991 and uncompensated for 
their loss of land. Over 80% of the group remained still landless 
six years after their displacement. squatting without security on 
land owned either by private individuals (66%). by the government 
(8%) or by churches (8%) (Rudd, after Kabananukye). 

This risk-by-risk analysis confirmed au eight nsk-categories, 
and Rudd generated significant new data particularly on health, 
demonstrating the Batwa's "decreased access to health care". 
Given that the Batwa have, in most cases. moved physically closer 
to health clinics. this finding may appear counter-intuitive. But the 
researcher convincingly argues, based on field-studies In seven 
Batwa settlements, that the "interconnectedness .• of all the other 
materialized risks, along with other factors, "has resulted in a 
decrease in access to health care which is one of the root causes 
of increased morbidity and mortality in their community." For 
instance. the Batwa have infant and child mortality rates up to four 
times higher than other ethnic groups in the same region. 

"I found, wntes Rudd, that the child mortality rate in these villages 
was 4 7. 7 percent. This means that nearly half of the children who 
are born to Batwa women dre before the age of five years. This 
igure Is much higher than Uganda·s national average of 14.1 
percent (according to World Bank 2004 data), but is similar to 
Kellermann's (2003) values of 40 percent and 41 percent." (2004: 101) 

Resettlement has indeed changed the Batwa group's terms of 
access to Inputs affecting health condittons, including access to 
both traditional and Western medicine: because of marginalization 
and dlscnrnination. their access remains "unequal to that of their 
non-Batwa peers". and, In addition. they now have lost the prior 
access to their traditional medicinal plant resources 
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Based on this analysis. Rudd reformulates the .. increased 
morbidity and mortauty" risk of the IRR model and proposes to 
replace or define 1t differently (at least for the case studied) as the 
nsk of "inadequate access to health care" which in turn leads to 
increased illness and mortality. Overall, the researcher concluded 
that the impoverishment risks model "is affirmed by the case of the 
Batwa, and can be used to analyze their situatrcn of displacement, 
as well as to predict, and hopefully prevent, impoverishment 
secondary to conservation projects 1n the future" (2004: 13 ). The 
risks, she observed, .• are deeply interconnected, and cannot be 
analyzed outside of the context of the full model "Rudd conducted 
her nsk study with a view to facilitating social improvements, and 
therefore turned the analysis into a set of proposed 
recommendations for the Batwa, including ways to address the 
issues of rnarqmahzatron and landlessness; changes m international 
conservation ideology and policy; and an increase 1n indigenous 
rights leg1slat1on in multilateral. bilateral, and non-governmental 
institutions. (2004: 2). 

If anything, the findings from Bwindi Park reinforce the 
conclusion derived from the Central African park research about 
"just development and conservation strategies", that is - about the 
need to set aside forced displacement as approach to park creation, 
because of its unchecked impoverishment effects. The debate, of 
course. 1s still open. But new research is continuously surging on 
thrs subject in Africa A recent paper by Brockington and Schmidt 
Soltau (2004) calls m again the IRR methodology argument and 
findings. and outlines a larger scale research program on the 
poverty and parks issues Several other convergent research 
projects revolving around the same theme were announced at the 
IUCN's World Conservation Congress 1n November 2004. likely to 
expand further the empirical evidence. 

The research done by Chad Dear on the communities displaced 
from the Bahme National Park 1s also guided by the IRR nsk model 
Banhrne National Park 1s one of three national parks that form the 
core areas of the Mozambican component of the Greater Limpopo 
Tranfrontier Conservation Area The other two parks are Zrnav 
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ational Park and Limpopo National Park. A project supported 
by a credit from the World Bank and a grant from the GEF tru 
fund (Global Environmental Facility) covers the Transfronti 
Conservation Areas in Mozambique (World Bank 2005 ). The data 
resulting from Chad Oear's research are still under processing, 
but they indicate the same impoverishment effects of displacernen 
(Dear 2006-2007) The process itself and its impacts ar 
complicated by the broader population transfer program of th 
Mozambican government at creating concentrated settlement 

Although the forced displacement strategy for par 
establishment is being now increasingly discredited by the evidenc 
of its impovenshmg effects and human rights violations, so far no 
formal change 1n official park strategies of the involved governments 
or international agencies have been placed on record yet Bu 
risk-analysis has demonstrated the ability to reveal the 
pervasiveness of the induced impovenshment processes, has built 
a powerful poverty case against forced displacements. and has 
helped elevate the reasoning and the debate to the higher level o 
policy-changing arguments I expect that on its own multiple merit 
-developmental, conservationist and moral, considered together 
this argument will eventually win 

MAJOR DAMS: SCUDDER'S IRR ANALYSIS OF 
DISPLACEMENT OUTCOMES 

To conclude this analysis, I will discuss some of the most recen 
research carried out on dams and resettlement by Renu Mod, 
(India) and by Thayer Scudder (USA). with the IRR methodolo 
(see also dam building in Ethiopia, earlier in thi 
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dam's resettlement analyzed in Colson's ( 1971) and Scudder's 
(1993)'0 landmark studies, and In Butcher's and Chambers' studies 
on Akosombo dam on the Volta nver The comparison of these 
early processes In Afnca and today's dam-caused resettlements 1s 
aptly made by several studies contrasting the '1960s Kanba with 
the '1990s Sardar Sarovar dam on the Narmada river in India 
Among them, I'll highlight m particular the monograph by Indian 
anthropologist Renu Mod, (2002) assessing resettJement processes 
at these two big dams several decades apart 

Modi explains that she used .• the impoverishment nsk and 
reconstruction (IRR) model as a theoretical framework for (my) 
analysis .. and applied It, retroactively, to data on Kariba in Africa, 
comparing them with recent data on Sardar Sarovar in Gujarat, 
India Her comparison focuses on a major group at nsk - the women 
- •• seeking to study the gendered impact of relocation on women 
and family with the IRR model" For this, she regrouped the onginal 
Kanba data along the model's risks of impoverishment 
(landlessness, homelessness, food insecurity, marginalization, 
common property a.o.], and her own field data, to inquire whether 
the 40 years that passed between building the two dams have 
brought changes in how women needs are recognized in 
resettlement practice. In the case of land, for instance, Modi notes 
that the displaced women. both among the Hindu tribes or casts 
and among the Gwembe Tonga, did not have land ownership nghts, 
but had usufruct nghts over land and thereby access to it But she 
found that women have lost out on access, and virtually little has 
changed ,n this respect, if not for the worse. "Following relocation, 
-adds Modr- women also lost out on access to common property 
resources". 

Based on her systematic analysis of risk variable after ns 
variable. Mod, observes. 

In the case of the Gwembe Tonga women and women displaced 
by the SSP we can surmise that displacement has had an injunous 
impact on theireconomic. social and cultural capital or the 

•~ ·1 he I n 1h1, c1 
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were further impoverished. When the resettlement of the 
Kariba Dam took place, concerns for equity and justice in 
the social or gendered context did not inform the discourse 
on DIOR. But such concerns did exist at the time of the SSP 
resettlement (2002). 

Nevertheless, the change in discourse didn't go far enough 
to result in real chanqe." Despite the World Bank policy on 
involuntary resettlement, the distributional impact m the social 
or gendered context remained skewed against women. Modi 
emphasizes repeatedly y the transformational potential that 
large dams can have, and the positive changes they can 
bring about if the actual project planning and implementation 
are sensitive to the gendered aspects". Therefore, she 
concludes her analysis with the strong recommendation that 
general policies, however indispensable, are not enough: they 
need to be specified with respect to distinct groups at risks, 
such as women, and must give guidance on women's options 
in resettlement in more detail: 

Equity or a better distributional impact of large dams can 
be achieved only if resettlement policies and implementation 
are gender sensitive and are accompanied with a vision of 
women's empowerment m the economic. social and cultural 
context (2002) 

b) A comparative synthesis on 50 hydropower dams 

A multi-year, and most comprehensive, analysis of 
displacement caused by hydroelectric dams was carried out 
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by Thayer Scudder and reported 1n a recent masstve monograph 
(2005). Scudder speaks wrth great authority on thrs topic. since his 
body of research and writings on dam-caused displacement has 
made a seminaf contribution to what is sc.entifically known today 
about forced resettlement. 

The 50 dams synthesis undertaken by Scudder, the first of us 
kind, is relevant for our analysis in the present paper for obvious 
reasons First, it includes Africa and reflects a vast amount of 
resettlement research on the continent, part of it done and published 
by Scudder along the years, and part carried out and published by 
many other wen known scholars, such as Adu Ane, Brokensha. 
Butcher, Chambers, Colson, Fahrm, Fernea, Horowitz. Kalltzt, 
Koenig, Salem-Murdock, Sorbo, and others Second, it makes 
conceptual and methodological use of the IRR model as an 
essential analytical tool. The sample of 50 dams includes 12 dams 
in Africa, and out of the 29 countries included 10 are African 
countries· Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Ivory Coast, Lesotho, Mali. 
Mozambique, Nigeria, Togo, Zambia. The aim of the study is to 
sum up essential aspects of the .. global experience in resetUement" 
in terms of the impacts of dams on the welfare of the populations 
displaced and resettled 

Attempting to construct comparative matrices of resettlement 
impacts from hydroelectric dams, Scudder employed both the IRR 
framework to interpret and organize his main findings and the four 
stage model that he developed with Colson (Scudder and Colson 
1982) Scudder took an interesting road to using the IRR model: 
he painstakingly collected socio-economic impact data from studies 
on 50 large dams, organized them along the poverty risks indicators 
of the IRR paradigm. and subjected them to secondary analysis 
and generalized interpretation The research questions he posits 
are what has resettlement achieved regarding displaced people's 
livehhood? Have pnor hv,ng standards been improved? Restored? 
Have the displacees ended up worse off? 

To answer these questions factually but in a generalized form, 
Scudder ·,nterrogates' the collected data about whether or not 
1mpovenshment defined in the rRR model have materialized 1n th 
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set of 50 large dam cases examined The findings are relevan 
both from the perspective of d1st1llmg devetopment lessons and 
from an eprsternoloqical perspective, confirming the ab1hty of the 
IRR methodology to produce qenerahzauons through the secondary 
analysis of primary research data 

Scudder found sufficient data for analysis of seven of the tRR's 
eight irnpovenshment nsks, verifying once again their generality ·' 

'While the IRR's impoverishment nsks were especially important 
10 exp!aimng failure', Scudder writes, 'the frequency with which the 
most important occur 1s itself a condemnation of the nature of 
resettlement outcomes in connection with the 50 dams sample' 

To generate a quantified image, Scudder constructed a 'well 
being index· of the resettled populations by combtrnng five of the 
IRR model's impoverishment risks. Both the consolidated mde 
itself and each of ,ts five components were found 'to have a 
significant relationship to outcome', with a small standard devranon 
For instance, the landlessness risk materialized into reality in 86°/o 
of Scudder's cases, and the Joblessness nsk - in 80%. "Looking to 
the future', he writes, 'the importance (of landlessness] can be 
expected to rise as an increasing proportion of dams are 
constructed in the tropics' 

Equally relevant results came out about the other nsks. food 
security surfaced as a gnm reality m 79% of the cases, loss of 
access to common property resources materiahzed as an 
impovertshmq loss of both natural capital. community power and 
social organization, and 'rnarqmauzauon, as Scudder wrote, had 
the highest association with an adverse outcome of any of Cernea's 
impoverishment risks" As to social dtsartrculauon, In analyzing the 
pnmary data Scudder coded it mainly as an outcome of the "mabuity 
or unwillingness of project authorities to resettle people ,n 
communities and social units of their choice". ,n this someho 
narrow interpretation, 1t still scored as a problem for a majority o 
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resettlers in 34% of cases. My own definition of social 
disorganization, however, is considerably broader, smce ,t results 
from intrinstc complex changes in displacement beyond what 
project authorities are willing to do, and therefore social 
dlsartlculatron effects are likely to be more widespread. 

Finally, Scudder found that 

'least problematic of Cernea's impoverishment risks was 
homelessness, provision of housing being the most successful 
resettlement component worldwide. Housing was considered 
adequate in 81 percent of 47 cases and inadequate in none'. 

Indeed, this risk is confirmed by many researchers as being 
largely preempted. due largely to the strong aspiration of poor 
resettlers, and their own resource mobilizatton. to acquire a better 
dwelling. 

Positive outcomes in resettlement from dams have also 
occurred, but in a small number of cases. Their analysis, in turn, 
illustrates what is required to enable a majority of a resettling 
population to become not victims but rather gainers from 
resettlement For that to happen, reconstruction post displacement 
must reverse risks and follow a full-fledged multisided strategy. 

Whether or not the social results achieved so far demonstrate 
that dams are inherently unsustainable projects, or that they can 
be sustainable and beneficial at both national and local levels, 
appears to depend primarily on implementing policy norms and 
allocated means, and on handling better the social complexities of 
resettlement. Despite my full agreement and appreciation of 
Scudder's own IRR analysis of outcomes an the 50 dams sample. 
and despite our common assessment that the current planning 
and execution of many hydropower projects .• continues to be 
seriously flawed", I cannot share tus statement when he wntes 
that "I'm convinced that large dams do not constitute sustainable 
development" (Scudder, 2004 ). The hugely positive contributions 
of hydroelectnc dams to generating clean. non-polluting energy, to 
irngat1on an agriculture. to flood control, and to drinking water can 
be made sustainable and enduring. provided that sound poltcu .. -, 
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adequate investments and equitable profit sharing with those 
adversely affected are implemented as well. It is precisely the virtue 
and due of the IRR analysis to reveal what can and must be done 
early on to preempt de-capitalization nsks and, with political will, to 
allocate commensurate financial and mstrtutlonal resources for 
implementing realistic counter-risk action, at satisfactory social, 
economic, and equity standards. 

XI 

BRIEF CONCLUSIONS 

At the end of this analysis several main conclusions virtually 
impose themselves Yet 1t may be proper to state that the vast 
matenal examined is much too nch to be summarized simply. It 
can be best looked at as a vast platform of knowledge for further 
reflection. analysis, scientific and public discussion. and mostly, 
for policy and practical action. 

First and foremost, we must conclude that the study of risks in 
forced resettlement has hugely expanded in Africa The social 
science research on resettlement is today much more robust, with 
more breadth and sharper depth. It has entered sectors of the 
economy in which forced displacements have happened before 
as well, but have not been studied in depth previously The "classic" 
knowledge on resettlement in Africa is being used, built upon, 
compared with new experiences, developed further, and enriched. 
Surely, the overall resettlement research field and literature in Africa 
are much larger than the risk-related research analyzed here. but 
it 1s clear that this new and expanding interest in risk studies 1s 
moving the frontier further and 1s broadening the entire domain. 
New cohorts of researchers have joined the ranks. Tribute must 
be paid to the growing numbers of social scienusts whose 
endeavor has produced this vast research panorama on the risks 
of displacemenUresettlement processes embedded in the fabric 
of Africa's today's struggle for its development. 

The main overall finding of the present analysis 1s the direct 
causal relationship between forced displacements 
generation of "new" poverty processes, aggravat,n 
poverty. 
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Like in the developing countries of Asia and Latin America, the 
pohllcal discourse of African countries proclaims the reduction of 
chrome poverty as the governments' paramount ob1ect1ve. Yet the 
ubrquitou s and massive displacement uref utably demonstrates that 
on top of what we call "existing old poverty" targeted by all poverty 
-reducing programs, some "new poverty" 1s emerging as well This 
new poverty appears as a tragic and unacceptable pathological 
consequence of development programs that uproot and dispossess 
traditional communities without adequately m1t1gating such effects 
by adequate social safety nets Such development programs, in 
both the public and private sectors, can definitely be better designed 
lo implement such safety measures and to finance them properly. 
The sponsors of such development programs do not meet 
adequately their respons1bihties vis a vis the negattvely effected 
populations. The civil societies in Africa increasingly grow to oppose 
such practices, but their struggle is still weak and their opposition 
is little organized Resettlement research, in turn. is very 
insufficiently addressing the pohl1cal issues underpinning imposed 
reselllemenl. The researchers using the IRR model have indeed 
to compliment every time their research of impoverishment wilh 
analysis of the poht1cal factors that contribute to ,t. 

The aggregate analyses of recent social research glaringly 
reveal and factually document that new impoverishment does take 
place now 1n Africa This must be recognized as the biggest 
paradox, and the most unacceptable, in induced development: the 
fact that some development programs, although launched, 
inanced. and designed to reduce poverty, end up causing more 
poverty to a segment of their populations. And nonetheless, this 
paradoxical outcome is 1neplly and immorally tolerated, and it occurs 
again and again ll is predictable, and yet it is not preempted 
Impoverishment from displacement becomes a strange and routine 
outcome of most proiects that displace a number of people. but do 
not provide eff ocuve safeguards lo protect their livelihood The risks 
to 1ivel1hoods can be avoided or much mitigated. But investments 
in safeguard measures are not made and the risks of pauperizallon 
materialize again and again into disastrous actual impacts 

As the risk analyses discussed above revealed aptly, 
impoverishment through displacement occurs, 1n most cases, as a 
process of mult1d1mensional pauperizal1on. Such 1mpoverishmen 
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is not just an •. economic" or "cash poverty" matter, 1t 1s a political 
one as well, 1t causes also asset-poverty, health poverty, nutritional 
poverty, 1t 1s also power poverty and disempowerment. The findings 
of many researchers on the risks of poverty has produced a 
mult1d1mensional picture of impoverishment stemming from now 
ongoing forced displacements in Africa, inadequately earned out 
when induced by development intervention ungoverned by sound 
resettlement poltcy. 

This broad picture sends a laud signal. Governments and 
international agencies must genuinely listen to and hear this laud 
signal; they must re-acjust both their policy content and policy 
discourse about poverty reduction rn light of this signal It is not 
only the old, inherited poverty that must be reduced and eliminated 
"New poverty •• emerges surreptitiously while the •. old poverty" is 
being fought Yet the scourge of this new poverty is not pre-ordained: 
1t is man-made. Some of it comes, unacceptably, on the wings of 
development programs that are needed, but are incomplete or one 
sidedly designed. But precisely because this new poverty is man 
made, it is not inevitable. It can be preempted when potential/ 
incipient risks of poverty are arrested before they grow, proliferate, 
and materialize into actual poverty impacts 

Unfortunately, however, while displacement by development 
projects 1s expanding at a fast clip in Africa. with severe 
impoverishing effects, the regulation of displacement processes 
in Africa through formal state policies is almost nil Such pohcy 
regulations 1n Africa lag behind the policy advances made in all 
other continents. This policy-vacuum should be a matter of high 
concern to all governments interested in promoting faster 
development in Africa 

Through the numerous recent studies analyzed above, the 
Impoverishment Risks and Reconstruction Model has been tested, 
and validated, due to the efforts of many independent researchers. 
as a robust scientific tool capable to predict, diagnose, and incisively 
deconstruct the anatomy of 1mpovenshment risks It appears that 
,n a short period the analytical applications of the IRR ha 
rapidly and have considerably ternnzec resettlement research. 

phc,t use of the IRR methodology and conceptual apparatus h 
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empowered resettlement research in Africa to focus - stronger 
than ever before - on nsks indicators and poverty's measurable 
dimensions. Bndges are being built, ltnking resettlement research 
to the dominant paradigm in development today- the paradigm of 
poverty reduction - thus gaimng important strategic space for a 
forceful argument in internaUonal development: the argument that 
forced displacement and resettlement. when 1t is absolutely 
unavoidable. must be done much better, sounder, to become itself 
one of the roads upon wruch those affected could step towards 
poverty reduction wnt large 

An insightful commentary on IRR, made by Chris de Wet and 
Fox (2001) in their important book on transforming settlement in 
Southern Afnca. highlighted the flexibility and versatility of the IRR 
model, its "open-endedness" Observing that the model gives 
researchers and planners the possibthty to enter risk analysts and 
the risk framework from vanous angles, either analyzing one single 
risk distmctly, or several risks in their interconnection. They wrote: 
.• While Cernea presents what is essentially a system- oriented 
analysis, in which a number of variables influence each other, it is 
open-ended in the sense that one can enter his 'matnx' from the 
direction of any one of the eight sub-processes which separately 
and cumulatively make for socio-economic impoverishment. 
Planners can thus select the risk of landlessness arising out of rel 
settlement, and consciously incorporate plans to counteract that 
risk. Simtlarly for homelessness, Joblessness. ill-health, 
marginalization. etc." (Pg. 26•27) What de Wet and Fox noticed 
several years ago, rather early m the hfe of the IRR model. what 
they observed several years ago Is now fully confirmed by the 
analysis presented 1n the present paper, which shows andeed how 
various researchers have benefited from the model's versatiltty, as 
they "entered'' and used ,t for either broad or focused nsk analyses. 

As evident from the studies discussed m this paper, durmg its 
use the IRR methodology was not only "applied". uwas also ennched 
and d1versif1ed, adjusted and improved. by the scholars and 
researchers who have used it, through their precious contnbuuon 

1th adequate acrustrnon's and caveats. its apphcation has been 
need and expanded creatively beyond development-,nvostment 

prorects to other types of displacements. such as poputauon transfer 
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and temtonal redistribution programs, and conflrct-caused forced 
displacements. and conservation-park programs It has been also 
tested and used for analyzing the impoverishment nsks affecting 
host populations as well, not only resettlers A good number of 
research techniques, indexes, scales, matrices, indicators, etc 
have been devised inventively In support of employing the IRR 
effectively, with due consideration to local contexts and to different 
research goals Much creative use of the IRR methodology and 
concepts has been also done beyond Af nca by many researchers 
in other continents. particularly In Asia, upon which the present 
paper did not dwell. The robustness of the IRR has gained much 
through all these contributions. 

Beyond these advances, however, there also are yet un-traveled 
research territories in risk analysis. The programs of further 
research on resettlement nsks and their ramifications must be 
outlined collectively by the resettlement research community The 
expansion of research on risks and counter-risk activities in 
resettlement stlll has gaps to fill, in my view, in terms of "'scaling 
up", to analyze the state's social policies and public expenditure 
patterns, and the private sector's practices The IRR methodology 
is also apt to strategically guide planning and reconstruction 
programs, but in the present analysis I found much less current 
research in Afnca on how state policies are or are not framed, on 
how reconstruction 1s being pursued, and how reparation of harm 
and losses 1s or Is not carried out, when they are identified and 
recognized Institutional constraints and contradictions in managing 
displacement's risk have specificities not encountered in, so-to 
say, 'normal' development work. Yet the well-estabhshed domain 
of nsk management research. although highly respected in the 
'social protection· sector. has yet to include the social protection 
from imposed displacement risks 

There Is much un-traveled research territory also in the opposite 
direction, In "scaling-down". to explore deeper the strategies of those 
displaced themselves. this needs to include not only research on 
coping and adaptation-to-risk strategies, but also research on 
resisting displacement risks through political action (a topic still 
virtually absent in African resettlement research) The I RR 
framework also calls for expanding the practices of nsx 
cornmunrcatron. yet quite often the nsk-qeneraunq development 



actors tend to hide the risks from the risk-bearers. There is as 
well, 1n my view, a rich agenda to be ploughed by research on risk· 
information and communication of responses to risks, but such 
research is still lacking. Also, the more intimate human and cultural 
psych o1ogtcal aspects, the perceptions and traumas of 
displacement stress and the fear of nsks are frequently recognized 
declaratively but not systematically examined Computing the 
aggregate numbers of forcibly displaced people. however important, 
only seems to tell the full story of displacement's proportions, but it 
doesn't. The full story is larger, because the micro-dimensions of 
forcible displacement at the individual human level, at the level of 
what men and women. the elderly and the children, actually 
experience in displacement, constitute an entire universe, with its 
own proportions. 

The facts on poverty revealed by the many IRR studies on which 
this paper relies are deeply painful, and deeply true. Beyond 
numbers and percentages of risks and losses are countless real 
families and human beings, which suffer these losses as tragic 
setbacks in their daily existence and in their aspiration for a better 
life. The obligation to prevent and reduce these risks of further 
impoverishment is a developmental and ethical high 
commandment. I'd like therefore lo conclude these thoughts by 
affirming that doing research on impoverishment risks gives the 
social researcher a great privilege: the privilege of, hopefully, being 
useful to many people deeply affected, vulnerable and exposed to 
losing much out of the very little they posses. This privilege and 
duty, together, are a tan call. This call does deserve the most 
committed response 
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II 
DISPLACEMENT AND REHABILITATION OF 
DISPLACED PEOPLE IN INDIA 

Shri C. P. Majhi, 
Honb'te Minister, ST & SC Development 

The displacement of inhabitants or the people who live 1n a 
particular home-land with their agricultural lands turned into 

a chronic problem of the Government of India (GOI) and the State 
Governments from the first Five Year Plan which started with the 
advent of Independence In the first phase of Five Year Plan, GOI 
took up the agricultural development of the country with World Bank 
loan under the scheme called PL-480 Under this scheme GOI 
took up Mega Projects like Hirkud Multipurpose Dam Project in 
Onssa, Bhakra Nangal-Govmd Sagar Dam in Punjab. Trulatya 
Mayuraksh1 Dams in Damodar Valley m 81har and many other Mega 
Projects in the Southern States of India These Projects were 
supervised by the experts who came to India under the aegis of 
World Bank The GOI had constituted various Rehabilitation 
Committees to acquire lands, which could be irrigated down stream 
of the Dams where the displaced families could resettle m colonies 
with irrigated lands and with financial compensation as per the Land 
Acqursiuon Acts of the GOI Since the people displaced, received 
adequate financial compensation and received land for land and 
better houses in place of old houses. the problems of the peopl 
did not surface much dunng the first Five Year Plan penod 
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During the Second Five Year Plan the Planning Comm,ss1on 
gave emphasis to lndustnalizatron along with agnculturaf 
development and infrastructure development with emphasis on 
improvement of surface communication systems m the country. The 
development processes also displaced quite large population in 
the country. Their Rehabihtataon and Resettlement of the displaced 
created a lot of problems. I had the opportunity to observe myself 
these problems from close quarters In those days, I was working 
as an Employment Officer of Rourkela, posted to Panposh Sub 
Divisional headquarters. The Rourkela area was inhabited by tribal 
people A big area measunng about 35 sqr. Kilometers was 
earmarked for Rourkela Steel Plant (R.S.P) sesroes, Government 
acquired land for ancillary industries Of course people were given 
employment as a part of resettlement in the Jhirpani Colony, 
Vedavyash area and in many other penphery areas. 

Since the tribal people were illiterate, anti-socials and corrupt 
officials exploited them. I remember some heart burrunq pathetic 
cases how the swindlers robbed the innocent tribals. Many illiterate 
tribals did not know how to count the 100 rupee currency notes, as 
they were unable to count beyond 10 For them it became a most 
difficult task to count many thousand rupees they were to receive 
at a time There were only few Banks Hence the ant, socials got a 
very fertile ground to make money for themselves Thus the 
lndustnahzat1on has reduced the Tribals to a state of deprivation 
everywhere In those days GOI did not conceive the programme of 
educating the tribals tn a big way. Had the GOI thought of starting 
with proper planning, tnbals should have gone up the ladder of 
economic, social and educational development by now 

Since I belong to the tnbal community myself, I feel that the 
tribal people everywhere ,n the country have not been given due 
attention by GOI After the partition of India the refugees from Wes 
Pakistan and East Pakistan were given a lot of benefits for therr 
resettlement I have seen in Punjab and Hanvana and also in Wes 



Bengal and Onssa that these refugees were rehabilitated with 
abundant care by GOI The Dandakaranya Project of Orissa 1s a 
glanng example of that Wt-ule~he refugees were treated fike adopted 
children, the local displaced persons were treated as orphans Th,s 
has created unhappiness in the minds of tribals, which needs to be 
removed as quickly as possible. 



III 

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AND 
DISPLACEMENT OF TRIBAL PEOPLES* 

Hari Mohan Mathurt" 

The territories dominated by tribal people are often rich in 
hydrologic. rruneral. oil, gas. forest and other resources. 

and this at once makes them the most attractive sites to locate 
large projects of various kinds. It is not surprising that a number of 
development projects undertaken in India m the years since 
Independence are located in areas largely inhabited by the tribal 
people. The Bhillai steel plant, the Hirakud dam, the CIL coal mines, 
the NTPC super thermal power projects. are all located in 
predominantly tribal areas For multinational companies. looking 
for investment opportunities, these areas are fast becoming the 
most favoured destinations. The fact is there is no such territory 
not coveted by some international corporation ..• tt is coveted for its 
mineral wealth, its oil deposits, its pastures, its forests, its medicinal 
plants. its suitabitity for commercial plantation. its water resources 
or us tourist potential". (UNDP 2004: 67) 

One would normally expect the resource-rich region to be a 
boon for the local poputauon. In India, the rich natural endowment 
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has, however, been of httle avail to the tnbal people. On the contrary. 
large-scale development projects undertaken in tribal areas have 
cost them dearly Millions of tribal people have been displaced from 
thear lands, their homes, their livelihoods, and their communities to 
make way for projects. A recent estimate 1s that at least 55 per cent 
of those displaced are tribal people (Government of India· 2004:2) It 
is largely this group that 1s paying for the development of India with 
economic insecurity, poor wages, social disorganization and cultural 
shock (Jones. 1978) Human and Pattanaik (2000 5) provide a vivid 
description of the development impact on their homelands· "Their 
ground has been dug up for its minerals, their rivers dammed for 
power and 1rngat1on, their s011s ploughed for commercial agnculture, 
and their forests felled for their timber" 

Development creates both winners and losers, but it is the 
poor tribal people who invariably end up as losers, not the rich non 
tribal groups who are winners all the time. Discussing land 
conservation efforts that are giving nse to a new breed of refugees, 
{Geisler 2002 81) reported ult is tt1e wealthy inhabitants of the planet 
who benefit most from greening - enjoying exotic vacation 
destinabons, new targets for their tax deductible largess, windfall 
gains in value for their high-end properties in or near protected 
zones . Local inhabitants are rarely so fortunate. Many live on 
marginal lands in marginal places with marginal rights to remain 1n 
their communities. Their contributions to the ecosystem are taken 
for granted and appropnated with little compensation" 

Involuntary resettlement experience worldwide suggests that 
its impact on tribal people has been overwhelmingly disastrous. In 
most cases, development projects have only led to their further 
impoverishment. (Cemea· 2000 and 1996; Mathur 1999, and Mathur 
and Marsden 1998) As summanzed by McCully (1996) "In almost 
au of the resettlement operations for which reliable information 1s 
available, the majority of oustees have ended with lower incomes; 
tess land than before, less work opportunities inferior housing, less 
access to the resources of the commons such as 
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fuel-wood and fodder; and worse nutnuon and physical and mental 
health" The WCO (2000· 11 0) also observed "Large dams have had 
serious impacts on the lives, l1vehhoods, cultures and spmtual 
existence of indigenous and tribal peoples " The Commissioner for 
Schedu1ed Castes and Tribes highlighted the poor treatment generally 
meted out to tribal people· "The spree of development 1n tribal areas 
without any consrderatron for the situation of the tnbal people Jiving 
there 1s an a way declarat,on of war against those people The 
entitlements of the tribal people are being ignored in all cases" 

(CSCST 1987) 

Generally, projects that lead to displacement prove harmful 
to tnbat people People who are forced to relocate have to begin ltfe 
anew sn places that may be totally unfamiliar, 1f not altogether hostile 
It is not only homes and livelihoods that are lost Resettlement 1s 
also socially drsruptrve, because people are not necessanly moved 
together in a group as they have lived for years With long established 
social networks gone, economic recovery becomes doubly difficult, 
and people are left to face an uncertain future in difficult 
circumstances The trauma of resettlement is also exacerbated for 
tribal people because of their close spiritual ties to their homeland 
and their apprehension that once they move their way of life will be 

lost forever 
Displacement is a very traumatic experience, and as 1f 

displacement once 1n a lifetime 1s not enough there are cases where 
people had to relocate several times One harrowing example from 
such multiple displacements comes from the S1ngrauh region "The 
first tot of people were displaced by the Rihand dam in the 1960s 
Subsequent projects in the form of mines, railway lines, thermal 
power ptants and industries and the efforts of the Special Area 
DevelopmentAuthonty (SADA), all of which came up within a 20 km 
radius of the Rihand reservoir, forced the displaced to undergo the 
process repeatedly. sometimes as many as five times Their 
d1sp1acement might still contmue" (Thukral and Singh 1995 110 
Equally harrowmg 1s the case of BtJasen, a Gond tribal v1Hag 
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affected the Bargi dam, one of the first big dams on the Narmada 
river The people of this village were relocated twice. Due to some 
miscalculation, the site at which the people were first moved and 
where the government allocated people homestead lands. complete 
with legal titles, was submerged. Most of the people fled to Jabafpur 
and Narsinghpur m search of wage labour. (CSE 2000:144) 

Much displacement 1s avoidable, but often it occurs on a 
large scale due to the callous athtude of the project authorities that 
unthinkingly acquire large chunks of land, which then turn out to be 
in much excess of their requirement, and remain unused In some 
cases, large areas are acquired by mdustries, which fail to come 
up! But tnls leaves the evicted people landless, without giving them 
m return any comparable means of sustenance This happened 
recently in Gopalpur, a coastal town in Orissa, where the Tatas 
acquired 5000 acres of land to set up a 10 mta capacity integrated 
steel plant. The project compensated the affected people generously 
in cash and relocated 400 families to a nicely built resettlement 
colony at some distance from their original villages. A little later, 
the company decided to abandon the project in view of the changed 
market conditions and such other considerat,ons, keeping the entire 
acquired land to themselves Meanwhile, people though livmg in a 
new place with better facilities have lost their lands, and have yet to 
rebuild their livelihoods on a sustainable basis (Mathur: 1998) The 
disruptive consequences that result from such thoughtless actions, 
however, seem not to bother the project planners. It is the poor 
tribal people who suffer the worst effects of their failed projects 
Appa and Patel (1996) recount similar cases of unnecessary 
displacements from Gujarat that could have saved many hves from 
being torn asunder 

Project authorities regard consultmg with people a waste of 
time. Even vital mformation of concern to them is not shared Often, 
people come to know about projects and their dire consequences 
at the last minute. forcing them to virtually run for their life (Mathur 
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2006) The Alamatti dam in Karnataka provides an example of how 
the lack of planning can add to woes of the project area people. 
Here, in 1996 and 1997 water caught the people before the new 
sites were ready to receive them, so that emergency acnon had to 
be taken, including boats and helicopters to evacuate a large number 
of people Clearly, the construction schedule for the dam was not 
synchronized with that of resettlement. and the dam took pnority. 
Flooding people out of their homes turned out to be the de fact 
relocation method used in this case. (Prccrotto, Wicklin and Rice 
2001:8) 

Just how many people, tribal people included have been 
displaced for the sake of development projects Is not precisely known. 
They are systematically undercounted The rough indication about 
the number of people now getting displaced is nearly one million a 
year, but with the new emphasis being put on anfrastructure 
development this number will reach to two million before long. 
However, the figures that are doing the rounds are all based on 
guesswork. 

Until recently, dams were a major cause of displacement. 
Projects in other development sectors are however quickly catching 
up. Urban and transport are among the development sectors that 
have seen a rapid rise m the number of persons affected due to 
development activities In India, for protected areas alone, one 
estimate suggests that as many as 600,000 tnbal people have been 
displaced. (PRIA:1993) A common misconcepuon about 
displacement from parks and protected areas is that It causes little 
harm where it occurs, and that the impoverishment it brings to the 
evicted is tolerable, given the larger stakes In development O,spelhng 
such false notions, Giesler (2003) argues that dtsplacement from 
conservation efforts contnbutes to impoverishment in multiple ways. 
Conservation refugees are often poor at the outset of their ordeal. 
They are victims of displacement in part because of their combined 
poverty and powerlessness, which is then compounded by forced 
removal. 
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Generally projects tend to dtsptace a disproportionately large 
tribal poputanon. A UNEP (2003) report cites the examples of Karjan 
and Sukht reservoirs in GuJaat that displaced only tribal people 
Agam. people who bore the brunt of displacement in two other 
projects in Orissa were also overwhelmingly the tribal people In the 
Balimela Hydro Project, 98 percent of those displaced were tnbal 
people Equally disastrous were the consequences for tribal people 
affected by the Upper Kolar Dam In this project they constituted 96 
percent of the total affected population According to WCD (2000) 
"Overall, 40 to 50 per cent of those orsplaceo are estimated to be 
tribal people, who account for barely 8 per cent of Indra's total 
population of over a billion" 

As tnbal people constitute a disproportionately large segment 
of those adversely affected, there are some who view development 
projects as some kind of a design to target them as their vtcnms, 
and have gone as far as labehng this situation as 'development 
cleansing' (Rajaqopat 2001 4) Even McCully (1996) finds it 
intnguing that indigenous and tribal peoples and other marginalized 
ethnic rmnonnes make up a disproportionately large percentage of 
those who lose their livelihoods to dams, and sarcastically remarked 
'Areas with people who are well off and well connected do not make 
good reservoir sites" Such insinuations are, however, not well 
founded. In many projects the people who lose are neither tribal nor 
poor Development projects in urban metropolitan areas are a case 
in point, In fact, .•. there are many cases - for example Nam Ngum 
and Pak Mum Dams m Lao POR and Thailand respectively-where 
those affected are from the majority population. These cases give 
the lie to the idea that it is ethnic status per se that disadvantages 
those affected .•. (Hirsch· 1999:38) The reason why tribal areas are 
favoured project locations 1s due to their suitability on techmcal 
considerations, not because of any sinister plan against them. 

Although displacement is generally hurtful and none can 
possibly escape from its devastating impact, it is particularly 
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disruptive of tnbal livelihoods and cultures They have to leave behind 
their land and the forests which are their sources of hvelihood. They 
have no skills to start any other activity for a living As the WCD 
(2000) pointed out· 110ue to neglect and lack of capacity to secure 
justice because of structural inequities, cultural dissonance, 
discrimination and economic and political marg1nalizat1on, indigenous 
and tribal peoples have suffered disproportionately from the negative 
impacts of large dams, while often being excluded from sharing in 
the benefits " They face relatively more risks of impoverishment 
because they rarely go to courts to vmdicate their rights or get the 
wrongs redressed The legal system 1s cumbersome, dilatory, 
expensive and often weighted against them partly due to their poverty. 
tlliteracy and low social status (0hagamwar: 2006) On the contrary, 
project officials tend to deny them even their due It 1s common for 
the officials to keep the project cost low by calculating compensation 
amount for land on the lower side. denying especially the tribal 

displaced the real value of his properties. 

The reasons why the tribal people when displaced are often 
more at risk, facing more dire consequences than the non-tribal 
people was succinctly highlighted in a Government of lndta report 
The Report (GOI 1984 178) noted· uWhile the problem of 
displacement upsets not only the tribal population but also the 
general population who come within tl'le submergence of acquisition 
area, there are some basic points of difference m the type of 
difficulties faced by the two communities. The most important one 
relates to the cultural aspects of hfe While the kinship of the general 
population is spread far and wide, this is not true of the tribal groups 
whose habitation may be confined only to certain specific areas. 
Any unsettlement in the case of the later, thererore, deals a far 
more crushing blow to their socio-cultural hfe than 1n the case of the 
former Secondly, on account of low educational level and a tradition 
of a life of comparative exclusiveness and rsolanon. the Scheduled 
Tribes find adjustment more difficult 1n an alien locauon 
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The third important reason for which the displacement as felt 
more acutely by the Scheduled Tnbes than by the general population 
is that the former depend for their hvmg including trade, profession 
and calling, on roots and fruits, minor forest produce, forest raw 
materials, game and birds and the natural surroundins and 
endowment, far more than the general population The rehabilitation 
programmes of the displaced tarmhes taken up in various states 
generally do not take into account this particular aspect of the tribal 
displacement. Fmally, the Scheduled Tribes being economicalty the 
weakest of all communities find it harder than others to settle on 
new avocations on a different site of settlement" 

Compensation, a critical issue ,n resettlement plannmg, is 
seldom addressed saustactoruy The impoverishment nsks which 
the tnbal people face mainly arise from neglectmg to compensate 
their losses (Mahapatra· 1999) The tnbal people have little expenence 
of handling cash and therefore compensation paid m cash rarely 
aids them in regaining their previous levels of living. It quickly sups 
through their fingers on drinking, weddings, ill-planned business 
enterprises Yet, there continues to be heavy emphasis on issumq 
compensation m cash. Perera (2000) found even NGOs m the 
Singrauli region supporting cash compensation option, rather than 
other better sustainable income generating options Not only Is cash 
compensation culturally mappropnate, but also involves other 
problems People never get the true value for their land, as it tends 
to get undervalued for compensation purposes due to prevailing flawed 
land valuation methods For tnbal people the land opbon remains the 
best resettlement strategy, but this alternative 1s often disrrussed 
out of hand on grounds of land scarcity, without examining the 
possibihtres of buying land from willing sellers for the displaced people 
Even ,n the National Resettlement Policy, issued recently. the 
provrsions regarding land for tribal people are non-committal, 
at best.All ,t states is those who lose land w1l1 get som 
1f ,t available with the government in that distnct (GOl 2004) 
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The policy has already come under attack on trus issue (Fernandes· 
2004) 

The reason why the tribal people suffer more 1s largely due to 
legal codes and governmental practices that often do not recognize 
their ownership of resources, especially ind1v1dual rights to lands 
The resettlement literature, however. 1s replete with cases where 
ignoring the customary rights of the tribal people and treatmg them 
as illegal occupants of government land has only led to the 
impoverishment of once settled comrnurnues, Just the opposite of 
what development stands for In the absence of legal ntle there 1s 
no basis on which to prepare a compensation package in heu of 
their lands that projects take over (Morse and Berger 1992) 
Compensation packages have been utterly inadequate to 
compensate for the loss of land, livelihoods, and what 1s more 
important, the break-up of their communities and culture The tribal 
people are further unpovenshed due to dirmmshed access to natural 
resources in the areas to which they are moved, as these are not 
compensated Cernea (2000) considers loss of common property 
resources as a major nsk factor contributing to socroeconormc 
impoverishment in resettlement projects "Such irnpovenshrnent ,s 
even more pronounced when people have to move from resource 
rich areas such as those targeted for conservation" (Fabricus and 
de Wet 2000) 

Relocation 1s rarely achieved without the use of force but 
where the tribal people are involved, evictron 1s invariably earned 
out in the most ruthless manner imaginable (Bhatia 1997) Any 
sign of resistance to move always mvites the severest police action 
and worse In Kache1padar and Sunger, the two villages of Onssa, 
a study team found overwhelming evidence of excessive use of 
coercive methods by the district authorities against the tribal 
population In both the villages, hundreds of people, including young 
boys and girls, were arrested and taken into custody Teargas shells 
ere fired in Kache1padar In the Sunger area, the company let 

loose goons to harass the villagers An elderly woman in Sunger 
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village informed the observers that she had never seen police in her 
hfe until the recent incident. and now, policemen were frequently 
knocking on the door. Strangely. the attention to the plight of these 
people by Agragamee. a local NGO. was misunderstood m the 
government cucles. resulting an its blacklisting. (CSD: 1999) 

Many sites developed to resettle tnbal people often fail to 
attract them, as the ava1\ab1lity of hvelihood opportunities is a factor 
that is not taken fully into account m resettlement plans. What 
makes resettlement sues particularly unattractive, often resulting 
in their complete abandonment, is the neglect of socio-cultural 
aspects of tribal life 1n the planning process Mathur {1997. 16) 
found this to be the case in coiomes built for the Bhil tribals displaced 
by the Kadana dam on the Mah, river .• The colonies that the 
government agencies especially built for rehabihtation did not attract 
the Bhtl oustees The prospect of living m new settlements, wtth 
civic amen,ties not m accord with their lifestyle. was not very 
attractive. Like tribals elsewhere. the Bhils are deeply attached to 
their soil and their hamlets on forested hilltops, which are dispersed 
and separated from one another by long distances Living in clustered 
colony conflicts with their traditional dispersed pattern of living on 
top of their own forested hills . No wonder, then, that the number of 
oustees actually relocated to colonies is small. except m the colony 
at Dungarsaran . The popularity of Dungarsaran as a resettlement 
sites hes in the fact that it comes closest to the hilly forest setting 
of a tribal village" Similarly. a lack of socio-cultural concerns of the 
tribal people backfired 1n a resettlement colony set up in Andhra 
Pradesh The Gond tnbals from two regions found their customs 
and manners so incompatible that they could not hve together at 
the same place One group then left the colony People brought 
together from antagonistic segments are bound to carry with them 
the traditions of their past antagomsm. making lwing together an 
impossible arrangement Burman ( 1968 188)) added 
that the ignorance of tribal ways of life frequently has been one o 
the reasons for people deserting the resettlement sites 
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Summing up the resettlement experiences of Batang AH, a tnbat 
community in Sarawak, Malaysia, Perera (2000a} observed "The 
BatangAh resettlers are a broken community, feeling uprooted and 
dispossessed The resettlers as a group have thus suffered a 'multi 
dimensional insult'. resulting in a shared sense of loss, failure and 
vulnerability This has not been compensated for by increased 
income (which has actually declined) or by the other aspects of 
development which they had been promised" These observations 
aptly describe the Indian scene as well. For the tribal people of 
India, development has been too often expenenced not as an 
opportunity, but as disruption and ampovenshment 

Issues and concerns of tribal peoples can no longer be ignored 
or suppressed in today's globalizing world. They have become better 
orgamzed and capable of demanding equality In sharmg benefits 
from development projects in both national and international forums, 
and are searching for ways to overcome various obstacles to the 
eradication of their poverty and underdevelopment. (Gonazalez 
Parra 2001) "lndiqenous peoples have dynamic living cultures and 
seek their place in the modern world They are not against 
development, but for too long they have been vicnrns of development 
and now demand to be participants in - and to benefit from - a 
development that is sustainable" (Magga 2004 91) 
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IV 

DISPLACEMENT OF TRIBAL PEOPLE WITH LAND 
RESOURCES FOR DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS: 
THEIR RIGHTS AND ENTITLEMENTS FOR 
REHABILITATION 

Professor L.K. Mahapatra" 

1. APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF TRIBAL RIGHTS AND 
ENTITLEMENTS IN LAND, FOREST, WATER BODIES ANO 
OTHER RESOURCES IN ORISSA 

The enormity of the problem of forced resettlement for 
development projects may be Judged from the estimate (25 

millions) of the project displaced persons directly displaced from the 
sites of the development projects given by Mahapatra for the period 
since independence 1n India (Mahapatra, 1999 4). However. when the 
persons denied the livelihood sources denved from the common property 
resources are taken into account Fernandes sets the estimate at 50 
rrulllons of Project-Affected Persons (PAPs) in the same penod 
(Fernandes, 2004: 1192) Two thirds of the massive land area dams 
use 1s CPRs (i e . Common Prperty Resources) as against 40 
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percent by other projects. Thus, Fernandes' estimate includes 25 
mil hons of displaced persons and 15 millions affected by CPK denial, 
solely ,n the water resources projects. (Fernandes, 2004. 1192). Among 
the PAPs the poor are the hardest hit because the affluent groups do 
not loose so completely They are in a better position to adurst to 
change. . for them uprooting is certainly less traumatic. (Mathur, 1995). 

Based on research experience since m1d-1970's, it 1s a known, 
patent fact that the Tribal Project-Affected-Persons (PAPs) always 
received a raw deal in sttuanons of displacement for development, 
whether 1n river dams, mining, industry. sanctuanes, highway projects. 
urban water supply project etc This is espeoally traced to discnminatory 
Government practice and policy on recognition of their rights to land, 
forest. common property resources, metals and gems under the soil, 
etc • denying them legal and law-based nghts and entitlements. Most 
of these are recognized under the Constitution, the laws of the land as 
also under tnternanonat Conventions and Agreements between India 
and the World bodies 

Most of these tnbal nghts and entitlements were enjoyed by them 
since time immemorial (Ramsay, 1910:50) and were conceded without 
being questioned by India's rulers, before the colonial masters came to 
codify the property nghts on individual ownership basis and on formal 
document granted by the colonial authonties. Under the ancient rule in 
India, the tnbal people were lords and masters of many regions, 1n which 
the ruters from outside came to hold sway as overlords and kings. But in 
most places and times, the dominant tnbes and tribal chiefs were very 
much powerful, pohtjcally. economically and rrtually, so that the asp1ring 
overlords or kings had to depend on their good-wtff and help in order to 
rule their kingdoms. This two,.way process was to mutual advantage of 
the tnbal people and the kings Such two-way process of building or 
ma1nta1n1ng the polity came to an end when the colonial powers wrested 
uthority to rule Most often they did not recognize the ancient rights 

and entitlements of the tnbal people, unless these people were volent or 
very aggressive and turbulent as ,n northeastern border areas or m 

hwestem border areas now in Pakistan. 
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In Orissa the Kond rebellions over suppression of meriah saaifice 
and female infanticide had given the Kond a formidable position, so 
that their clan-owned territories wero not seized or de-recognized by 
the British. Similar specific situations had allowed the tnbal people to 
enjoy their rights and entitlements more or less without diminution for 
decades, especially in the princely states. To serve their colonial 
interests, the British had gradually restricted the freedoms to use the 
forest, not only in the British territories, but also In the princely states 

That is why, the land tenure system and other rights of the 
tribal people were found to have varied from place to place and from 
time to time during the British days, when the land settlement 
operations were regulany undertaken to increase the revenue and restrict 
the freedoms and concessions enjoyed by the tribal and other people. 

When India gained independence and the princely states in 
Orissa and elsewhere were merged in the independent country of lndia 
unfortunately the same old colonial policies and practices were oontinued 
in former British-held temtories. In the ex-princely states, however, the 
policies of restricting the nghts and concessions of the tribal and other 
people were most often made equal to those in the former British 
territories. 

It will be, therefore. very essential to understand the dynamics 
and development of tribal rights and entit1ements before the British 
days. during the British days and since after independence, when many 
people-friendly changes were introduced. For the tribal people. now 
designated Scheduled Tnbes, the State and the Constitution made 
many provisions to protect them and their interests including basic 
human nghts. which should be discussed in the light of their forced 
deprivation and marginalization due to development projects 

The main objective in compiling information on tribal rights and 
entitlements over land, forest and water resources etc. is to ach1e 
and ensure legitimate, adequate and comprehensive compensatio 
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package for the tnbal people at the time of displacement for development 
projects. This w,11 benefit not only the land holding (i.e raiyatwari patta 
holding) peasants. but also the greater majority of tribal people not 
fortunate enough to hold propnetary record of rights over their natural 
resources, based on which they eke out their livelihood. The latter 
group mcudes the landless. whose common property resources hitherto 
eruoyed from time immemorial, now form part of government lands 
under the colonial pnnciple of 'eminent domain' 

Many countnes 1n the world follow the utilitarian concept of'greatest 
happiness of the greatest numbers". It might also represent, as critics 
point out, the viewpoint of the socially, economically and the politically 
dominant "numbers" Proceeding along these tracks of developmental 
goats would be arbitrary, unfair, unreasonable and unjust and therefore 
against our basic sense of justice. Today the argument that a few 
might have to sacrifice for the greater good of the society is no longer 
acceptable.(Sethi·2005)We must not forget that we are progressively 
traveling towards 1ndiv1dual concerns and needs from the shadow of 
utilitanan coltecuvisrn. that has most pathetically failed to address 
blatant mequahtres based on human diversity. Hence the immediate 
need to promote "participation" and "inclusion" of the poor and the 
marginalized people In the development project, to help them actively 
realize their rights and entitlements It is the positive obltgation of the 
State to help make this possible. 

It has been realized by Mahapatra through survey of R&R 
literature in India, that payment of compensation is the first and 
foremost resource for a displaced famtly to plan its future course 
of life (Mahapatra. 1999 54- 7 4 ). If the compensation amount is 
substantial and, ,s based on the replacement cost of the assets Jost, 
there is every possibility of attainmg the earlier level of living. The 
rehabilitation package must then contribute towards improving the 
standard of Jiving over and above the pre-displacement level. 
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2. RIGHTTODEVELOPMENT 

The State of affairs or the paradigm of rehabilitabon and resettlement 
policy could change drastically 1f we adopt and integrate human rights 
approach into our developmental endevours. lt would not only have 
effects on the structure of the economy but also influence socetal 
growth on the basis of equality and justice. Human Rights are also 
political and ethical claims that constitute a good way of formulating 
social goals in terms of the individual lives involved. By doing so they 
transcend the doctrinal confines of utilitarian. communitarian and 
Rawisian traditions. 

In the Samatha judgement, the Court allowed exploitation of 
national mineral wealth for the welfare of these communities. There 
was an element of exclusivny in ,t whereby the tribal peoples rights 
over their habitat was duly recognize. It advocated for setting up local 
level cooperatives consistmg of tribal people to manage these resources 
instead of g,ving them to non-tribals This perfectly harmonizes with 
the United Nations Convention on the Right to Development, which 
India has ratified. Art. 1 of Right to Development makes it an inalienable 
human right By virtue thereof every human person and all people are 
entitled to participate in, contribute to and enjoy economic, social. 
cultural and political development, in which all human rights and 
fundamental freedoms would be fully realized. 

lt ts indeed pleasant to mark that the human rights approach 1s 
slowly getting into policy frame-works as is evident from the draft 
National Environment Po1icy that was released ln August 2004 by the 
Ministry of Environment and Forests. The Preamble to the policy 
declares" National Environment Policy 2004 is a response to our national 
commitment to a clean environment, mandated in the Constitution in 
Art. 48A and 51 A (g) strengthened by Judicial interpretation of Art. 21 •. 

Toe policy espouses the sp1nt of partnership with local communities. 
recognizes the problems of environmental degradation, admits 
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dependence of tnbal people on forest and acknowledges that the village 
commons - water sources, grazing grounds, village forest, fishenes 
etc were better protected by the local communities 

The policy objecuves are to secure conservabon through participative 
efforts, develop Intra-generational equity whereby livelihood security 1s 
secured by ensuring that poor communities which are most dependent 
on environmental resources for their livelihoods are assured secure 
access to these resources, develop Inter-generational equity to secure 
resources for future generations; integrate environmental concern with 
Economic and Social development and cause enhancement of 
resources 

The govern 1ng principles are ( 1 ) human beings are at the center of 
sustainable development concerns (2) nght to development (3) 
environmental protection 1s integral part of development process (4) 
precautionary approach (5) economic efficiency through polluter pays 
principle (6) entities with 'incomparable' values in habitat resources 
should be respected and (7) the concept of equity to govern all policy 
mmatives 

The draft National Environment Policy (NEP) 2004 in Section 5 2 2 
envisages legal recognition of the "'traditional rights" of the forest dwelling 
tnbes to remedy the senous tustoncat 1n1ustice, secure their livelihood 
and provide long term incentives to the tnbal people to conserve the 
forests The term "traditional rights" needs to be defined in the draft. so 
as to ensure that State Governments do not misuse its provisions. The 
State Governments often take advantage of the loose definition of the 
traditional nghts and infringe on the nghts of the tribal. 

In these days when the corporate sector, and not the Government, 
which comes to be the rnaror player 1n development projects, "ponuter 
pays .• principle needs to be replaced by criminal liability along with 
payment of compensation provisions 

The National Environment Policy 2004 aims to increase forest 
nd tree cover from current levels of 23% to 33% through afforestation 
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of degraded forest lands, wastelands and tree cover on private and 
revenue land based on multi-stake holder partnership comprising forest 
department, local communities and investors. Most important issue 
here 1s to first extend •. traditional rights·· to all tribal people and other 
weaker sections in Scheduled Areas and not just restrict it to a narrow 
definition of "forest dwelling tnbes". tt would have been more appropnate 
to call these local tribal communities and other weaker sections as 
•• forest dependent tribes". The forest for them 1s the source of livelihood; 
hence when resettled. there should be some forest created in their 
new environment to fulfill their sustenance needs. 

3. RIGHTS AND ENTITLEMENTS OF TRIBAL PEOPLE IN ORJSSA 

The tribal land, water and forest alienation took place through a 
process of gradual, systematic and dubious appropriation of these 
rights under the British colonial State's penetration into the domain of 
customary communal property resources. The State intruded into this 
resource base through a series off or est laws and forcefully regulated 
land tenure system based on imperialistic notion of individual property 
(Singh, 1986). These mechanisms of exploitation were intentioned to 
secure the political and economic interests of the colonial elite through 
stringent application of arbitrary rules and regulations executed by a 
quasi-judicial administrative structure than on the lofty ideals of English 
common law like equity, conscientiousness and judicial fair-play. The 
colonialist process of depriving tribals of their rights was accomplished 
through hasty tactics, that was simply dubious- issue noUficaUon 
and expect the Illiterate tribal to file objection petitions within a short 
period of three months and after the lapse of this period- lands so 
notified passed on to the state. The colonial administrators and even 
the post-independence administrators apply the colonial doctnne of 
the .• eminent domain" and the allied junstic principle of res nuffius. 
leading to the assertion of proprietary right of the State over all lands 1n 
Arunachal Pradesh or elsewhere in tribal areas, invoking the theory of 
abrogation of earlier nghts through conquest. The correct juristic pnnciple 
should be applied in tribal areas where land and other national resources 
are held as common property resources. The appropriate jurlsbc prino 
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here should be lex loci re, snee (the law of the place where the thing 1s 
situated - To certain extent this concept 1s respected 1n parts of North 
East India as a matter of compulsion ansing out of geopolitical context 
of the region. In fact a equitable application of Constitutional provisions 
with respect to tnbal customary nghts should extend this concept to 
all tnbal areas or areas with higher tribal population).Even Jawahar1al 
Nehru advocated for this line of thought. He not only rejected the narrow 
and pedantic mterpretauon of the colonial administrator and their favorite 
concept of"res nullius"but strongly advocated for securing to the tribals 
their long held customary nghts over land and forest. (JawahartaJ Nehru, 
1958 ). Unfortunately very little has been achieved 

The predatory role of the State, which began with the colonial state 
structure, has tragically continued under the welfare state after 
independence This has struck at the root of the customary nghts of 
the tnbal people, despite the benevolence and paternalishc stand of 
the freedom struggle experienced political ehte 

Therefore, any attempt at improving tribal development policy. 
creating adequate compensatory package for tribal displacees and 
strengthening resettlement and rehabilitation processes on a sustainable 
basis must address the core issue of locating their legitimate claims 
over common property resources This would help us develop a new 
perspecUve that endeavors to root itself realistically on the ecological 
and physical specifics of tribal way of life. The forced evacuation that 
takes place throws off these hapless oustees. displacees, resettlers, 
relocates {as they are variously called) into a grim future, often much 
worse than that of the international refugees from other countries 
heltered 1n their own country. The problem ,s these "internal refugees" 

(Mahapatra 1983/1991) or "development refugees" as they are called 
by Thayer Scudder (1996:51) are not recognized as .,refugees" by the 
mternatronal agencies," even though both the triggers and the 
consequences of their displacement may be identical. In India this 
difference in recognition results in great difference between the levels 
of public and private assistance provided to these groups" (Cemea, 

1990:5} 
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Being alive and sensitive to the needs of the tribal population of 
India the Supreme Court has aptly summed up the tnbal situation in 
India, "Tribal areas have their own problems Tribals are historically 
weaker sections of the society. They need the protection of the laws 
as they are gullible and fall prey to the tactics of unscrupulous people 
and are susceptible to exploitation on account of their innocence, pove,ty 
and backwardness extending over centuries. The Constitution of India 
and the laws made there under treat Tribals and tribal areas separately 
wherever needed ... The tnbal need to be settled, need to be taken 
care of by the protective arm of the law and be saved from falling prey 
to unscrupulous device so that they may prosper and by an evolutionary 
process join the mainstream of the society. The process would be 
slow yet it has to be initiated and kept moving." {Amarendra Pratap 
Singh v Tej Bahadur Prajapati. AIR. 2004 SC3782) 

This differential treatment would in no way go against the concept 
of equality and equal protection of laws enshrined in the Constitution of 
India. as is commonly feared by some learned scholars, but would 
rather achieve the lofty ideals enumerated In the Constitution to protect 
and promote the interest of the tribals and other disadvantaged groups. 
It would also arm us with the rationale to restore back to these 
communities their traditional nghts and entitlements through legislative, 
executive and Jud,c1al interventionist approaches in the true spirit of 
"affirmative action." Vanous studies have marked out that- all cases of 
involuntary displacement sub serving development projects are 
inequitable in which the displacees are not the targeted beneficiaries 
. In virtually every project it is seen that the primary costs are being paid 
by the poor and the tribal people, while the benefits are flowing to the 
dominant classes (Mahapatra :1994a) Those who are displaced by 
such projects are usually too poor and pohtically weak to safeguard 
their own interest.(Singh,Kothari,Amin 1992:182)There among the 
oustees the affluent groups do not lose out so completely They are in 
a better position to adjust to change .. .for them the uproottno is certainl 
less traumatic" (Mathur.1995: 156-156) What is essentially requ 
an equ,table balancing of pains and gains 
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A thorough analysis of various statutes, rules, regulations, revenue 
board orders. survey and settlement reports, British gazetteers, 
Government of India gazetteers, judicial orders, case studies, research 
papers and other sources have proved beyond reasonable doubt that 
the tribats did exercise various rights and entitlements over their habitat 
and forest etc The extinction of such rights took place through a 
gradual process based on colonial legaf epistemology of positivism 

Whtie advocating strongly for the restitutron of the customary rights 
to their nghtful claimants. the first question therefore, is. who actually 
uses the land? A distinction needs to be drawn between the ntle to the 
land and its actual use One naturarry stumbles over the conflict between 
statutory right to land and traditional land use patterns. The state may 
lay ctann to areas of land which are 'unused' or 'vacant' but not those 
lands which are already used customarily. 

The Supreme Court of India while reJecting the application of the 
concept of 'adverse possession', to alienate tnbal immovable property 
declared, "Where the object of legislation is to prevent mischief and 
confer protection on the weaker sections of the society, the Court would 
not hesitate in placing an extended meaning even a stretched one, on 
the word, ,f domg so the statute would succeed 1n attaining the legisfattve 
intent." (Amarendra Pratap Singh v. TeJ Bahadur Prajapati, AIR: 2004 
SC3782) Thts Judgement should enable us to open our hearts and 
mind afresh. to look into the complex issues involved m tnbal 
development and should mean,ngfulty ennch our understanding of their 
customary nghts over land. water and forest resources We should not 
,gnore the fact "tnbal property .. is always a "protected category" whose 
ancuty should be v1g1tantly maintained. Acknowledging their righV 
ntitfements 1s a very viable safety-valve technique to strengthen not 

only their ancestral comam but also contain their violent political 
outbursts ,n the near future. 

Previously the rights of the Kondhs or Phulbani to transfer. mortgag 
nd sell 1he1r lands was restricted by Section 61 of the Angul L 
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Regulation 1913 .Statutorily ,t required the pnor permission of Deputy 
Com miss ioner to alienate tribal land to a non-tribal. This was done 
to stop lands being alienated in favour of non-Kondhs Furthermore 
to improve the economic and social condition of the disadvantaged 
tribals, the state imposed land revenue on the Kondhs at 30% 
concession and treated them lenaently. [CRBS, 1967: 16-17) 
(Woodhouse, 1967 2-3)] 

A special category of customary rights in land, forests. water bodies 
etc. as constituted by the clan-held land among the Kondh, each clan 
territory being called a muttah We find this clan-territory divided into 
lineage-held temtory among the Dongria Kondh of Niyamgiri Hms, Kutt.la 
Kondh in Phulbani district and the Kashipur Kondh (Pengo). Among 
the Upper Bonda in Bonda hills, we come across the same clan and 
lineage territories, which are held, as Justice Hidayutullah described, 
with multtple customary rights to land use Such clan and lineage 
terntories are not recognized or even conceptually acknowledged by 
the Settlement Officers in survey and settlement operauons in present 
day Orissa However. the British had recognized these clan rights of 
the Kondh m 19th century when they suppressed meriah sacrifices or 
female infanticide and pacified the wild hill areas. 

4. FOREST RIGHTS OF TRIBAL PEOPLE IN ORISSA 

As mentioned earlier, to usurp tribal land, the British introduced the 
colonial-legal concepts or res nullius and terra nullius, according to 
which land not having individual ownership document belonged to no 
one and hence was the property of the colonial administration. 
(Fernandes & Paranjpye, 1997: 22). Continuing with this policy, the 
British refused to acknow1edge the tnbals' rights over their common 
property resources (CPRs), particularly the forests. by declaring them 
as the property of the Forest Department. Every land survey and 
settlement report in Orissa reflects the gradual extinction of tnbal rights 
and entitlements over forest. . The 1 f11t Century colonial Jaws like th 
Land Acquisition Act 1894 and the Coal Bearing Areas Act are still 
used to furlherthe needs of development projects These fews don 
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amtt of the concept of the right to life, and therefore, most trag,cally 
the will of the erstwhile Raj has been accorded the wily status of 'public 
purpose' 

Onssa had a very long history of customary rights over forest, 
abundanUy evidenced 1n various land settlement and survey reports 
belonging both to the colonial as well as independent India. Interestingly, 
the native ruler was sensmve and liberally disposed towards the needs 
of its people and thereby allowed varying degrees of access to forest. 
(Wylly, 1904 85-86) The subsequent attempts by these native Chiefs 
to conform to the Colonial policy on land and forest did in fact lead to 
dual allenahon- alienate the native rulers from their own people and 
the people from their habitat The ryots (tenants) in Onssa had 
continuously exercised forest usage rights, which though similar, varied 
from region to region largely due to the existence of different land tenure 
systems 

It 1s a well known l~gal fact that wherever the theoretical ownership 
of land and trees may be assigned, the cultivating population has a 
strong prescnpnve right to appropnation of forest produce for domestic 
purposes and needs of anrmals Such rights were therefore part of his 
cultivating tenure and whenever interfered with, he regarded it as an 
encroachment on his right (Ramadhyarn, 1937). 

The pedantic and restnctive application of tenurial laws 1s best 
exemplified 1n the case of the large tracts of dangar lands or upland 
slopes for cultivation . These lands, under Madras Estates Land Act, 
were constantly and continuously used by the tribal people in many 
parts of Onssa, espec,~lly South Onssan tribal belt . They were exduded 
from the application of twelve year rule of ·adverse possession", while 
other areas under Madras Estates Land Act enjoyed this provision 
(Behuna, 1966 197-198). In our view the first naw 1n understanding 
'podu cutnvauon' was committed when such cultivators were wrongly 
located as •. discontmucus cultivators" as opposed to .• continuous 
cultivators" - an mterpretauoo that made these upland podu cultivators 
(swrddeners) losers by not being extended the rayotistatus, as provlded 
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by the Madras Estates Land Act. It is interesting to note here that 
some progressively liberal officials held a different view altogether The 
Director of Land Records and Surveys, Orissa, ,n his inspection note 
of April 1961 met this objection with the following observations. "There 
is no doubt that in Podu (Swidden) cultivation destruction of forest to 
some extent is inevitable. But Podu has been admitted as a right for a 
very long· time in Kalahandi and M cannot be extinguished unless 
alternative source of livelihood is provided for those who practice it " 
(Sundarajan. 1969: 64 ). 

Even the Orlssa Land Refonns Act 1960 in Section S explicitly 
mentioned that the existing rights of the ryots (raiyats) are not to 
be affected. "For removal of doubt it is hereby declared that, save as 
otherwise provided in this Act either expressly or by necessary 
nnphcanon the nghts In land in any area held by a person who 1s a 
raiyat within the meaning of this Act. shall be in addition to and not m 
derogation of his rights, if any, in respect of such land under any other 
law relating to land tenures including any law relating to landlord and 
tenants or customs or usage for the time being in force in such area 
and applicable to such raiyat" {Note: Unless the rights of a raiyat are 
contrary to the terms of the Statute. even by unplicaton, the same 
nghts shall be in addition to his rights, under the statute.). 

As in the case of Orissa, the loss of land and forests, the tribals 
and the indigenous people of Jharkhand lose their very soc,o-cultural 
identity For land and forests are not only the sources of their livelihood 
but also the very foundation of their socio-culturat systems and 
practices. Land in the tnbal society 1s held 1n common. This to say 
that the community has the ultimate ownership rights over the land 
So even tf a household owns some land. it simply means that it has 
the usufructory rights over resources. People have to till and harness ,t 
and live from its produce. They cannot sell it nor transfer it. 
The community ownership of property is manifested in the traditional 
pracuce of community management of CPRs like forests. pasture lands, 
rivers and water bodies etc. Every tribal household has equal rights to 
benefit from these resources. Even the religious beliefs are embedded 
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in their relationship w,th nature. Thus. not only the gods and spirits are 
residing 1n the sacred groves, but also in the whole of nature-nills, 
mountains. fields, rivers, trees. village boundaries and everything the 
earth sustains. Their feasts and fesnvals are woven around their 
agricultural practices. They have their own system of self-governance 
called the Pama-Panchayat or the Mankl-Munda system. Land aJienation 
for development projects and the consequent displacement not only 
causes enormous ,mpovenshment to tribals but aJso imperils their very 
socio-cultural IdentJty. No R&R measures so far have taken into account 
this aspect of the loss of dignity and marginalization of tribals 

Because of the fact that only the patta holders are considered 
landless when their land is acquired for the project. women are not 
even considered landless In a stnct sense of the term. since the land 
documents are ,n the name of the male members of the family. This 
has serious implications for the giving of compensation to women and 
for an equal right to resettlement and rehabilitation benefits. Involuntary 
resettlement has a parllcularly adverse impact on women as they have 
no control over the cash compensation that 1s paid to the man of the 
family (Tbanqarar, 1986) Together with the menfolk, they even forfeit 
their traditional and customary rights over forest land which the 
Government considers as encroached by the tribals Even when each 
'major son' above the age of 18 years. as on the date of issuing of 
notice for land acquisition u/s 4 of the Land Acquisttlon Act 1894 {as 
amended in 1984 ). is considered a separate family. as in the case of 
the Sardar Sarovar Project ,n Gujarat, no such provision is made for 
the 'major daughters' or say the unmarried women. Moreover. land is a 
relationship (or women and not a mere source of rncome. Tribal women 
,n the rural areas do not differentiate between work and rifestyJe 
Landlessness has a separate implication for them - a change in lifestyfe, 
a change in relauonsrup. (Agarwal, 1996)Women suffer more being 
homeless, espeoally at the time of transition from their old house to 
the resettlement colonies. Deprived of land, forests and non-wood forest 
products, women are no more equal partners with men even in the 
tribal society in food gathering, hunting and cultivation. This results in 
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the loss of their freedom in social matters, their Independence m 
economic matters and almost no gain tn the political and educational 
fields of social change. Displacement also leads to tribal mtgratJon A 
study reports that 60 per cent of those who migrated to the Delhr 
slums were found living below the poverty line and were being easily 
exploited by the contractors. (Fernandes, 1990.) 

locating tribal land use in proper perspective is the key to Just and 
adequate compensation This would not arbitrarily restrict such 
compensation only to patta (Record of Rights) holding and homestead 
lands, but it would also include their Common Property Resources 
(CPR) as well. These resources are the backbone of their livelihood 
sustaining systems. Therefore, the need to immediately restore to 
the tribal people their rights, legally, belonging to them. More so rn 
the current Constitutional context of sin schedule and the progressive 
judicial directions. expressed by Lordships of the superior courts in 
India, as in the case of Samatha vs State of Andhra Pradesh. (AIR 
1997 SC 3297). 

The U.N document of 1966 defines customary rights as "the rights 
to use or dispose of use rights over land which rests neither on the 
exercise of brute force, nor on the evidence of rights guaranteed by 
government statute, but on the fad that they are recognized as legitimate 
by the cornmuouy, the rules governing the acquisition or transmission 
of these rights being explicit and generally known. though not normally 
recorded in writing." Though this definition is a generalist approach to 
customary rights as it excludes statutes and religious codes recognrz1ng 
these rights. Professor B.K. Roy Burman considers it rather narrow. 
To me this deflninon has reflected the essence of customary rights 
that lies more tn usage and continuity rather than on its legal recognition. 

Furthermore. the Government of India has ratified, and hence 
committed to follow the spirit of. the ILO Convention No. 107 of June 
1957 concerning the ProtectJon and fntegrabon of Indigenous and Other 
Tribaf and Semi-Tribal Populations in Independent Countnes This 
convention. in Article 11, prescribes: the right of ownership, collective 
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or 1nd1v1dual. of the members of the populations concerned over the 
lands which these populations traditionally occupy shall be recognized." 
Articles 12 2 and 12 3 provide for .• their present needs and future 
development" by making available "lands of quality at least equal to 
that of the lands previously occupied by them" and alternative 
employment as also compensation in money or in kind as per their 
preference Persons thus removed "as an exceptional measure" have 
to be fully compensated and rehabilitated "for any resulting loss or 
injury" (Mahapatra. 1994: 6) 

In tme wrth these and other international conventions and humanistic 
and equity concerns, the World Bank and its affiliates have adopted, 
in their rehabilitation policy for displacees, the pnnciple that the project 
affected be compensated adequately to enable them to regain their 
livelihood and qua/tty of life, if possible, at a higher level. (World Bank. 
1994). The means to attain this are. 

(a) compensation for the assets at replacement cost, 

(b) opportunities to share In the project benefits, and 

(c) compensation for informal customary rights to land and 
other resources, eruoyed by the tribal and analogous populations In 
India 

However, these stipulations by the World Bank have exerted pressure 
on the Government of India and State Governments in fonnulating their 
rehabilitation policies 

The next step Is the mode of paying compensation While agreeing 
with the steps taken to ensure that the money due to the poor Is not 
given to them In a lump sum, so that It Is not squandered away, our 
analysis of the mode of spending the amount shows that merely denying 
them access to their money without alternatives can have negative 
consequences on the DPs/PAPs. Immediately after their displacement 
or loss of land/CPR, they are thrown into a new economy and have to 
pay even for their daily requirements like food While denying them 
access to ready cash 1s meant to ensure that they are not exploited 
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by the merchants and moneylenders, who leave them with tnnkets 
oought at exorbitant pnces, takmg these steps without viable alternatives 
also deprives them of the money they need for their daily food Tots 
pushes them into the hands of the moneylenders who either deprive 
hem of the amount as soon as 1t becomes available or tum them into 
bonded labourers. Food and other supplies have to be made available 
either free or at subsidized rates and access to cash should be ensured 
for these minimum needs That would be helping them to cope w,th the 
mainstream economy they are inteqrated into by the oroiect. . 
5. IMPLICATIONS OF SAMATA JUDGEMENT FOR ORISSA'S 

R&RISSUES 

The core achievement of Samatha judgement at the Supreme Court 
lies m expanding the scope of the word 'person' contained in the various 
Regulations, made under the mandate of the Fifth schedule. As per 
this landmark judgement the word person would encompass m ns ambit 
natural person, juristic person and consutuuone! mechanisms of 
governance in a democratic set up, therefore also the "State" The 
word 'person' in Section 3 of the Andhra Pradesh scheduled areas land 
transfer regulation ( 1 of 1959) includes Govemment. Any lease to non 
tribals even of a Government land situated m Scheduled area is in 
violation of Section 3 and so is void. 

Meaning of the word 'oerson'. The word 'person' is simple and plam. 
in the context of prohibition on transfer of land between natural persons, 
namely tribals and non-tribafs That ,s made mamfest by the Statement 
of objects and reasons of the amended Regulation which envisages 
that the Regulation was brought on Statute to prohibit alienation of 
lands m the scheduled area by tribal in favour of a non-tnbal 

The maxim ·teddendo s1ngula smquhs" will apply to the interpretation 
of the word 'person' so that the general meaning of the word 'person· m 
us generic sense with its width would not be cut down by specific 
quallficatron of one species i.e. natural 'person· when 1t 1s capable to 
ncornpass. in rts ambit, natural persons, juristic persons and 

constitutional mechanism of governance in a democratic set up 
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In "English law·· by Kenneth Smith and Denis Keenan (Seventh 
Editton at page 163] 1t is stated that. •. The Crown is the executive head 
in the United Kingdom and Commonwealth. and government. 
departments and crvil servants act on behalf of Crown." fn •. Salmond on 
Jurisprudence" by P J. Fitzgerald [121

" Edition at page 66] ,t is stated 
that "A legal person ,s any subject matter other than a human being to 
h1ch the law attnbute personality. This extension, for good and sufficient 

reasons, of the conception of personality beyond the class of human 
beings ,s one of the most noteworthy feats of legal unaqmation' At 
page 72 it 1s further amplified that 'The king himself, however, 1s in law 
no mere mortal man He has a double capaoty, being not only a natural 
person, but a body pohtrc. that is to say. a corporation sote " Jn 
''Junsprudence by R.W.M. Dais [Fifth Edit1on at page 265] 1t is stated 
that "the value of personifying group activmes 1s further reduced by the 
fact that, Courts have evolved ways of dealing with such activities without 
resorting to the device of persona'. 

Therefore. the word 'person' cannot be used In a restrictive manner 
to def eat the legislative intent. Consequently. the transfer of land by 
juristic person or allotment of land by the State to non-tnbals would 
stand protubrted actuevmq the object of Para 5(2) of the Fifth schedule 
and of the amended Orissa's 1956 Regulatlon 

Ttie Second important point concemed Articles 298, 245, Schedule 
5, Part 8, Para 5 and its scope The Courl maintamed that the Executive 
power of the State 1s subject to leg,slatJve power under clause 5(1) of 
Frfth Scheduled The sub-para 5(2) of the Fifth Schedule combines 
both leg,slallve as well as executive power. Therefore. m view of para 
5(2) of the Fifth Schedule there is tmpued prohibition on the state 
power of allotment of land to non-tnbal ,n scheduled areas. The leg,slatJve 

r of the State under Article 245 is also subject to the Fifth Schedule 
to regulate the allotment of the Government land in the Schedule,d 
areas. This is maeea an enabling provision that empowers the state 
ovemment through its legislative and executive organs to guard the 

sanchly of tnbal lands and endeavour to make ·publtc-purpose; 

developmental plans sub-serve this goal. 
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While going through the facts m Samatha case, 1t was seen from 
evidence that mining leases were granted by the State Government or 
were transferred and retransferred with the sancUon of the State The 
lands within mining area are situated either in the reserved forest or 
forest land or within the Scheduled Area. The Court maintained that 
they stand 1n violation of Section 3(1) (a) read with SectJon 3(2) of the 
Andhra Pradesh Scheduled Areas Land Transfer Regulation 1959 and 
Forest Conservation Act. Therefore. they are all void. 

The Samatha Judgement prescribed that the Chref Secretary of 
A.P. State (by Impltcation, orof any State with ScheduledAreas) should 
consbtute a committee consisting of himself, Secretary (Industry). 
Secretary (Forest), Secretary (Tribal Welfare/Social Welfare) to have 
the factual information collected and consider whether it 1s feasible to 
permit the Industry to carry on mining operations. lf the committee so 
opines, the matter may be placed before a Cabmet Sub-Committee 
consisting of Minister, Minister for Industries, Minister for Forest and 
Minister for Tnbal Welfare to examine the issuewhether hcenses would 
be allowed to continue unW they expire by efflux of time or whether It is 
expedient to protubu further mimng operations 1n the hght of Section 
11 (5) of the Mining Act. 

In cases where the similar Acts in other States do not totally prohibit 
grant of mining leases of lands In the Scheduled Area, a similar 
committee of Secretaries and State Cabinet Sub-committees should 
be constituted and decsions taken there after. This 1s required in Onssa 
where grant of mining leases is not totally prohibited 

Before granting leases, it would be obligatory for the Stat 
Government to obtain concurrence of the Central Government. which 
would, for this purpose. constitute a sub-committee consisting of the 
Pnme Minister of India. Union Minister for Welfare, Union Mrn,ster for 
Environment so that the State's policy would be consistent with the 
po/Icy of the nation as a whole 

The Judgement (Samatha) further provided that ,t would also b, 
open to appropriate legislature. preferably after a thorough d 
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conference of all the Chief Ministers M,msters holdmg the concerned 

mmistry and the Pnme Minister and the Central Mmisters concerned. 

to take a policy decision so as to bring about a suiteble enactment m 

the light of the guide/mes laid down above so that there would emerge 

a consistent scheme throughout the country, m respect of tribal lands 

under which natJonal wealth m the form of minerals 1s located. 

6. TRIBAL PROPERTY: LEGAL PERSPECTIVES 

As mentioned earlier statutory safeguards for tnbal people of Onssa 
has a long history that dates back to late 19th Century. With the dawn 
of Independence these necessary protections were incorporated into 
various Acts The Orissa Merged States (laws) Act 1950 Section 7 
(b) says "an occupancy tenant shall be entitled to freely transfer his 
holding subject to the restrictions that no transfer of a holding from a 
member of an abonginal tnbe to a member of a non-abonqmal tnbe shall 
be valid unless such transfer Is rnadewnh the previous permission of the 
sub-drvrsional officer" On the issue of free nghts Section 7{b) (11) allows 
an occupancy ra,yat or tenant to have full nght over all kinds of trees 
landing on his holding Explanation (1) to Secuon ?(b) defines an 

occupancy tenant or raiyat as a tenant having occupancy right m his 
holdmg under the tenancy laws continued in force in the merged states 

The sanctity and communal management of common property 
resources was recognized and secured vide Section 3( 1 ) and (2) of the 
Orlssa Communal Forest and Private Lands (Prohibition of 
Alienation) Act 1948 whereby no landlord shall without the previous 
sanction of the Collector sell, mortgage, lease or otherwise assign or 
alienate or convert into raiyati land any communal forest or private land 
or create occupancy nghts therein 

Section 3 of the Orissa Vesting of PropertJes (in Grama Sasans) 
Act 1964 provided for vesting of possession, management and control 
of orchards, tanks and trees belonging to Government in the Grama 
Sasans for better management Control and Utilization of such 
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properties ,n public interest. It also provided enough legal space for 
accommodating compensatory claims, over these lands. 

Section 4 (2) allows the Claims Officer to hear the parties asserting 
rights over these lands and also accord an opportunity to the concerned 
Grama Panchayat, under whose jurisdiction such lands are located, of 
being heard. And after holding an enquiry in the prescribed manner he 
should determine the nature of nghts and the compensation. if any. 
payable in respect thereof with the provisions of sub-section(1} of 23 
and 24 of the Land Acquisition Act 1894 ( 1 of 1894} 

Where the Government decides to withdraw management from the 
Grama Sasan viae Section 7(1 ), the Grama Sasan shall be entitled to 
such compensation as may be determined by Government in respect 
of improvements of a permanent nature, if any affected by the Grama 
Sasan at its own cost: and the rights, if any, created in favour of any 
person by the Grama Sasan at any time during the time such Grama 
Sasan remained in possession shall stand extmguished and any such 
person shall be entitled to compensation. so far as he may be, in 
accordance with the provis10ns of Section 4 on an application made m 
that behalf within sixty days from the date of the said order. 

To involve the locals in management of forest resources the Orissa 
Village Forest Rules 1985 In Rr 3( 1) says 'Toe management of every 
v,nage Forest shall vest in a committee comprising the Sarpanch(s) of 
the concerned Gram Panchayat(s) and Ward Member(s) belonging to 
the village forwh1ch the Village Forest is notified, the Forester(s) Revenue 
lnspector{s) concerned and such other selected persons not less than 
three and not more than five of the said village Opening the ground for 
gender equality and mvolvement of women in the management of local 
resources Rr 3( 1 )(iii) mentions that there shall be at least one women 
member among the members so selected. Due regard shall be paid 
to the need for representation of the Scheduled Tribes. Scheduled 
Castes and Landless labourers 

Though the rules make an attempt to make a peopre-participauv 
effort, there seems to be enough control of Government instrumentau-· 



to make the process a superfiaal exercise. Take for example, Rr 3(2)(i1) 
wh,ch says "Every meeting of the cornrmttee shall be convened by the 
Forester and the Chairman shall preside over the meeting." It is known 
and complained that the Forester may not convene the Committee for 
long Rr 8( 1) says •. No wood or other forest produce shall be removed 
from the village forest except under and in accordance with the ceoson 
taken by the committee authorized for the purpose by it and counter 
signed by the Forester," However, the committee rs made responsible 
for proper distnbuhon of all available forest produce from village forest 
[Rr 9(2)} The committee 1s also authorized to undertake pasture 
development on Gochar lands w1thm the village h.m1ts 

To save the interests of the tribal people over the,r trees the Orissa 
Protection of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Interest 
in Trees) Act 1981 vide Section 3(1) says "No contract entered into 
after the commencement of this Act by an owner of any specfied tree 
for the sale of the timber thereof shall be valsd tf such owner is a member 
of the Scheduled Castes or Scheduled Tribes and if the contract has 
been entered into without the previous perrnissmn in writing granted by 
the Range Officer on an appncanon made 1n that .behalf giving adequate 
descnption of the timber proposed to be sold." If the consideranon 1s 
inadequate the Range Officer may require the owner to sell the trees to 
Onssa Forest Corporation limited or to any other State Owned 
Corporations The Act thus places too much restriction on the S. T. and 
SC. owner of trees, even ,f the buyer 1s an S.T. or S.C person. 

The Orissa Scheduled Areas Transfer of lmmovabte Property 
(By Scheduled Tribes) Regulation, 1956 (as amended in .2000) 

The tone, tenor and texture of the Orissa Scnedutea area transfer 
of lrnmovebte property (By Scheduled tnoes) Regulation 1956, 
heremafler called On'ssa Regulafl.on, 1s s,m,lar to tnetot Andhra Pradesh 
Regula hon m many respects. To begin with Section 3 ( 1) of Orissa 
Regulation prohibits the transfer of tribal Immovebte property to a non- 
nba/ 
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However, Section 3(1) of Orissa Regulation does not provide any 
scope for altenatmg tnbal immovable property to any society or tnbal 
cooperative in the Scheduled Area as Is the case with Andhra Pradesh 
Regulation. The Government of Onssa may take advantage of this 
sub-section to deny the appucabnity of the Samatha Judgement to 
Onssa This defense is not tenable because the mandate of the Fifth 
Schedule 5(2) proh1brts alienation of tribal lands to non-tribals Accordmg 
to K. Ramaswamy, J., "The executive power of the State 1s, therefore, 
subject to the leqrstanve power under cl. 5(1) of the Fifth schedule 
S1milarty sub-para (2) thereof empowers the Governor to make regulation 
for the peace and good government of any area in a State which 1s for 
the time being a scheduled area In other words sub-para 5(2} 
combines both legislative as well as executive power. . The word 
"regulate" the allotment of land to members of Scheduled Tribes tn 
Scheduled area in the Fifth Schedule by Clause 5(2) (b) must be read 
as a whole to ensure regulation of the land only to and among the 
members of the Scheduled Tribes tn the Scheduled area". Smee the 
Honourable Supreme Court has extended the tenn 'person' to include 
State and State instrumentalities, the exercise of 'emrnent domain' is 
restricted and any land alienation beyond the scope of Fifth Schedule 
is not allowed. The Samatha verdict enjoins other State 
Governments, where Scheduled Areas lie, to evolve mechanisms 
to restrict tribal land allenation. Therefore, Orissa cannot be an 
exception to this rule more so under Article 141 of the Constitution. 

Where Section 3(2)(b) of Andhra Pradesh Regulation totally 
prohibits alienation of tribal property. the Orissa Regulation Sect,on 
3(2) allows the State Government to settle tnbal immovable property 
with "any other person .. (tenn not defined in the Regulation) m 
ccordance with the Orissa Government Land Act 1962. This blatantly 

violates the spirit of Fifth Schedule. The Regulation needs to be 
amended by adding a proviso to Section 3(2) that tribal immovabl, 
properly shall only be alienated m favour of a Cooperative of member 
of the Scheduled Tribe, or a member of the Scheduled Tnbe, fa1hn 
which this w,11 vest m the Government 
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The word immovable property •• m Section 2(f) of the Orissa 
Scheduled Areas Transfer of Immovable Property Regulation 
1956 should for the purpose of this interpretation include 11any land" in 
the Scheduled area: .. Land of tribals, Land in Tribal (Scheduled) Area 
and immovable properly of tribal people shall carry the same meaning 
for the purpose of this Regulation." This is suggested to make the 
application of the term comprehensive and unambrguous, which actually 
1s the essence of the legislative intent in the context of tribal property 
ft 1s necessary to assert here that every aspect of development policy 
should therefore, reflect this Constitutional scheme, thereby making 
reetisuc attempts to integrate the tribal people with development and 
make them beneticienes and share-holders of such processes 

.. Vacant land" in Scheduled Area as property of the state, shall not 
be allotted to a non-tnbat, except 1n accordance with rule made by 
State Govt. 1n consultation of the Tnbal Advisory Council." The TAC 
being the determining authority in Scheduled Areas should be made 
aware of the human rights perspective relating to tribal people as also 
the current statutory provisions relating to land. They should also be 
enlightened about the irnphcanons of judicial law making so that the 
impact of monumental Judgements like Samatha vs. State of Andhra 
Pradesh are not lost track of 

For example, 1n Section 3-A of Orissa Regulation, which prescribes 
the eviction procedure of 'persons' 1n unauthorized occupation of such 
tnbal property. Juridically 1n the post-Samatha Judgement phase the 
meaning of the term 'person' should undergo interpretative change. 
(The meamng of the term 'person· used here should carry the same 
meanmg and interpretation as given by the Hon'ble Supreme Court 
with regard to Section 3 of Andhra Pradesh Regulation in the landmark 
Samatha Judgement (AIR 1997 SC 3297)]. The Sectfon provides 
that the competent Authority may on application from the Grama 
Panchayat or suo moto proceed to vacate such lands and restore 
the same to the said member of the Scheduled Tribe or to his 
heir. This needs to be immediately put to force. 
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Section 3-8( 1 ) of Orissa Regulation further prescribes for reversion 
of lands of members of Scheduled Tribes which was transferred by 
fraud. The Amendment Regulation of 2000 makes it mandatory to declare 
possessions of tribal land and explain such possession. 1f in the hands 
of a non-tribal. 

Section 3-8(3) of Orissa Regulation mentions that no mortgaged 
tribal immovable property shall be sold to non-tribal, and a member of 
the Scheduled Tribe shall not transfer any land rf the total extent of his 
land remaining after the transfer wm be reduced to less than two acres 
1n case of imgated land and five acres in case of unirrigated land. 

Section-6 of Orissa Regulation prescribes a bar to attachment of 
immovable property belonging to a Scheduled Tribes. No right, title or 
interest held by him in any immovable property within any Scheduled 
Areas shall be liable to be attached and sold except as and of 
prescribed. 

The Orissa regulation does in fact provide enough safeguard 
to immovable property but it does not go ahead with the real 
job of securing to the tribals their due in their own habitat as is 
the case with Andhra Pradesh Regulation which tries to give a 
participative share in the exploitation of natural resources to 
tribal populace, through cooperative societies comprising of 
tribal people. Section 3{1) of the A.P. Scheduled Areas Land 
Transfer Regulation, 1959 read as under: 

Section-3, Transfer of immovable property by a member of a 
Scheduled Tribe- 

( 1) (a) Notwithstanding anything in any enactment, rule or law 
1n force in the Agency tracts any transfer of immovable 
property situated in the Agency tracts by a person. 
Whether or not such person is a member of a Scheduled 
Tribe, shall be absolutely null and void, unless such 
transfer ,s made in favour of person, who is a member of 
a Scheduled Tribe or a Soaety, Andhra Pradesh Co 
operative 1s composed solely of members of the 
Scheduled Tribe~. 
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(b) Until the contrary ,s proved, any ,mmovabfe property 
situated in the Agency tracts and in the possession of a 
person who is not a member of Scheduled Tribe, shall be 
presumed to have been acquired by person or his 
predecessor ,n possession through transfer. made to him 
by a member of a Scheduled Tnbe. 

(c} Whether a person intending to sell his fand is not able to 
effect such sale, by reason of the fact that no member of 
a Scheduled T nbe is willing to purchase the land or is 
w1lfing to purchase the land on the terms offered by such 
person. then such person may apply to the Agent, the 
Agency Divisional Officer or any other prescribed officer 
for the acquisiuon of such land by the State Government. 
and the Agent. Agency Divisional Officer or the prescribed 
officer as the case may be may by order. take over such 
land on payment of compensation in accordance with 
the principles specified in Section 10 of the Andhra 
Pradesh Ceil Ing on Agnculturaf Holdings Act, 1961 (Act 
X of 1961 ) and such land shaU thereupon vest in the State 
Government free from all encumbrances and shall be 
disposed of in favour of members of the Scheduled Tribes 
or a Society registered or deemed to be registered under 
the Andhra Pradesh Co-operative Societies Act, 1964 
( Act 7 of 1964) composed solely of members or in such 
other manner and subject to such conditions as may be 
prescribed. 

Trus in fact is the recoaruuon of the tribal people's rights over their 
ancestral domain, though limited, because the Land Acquisition Act 
1894 rs still rn force and robs the tribals of actual benefit Therefore the 
need to radically amend the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 which is within 
the legislative competence of the State Government. What is urgently 
needed ,s the ponncat wlll to do it. 
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The Orissa Regulation is hell bent to stop alienation, so much so 

that the explanatory note to section 3(B) treats transfer of immovable 
property in favour of a female member of a Scheduled Tribe who is 
married to a person not belonging to any scheduled Tribe, shall be 
deemed to be a transfer made in favour of a person not belonging to a 
Scheduled Tribe. Now this approach is most restrictive and netrow. It 
does not care of the human n·ghts of the tribal female. Is she not to 
exercise her personal liberty and freedom of choice? This section goes 
against the spirit of Article 21, Article 14 and Article 19 of the Constitution 
of India and therefore, should be removed from the Orissa Regulation 
as soon as possible, if need be, through judicial interventionist 
approach. 

Orissa Land Reforms Act 1960 Section 5 says: Existing rights of 
raiyats not to be affected - For removal of doubt it is hereby declared 
that, save as otherwise provided m this Act either expressly or by 
necessary implication, the rights In land in any area held by a person 
who is a ra/yatwithin the meaning of this Act shall be in addition to and 
not In derogation of his rights, if any, 1n respect of such land under any 
other law relating to land tenures including any law relating to landlord 
and tenants or customs or usage for the tJme being in force in such 
area and applicable to such raiyat. 

This becomes more important in the context of the rights of 
tnbal upland ( dongar) swiddeners who have enjoyed these lands as 
their ancestral domain from time immernonal, but unfortunately, are 
not recognized as owners of these lands The Government has 
erroneously used the colonial concept of eminent domain and 
terranullias to appropriate these lands and thereby deny patta!ROR 
The above Section 5 of Orissa Land RefonnsAct 1960 opens up enough 
legal space to recognize and grant these rights 

Note : Unless the rights of a raiyat are contrary to the terms of 
the Statute, even by imphcaUon, the same rights shall be In addition to 
his rights, under the statute. 
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Section 22 of Orissa Land Reforms Act 1960 prescribes 
restrictions on alienation of land by members of the Scheduled Tribes 
to non-scheduled tribe members. 

Section 22 states: Restriction on ahenation of land by Scheduled 
T nbes ( 1 ) (Any transfer J of holding or part thereof by a raiyat, belonging 
to a Schedur ed Tribe shall be void except where it is in favour of 

(a) a person belonging to a Scheduled Tribe; or 

(b) a person not belonging to a Scheduled Tribe when such 
transfer Is made with the previous permission In wnting of the Revenue 
Officer. 

Provided that in case of a transfer by sale, the Revenue Officer 
shall not grant such permission unless he is satisfied that a purchaser 
belonging to a Scheduled Tribe wilfing to pay the market price for the 
land Is not available, and In case of a gift unless he is satisfied about 
the bona fides thereof 

Case Law: 

Section 22 - Transfer of property by persons belonging to 
Scheduled Caste in favour of non-Scheduled Class persons who 
come into possession - Permission was refused though prayed 
for - The document registered was declared invalid. 2000 (1) 
OLR226. 

Further more while Section 23 prescribes restriction of property 
belonging to Scheduled Caste & Scheduled Tribe, Section 23-A 
prescribes eviction of persons in unauthorized occupation of immovable 
property befongrng to members of ST & SC. 

Section 23 Effect of transfer in contravention of Section 22-(1) fn 
the case of any transfer in contravention of the provisions of [Sub 
section (1) of Section 22] the Revenue Officer on hrs own information, 
or on the applicatron of any person interested ,n the land may issue 
notice 1n the prescnbed manner calling upon the transferor and transferee 
to show cause why the transfer should not be dectared invalid. 
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[(2) After holding such enquiry as the Revenue Officer deems fit 
and after hearing the persons interested, he may dedare such transfer 
to be invalid and impose on the transferee penalty of an amount not 
exceeding two hundred rupees per acre of the land so transferred for 
each year or any part thereof during which the possession is continued 
,n pursuance of the transfer which has been declared to be invalid] [and 
may also order such portion of the penalty as he deems fit, to be paid 
to the transferor or his heir] 

(1} On a declaration being made under Sub-section 

(2) The Revenue Officer suo motu or on the application of 
any person interested cause restoration of the property to the transferor 
or his heirs and for the purpose may take such steps as may be 
necessary for compliance with the said order of preventing any breach 
of peace: 

Explanation -Restoration of the property means actual delivery 
of possession of the property to the transferor or his heir. 

Case Law: 

Section 23 - Permission for sale as required under Section 
22 of the Act was obtained on a later date, though applied for 
on the date of registration of the sale deed - As on the date of 
registration, no permission was there, sale deed is void and 
non est in the eye of law: 1986 (1) OLR 14: 61 (1986) CLT 30: [See 
also 1990 (1) OLR 369: 32 (1990) OJD 280 (Civil). 

Section [23-A. Eviction of person in unauthorized occupation 
of property- Where any person Is found to be in authorized occupation 
of the whole or part of a holding of a raiyat belonging to a Scheduled 
Caste or of a raiyat belonging to a Scheduled Tribe within any part of 
the State other than a Scheduled Area, by way of trespass or otherwise, 
the Revenue Officer may either on application by the owner or any 
person interested therein, or on his own motion and after giving th 
parties concerned an opportunity of being heard, order eviction of the 
person so found to be in unauthonzed occupation and shall cau 
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restoration of the property to the said raiyat or to his heir 1n accordance 
with the prov1s1ons of Sub-section (3) of Section 23.] 

Case law: 

Section 23-A- Unauthorized occupation In Bofangir District 
- Orissa Merged States (Laws) Act, 1950- Section 7(1) (b)- Orissa 
Scheduled Areas Transfer of Immovable Property (By ScheduJed 
Tribes) Regulationf 1956- Bolangir District was not inctuded in 
Scheduled Areas - Provision of Section 7(1) (b) of Orissa Merged 
States (Laws) Act, 1950 was not repealed by Regulation 2 of 
1956 - Transfer in contravention of Section 7(1) (b) of Orlssa 
Merged States (Laws) Act is Invalid and so occupation 
unauthorized: 1993 (11) OLR 95. 

The above sections of Orissa Land Reforms Act are in furtherance 
of the broad mandate of Frfth Schedule, but unfortunately misses out 
its soul - that tribal resources over land, water and forest belongs primarily 
to these communities The State can exploit these resources only 
through the tnbal population that inhabits these habitats This is the 
essence and core conscience of the Fifth Schedule, brought out so 
well through the Samatha Judgement 

The above case laws and regal provisions under various Acts 
h1ghhght the need for rectffication of land records rn favour of Scheduled 
Tnbes, which entiUe them to proper compensation in R&R situations. 

7. TRfBAL RIGHTS UNDER PESA 1996 IN ORISSA 

Under the Orissa adaptation of Central PESAAct ,n 1997, for 
he first time ,n Orissa it is legally provided that the Grama Sabha or 
Srama Sasan will exercise ownership nghts over the minor forest 
produce However, the controJ and regulation of grant of prospecting 
licence or mining lease for minor minerals or grant of .• concession for 

ploitat,on or minor minerals by auction" have been denied to 
Grama Sabha in Onssa, and 1t has been reserved for Zilla Parishad, 
nouoh under PESA 1996 This was to be exercised by Grama Sabh 
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or other Panchayats at the appropriate level. This right of the Grama 
Sabha should be restored y amendment. as this affects the entitlement 
to compensation for R&R Power to manage local village markets and 
to regulate uUlizatton of minor minerals confers some other avenues of 
revenue for the Grama Sabha 

Only Zilla Panshad, but not Grama Sabha or Panchayat Samm 
level, has been empowered to have any nght of prior consultation in 
land acqursuion for development projects or for resettling or rehabilitabng 
persons affected by such Projects, 

However, the actual planning and implementation of the Projects 
1n the Scheduled Areas shall be coordinated at the state level, as 
provided under PESA 1996 But, there is every poss1b1l1ty of erosion of 
the right of the Grama Sabha which has been empowered by PESA 
1996 to "approve plans, programmes and projects for social and 
economic development before ... These are taken up for 1mplementatJon 
by the Panchayat at the village level." 

The PESAAct provides for mandatory recommendation of the Gram 
Sabha pnor to g1v1ng lease for a minor mineral As minor minerals are 
under the purview of the State Government, they formulate the rules 
required there under In order to make PESA meaningful, more so after 
the Samatha Judgement, the Government of India issued Executive 
Instruction in 1998 describing the modalities of consultation with the 
Gram Sabhas, thereby detailing the procedure for land acquisition ,n 
Fifth Schedule areas 

The GOI Executive lnstrucnon mentioned that all the land acquismon 
proposals for acquiring land in the Schedule V areas should include. 

1. Gram Panchayat-wise schedule of land proposed to be 
cquired; 

2 A separate letter of consent from each of the Gram 
Panchayat in favour of the proposed acquisiuon This 
hould be in the Iorrn of a written resolution of the Gram 

Sabh .... , 
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3. In case a Gram Sabha expresses a disagreement, a copy 
of the resolution showing the reasons for disagreement 
mcludinq alternative suggestions If any, made by the Gram 
Sabha . 

The drstnct Collector has to examine the letter of consent and 
continues to hold the right to overrule the dissent of the Gram Sabha. 
but 1s expected to follow procedure providing for a tripartite meeting 
with the villagers, Government and interested party. In case even after 
this the issue 1s not resolved the Collector can proceed with the 
cqwsition as provided under the Land Acquisition Act, which makes 

nonsense of the nghts of the PRls ,n this matter 

The instructions also detail the responsibilities of the State 
Government for coordmatron and monitoring of land acquisition and 
rehabilitation and resettlement schemes in the Frfth Schedule areas. 

These instructions require the Government to maintain a register 
showing year wise quantum of land acquired 1n the Schedule V areas 
and the formation of an lnter-rmnistenal Coordination Committee for 
monitoring. This Committee may publish a district wise land acquired 
for public purpose 

In Chhatisgarh. there 1s a provision m the rules that no lease 1s to 
be sanctioned without obtainmg the otntuon of the respective Gram 
Panchayat. Other important features are. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Quarry permit is issued only to the residents of the 
Panchayat where the quarry is located 

The Gram Panchayat has to obtain the pnor approval of 
us Gram Sabha before final disposal of application for 
the permit. 

Quarries of certain minor minerals whose annual ,ncom 
,s upto 1 O lacs have been handed over to the Panchayat 

Revenue from all minor minerals 1s now given to th 
,n,..ornnri Panchavat for developmental work. Preferen 
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is given to ST, SC, OBC and Women and their Soaetres 
in sanctioning quarry leases. 

• Department of Mines, Government of Chattisgarh rssued 
an Executive Order rn December 2001, stating that lease 
application for minerals available in the lands of scheduJed 
tribes in scheduled areas of the state should be sent to 
the state government. This has been the first post 
Samatha judgement repercussion, whereby a 
Cabinet Secretaries level Committee will be the 
sanctioning authority. 

Public Purpose vs. Protection of Land Rights of Tribals 

One of the most contentious issues has been that of 'public purpose' 
that relates to land acquisition procedure. nu now the Govemrnent 
used the district administration to exercise discretionary powers while 
deahng with the issue without seriously bothering itself to define and 
locate the term jurisprudentially The state governments go by the 
recommendation of the district collector in this regard as he/she is 
considered to be in the best position to decide. The ludiciary also has 
been of the view that the state should decide "public purpose" in the 
various judgements delivered in this context. Linked closely to the 
argument of the public purpose is the concept of .. emment domain , 
which gives the government right on land, not owned with ROR by an 
individual. Thus, all the common property resource in the vtllage belongs 
to the government by defauJt and the villagers do not have any rights o 
them. This 1s an antithesis to the concept of rife as per tnbal system ...• 
where the common property is considered to belong to the cornrnuru 
and it is to be shared in a manner. which benefits the community and 
&s also maintained tor postenty. 

As a consequence of such interpretation a host of governmental 
cttv,ty as also corporate activity fall under the category or ·publ 

purpose'. without senously locating ,t within the specific cont 
Ftfth Schedule requirement The state should stncn 
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Constitutional mandate of Fifth Schedule, more so because these are 
special provisions and as such have overriding effect on general 
provisions of our Conshtution The sanctity of the legislative intent has 
to be firmly secured 1n the specrfic context of tribal rights and 
entitlements. This has been the core contention of Samatha judgement 
of the Supreme Court. (AIR 1997 SC 3297) 

Post Samatha Judgement, 'public purpose' ,n Vth Schedule areas 
has to conform to the specific needs of the tribals, This is a good 
beginning that will remove Governments' discretionary and arbitrary 
decision making process and put in place a participatory approach 
The Resettlement and Rehabilrtauon process needs to be handled 
with a lot more sensitivity to the tnbal way of life instead of expecting 
them to change to the so-called national mainstream. 

COMPENSATION ENTITLEMENTS 

Hrstoncally, forest has been considered to be the habitat of tribal 
people in almost all countnes with tnbal population. Against the 92.2% 
of rural scheduled tribe population 1n India, the rural scheduled tribe 
population 1n Onssa 1s around 95.0% otwruch around 80.0 constitute 
forest dwelhng population They overwhelmingly depend on Non 
Timber Forest Products {NTFPs) to eke out a living Orissa has 
largest percentage of poor people (47 2%) in India, with 22.2°/4 of 
tnbaf people, of whom 85.4% live below the poverty line. Growing 
marcmahzauon of the rural poor in the forest-based regions in Orissa 
is not a new phenomenon A large number of the tribal households in 
the forest-based regions also does not have entitlements to natural 
resources and they end up with low income and expenditures. With 
ongoing deforestation and increasing dependence on sale of NTFPs, 
the forest-dependent communities have undergone a mator shift from 
a constructive dependence to a destructive dependence. A number 
of micro-level research studies conducted in the tnbal-dom,nated 
districts in Orissa (Mallik 1994. 1997. 1998, 2000, 2004) suggests 
that cottecuon of NTFPs provide more than half of the total person 
days of employment (58 0%) per household. with women accounting 
for a larger percentage, and nearly 40.0% of the total income (Rs. 
1940/-) of a tribal household 1s derived from sale of NTFPs (Mal/1 
1994) & this increases with the poverty of household. 
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Both the sale value of NTFPs 30.0% to 40 0% of total income per 
annum accrued to a tribal household) and value of NTFPs consumed 
as food sustenance, small timber, fuel and fodder by the forest 
dependent population in any conservative estimates may not be less 
than 70.0 to 80.0% of the total income (when these are computed at 
market prices). This precisely shows the degree of dependence of 
the forest dwelling communities on forests for their livelihood. The 
main contribution of forest resources to rural livelihoods is through 
provision of subsistence products and services. Thousands of 
swidden cultivators utilize forests for food crop production When 
computing compensation be evaluated for purpose of Land 
Acquisition. 

•• After the formal announcement of the project in the media, and 
long before the formal notice for acquisition of land and other 
immovable assets is served under Section 4(i) of the Land Acquisition 
Act, two things usually happen. Many families belonging to the most 
vulnerable sections of the affected village, the landless, service 
providers, those with some sort of housing on encroached land, and 
may be also some artisans, flee from the site in search of workplace 
for resettling elsewhere. They usually leave little trace behind 
Secondly, wily exploiters and land speculators come to the village 
and frighten and persuade the unlettered, ignorant and simple people, 
most of the tribal people, as In Upper lndravati Multipurpose Project 
in Orissa, to part with their meager marginal holdings. They achieve 
their goal by circulating the most effective rumours that the 
government would pay a pittance compared to what they offered and 
that the people would be forcefully evicted and left to themselves 
Thus, by the time notification for land acquisition 1s publicized, a 
sizeable section of the population is either untraceable or cheated 
out of their assets, but in any case, rendered landless and utterly 
impoverished ab initio." (Mahapatra, 1984) At the same time, land 
prices begin to soar high In the would-be benefited zone, where later 
on the oustees may not be able to purchase any land with their 
compensation money, which, computed at the so-called 'market 
value', invariably falls far short of the prevailing speculatively raised 
land pnce Parasuraman refers to 'secondary displacement' of those 
who buy lands far away from the resettled village, in whos 
neighbourhood land may be scarce or land prices soar high 
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"The very processes of setting compensation levels and the 
payment of compensation before displacement have been 
mechanisms of impoverishment and destitution rather than of 
equitable resntuuon and reconstruction. I have mentioned above the 
non-recognition of customary usufructuary nghts over land, forests 
and other resources Only immovable properties with title deeds or 
other valid evidence of absolute ownership entitle one to 
compensation. Secondly, for many historic and current reasons land 
Is undervalued in land records. The 'market value', which is the 
standard tor compensation under the Constitution as well as under 
the Land Acqursmon Act, is very much on the low side. If compensation 
were paid on basis of capitalized value of the annual products of the 
land. as determined by the law courts, or on basis of the replacement 
value. that woufd have been realistic and fatr (Mahapatra. 1994) 
For trees, the 'market value· for compensation has been fixed 
absolutely arbitranly, without any reference to the market It has 
been studied in depth by ISED, which comes to the finding. "The 
compensation values for mango, mahul trees have been between 
Rs. 100.00 and Rs. 150 00. But the tree owner can earn more than 
Rs 500 00 from its fruits In a year. In all the projects, trees are 
undervalued In survey and measurement low figure has been used 
(for compensation) for house. wells, ponds ." (ISED. 1996). 

When •• market value of tand Is sought to be determined on basis 
of the actual sate deed in the locality within three years pnor to the 
notification for acqursrtion of land for the Project, land will be grossly 
undervalued There was another basis, which was more sound. The 
Government of Orissa evolved the prmciple of determination of pnce 
of land where sale statistics are not available The net annual profit 
the peasant denves from the land Is taken as the ·1ett1ng value' As 
per the decision of the High Court of Onssa in the case of the State 
of Onssa versus Bharat Charan Nayak. H was considered safe to 
pay 16 to 20 years' net annual produce, and ,t should not. in any 

se, be less than 16 times The net annual produce as arnved at by 
deduct,na 50°"1 of cross income towards the cost of cumvanon. Thi 
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Is a more dependable and less objectionable mode of arriving at the 
market price which may be the basis for compensation." 

Further "in a case decided In 1958 at Orissa High Court (reported 
in Indian Law Reporter, 1985, Cuttack, pp 704ff) the Judgement ts 
paraphrased as follows. "Where for the purpose of ascertaining the 
market value of the land at the date of nouficauon under Section-4( 1) 
of the Land Acquisition Act, 1894, definite material Is not available, 
either in the shape of sales of the neighbouring land at or about the 
date of notification or otherwise, the Court would not be erring on the 
wrong side 1f ,t fixes the market value by capitalizing the net annual 
income at twenty years purchase As this Judgement Is specifically 
applicable to land acqursmon for river dam and other projects since 
1960, there is no justification for denying the tribal oustees their 
legitimate due in compensation." 

The Land Acqursrtion Act, 1894 also gives in detail the whole 
modality of the compensation to be given in lieu of the land taken 
over by the government Though the valuation of land Is not an exact 
science, the Act lays down rules for the guidance of the Collector 
and the court for determining the compensation to be paid for the 
required land. The very first requirement to determine the rate of 
compensation is to abide by the market value of the land u/s 23( 1) 
It simply means the market value of the land under sale as on the 
date of publication of the notice u/s 4(1 ). In this the actual and 
potential use of the land also becomes relevant for assessing the 
market value. Besides, the standing crops and trees have to be 
included while determining the market value of the land. Similarly, 
the damage suffered on account of severance from other land as 
well as the damage resulting from reduction in profits of land is to be 
legally compensated for And finally the interest at the rate of 12 per 
cent per annum ts to be added to the market value awarded. besides 
the addition of the 30 per cent solatium to the principal amount as it 
involves involuntary resettlement Unfortunately, the determination 
of market value of lands. trees, water bodies such as tanks, has 
been flawed In almost all cases of compensation where this has 
been legally challenged. 

Compensation Hurdles Because of Entitlement Deficiency Due 
To Wrong or Inadequate Implementation of Government 
Policies and Regulatlons etc. 
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(iv} Again, wherever. the tribal cultivator had constructed 
terraces up the hill slope above 1 rfJ slope (beyond which 
the Land Settlement Operations recorded land as 
"qovernment lane" and which could not be measured 
by plane table survey method), as m the Bonda Hills in 
Malkangiri, the lands should be surveyed and ryotwari 
rights conferred on the cultivators. This will enable them 
to claim proper and legitimate project compensation. 

(b) Wrongly Implemented Government Policy in Kashipur IFAO 
Project Area Denying Proper Compensation in Case of 
Displacement for Utkal Alumina and Other Projects: 

Based on our field visit to sample villages in Kashipur Tahasil, 
Rayagada District in August, 2004, we have come across many 
anomalies and wrong implementation of the grant of patta (ROR) to 
swiddeners in Kashipur. 

(i} Even in many Kondh villages, the settlement survey has 
not been done 1n accordance with the traditional land tenure 
system which is based on clan-centred collective rights. 
There was also complete misunderstanding of the 
traditional shifting cultivation; for example, in the village 
of Rasijhari under Kashipur block, the people occupy 
dongar on clan basis with further sub-divisions of their 
land into various lineages or sub-clans and lastly into 
household holdings. And a household may or may not 
cultivate the same patch of land every year depending 
upon the fertility of the soil and the number of dongar 
patches in possession. Generally, a dongar patch is 
cultivated for two consecutive years and then abandoned 
for a few years for regenerating its fertility. The people 
of this village claim that IFAD had given ROR only to 
those households who were physically cultivating 
their swiddens during their survey period and others 
who had abandoned their land for regeneration of 
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fertility were denied ROR. Therefore, now there are 6 
households out of the total 34 households, who have not 
been given ROR on their paternal swiddens, since they 
were not 1n actual cultivating possession. Their land was 
kept fallow during the survey and settlement period. The 
local revenue officials also agreed with this fact when 
pointed out by the Rasijhari villagers. However, the revenue 
officials said they had to follow a government rule by which 
only the households below the poverty line were entitled 
to have ROR on dongar lands and richer Kondh/tribal 
households were not given even though they had been 
possessing such lands since generations as paternal 
property. Thus, the traditional rights of the people over 
this land have not been taken into consideration by the 
settlement officials while granting patta to the dongar 
owners. Under the Utkal Alumina Projects there are some 
villages directly affected and others likely to be affected 
for loss of land/household and other viz. trees etc. for the 
Project Our findings show that if their lands etc. are not 
freshly surveyed for grant of ROR/Pattas, they will be 
entitled to their due compensation for only a part of the 
holdings occupied The ascertained facts are: there are 5 
villages in T1k1n. 7 villages in Kucheipadar and 6 villages 
each in Dongasil and Maikanch R.I. Circles that are being 
affected by UAIL project Since these villages had been 
identified as the "Affected/To be Affected Villages" during 
1985-86 But Settlement Survey for Dongar Land was 
undertaken during 1990-91, in other villages, when IFAD 
was operating in the Tansil No fresh survey was undertaken 
in all these 24 Affected/To be Affected Villages. And, 
therefore, the ra,yats of these villages have not received 
ROR/Patta on their Dongar Land. However, data on 
Maikanch R.I. Circle as collected from Kastupur Tahasil 
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Office contradicts this statement of the Tahasd Officials. 
since of the 36 revenue villages of this Circle. they point 
out that in 32 villages Settlement for Dongar Land is over 
and Patta d,stributed to all the raiyats of these villages. 
while practically there are 6 villages in this Circle that 
are 11AffectedfTo be Affected Villages" under UAIL 
project, and therefore there has been no survey for 
Dongar land in these 6 villages 

(Ii) We have also found that many households of Gotrguda 
village have been granted ROR/Patta on the abandoned 
halls of another vllage, though under continuous 
occupations by Khejapada village since time immemorial 
under customary clan-based collective occupancy rights. 
The Kondh people of Khejapada village point out that they 
had customarily occupied a large dongar (swrdden 
cultrvation block) near Gotiguda, but the people of Gotiguda 
have been granted these rights under /FAD Project survey, 
when Khejapada villagers had temporarily abandoned 
these barren hill swiddens near Gotiguda. Now, once 
granted these rights, the people of Gotiguda do not want 
to part with this newly acquired land ,n favour of the 
customary traditional occupant-owners. the villagers of 
Khejapada. 

This anomaly and wrong-doing has occurred only 
because the survey and settlement officials were not 
familiar with, and presumably, did not consult the 
traditional leaders on the local land tenure system ... 

(in) The swidden plots for granting ROR on the basis o 
Government rules, have been demarcated from bottom to 
the top of the hills by the lFAD/Revenue officials m plots 
parallel upward without considenng 30° slope and ther 
is no space to expand the width of the plot for any cultivator 
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In thts regard the present revenue officials explain that 
the degree of slope varies from one dongar to another in 
the range of 100-45° or more and no scientific method 
has been adopted to determine 3(11 slope anywhere in the 
whole tahasil 

Thus, the real owners-occupiers go by default and rose their 
ancestral Iands through an unthinking officialdom 

(c) Non-Implementation Because of Absence of Land Survey 
Rules and Procedures 

The Government should also take its own sense of urgency 
and official resolution seriously to implement the trend-setting 
and unique tribal development policy in India, as the 1992 
decision has been (cf. Revenue Department Order No. 14643/ 
R dated 23 3.2000) This would guarantee the legitimate and 
adequate compensation to tribal landowners, who do not have 
ryotwan rights on their shifting cultivation lands held upto 30 
degrees slope on common property land holding basts, not 
recognized by State as their age-old rights This policy was 
to have been implemented in the "extremist prone 
areas" on the basis of special survey in all Scheduled 
Areas of the State outside Kashipur TahasiJ. But till March 
2004 no effective steps have been taken to survey the 
areas not to speak of conferring the ryotwarl rights on 
the tribals, who could claim compensation in 
devefopment-dlsplacement situations. 

8. COMPENSATION FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
RIGHTS (IPR) 

Compensation for the large tradluonat eihno-biouc knowledge 
nd skill base possessed by the tribal communiUes in Onssa should 

be conferred coUectively and individually (for Processes and Product 
related IPR 1n traditional food and medicine systems), further provided 
that, 
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(I) The R&R.O. with technical assistance shall undertake 

a comprehensive study & documentation of various 
IPR's of tnbals and work out its value collectively or 
individually (as the case may be) and award 
compensation accordingly, 

(11) [Please refer to relevant Sections of the Geographical 
Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection)Act 
1999 and the National Biological Diversity Act 2002] 

(iii) Where such IPR's are not found in tribal habitats, the 
R&R.O. shall record the same in writing, 

(iv} Every R&R package should clearly declare the 
modalities of IPR compensation package, especially 
in tribal areas at the time of notification for acqursrtron, 

(v) The farmers' rights proposed to be protected under IPR 
should include the rights arising from the past, present 
and future contribution in conserving, improving and 
making available plant genetic resources (the R& R.O. 
should compensate the displaced persons, especially 
tribals for these resources). 

(vi) Provision for payment of royalties to the tribal displaced 
persons/Project-Affected Persons should be made for 
use of biodiversity resources for reproductJve/commerciaJ 
use. 

(vii) Compensation for IPR should be computed justly by 
taking into consideration the existing and prospective 
income from such traditional knowledge and its 
utilization. 

9. POLICY DEFICIENCIES AND OBSTACLES TO PROPER AND 
ADEQUATE COMPENSATION 

Adequate Compensation for Assets lost has been bedevilled 
by Several Polley Deficiencies and Obstacles In Proper 
Implementation: 
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Compensation for Individual and Collective Rights: These 
rights 1n the ancestral habitat of the tribaf people of Onssa which 
includes both their CPR's and the large bio-diverslty resource base, 
should be immediately admitted and included in afl R&R packages. 
(Please refer to the numerous histoncat, legal, Constitutionar and 
fudic,al facts and arguments advanced in this report to substantially 
and reasonably establish the Juridical basis of these rights and 
entitlements). 

Fortunately, the draft National Environment Policy 2004 in Section 
5 2. 2 envisages the legal recognition of the traditional rights of the 
forest dwelling tribes to remedy the serious historical injustice, secure 
llvehhood and provide Jong term incentive to the tribal people to 
conserve the forests. Though restrictive in nature the draft NEP 2004 
opens up the space for assertion of these traditionaf rights in forest. 
land and water resources, hitherto enjoyed on customary basis. 

Income from other Sources to be adequately compensated 
Compensation for Trees 

Cost of trees planted by a tribal on his own land or on some 
other's land, such as neighbour's land, oron viJ/age common land or 
the so-called government land should be determined and "adequate 
compensation paid through proper valuation. ,. 

(1) Compensation for timber and the fruits on the tree should 
be done at current market value prevailing on the date 
of computation of value, 

(11) Compensation for fruit bearing trees should be done 
compulsorily at replacement value, 

(itt) The rate of compensation should be decided by the 
competent authority in consultation with the Department 
of Agriculture. Forest. Horticulture, Senculture etc. as 
the case may be, (special statutory provisrons with 
regards to STs/SCs should also be applicable). 

(iv} Compensation granted for trees should be acceptable 
to lhe Displaced Person and he should Intimate his 
consent to the competent authority in wrH,ng, the 
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(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

records of which should be duly maintained by the 
competent authority. 

Where the tribal displacee rejects the "Compensation 
awarded by the competent authority for trees", he should 
be allowed to sell his timber at open market, 

[Please refer to Section 3( 1) of The Orissa Protection 
of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Interest in 
Trees) Act, 1981} 

Once compensation 1s awarded and the Displaced 
Person acknowledges acceptance of the same ,n writing 
to the competent authority, the compensation amount 
should be immediately paid to the entitled Displaced 
Person, and 

Provision for escalation and revision at current market 
rates/replacement value (as the case may be) should 
be extended to the entitled Displaced Person's in cases 
where payment of compensation awarded is delayed 
beyond 3 months. 

Compensation for Llvelihood Sources in Forest 

Compensation for cash income and livelihood sources lost by 
Tnbal people dependent on the forest - In Orissa the tribal people 
depend overwhelmingly on NTFP for eking out their living and draw 
upon the forest resources for their physical survival, especial\y when 
their crops fail or are insufficient to carry them throughout the year. A 
number of micro-level research studies conducted in the tribal 
dominated districts in Orissa (Mallik 1994, 1997. 1998, 2000, 2004) 
suggests that collection of NTFPs provide more than half of the 
total person-days of employment (58.0%) per household, with women 
accounting for a larger percentage, and nearly 40.0% of Both the 
sale value of NTFPs 30.0% to 40.0% of total income per annum 
accrued to a tribal household) and value of NTFPs consumed as 
food sustenance, small timber. fuel and fodder by the forest-<1ependent 
population in any conservative estimates may not be less than 70 .0 
to 80.0o/o of the total income (when these are computed at mar' 
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prices) The total income (Rs 1940/-) of a tribal household is derived 
from sale of NTFPs (cf. Mallik, 1994) and this mcreases with the 
poverty of household 

Both the sale value of NTFPs 30.0% to 40.0% of total income per 
annum accrued to a tribal household) and value of NTFPs consumed 
as food sustenance, small timber, fuel and fodder by the forest 
dependent population ,n any conservative estimates may not be less 
than 70 0 to BO 0% of the total income (when these are computed at 
market pnces) 

Therefore, computation of compensation of all these losses of 
mcome and subsistence should be done at replacement value at 
the current market rate for the tribal family. 

10. INADEQUATE COMPENSATION BECAUSE OF INCOMPLETE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF EXISTING POLICIES SHOUW BE RECTIAEO 
BEFORE COMPUTATION OF COMPENSATION FOR THE TRIBAL 
FAMILIES: 

(1) The Government of Onssa took a land mark cec.sion 1n 
1992 with regard to Kasrupur Tansil ( cf Board of Revenue 
No XL 11-46/91/LRS dated s•h May 1992) on conferment 
of ryotwari nghts on shifting cultivation lands upto 30° 
slope and usufructuary nghts above 30° slope in favour 
of the tribal swrddeners have not yet been fully 
implemented In all villages. As a result the Kashipur 
Kondh are berng deprived of their legitimate and 
adequate compensation on the basis of replacement 
value in the affected villages for Alumina Mining for 
corporate sector 

(11) In pursuance of the Orissa Scheduled Areas Transfer 
of Immovable Property (by Scheduled Tribes) 
Amendment Regulation 2000 alienated tribal land or 
buildings etc. on it has to be restored from the non 
tribal illegal occupant as per rules framed under th 
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Regulation. The compensation and financial assistance 
etc. due to the legitimate tribal owner have to be paid 
by the Project The process has to be taken up by a 
Fast Track Court or other such authority to enable on 
an urgent basis the tribal Proiect-Affected to derive their 
dues under the Land Acquisition Proceedings for a 
Project. 

Similarly, the "encroaching" tribal member. who may 
have actually occupied for generations the lands of the 
clan or village, (which are traditional common property 
lands) has to be granted ownership nghts as per the 
Orissa Prevention of Land Encroachment Act 1972, 
given retrospective effect since 29m October, 1954. The 
Government had power to grant land ownership to 
"landless" persons out of cultivable waste lands "ot the 
govemmenr. Tragically this so-called •• government land' 
derives it legality from the colonial concept of "eminent 
domain", which had disregarded the corporate ownership 
of common property resources like land, water and 
forests etc. 

Again, wherever, the tribal cultivator had constructed 
terraces up the hill slope above 100 slope (beyond which 
the Land Settlement Operations recorded land as 
"government lancf' and which could not be measured 
by plane table survey method), as in the Bonda Hills in 
Matkangin, the lands should be surveyed and ryotwari 
nghts conferred on the cultivators. This will enable them 
to claim proper and legitimate project compensation 

Wrongly Implemented Government Policy in Kashlpur IFAD 
Project Area Depriving Proper Compensation in Case of 
Displacement for Utkal Alumina and Other Projects: 

(iv) 

Based on our field v,s,t to sample villages in Kashipur TahaSJI. 
Rayagada District In August. 2004, we have come across man 
nomalles and wrong implementation of the grant of patta (RORJ t 
voaaener» m Kashipur 
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(1) Even 1n many Kondh villages, the settlement survey 
has not been done 1n accordance with the traditional 
land tenure system which is based on clan-centred 
collective rights. There was also complete 
misunderstanding of the traditional shifting cultivation; 
for example, in the village of Rasijhari under Kashipur 
block, the people occupy dongar on clan basis with 
further sub-divisions of their land into various lineages 
or sub-clans and lastry into household holdings. And a 
household may or may not cultivate the same patch of 
land every year depending upon the fertility of the soil 
and the number of dongar patches in possession. 
Generally, a dongar patch is cultivated for two 
consecutive years and then abandoned for a few years 
for regenerating its fertility. The people of this village 
claim that IFAD had given ROR only to those 
households who were physically cultivating their 
swiddens during their survey period and others 
who had abandoned their land for regeneration 
of fertility were denied ROR. Therefore, now there 
are 6 households out of the total 34 households, who 
have not been given ROR on their paternal sw1ddens, 
since they were not in actual cultivating possession. 
Their land was kept fallow during the survey and 
settlement penod. The local revenue officials also agreed 
with this fact when pointed out by the Rasijhan villagers 
However, the revenue officials said they had to follow a 
government rule by which only the households below 
the poverty line were entitled lo have ROR on dongar 
lands and richer Kondh/tnbal households were not given 
even though they had been possessing such lands 
ince generations as paternal property. Thus, the 

traouronat rights of the people over this land have not 
been taken mto consideration by the settlement officials 
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while granting patta to the dongar owners. Under the 
Utkal Alumina Projects there are some villages directly 
affected and others likely to be affected for loss of land/ 
household and other viz. trees etc. for the Project. Our 
findings show that if their lands etc. are not freshly 
surveyed for grant of ROR/Pattas, they will be entitled 
to their due compensatJon for only a part of the holdmgs 
occupied The ascertained facts are: there are 5 villages 
in Tikm, 7 villages In Kucheipadar and 6 villages each 
in Dongas1I and Maikanch R.I. Circles that are being 
affected by UAIL project. Since these villages had been 
identified as the "Affected/To be Affected Villages., 
dunng 1985-86 But Settlement Survey for Dongar Land 
was undertaken during 1990·91, in other villages, when 
!FAD was operating in the Tahsil No fresh survey was 
undertaken in all these 24 AffectedfTo be Affected 
Villages And, therefore, the raiyats of these villages 
have not received ROR/Patta on their Dongar Land 
However, data on Maikanch R.I Circle as collected from 
kasmcur Tahasil Office contradicts this statement of 
the Tahasil Officials, since of the 36 revenue villages of 
this Circle, they point out that in 32 villages Settlement 
for Dongar Land 1s over and Patt a distributed to all the 
raiyats of these villages, while practicatly there are 6 
villages in this Circle that are "Affected/To be 
Affected Villages" under UAIL project, and 
therefore there has been no survey for Dongar land 
in these 6 villages. 

(h) We have also found that many households of Gotiguda 
village have been granted RORJPatta on the abandoned 
hills of another vllage, though under continuou 
occupations by Khejapada village since urn 
,mmemorial under customary clan-b 
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occupancy rights. The Kondh people of KheJapada 
village point out that they had customarily occupied a 
large dongar (swidden cultivation block) near Gotiguda, 
but the people of Gotiguda have been granted these 
rights under /FAD Project survey, when Khejapada 
villages had temporarily abandoned these barren hill 
swaaens near Got,guda. Now, once granted these nghts, 
the people of Gotiquda do not want to part with this 
newly acquired land 1n favour of the customary traditional 
occupant-owners, the villagers of Khejapada. 

(iii) This anomaly and wrong-doing has occurred only 
because the survey and settlement officials were 
not familiar with, and presumably, did not consult 
the traditional leaders on the land tenure system 
of the local people 

(iv) The swrdden plots for granting ROR on the basis of 
Government rules, have been demarcated from bottom 
to the top of the hills by the !FAD/Revenue officials in 
plots parallelly upward without considering 30° slope 
and there is no space to expand the width of the plot 
for any cultivator In this regard the present revenue 
officials exp/am that the degree of slope varies from 
one dongar to another in the range of 1 C1'-45'1 or more 
nd no sc,ent,fic method has been adopted to detennine 

301 slope anywhere ,n the whole tahasil 

(v) Thus, the real owners-occupiers go by default and los 
their ancestral lands through an unthinking officialdom. 

Denial of Proper Compensation because of Non 
lmplomentatlon of Land Survey Rules and Procedur 

he Government should also lake its own sense of urgency and 
luuon seriously to uuplement tho trend~settina ond umou 
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tnbal development policy in India, as the 1992 decision has been 
(cf. Revenue Department Order No. 14643/R dated 23.3.2000). This 
would guarantee the legitimate and adequate compensation to tribal 
landowners. who do not have ryotwari rights on their shifting cuttivation 
lands held upto 30 degrees slope on common property land holding 
basis, not recognized by State as their age-old rights. This policy 
was to have been implemented in the "extremist prone areas" 
on the basis of special survey in all Scheduled Areas of the 
State outside Kashipur Tahasil. But till March 2004 no effective 
steps have been taken to survey the areas not to speak of 
conferring the ryotwari rights on the trlbals, who could claim 
compensation in development-displacement situations. 

DEVELOPMENT FOR WHOM? ENTITLEMENT AND DEPRIVATION 

M.S. Swaminathan wisely asserts: Development. which is not 
equitable, will not be sustainable in the long term. "Unfortunately. 
all cases of involuntary displacement for development projects are 
inequitable. In a Class-Benefit Analysis, Singh, Kothari and Amin 
note: In virtually every project it is seen, that the primary costs are 
being paid by the urban elite. Those who are displaced by such 
projects are usually too poor and politically weak to safeguard their 
own interests." 

When, under the land-for-land rehabilitation programme 3,652 
oustees of Mahi Bajaj Sagar Project in Rajasthan were allotted land, 
only 1085 (29.71 per cent) could take possession of their land. The 
large majority. mostly tribat. were deprived of their allotted land due 
to encroachment by others and so, 39 per cent of the allotted land 
was •. uncuttlvable" Even the forest department had encroached on 
the land allotted to oustees (cf. Sekhar, 1995: 51 ). However, the 
land allotted to oustees was not in the command area of Mahi project; 
and hence. they were, obviously not among the beneficiaries of the 
project. There are few river valley projects in which oustees have 
been allotted the irrigated or irrigable land. 
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS IN RESETTLEMENT AND 
REHABILITATION OF THE DISPLACED, ESPECIALLY THE 
TRIBAL ONES 

1. The Displaced Persons, mostly tribal and Scheduled 
Castes, illiterates, powerless people, have, in 
overwhelming cases, not attained rehabilitation with a 
quality of life higher than what was prevalent in their 
families before displacement. 

2 Adequate and properly assessed compensation at the 
level of replacement cost is sine qua non for launching 
the displaced family in a new life at a higher level of 
living. 

3 Compensation for houses, land, common property 
resource uses, income from services, trees, sustenance 
and cash income from forest products, artisanal skills, 
trading networks, social capital, and diseases and 
damages due to environmental degradation, and loss 
of b.otrc medicine and intellectual property rights etc. 
should be paid in addition to the resettlement expenses 
(transfer, transport, transit camp, maintenance 
allowances) and the rehabilitation package, as in Orissa 
State Water Resources Development R&R Policy 1994. 

4 Indian Consntutron, International Conventions and 
Agreements between India and the Wor1d Organizations 
such as ILO, and Court decisions at various levels, 
especially High Courts and the Supreme Court, have 
recognized rights and entitlements of the vulnerable 
people in general and of the tribal people in particular. 
Recently, the International Economic Covenant, which 
India has ratified, makes prior Consultation and 
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resettlement mandatory in all cases of drsplacemen ... 
(cf. The Hindu, 9.1.2007 on Nand1gram Violence) 

5. The predatory role of the state which began with the 
colonial state structure has tragically continued even 
under the so-called constituhona1 safeguards for the 
tribal people under the Fifth Schedule and the 
paternalistic hegemony of the power elite has been 
sanctified by making the Governor and the State 
Government arbiter of the autonomy. economic well 
being, land alienation, resource dispossession. and 
degradation of life and dignity etc. 

6. Even the newly acquired rights of the tribal people m 
Schedule Varea to have effective consultation on use 
of their land for any development project or for 
resettlement of displaced people from outside their 
village, Block, or District as per the 1996 PESA of the 
Central Government, has not been conceded in favour 
of Gram Sabha or Palli Sabha in Orissa. Similariy, the 
tribals have been denied effective say 1n the leasing or 
auction of the minor minerals. as provided under PESA 
1996 at the level of the Gram Sabha and Palli Sabha. 
The correlated 1997 Orissa Acts for Scheduled Areas 
are to be amended imaginahvely to make them 
acknowledge tribal rights and entitlements and thus. 
to enable the tribal people to claim compensation for 
many of their entitlements under Central PESA 1996. 

7 By ensuring the proper dehvery of the rehabilitation 
package and cash grants, resettlement and survival 
expenses, and product-share as holders of preferred 
shares or stocks against the value of the lost or unusable 
common property resources, or dividend. the Project- 
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Affected-Persons become Pro1ect-Benefitted-Perso 
through generations The Comprehens•ve and correc 
numeration of Project 0isplacees. ProJect-Affec1ed 

Persons. Displaced Villages, and Displaced Families 
should be made exhaustively. so that all vulnerabr 
sections and dispossessed people are covered w1lhou 
exception. with the 1994 Water Resources Polley as 
model with some corrections e.g. in gender bras. In 
Sardar Sarovar the eligible oustees wer 
recounted and increased from 35000 In 1979 to 
300,000 by current estimates 

8. Changes 1n the leg1slat1ve provisions, policies and rules 
and procedures are to be effected at the levels of the 
Const1tut1on of India, Land Acquisition Act in the 
Concurrent List, the protective and ameliorative 
Scheduled Areas Regulations, and amended PES- 
related Acts and Rules for benefitting the tribal people 
as ProJect-Affected People This will enable them to 
lead dignified, culturally, soc,ally and morally 
utonomous lives and also to leave adequate socio 

economic bases for their progeny to attain higher 
standard of living than the Pro1ect-Affected 
development vtcitms ever did 

9. The Supreme Court has made the tnahenable tnbal 
rights over land and forest sacrosanct in V Schedul 
Areas, as in Andhra Pradesh through the Samatha 
Judgement. Other States like Onssa having 
Schedule tnbal areas are trying thetr best to devla 
from the application of these Judgements, so that n 
tribal corporate bodies, rnuluoauooal corporauo 
not the tnbal cooperatives, as the Samatha Judgotnonl 

l 

te 1s 
cheau 
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10. Special and additional provisions for 13 Pnmitive Tribal 
Groups in very backward and remote comers and 
pockets in Scheduled Areas will have to be tailor-made 
according to their special needs, capacities and 
problems faced. For example, the Hill Bonda are no 
longer ignorant of the money economy or emergence 
of the economic classes, the ncher employing even 
"golf bonded labourers from among the poorer Bonda 
The menfolk are great masters in preparing liquor 
and spirits out of several cereals and locally grown 
fruits including Jackfruit, which can be patented 
for process and product. The Bonda, Hill Saora. the 
Dongria Kondh of Niyamgiri hills as also the Kuttra 
Kondh of Phulbaru practise clan/lineage customary 
collective ownership of land as among the local Pengo 
Kondh of Kashipur. Most of them have traditionally made 
hill terraces even beyond 30° slope. All these terraced 
lands should be surveyed and recorded under fresh 
Survey and Settlement operations, so that they may 
secure proper and adequate compensation in case of 
displacement for development projects. 

11. And lastly, for proper rehabilitation, the mindset and 
the political will of the power elite will matter most. 
Because of the politically organized struggles of the 
Rengali Dam non-tribal oustees in Central Orlssa, not 
only the •• landless" displacees secured full rehabilitation 
package for the first time in India, but also 
compensation for the lands lost was enhanced four 
times. Because of this, the Upper lndravatl tnbal and 
other displacees could also get higher compensation. 
Hence, not only in Orissa, but also m India as a whole, 

· .. Actor no Act, policy or no policy, if the government 
of the day Is forced to take decisions, It can do so in 
the interest of the oustees." (Mahapatra· 1999). That 
the power language and power play only works, the 
tribal people are learning and learning fast, even m 
Orissa 
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12. Joseph Stieglitz, Nobel Laureate in Economics has 
warned that economic growth especially when 
calculated on income basis, not on the nutrition intake 
basis, does not aid to development of the lower 
economic strata. Trickle down economics does not 
work any where. All agree that if there is no purchasing 
power acquired by employment. availability of food etc. 
does not help. He finds most modem technologies do 
not use much labour. as these are very capital intensive. 
Hence, Swaminathan had wisely dedared. in India there 
is no famine of food, work. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR URGENT ACTION 

This empirical study on tribal rights and entitlements in Orissa 
was specifically to serve the ends of formulation of a Comprehensive 
R&R Policy of the Government of Orissa. This exercise has not 
come a day too soon. For, the State Government is very keen, and 
indeed, has embarked upon rapid and massive industrialization of 
Onssa with establishment of mineral-based mega industries with 
Indian and Foreign mega corporations 

The Government of Orissa has finalized its policy on rehabilitation 
of the displaced and Project-Affected people for water resources, 
industrial. mining and roadways development etc. 

However, when the MOUs have been approved to the tune of 
much more than hundred thousand crores, impact of this fact and 
extensive projects would, without doubt, result m wide scale pollution 
of water sources, stagnant water in the opencast mining sites, 
deforestation and depletion of biotic and genetic resources. depletion 
of herbal medicine, and displacement of cultural heritage. Extinction 
of traditional rights and entitlements, disappearance of traditional 
arts and crafts, traditional skills and knowledge etc. 

The passing of the Scheduled Tribes {Recognition of Forest Rights) 
Bill with the cut-off year 2005, and not 1980, will empower the non 
Scheduled tribe population to use and share the forest resourc 

• 
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minerals and disappearing wild life. This will also deprive then o 
their age-old privileges of the first rights to use them and also to 
conserve them, as best as they could, so that these resources 
were replenished every year or every season. as required 
Commercaahzation and exploitation of resources with different. most 
often, more efficient technology would see the fast depletion and 
disappearance of biogenetic and other resources. 

On the other hand, if there is no immediate and large-scale 
establishment of institutions for reskillinq, and teaching new skills 
and knowledge base to enable the displace tribal and other people 
to seek employment in the new factories, mines and other avenues 
for high absorption, there will be unreHeved paupenzation and 
deprivation of the rightful inheritors of the fruits of their utter sacrifice 
for the technological advancement and diverse development 
resources. Already there Is widespread seasonal migration and inter 
s tate migration of the displacees to other states, resulting in 
harrowing talks of exploitation, denial of rightful wages, and even 
callous for leading to diseases physical injuries and death. 

As under globalization there is hardly any trickle down effect of 
the GDP growth, and there is mostly the expause of the informal 
economy. and there is intense competition and privatization, the 
deprived people wilt be left almost cruelling to their fate. 

In order to save them from this known doom, whether m 
development economies or in the Third World economies, the state 
has to swing into corrective and anticipatory action without any 
further delay 

As a reviewer of the tribal situation in India since 1953, I have no 
doubt that Orissa State will be a pioneer trend-setting state to also 
bring about peace and harmony between the tribal and non-tribal 
people on a firm and legitimate basis for the foreseeable future. 

Without such committed and immediate action by the 
Government of Orissa, formulation of any number of policies. Acts 
or Regulations will not be meaningful for solution of the triba\ problems 
on an enduring basis. 
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V 

DEVELOPMENT- 
INDUCED DISPLACEMENT: 
IMPACT ON TRIBALS 

Walter Fernandes" 

•• 

At the launching of the five-year plans national leaders spoke 
of nanon-buildmq by which they meant development of every 

Indian They assumed that some would have to pay the price of 
national development for example by being displaced, but that 
eventually they too would get the benefits of what Jawaharlal Nehru 
called the temples of modern India. Today, however, many realise 
that most benefits of development for which the livelihood of the 
poor Is alienated, reach another class. This paper will take a look at 
,t based on the data generated by studies on development-induced 
displacement 1951-1995 completed in Kerala, Andhra, Orissa, 
Jharkhand and Goa and others for 194 7-2000 completed in West 
Bengal and Assam and in progress in Gujarat, Meghalaya, Mizoram 
and Tripura. 

They indicate that tnbal communities pay the highest price. They 
are a little over 8 percent of India's population but are more than 40 
percent of persons displaced (DP) or deprived of livelihood without 
physical relocation (PAP) 1n the name of development A large number 
of them depend on the common property resources (CPRs) to which 
they lack legal titles (patta) since the eminent domain based land 
laws recognise only individual ownership and ignore the CPRs play 
in their sustenance, and thus legalise their alienation It has a negatrve 
impact on their community and gender dynamics 



TRlBAL TRADITION AND DISPLACEMENT 

To understand the impact of displacement and deprivation on 
the trioats one has to begin by looking at their tradihonal social 
structure that was community-based and accorded a higher status 
to women than caste societies did. The system differed from tribe 
to tribe and some of their tracrtions have changed because of 
dominant values entering their societies but even today most tribes 
retain some of their major customs (Roy 1995: 32-37), the most 
important bemg a community ethos In the management of CPRs 
that encompass the natural resources such as land, forests and 
water sources. 

Most tribes of Jharkhand practise settled agriculture but keep a 
community ethos or khuntkatn rights The descendants of the 
founder of the vi\lage are given special rights that the village council 
decides ( Sarkar 1993 · 101-103) A few I 1ke the Aka of Aru nachal 
Pradesh, lack the very concept of individual ownership and recognise 
on\y usufruct rights. In the jhum season each family cultivates as 
much land as it requires for us sustenance. It reverts to the village 
after it. Others like the Angami of Nagaland and the Drmasa of 
Assam combine individual ownership with clan land that 1s 
understood as being under community control (Fernandes, Pereira 
and Khatso 2005: 31-34 ). Thus, CPR management is different from 
that of the mdividual ownership based settled agriculture. In it the 
man takes charge of both the family and society. owns land as an 
individual. takes decisions on the crops to grow and determines 
the division of work Men do what Is called 'difficult' work such as 
ploughing and allot to women tasks that involve standing in wet 
fields and bending for a long time (Misra 2000: 7 4-77). 

Moreover, as long as their sustenance was community owned, 
women exercised partial control over it because central to tribal 
culture ,s a gender-based division of work and decision-making 
between the family and society. In most tribes the village council 
made up solely of men, controlled the CPRs and their social system 
but the woman was in charge of the family economy and production. 
In matnlineal tribes also descent and inheritance are through her 
(Marak 2002: 161-162). An example of the gendered division of 
work iSJhum (shifling)culbvation on which 25 percent of the Indian 
trlbals sustain themselves (Roy Burman 1993· 176-177,. 
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A study m Onssa shows that traditionally its village council decided 
which plot to cultivate m a given year, the amount of land to be 
allotted to each family according to the number of mouths to feed 
and wruch family with excess adults would assist a family with a 
deficit of adult workers After It the male head of the family chose 
the plot to cultivate that year and performed religious rites to mark 
the beginning of cuttrvauon. At this stage the woman took charge of 
1t and organised us work (Fernandes and Menon 1987: 77-82). 

Thus, as long as she was in charge of the family economy and 
production and depended on CPRs she had some control over 
community resources as seen In this drvision of work. This partial 
control was also the basis of her relatively high status in her 
community without being equal to men (Menon 1995 110) Because 
of 1t her dependence on the CPRs was greater than that of men and 
created In her a greater vested interest in their sustainable use 
(Pathy 1988 26) Because they take an active part in the family 
related production, women from tribal and some other subaltern 
communities ltke the Dalits are also considered economic assets. 
This relatively high status is symbolised by bride price that was not 
meant to buy a wife but was a mode of compensating the family for 
the loss of a worker (Fernandes and Menon 1987. 72-73) 

Researchers point out that. because of this separation between 
the family and social spheres the subaltern traditions gave less 
importance to power than to the divisron of roles Power was not 
absent among them Drvrsion of roles ,s based on power relations 
but the role was more important than power (Klesing-Rempel 2001) 
Their roles m the family and society gave men and women power 
within their own realms By contrast, ,n the hierarchical caste, urban 
middle class or individual based systems. the division of roles also 
mdicates domination -dependency syndrome based on power 
relations (Vats 2004) The dlvisron of roles did not make the tribal 
woman equal to men Both patnlineal and matrihneal tribes were 
patnarchal. 
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The Legal System and the CPRs 

There is also a contradiction between the land laws of the country 
and their customary law according to which they have managed the 
CPRs for a thousand years and more. But the land laws are governed 
by the colonial principle of eminent domain that treats land as only 
a commodity and a place for cultivation and building and ignores the 
fact of it being the sustenance of its dependants. Individual property 
1s its basis and a written ownership document (patta) in the name of 
an individual is its norm Such a document endows a person with 
the nght to use It according to his/her will. with no obligation to 
anyone else unless it goes against the rights of another individual. 
Eminent domain Is called terra nulhus (nobody's land} ,n Australia. 
The White colonisation of southern Africa. the Amencas, Australia 
and New Zealand was based on the principle that anyone can occupy 
land ostensibly belonging to none. In 1992 in the Mabo case the 
Australian judiciary declared it unconstitutional (Brennan 1995. 16) 
but 1t continues to be the basis of land laws in India under its Amencan 
version of eminent domain Its first facet ,s that natural resources 
such as forests as well as land without a patta belong to the State. 
Its second facet Is that the State alone has the right to decide what 
constitutes public purpose and to deprive mdividuals of their assets 
m its name (Ramanathan 1999. 21-22). 

Only in the Sixth Schedule areas of the Northeast the law 
recognises community ownership but the administrative systems 
favour individual male ownership and class formation For example, 
1n the matrilineal Garo tnbe of Meghalaya, the woman inherits land 
and the family name is through her However, today male relatives 
wield considerably more economic and political power than In the 
past when the maternal uncle had an important role to play in the 
management of her land (Marak 1997. 58-61 ) Though the woman 
remains the official heiress, m practice her husband manages the 
inheritance. The administration recognises him as the head of the 
family and consults him alone ,n decrsions regarding land 
transactions and transfer In parts of East Garo hills there has also 
been a slow transition to growing cash crops that are not fully 
conducive to community control over land The State gives loans 
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and subsidies only to mdrviduals though ,n their tradition the 
community owns this resource Such transfer to mdivrduars Is 
encouraged with a distinct preferential slant towards men who are 
better equipped than women to manage cash crops It has far 
reaching consequences for women's status {Fernandes and Barbara 
2002 128-130) 

CPRs and Development-Induced Displacement 

In this contrad1ct1on lay also the seeds of impoverishment and 
women's marginalisation Development-induced displacement and 
other forms of depnvatron result from this pnnciple Since the Land 
Acqu1s1t1on Act 1894 (LAO) recognises only patta land CPRs can 
be alienated from their dependants without a legal procedure or 
compensation since they are considered State property Most States 
followed this principle till a few years ago and did not even count 
their dependants among the DPs/PAPs For example, by official 
count, in the 1950s the Hirakud dam ,n Onssa displaced 110,000 
persons (Govt of Onssa 1968) while researchers put their number 
at 180,000 The 70,000 persons who were not counted were CPR 
dependent tnbals, Daht agricultural labourers and "backwards" like 
rsh and stone quarry workers (Pattanaik, Das and Misra 1987). The 
Nagaqunasagar dam in AP has officially displaced 30,000 persons 
when the reality 1s more than a lakh {Fernandes et al 2001 · 62) 
Out of 1.401, 184 8 acres used by all the projects 194 7 -2000 in 
Assam, the State counts only 393,236 7 acres of private land and 
some 375.000 DPs/PAPs while the conservative estimate 1s 
1,909,368 DPs/PAPs from 14 1 acres (Fernandes and Bharat, 2006: 
77 & 107) More than 10 lakh acres of CPRs and the livelihood of 
over 15 lakh persons are not accounted for because the law does 
not recognise community ownership though these communities have 
1nhab1ted them for centuries before the colonial land laws were 
enacted In the eyes of the law they are encroachers who are evicted, 
not displaced 

As a result, tnbals account for more than 40 percent of the DPs/ l. 
PAPs. In 1985. the SC-ST Comm1ss,on pointed out that 40 percent , 
of the DPs of most development ororects dunng the preceding three 
decades were tnbals (Govt of India 1985· 19) Tnbals are 22 percent 
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or the Onssa population but 42 percent of its 16 2 lakh DPs/PAP 
1951-1995 whom we could identify (Fernandes and Asif 1997: 111- 
112) Of the 32.5 lakh OPs/PAPs of AP 1951-1995 whom we could 
identify. 30 percent were tribals who constitute 6. 7 percent of its 
population (Fernandes et al 2001 · 80-81) Besides. 20 percent of 
the DPs/PAPs each are Dalits and the poorest among the 
"backwards". For example in Kerala most DPs of the Vikram 
Sarabhai Space Centre in the 1950s were fish workers and 45 percent 
of the 4.346 DPs of the Nedumassery International Airport in the 
1990s are Oahts (Muricken et al 2003: 116-125). 

TheEx~ntofCPRslo~ 

One of the reasons why tribal proportion Is high among the DPs/ 
PAPs Is that many mineral and other resources are in the regions 
they inhabit. For example. 80 percent of coal and 60 percent of 
most other minerals are in the tribal areas (Areeparampil 1996: 6). 
That fact combines with the non-recognition of their CPRs to make 
,t easy for the State to deprive them of their ltvehhood without any 
legal process, compensation and at times even without counting 
them. One can see it from the extent of CPRs lost. In Orissa, for 
example. 30.2 percent of the 25 lakh acres acquired 1951-1995 
were forests and 28 percent were other CPRs (Fernandes and Asif 
1997· 84 ). In AP common revenue and forestland together accounted 
for 32 percent of 25 lakh acres for which we got reliable data {Fernandes 
et al 2001: 56-57). In Goa, 50 percent of the 130,000 acres acquired 
1965-1995 are CPRs (Fernandes and Naik 2001 · 36-40}. Only In Kerala 
that has very little common revenue land, non-forest CPRs are below 
1 percent but forests are 26 2 percent of the land used 1951-1995 
(Muricken et al 2003· 105-112) 

In the Northeast where the proportion of tnbal CPRs Is high, very 
few projects have been Implemented till now As a result. 
displacement is lower than elsewhere but will rise in the near future. 
48 massive dams are under active consideration in this region, 13 of 
them in the final stages of planning and approval There Is another 
list of 156 possible dams (Menon et al. 2003). Among them the 
Tipaimuch dam in Manipur will displace some 26,000 persons and 
Pagladia in Assam will affect 105,000. That CPRs will be high 
in the land they use can be seen from the fact that by official count 
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Pagtad1a will displace 18,457 persons while research puts their 
number at 105.000 (Dutta 2003) Most other dams will have relatively 
low displacement because of the low populabon In Arunachal Pradesh 
here more than a third of them will be built but loss of CPRs will be 

high For example, the Lower Subansiri inter-state (Arunachal-Assam) 
dam will displace 38 tarmnes but will submerge 34.36 sq. km of land 
that w,II depnve several thousand families of their livelihood. However, 
its Environment Impact Assessment menttons only the cultivable 
land of two villages that will be submerged (WAPCOS 2001.4-6) 
and ,gnores the rest of the land that Is under community ownership. 

To the CPRs should be added the wildlife sanctuaries to which 
land Is transferred from the forest department Only a notification ls 
issued declanng them sanctuaries on land most of which 1s in the 
possession of the forest department. That land has not been included 
in the total given above Their mostly tribal inhabitants experience a 
rnaior change In their land use since they are deprived of access to 
the non-timber forest produce (NTFP) such as fruits, edible flowers 
and leaves, medicinal herbs, fodder and small timber that sustain 
them. The Wild Life Protection Act 1972 says that their'"rights should 
be settled" not that they should be displaced However, more often 
than not the forest department interprets it to mean denial of access 
o the NTFP over which they had enjoyed rights. 

Besides. most tribal communities hve in "backward" regions as 
such are paid a low compensation for the little private land they own. 
For example, 58 percent of all land acquired for the National Aluminium 
Corporation (NALCO) plant in the mid-1980s at DamanJodi in the 
tnbal majonty Koraput district of Onssa was CPRs. No compensation 
was paid for It. An average of Rs 2,700 per acre was paid for the little 
private land they owned By contrast, only 18 percent of the land 
acquired 1n the same year for another NALCO unit 1n the 'high caste' 
Angul drs-lnct was common, mostly schools, roads and other fac1lit1es 
that were replaced Its patta land losers were paid an average of Rs 
25.000 per acre (Fernandes and Raj 1992 92). 

To 1t should be added individual land alienation despite protection 
accorded to 1t through the 5"' or 5m schedule or other laws banning 
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its alienation to non-tribals Records are manipulated or other ways 
are found to ensure-such alienation. As a result, by official count 
753,435 (48%) of a total of 1,848,000 acres of land in the tribal drsmcts 
of Andhra Pradesh are in non-tribal hands. The reality 1s worse than 
that (Laya 1998). S1m1lar is the case in Orissa (Pradhan and Stanley 
1999), Madhya Pradhesh (Mander 1998) and other States. 

The Impact of Displacement on the Tribals 

As a result after land loss they have to begin a new hfe with very 
little support. Very few projects resettle their DPs. If they do they are 
mostly patta holders. Orissa has resettled about 34 percent, Andhra 
28 percent and Kerala 13 percent of their DPs 1951-2000. West 
Bengal has resettled 9 percent of its DPs 194 7 -2000 and Assam has 
resettled around 5 percent. It results Is their impoverishment. For 
example, in AP out of 104 tribal families in our sample that cultivated 
CPRs before the project, 45 became landless after it because even 
the projects that had a "land for land" package excluded them since 
they were landless according to the eminent domain based law 16 
of the remaining 59 got only homestead land and the rest were given 
individual land when they agitated demanding rehabilitation (Fernandes 
et al 2001 · 165-167). In Marupur 58 Rongmei families In our sample 
of 110 have become landless because the Loktak hydel dam 
displaced them but did not resettle them. So they resettled themselves 
on the CPRs of other tribes that the law considers wasteland. It has 
resulted in competition for the same resource, ethnic conflicts and 
more displacement (Fernandes and Bharali 2002: 22-23). 

Impoverishment ,s the result of the absence of alternatives to the 
livelihood lost For example, in AP in our sample of 635 families, 27 
were in the process of displacement or deprivation Of the remaining 
608 families, the availability of work had declined from 509 (83. 72%) 
before the project to 253 (41.61 %) after it (Fernandes et al. 2001 · 
141) Here we are referring to work as sustenance not salaried Jobs, 
very few of which are given by the project. In Orissa out of the 266,500 
f amihes of DPs/PAPs for which we got data we got confirmation of 
one project Job per family to only 9,000 (Fernandes 
nd Asif 1997: 137-139). No Job was given in Goa and 
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very few m Kerala (Muncken et al 2003: 267 •269) In our West Bengat 
sample of 724 famllies, 125 (20%) were given a permanent job each. 
most of them by two recent projects. 

Other psycho-social consequences follow. DPs are inserted as 
workers into the rndustnal economy and culture without social and 
psychological preparation. The society and economy they are 
confronted with have a nrnefrarne and culture different from theirs. It 
is not unusual for many of them to lose their job as did a large number 
of DPs employed by the Rourkela Steel Plant in Onssa because of 
hat the management called •. drunkenness" or "mdtscipllne" Its real 

cause was the shift that they had to make from an agrrcultural 
economy and timeframe to an industrial culture with no psychological 
or social preparation (Veiqas 1992) 

In the Northeast, the refusal of the economic dec.sion-makers to 
invest m productive Jobs ensures that the people of this region wrth 
much h1gher levels of education than ,n most other regmns off ndra, 
continue to depend on land (Baishya 1991 44-45). For example. in 
996 the seven North Eastern States had only 166 rnaror and medium 

industries against 364 in "mcustnauy backward" Onssa in the same 
year As a result, more than 70 percent of its people depend on the 
pnmary sector against around 64 in India as a whole (D'Souza 
1999 14) Land alienation thus destroys their hvehhood more than 
elsewhere 

Implications for Women 
The above figures also show that displacement not only 

deprives the family of rts CPRs but also alienates the woman from 
the source of her economic autonomy on which her relatively high 
social status was based Changes 1n the tradruonal sociat systems 
also ,nvolve a transition to mdrvrdual land ownership. One of its 
consequences Is the introduction of new power relations in a society 
that former1y maintained a separation of male and femafe realms and 
roles Even if resettled. the subaltern woman rarely maintains her 
economic autonomy In land-based resettlement. land ,s allotted ,n 
the name of indrvtduals, invariably men Women in subaltern groups 
had decr-ston rnakinq power 1n the family and controlled its production 
nd economy as long as the community sustained itself on CPRs 

1th mdrvrdual patta becoming the norm. power 1s transferred 
• to the man and from him to his son She ceases to be 
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cision maker and becomes fully dependent on men (Th 
1993 30). 

Also her social status deteriorates with the emergence of eta 
orrnation In thetr erstwhile egalitarian society Her relatively high 
status changes with the deprivation of her livelihood and the 
transfonnation of traditional institutions. which used to be more gender 
Just. They now take on patriarchal biases, In part due to male centred 
administrative policies and laws. However, ahenauon does not reduce 
the workload of most subaltern women because even after they are 
deprived of the resource base required to care for the family, the 
gender-based division of labour dictates that they continue to play this 
role. Given their low literacy and lack of exposure to the world outside 
their community, their sense of vulnerability increases. Moreover, the 
trauma of forced deprivation 1s not dealt with One of men's coping 
mechanisms is drunkenness, which results In frequent wife beating 
(Fernandes and RaJ 1992. 154-155). 

ara 

The few R&R pohcies that exist are discriminatory of women 
particularly. For example, the T N. Singh Formula 1967 that was 
formulated in response to the agitation of the DPs of the Rourkela 
Steel Plant and Is named after the then Minister of Industry, was the 
only all India post-independence provision that had some semblance 
of an effort to rehabilitate the displaced It stipulated that public sector 
mines and industries give a Job per displaced family. Tlus step in the 
right direction had many shortcomings, one of them being that the 
JOb almost always went to the male head of household. Women, 
particularly tribal, who were deprived of land and forests, the source 
of their relatively high status and economic utility were denied a Job 
(Ganguly Thukral and Singh 1995: 94-95). The Formula was 
abandoned in 1986. 

Among the few jobs given to the DPs fewer go to women than to 
men For example, of the 125 Jobs given in West Bengal. only 8 
permanent (6 of them unskilled) Jobs went to women Most Jobs 
given to the tnbals, particularly to women, are unskilled and based 
on daily wages For example, in West Bengal none of the 45 semi 
skilled Jobs went to tnbals or Oalits and only 2 were given to women 
(Fernandes et al. 2006) 90 percent of the Jobs got by tnbals ,n Andhra 
Pradesh were unskilled, often temporary in nature In Onssa, 
some tribal men got serru-sknled Jobs at NALCO, Oarnanjodt 
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because a voluntary agency trained them in a few skills. AU other 
semr-sknted Jobs went to persons from the dominant castes since 
ALCO did not train any tribal. Some projects give technical training 

to DPs/PAPs who have adequate educational qua1ificattons but ,t 
rarely hetps women Even among the dominant castes. in rural areas 
only boys study up to the high school. Girls even of these castes 
lose out (Fernandes and Raj 1992. 141-142). 

Women who are deprived of their sustenance have to depend on 
the single salary of their husbands. If they get jobs outside the project. 
they are mostly daily wage unskilled ones. Many men who are given 
Joos as peons or maintenance staff ,n the project office refuse to 
allow their wives to take them up because it Is "below the d1gnsty of 
an office worker" to have his wife doing "mental work" (Menon 1995: 
111 ). Thus women are reduced to being housewives alone and are 
no more contributors to the family economy. Since their role as 
caretakers of the household remains unchanged, they have to 
purchase their basic needs such as food that they used to get from 
their land and forests. Influenced by outsiders men spend a 
substantial amount of their earnings on clothes, entertainment and 
other tnvia, thus leaving a relatively small amount for the woman to 
run the household (Goga D'Souza 2002: 87-88). Thus even when 
the family's economic status improves, the woman's social status 
deteriorates 

With women ending up with unskilled jobs in the informal sector, 
patriarchal norms are reinforced and dominate the social fabric. It is 
accompanied by a decline in their nutritional and health status 
because of deforestation and displacement. One of its consequences 
is that the community members including the women internalise 
the ideology of women ·s subiuqatlon and accept their subordinate 
status For example, in a context of food shortage. girts and the 
housewife get very little food. Malnutrition is its consequence. In 
other cases ,mpoverishment forces the family to send young girts 
out to middle ctass families as domestic workers as many Adivasis 
in Onssa (Fernandes and Raj 1992} and Assam tea gardens and 
elsewhere do (Fernandes and Barbora 2002}. 

We witnessed it in many study areas For example, when asked 
why women get only unskuteo Jobs or end up as housewives without 
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contnbuting to the family economy, more than 50 percent of the 
men and a third of the women (including tnbals who have a relatively 
high status) interviewed in Orissa and Andhra Pradesh said that 
women are not intelligent or capable of taking up other jobs and that 
their place 1s in the home. John Gaventa (1980: 7-30) explains this 
process by stating that no unequal social system can be maintained 
unless the subalterns internalise the dominant values. In many 
cases the tribal customary laws are manipulated in favour of men 
and against women (Nongbri 1998: 224-225). The State and the 
legal system support this transition instead of working towards 
equality (Haksar 1998: 191-192). 

Such internalisation also takes place when young Adivasi girls 
become domestic helps in middle class homes. The employer. 
conditioned by the caste mentality of "untouchables" doing menial 
work, often sees them as "low castes". Over time they themselves 
internalise a caste mentality and develop a low self-image of their 
own community (Fernandes and Barbara 2002). This leads to a vicious 
circle because a low self-image convinces them as a group that 
they cannot develop themselves and should depend on others for 
their own growth. 

Conclusion 

This paper has examined the processes of alienation of tribal 
sustenance on which their communities depended. The woman's 
crucial role in CPR management resulted in her relatively high status 
without making her equal to men. Because of this great dependence. 
women have traditionally also had a larger vested interest than men 
in the sustainable use of these resources. However. the law based on 
the eminent domain does not recognise their link with the CPRs. It 
allows them to be deprived of their livelihood without aJtematives. Other 
pohucal and economic processes result in further alienation of their 
livelihood and have negative implications for thelr communities in general 
and women In particular. This Is reason enough for the State and 
others interested in social justice to re-examine the processes of 
development and the prevailing legal system. in particular the principle 
of eminent domain that encourages both class formation 
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nd women's subordination One does not oppose mdrvrdua' 
ownership in itself but states that changes have to be introduced 

.ttun their capacity They should ensure that benefits reach them 
and that they do not pay the pnce of the development of another 
clas 
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VI 

CRITICAL R&R ISSUES OF 
DISPLACED TRIBALS IN MINING PROJECTS 

Dr. A.B.Ota* 

Mining does much more than displace people Apart form 
severing the umbilical hnk of the Tribal people with the 

nature, it replaces their simple, cocooned and contended lifestyle 
with an alien, complicated and competmve way of life they find 
extremely difficult to cope with It strikes at the root of their cultural 
moorings and ushers in the value system of the big, strange world 
that they are completely unfamiliar with. But companies seldom 
take these apparently intangible factors into consideration while 
planning the Reconstruction and Rehabilitation package for them. 
They are just content to provide compensation for the eligible land 
or property acquired This precisely 1s the reason mining projects in 
India often evoke extreme reactions from the mdiqenous people and 
run into rough weather because of 1t. 

This paper is based on extensive research work done by author 
in the field of R&R for past 15 years and the author seeks to identify 
some such issues that need to be factored in while planning mining 
operations so as to ensure that they go on smoothly without incurnng 
the wrath of the tribal community and without causing irnpovenshrnen 
to the tribal people impacted on account of such mining endeavor 
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1.1 TRIBAL PEOPLE & MtNES: 

Mmmg 1s seen essentially as a means of earning revenue for 
the country and the concerned state but sold to the tribal people as 
a godsend for the speedy socio-econormc development of the region 
The people, who stand to be uprooted from their home and hearth. 
are rarely consulted while planrnng and executing mimng operations 
While governments and companies rake in the moo/ah yea, after 
year, the displaceo people are expected to be content with the one 
time compensahon package grven to them, let alone expecting a 
share of the taxes. royalties or other benefits accruing from 
exptoitauon of mineral resources. 

1.2 SOME CORE ISSUES; 

There are three factors that need to be given top priority while 
planning mining operations. whether by governments or companies, 
to ensure that they are executed m a socially and culturally 
compatible manner without posing a major threat to their livelihood 
and hfestyle They are 

I. Building Rights: Recogrntion of the human rights of the tribal 
people 1s the first step towards the formulation of a sustainable 
development agenda that seeks to establish a relationslup of 
trust and harmony between the tribal peoples and the mmrng 
sector 

II. Building Capacities: The capacny of the tnbal community 
needs to be enhanced to give them a bigger say and an 
equitable partrcioanon m planning and execution of mining 
operations 

Ill. Building Relationships: The mining industry must thmk 
beyond its legal obligations on the issue of human rights and 
seek to build a relauonslup of trust and understanding with 
the community that 1s mutually beneficial to both sides 

The wortd over, the local people have been at the receiving end 
of the adverse effects of mining activity, irrespective of its 
location and type But in the Indian context, the tnbals are affected 
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in greater measure than their non-tnbal counterparts 
(disproportionately). This is so because of the dependence of the 
tnbals on forests, the absence of legal rights over their land and 
their low level of education. 

There are various factors which are responsible for such adverse 
effects caused by mines, most of which can be avoided 1f a proper 
risk avoidance mechanism is adopted by the executing agencies 
In this exercise, some such factors have been discussed at length 
and possible remedies suggested to ensure an improved hvelthood 
for all categories of impacted people, including tribals 

1.2.1 Capacities to sustain or resist: 

The most important dimension 1s the indigenous culture's 
capacity to sustain or resist a prolonged engagement with mining 
interests and their allies. A stakeholder's capacity to sustain or 
resist a negotiation is determined by knowledge. organization, 
resources, and time needed to reach a consensus or agreement on 
a plan of action. Non-tribal stakeholders hold considerable 
advantages over tnbals in this regard. This includes not only access 
to capital but also knowledge of the potential market value of tribal 
resources and legal implications and political influence In contrast, 
tribal people are rarely trained 1n the culture and economics of the 
other stakeholders they meet during an encounter. How long a 
tribal group can resist or sustain the risks arising out of mining 
operations depends not only on the internal capacity of the group 
but also on the ability of mining promoters to forge strategic alllances 
with the government and other non-tribal stakeholders. Conversely, 
tnbal people are largely dependent on NGOs and other sympathetic 
interest communities such as religious. labour, academic and 
environmental organizations for restoration of their sustainable 
livelihood. minimization of risks and sharing of profits. Hence it is 
necessary to enhance the capacity of the affected people, particularly 
the tribals. through an informed participation before setting up a 
mine in a given area This will have a definite positive bearing on 
both the impacted people and also the mine - as the former 
can improve their livelihood and the latter can set up mines 



without time and cost overruns due to resistance of the local 
population 

1.2.2 Sustainability risks: 

Soc10-econom1c and environmental risks may also threaten 
the sustainability of the local people, particularly the tribals Some 
risks are associated with the physical activities of mining while others 
stnke at the people's ability to accumulate, maintain. enhance and 
transfer wealth for future generations. With the opening of roads and 
the movement of machinery, animals and people are frequently injured 
and on occasion killed. Avoiding and preventing these potential risks 
1s a necessary first step for any company working 1n an area inhabited 
by tnbal people. 

The degradation of vegetation cover, s011 fertility, water quality 
and quantity and loss of bro-diversity often take away the livelihoods 
of the impacted community, particularly in case of the tribal 
community The consequences of environmental changes are usually 
not imrnedrately discernible and manifest themselves over a long 
penod Hence. ,t is only natural that the consequences are not 
anticipated or understood by the impacted communities or even by 
mining companies and governments The mines under the study are 
no different Therefore, it Is necessary to adopt risk control 
mechanisms in and around areas where mines are to be set up 
in consultation with the impacted community much before 
mining activities start. 

1.2.3 Indigenous wealth and impoverishment risks: 

AU stages of the mming process - from the earliest days of 
planning and consultation. exploration and exploitation through 
decomm1ssion,ng - usually disrupt the accumulation and 
,ntergeneraUonal transfer of indigenous wealth. Those unfamiliar with 
tribal culture may mistakenly betteve that mining poses minimal 
risks since tribal people have little income or wealth to lose and 
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high unemployment Mining is sought to be Justified on the ground 
that income generated from ,t would break the unending chain of 
poverty and unemployment that plague the tribal community. Both 
the mining industry and governments feel they have fulfilled their 
obligations once they compensate the affected community by way 
of the market value of lost land, material goods and public facilities. 

As a matter of fact, earned income represents only a small 
portion of tribal wealth. The wealth that supports the sustainability 
of their culture and identity is found in instnunons and socral support 
systems that include access to common resources, local prestige, 
culturally appropriate housing and food security. Tribal people invest 
vast amounts of time and resources to perpetuate their culture, 
institutions and social support systems 

Tnbal people have flourished for generations, often in highly 
adverse environments that are ill equipped to sustain non-indigenous 
ways of life without substantial injections of external capital, energy, 
and technology Besides, indigenous sustainability hinges on 
protecting environmental and resource endowments. Tribal people 
protect their resources and draw on the fruits of the land, much hke 
one draws Interest on an account without touching the principal 

The risks to sustainability from impacts of infrastructure projects 
on the tribal include landlessness, homelessness, loss of income 
(from traditional sources), loss of access to communal resources 
vital to their survival, cultural destabilization, food insecunty, health 
degradation, marginalization, disruption of social organization and 
traditional leadership, spmtuat uncertainty, restriction of civil and 
human rights, limitation of the capacity to parucipate in the broader 
society and threats from environmental disasters 

Mining affects indigenous wealth 1n eight different ways First, 1t 
may break the flow of social and economic life. Second, the 
encounter may make excessive demands on the time and capacity 
of the local people and their traditional leaders. Thtrd, It disrupts 
educational activities, both traditional and formal. Fourth, 1t may 
exacerbate factionalism resulhng from inadequate consuttauo ... 
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tribal cornrnuruues such restoration means full compensation to 
cover the market values of lost wealth. including lost social and 
nvuonmentat services Restorative action should include a long 

term sequence of non-monetary steps, institution building, training, 
environmental restoration and extended financial arrangements to 
nsure that people re tam or regain their ability to accumulate wealth. 

The effectiveness of these efforts. Judged from the perspective of 
indigenous sustamabuuy. rests on whether the project leads to an 
accumulation of indigenous wealth -w1th1n the broader definition of 
ealth The effectiveness of all restorative and mitigating action, in 

the end. will be Judged by the key question· do the tribal peoples 
give more than they receive? If so, they are subsidizing the mining 
project - which 1s morally and economically unacceptable. In view 
of this. there has to be a mechanism to ensure that the tnbal people 
are not alienated from their trad1t1onal/ind1genous wealth. In case 1t 
1s unavoidable, they should be provided access to such wealth in 
he post-establishment period of the mines so that the possible 
,mpovenshment can be avoided 

1.2.4 Development-induced displacement and resettlement: 

It has been seen m case of most rmnes'rrurunq projects that 
rnmmq-mduced displacement and resettlement s1grnficantly increase 
the risks of 1mpoverish1ng local populations, threatening their 
hvelthoods and truncating their chances for sustainable development 
or even survival (Cemea 1999, 2000, 2001, Pandey 1998: Fernandez 
1994. Downing 1996 and 2002. Government of India 1993) 
socieues that have endured for hundreds, tf not thousands, o 

rs can quickly d1sintearate under the pressures 
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or forced displacement Avoidance of this catastrophic outcome 
demands detailed planning and the allocation of adequate financial 
and human resources Integral to any successful resettlement ,s 
the use of skilled development-induced resettlement specralrsts 
Extensive development knowledge and scientific research show that 
rehabilitation and restoration (R&R) of hvehhoods Is more likely when 
all potential impoverishment risks are rdentifred early and 
arrangements are made to m1tIgate or avoid them Informed, timely. 
widespread and active participation of the project-affected people Is 
an essential prerequisite of an effective R&R policy. Involuntary 
resettlement 1s a socio-econorruc, not an engineering issue The 
chances of nsk rrutrqauon and restoration are greater when stand 
alone financing Is provided for displacement, since this removes the 
conflict of interest that tempts companies to view displacement as 
an unnecessary social service rather than a necessary cost To 
ensure an improved living condition for the impacted people in general 
and the tnbals in particular. competues should take appropriate steps 
m consultation with the impacted commuruty, identify the possible 
impoverishment nsks from a very early stage of the oroect and take 
nsk mitigation measures for sustamable R&R. 

1.2.5 Loss of sovereignty: 

One of the primary causes for the resistance of tnbal peopl 
to mining is the potential loss of sovereignty, which has been 
corroborated by the findings of many empirical studies Sovereignty 
refers to an acknowledgement by the executing agencies of th 
collective rights of tribal people to their traditional terntones and 
hentage. Among tnbals, Just as among non-tnbal people, sovereignty 
Is a sacred concept, like freedom and Justice It refers not only to 
land and common property nghts but also to pohucat and economic 
self-reliance and the right to determine the extent of cultural 
distinctiveness (d'Erico 1998) Threats to group sovereignty ma 
come In many ways, the most common being the loss of human 
and c1v1I nghts and the capacity to pass along a culture, including 
its wealth. to subsequent generations Mming frequently disrupt 
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indigenous ways of life and institutaons, threatening people's 
sovereignty. People's relationship with land ,s fundamental to 
'indigenous sovereignty' struggles. The loss of this symbiotic 
relauoostup is often the major reason for the stiff resistance to mines 
1n Orissa and elsewhere in the country. In order to protect the 
sovereignty of the tribal people, all safeguards should be taken so 
that the affected persons continue to Jive with dignity. This will result 
in reduced resistance by the tribal people. 

1.2.6 Stakeholder Strategies and Tactics: 

The chances of the preservation of the drstmcnve culture of 
the tribal people increase. if impoverishment and sovereignty risks 
are avoided or at least mitigated. Likewise, stakeholder costs and 
conflicts are reduced when tnbal issues are addressed strategically 
early in the project preparation. 

This section enlists the various strategies that need to be 
adopted by governments, mming companies, international financial 
intermediaries. NGOs and tribal people as stakeholders when a mine 
1s set up in an area - parttcutarly in tribal pockets. 

✓ Government Strategies and Tactics: 

Natlonat legal frameworks define the rights and 
obhgat,ons of stakeholders during an encounter. The 
relevant legal frameworks pertain to eminent domain, 
the rights of tribal people, mining provisions and 
environmental protection laws These frameworks 
frequently run counter to each other, paving the way 
for appeals 

It ,s seen that 1n most of the cases (in almost all the 
tribal mriabtteo pockets of the world), the federal 
government reserves the right to transfer sub-surface 
or other natural resources or take land under the 
doctrine of eminent domain. This poses a big problem 
for tnbai people - especially those with unsettled 
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claims to land Exploration and exptortatron usually 
take place at the expense of some groups or individuals 
in the name of common good. usually with the provision 
that landowners are fairly compensated Vacant and 
encroached lands are usually not recognized as eligible 
for compensation. Besides, compensation is restricted 
to the value of the land - which is always difficult to 
determine given that land markets are weakly developed 
among tribal communities and that access to impartial 
Justice for those who dispute company valuations are 
not available. The doctrine of eminent domain incorrectly 
assumes the elasticity of land, ignoring its spiritual 
and emotional value to a tribal community. 

Company Strategies and Tactics. 

Strategies and tactics for dealing with tribal people 
usually rank low on corporate agenda throughout the 
world. The willingness of companies to deal with social 
(including indigenous policy) issues too leaves a lot to 
be desired. Only one of the mines under study has 
appointed an Anthropologist for dealing with the 
impacted communities. whereas the other three have 
assigned the job to engineers The survey found that 
companies were reluctant to set up a compensation 
system for the affected communities or to negotiate 
with communities over land rights issues beyond their 
legal compulsions They have maintained a safe 
distance from the impacted people There is no 
consultation/interface with the impacted community in 
general and the tribals in particular on issues like 
acquisition of land, resettJement, the needs of the 
people, the adverse effects of minmg activity and their 
possible solutions. 



Non-governmental organization strategies and tactics. 

Tnbal people have found a sympathetic ear in NGOs. 
especially where they have few or no avenues to air 
their grievances NGOs have shown great diversity of 
objectives and organizational capacities Some local 
organizations focus on particular mining projects. 
Others assume broader. global policy objectives by 
forming strategic alliances among themselves. Their 
posiuons range from militant resistance to uncritical 
promotion of mining interests. 

NGOs also deploy a wide range of strategies and 
tactics. including national and international lobbying, 
c1v1I disobedience, serving as information clearing 
houses, coalition building and community outreach. 
Other options inciude referrals to other support groups, 
meetings with the institutional financiers of mining. 
hosting conferences, organtzing resistance campaigns 
and subcontracting to assist in tribal development or 
cross-cultural brokerage to interested stakeholders. 
While setting up mining projects, executing agencies 
and the government should allow NGO involvement 
among the affected persons. They should see them 
as useful mterrneoraries rather than as adversaries and 
refrain from unleashing repressive measures on them 

✓ Tnbal People ·s Strategies and Tactics· 

The current empirical study corroborates the findings 
of earlier studies that the impacted tribal people have 
limited strategic and tactical opttons Laws are 111 
defined and often skewed against them In any case, 
they lack the resources to carry out a prolonged legal 
battle against the mines 

In the circumstances, the tribal people usually are left with 
only two options· resistance or acquiescence. Resistance strategies 
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and tactics include violence, civil disobedience. and appeals to 
NGOs, religious groups or to any other organization that 1s hkely to 
ltsten While such groups may lend their sympathetic support, they 
may be guided by considerauons other than the cultural survival of 
the affected people. They may exaggerate or downplay the possible 
impacts of a mining project depending on their primary interest and 
motivation On the other hand. acquiescence means acceptance of 
any arrangement the mining companies and/or governments may 
bring to the table. 

Mining companies should include in their plans at least nine 
components for protecting the interests of the impacted tribal people. 
They are: 

1 . Examination and explanation of the prorecrs economic 
and legal aspects to the community in a way they will 
understand; 

2 Full and honest assessment of the project's risks, 
including threats to sustainable livelihood, employment 
loss. disruption of productive systems, environmental 
and health risks and socio-cultural effects; 

3. Budgeting and orqaruzauon of actions to mitigate each 
risk: 

4 Determination, by the people, of how the project fits 
into their cultural vision; 

5 Institutional and financial steps to ensure that the 
project's benefits are opportunely and transparently 
allocated to the tnbal people; 

6 Equitable distnbution of benefits and costs through a 
common community-defined process; 

7. Development of new alternative resources to provide 
sustainable livelihoods to replace the ones lost, 
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8 Preparation of strategies for negotiating with project 
promoters, financiers, government and other key 
stakeholders on benefit-shanng arrangements over and 
above nsk mitigation, and 

9. Formalisation of negotiated arrangements with legally 
binding instruments. 

1.2.7 Legal and regulatory frameworks: 

There are a number of existing regulatory frameworks with 
provisions to protect persons affected by mines. But not many of 
them have specific provisions to deal exdusively with issues affecting 
tribals, though a large proportion of the affected persons are tribals 
in mining sector. As a result, the affected tribals are not able to 
restore their erstwhile livelihood standards. More often than not, 
they are worse off than before Secondly, even if there are some 
preventive and protective regulatory frameworks, a majority of them 
are not complied with by the respective departments This also 
contributes to the non-mitigation of the adverse effects of the mines 
on the impacted persons, including the tribals. In view of this, 
governments/companies should envisage in their plans provisions, 
whach are beyond the legal framework but will be able to mitigate 
the negative effects of the mines on the tribal. Thirdly, 1t should also 
be the prime concern of the company to ensure that the provisions 
embodted in the existinq legal framework are complied with in letter 
and spirit These steps will go a long way In minimizing the adverse 
effects caused by mines on the people in general and the tribal 
people 1n particular 

1.2.8 Lack of harmonization: 

Tnbal people and mining promoters are facing prolonged legal 
battles in the study areas (mines) because mining, tribal. 
environmental. and land tenure laws are not yet harmonized. This 
has set the stage for prolonged conflicts 
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A possible first step to avoid these prolonged legal conflicts is 
necessary changes in existing laws that recognize and ensure the 
rights of tribal people This proactive step might lead to a 
harmonization of laws and do away with confhcts between the affected 
people and the mining companies. 

1.2.9 Corporate belly-flopping: 

Most mining projects in the state have adopted a strategy of 
not doing anything till they are forced to do so on account of people's 
resistance. Companies refer to this strategy as 'trying to fly below 
the radar'. It ,s also known as the 'corporate belly-flop' strategy. 
Companies tend to hide behind excuses and unfounded 
generalizations such as 'people always get harmed when 
development takes place', 'cultures disappear anyway' or 'the 
company is only responsible for direct impacts' (with 'direct' being 
self-defined to avoid obligations) to shirk their moral and ethical 
responsibilities. This approach prolongs confrontations, increases 
risks and leads to cost and time overruns. Keeping these things in 
view, it is crucially important for the companies to prepare a mitigation 
plan In consultation with the affected people of a mine after assessing 
the felt needs of the people so that the activities envisaged in the 
plan address the risks to the impacted people in general and the 
tribal people in particular 

1.2.1-0 Contract a broker: 

Mining companies and other non-tribal stakeholders seek 
external consultants (many of whom are foreigners having 
international experience) to help them with technical and 
environmental issues. But they don't feel the need to hire the services 
of local/regional professionals when 1t comes to dealing with issues 
affecting tribals. Only one out of the four mines 
under the present study has employed local/regional social scientists 
to deal with such issues even though three of the four mines studied 
re located in tribal areas. 
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Companies in India have generally tried to deal with tnbals 
on their own, often with disastrous results Given the suspicion and 
mistrust with which most of them are viewed by the tribal people, 
such attempts by companies tend to harden feelings on the other 
side - frequently leading to delay and. in some extreme cases, 
even abandonment of the mining project altogether Hence, 1t Is 
wise for companies to avoid the inherent conflict of interest in the 
neqotrauon process and get an intermediary to broker a deal with 
the affected people For centunes. specialists termed as 'cultural 
brokers' by anthropologists have been roped in to bridge the cultural 
gaps between tnbal people and outsiders Alternatively, companies 
can also turn to NGOs, assuming they have the capacity to 
communicate with tribal people A third option under the ·contract a 
broker' strategy Is to hire a consultancy firm to broker a deal with 
tnbal people The aforementioned three options of h1nng/engag1ng a 
broker have yielded nch d.vrdends for companies in many countnes, 
not only in arnvmq at a mutually agreed strategy for the welfare and 
livelihood of the impacted people, but also avoiding resistance to 
mining projects It is high time mining companies In India too 
chose one of the three options for smooth, unhindered progress 
of mining projects, especially if they are located in tribal areas. 

1.2.11 Benefit-sharing arrangements: 

In recent times, 1t has been observed worldwide that benefit 
sharing arrangements (SSAs} have emerged as an increasingly 
popular approach in dealing wrth the impact of mining on tnbal peopl 
SSAs might include training programs, with or without employment 
opportunities, support for the development of small business 
nterpnses pnmarrly as subcontractors with the mining company, 

f ormatron of benevolent or development foundations • some controlled 
by companies and others by tribal people BSA might also include 
indirect transfers to tribal people, in line with benefit sharing 
arrangements with government agencies in which a negotiated 
percentage of profit nows back into the impacted tribal communities 
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It Is difficult to secure the support of the tribal people in the 
absence of a benefit sharing arrangement with them In fact, this 
precisely Is the reason for several mining projects getting stalled 1n 
Onssa But companies have not yet woken up to the need for a 
BSA to ensure hassle-free mining operations. The utmost they are 
w1lhng to do is to take measures to mitigate the adverse effects of 
mining on the people and the surroundings. It is about time they 
realized that mitigation of adverse effects is only compensation for 
damages inflicted on the tnbal people, not a benefit as such. Unless 
people see tangible benefits for themselves, they are highly unlikely 
to support a mining project the harmful effects of which are all too 
well known. 

In case of most of the mining companies covered under the 
present study, it was observed that there Is neither any special 
treatment for the tnbals among the affected nor any provision 
whatsoever for sharing of the benefits of the project with them 

It Is thus absolutely vital to put in place a proper benefit sharing 
arrangement with the impacted tribal people to ensure the smooth 
running of mining operations and to avoid cost and time overruns. 

1.2.12 Localized services to impacted communities: 

NGOs can offer the affected communities, including tnbals, a 
wide range of services to ensure that they get a fair deal from 
companies. Some such services are fund-raising, on-the-ground 
research, legal representation, monitoring of environmental and social 
compliance and capacity building. They can, for instance, train the 
tribal people in negotiating skills or organizational management and 
advise them on possible risks like threats to health and environment 
Companies should engage NGOs with such expertise to play the 
role indicated above. This will be a positive capacity building measure 
with a long-term effect on the impacted community 
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1.2.13 Global Policy advocacy: 

An NGO with expertise and experience may pull together a 
cluster of strategies into a campaign. which Is a coordinated set of 
actions designed to influence policy or change the course of a 
particular encounter This is true of many of the mining projects 
launched in Onssa 

Global NGOs are attempting to change the due diligent 
policies used by financiers when they invest In mining. Oxfam, the 
Centre for International Environmental Law and the Bank Information 
Centre, for example, are attempting to lay down a global standard 
in their dialogues with the World Bank and regional development 
banks Such standards go beyond issues like displacement and 
compensation and move into areas like human rights, tribal 
sensitivities and cultural sustainability. Of particular note are the 
UN mstrurnentalmes and conventions to protect the Earth's 
biological, hngu1stIc and cultural diversity. A recurring concern has 
been the promotion of consultation, self-determination, group rights 
and protection of indigenous cultural patrimony. In the absence of 
any action on the part of the industry, Community Aid Abroad In 
Australia has established us own ombudsman code of conduct for 
mining companies working with tribal communities (Oxfam 2001 ). 
In 2001, It provided a detailed review of the overseas operations of 
seven mining companies in the Asia-Pacific region There have 
also been demands for standards, benchmarks and fixing of 
accountability on mining companies within their home countries for 
the overseas treatment of tnbal people. 

1.2.14 Trends and counter-trends: 

The rules of the game change from place to place - even 
withm the same country. There are no mdustry-wide social standards 
nd ltttle concern for risk assessment, social development or tribal 

cultures International, national and regional legal frameworks are 
routinely ignored The study also reveals that tribal impacted peoples 
are not treated as legitimate 'stakeholders' in an encounter, In the 
true sense of the term 
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; 

It has been seen that in most of the mines and other 
development projects, a strategy for dealing with tribal people ranks 
low on the priorities of non-tribal stakeholders They feel they are 
not obliged to take any proactive steps to help tnbal people The 
little that they are forced to do is often because of the difficulty in 
securing finance from certain lenders or the need to protect the 
company's image and reputation than out of any genuine concern 
for the affected people. It is therefore of paramount importance that 
tribal people develop strategies to articulate - and finally reduce - 
the known threats that mining poses to the sustainability of tribal 
people. 

1.2.15 Precautionary Principle for Mining Near tribal Lands: 

Ignoring tribal issues greatly increases the nsk of human rights 
complaints or costly downstream litigation. A few decades ago, 1t 
would perhaps have been possible to hoodwink the tnbals about the 
effects of mining operations But now, even remote tribal groups are 
fully aware of the nsks to sustainability posed by mines near or on 
their lands thanks to increased literacy, high-speed communication 
and active NGOs. They are beginning to challenge the attempts of 
companies to buy their acquiescence with a few unskilled and menial 
Jobs. 

The international community has placed empowerment high 
on the agenda. In the emerging scenario, empowerment has come 
to mean that the tribal people gain the capacity and the ability to 
control the impact of a mining project on their culture and livelihood 
This empowerment stands over and above compensation for mining 
related damages. Empowerment 1s not training people for non 
exisunq employment It 1s not something to be given away as a gift 
It 1s neither an agreement for the company to assume the costs of 
government welfare nor the promotion of alternative lifestyles by 
outsiders. 

Instead, empowerment begans with tolerance and 
compassion From the perspective of sustainable development, 
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empowerment means that tnbal people do not lose but rather 
imp rove their hvehhoods and enhance their cultures 

The empirical study conducted 1n the 4 mining projects reveals 
that the tnbal people have been the victims of mining operations m 
more ways than one They have neither been adequately 
compensated for partmg with their land nor are able to depend on 
he natural and forest resources, around which their life and living 
once revolved, ,n the post-mining scenario Arnajority of them have 
been further trnpovenshed Some of them have migrated out of their 
home and hearth m search of a livelihood. Those who still continue 
to stay in and around the area are leading a poverty-stricken life 

In view of the factors discussed above, 1l is necessary to 
create conditions for empowenng the impacted people. especiauy 
those belonging to the tnbal community, with a view to increasing 
their income on a sustainable basis. The following 8 measures must 
be given top priority in the action plan by every mining company or 
the government, as the case may be for a successful mining 
endeavour with a Human Face 

1 Meaningful and informed consultation with the impacted 
people/community 

2 Securing of nghts and access to tribal land and natural 
resources 

3 A full and timely disclosure by the stakeholders on the 
plans, agreements. and financial arrangements of the 
project for the benefit of the impacted people ,n their 
language and in a culturally appropriate manner. 

ldennncauon and disclosure of atl the nsks of a 
proposed mining endeavour by the stakeholders While 
assessing risks, the full range of anticipated social. 
conorruc and environmental impacts should be taken 

into consideration rather than Just the threat posed by 
loss of land 
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5 Prompt and unambiguous institutional and financial 
arrangements to mitigate each risk. 

6. Graduation from compensation for damages to a benefit 
sharing arrangement 

7 Vesting in local Self Governance Institutions the right 
to approve, reject, or modify decisions affecting the 
livelihoods, resources and cultural futures of the tribal 
people 

8 Protection of basic human and civil nghts as specified 
in the laws of the land and international conventions 
(like ILO 169, UDHR, MDG etc.) to which our country 1s a 
signatory 

To safeguard the interests of the tribals and to save them 
from further impoverishment, 1t is necessary not only to identify, 
avoid and mitigate nsks but also to focus on benefits over and above 
compensation and rehabilitation for damages. A prudent approach, 
1t goes without saying, demands long-term commitments. innovative 
solutions, financial and institutional guarantees and the use of 
professionals experienced in dealing with issues of social development 
and tribal people. It also requires continuous monitoring by technically 
competent, independent observers of these indicators. providing all 
stakeholders with opportunities to take corrective actions. In the 
light of the history of encounters between stakeholders in this field, 
1t would make sense to extend the environmental precautionary 
principle approved at the Earth Summit ,n Rio to the impact of mining 
on tnbal people. Thus a Precautionary Pnnciple for Mining 1n or near 
tnbal People would read: Non-tribal stakeholders in mining shall 
use the precautionary approach to protect the tribal people and the 
environment that supports them. Mining cannot take place without 
their prior informed consent and participation in their self-defined 
indigenous development. Where there are threats of serious or 
irreversible damage, scientific and economic uncertainty shall not 
be used as a reason to postpone cost-effective measures to avoid 
and mitigate risks to livelihoods and cultures of the affected tnbal 
people 

rDirectcr, SCSTRTI Bhubaneswar-751003 
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WOES OF THE UPROOTED 

.K.Behura * 
K.K.Mohanti * 

Modern1zat1on of Indian society commenced immediately 
after the Second World War; i.e. when European 

colonies tried to attain independence by shaking of colonial rule. 
Most of the free countries. including India tried to choose the path 
of rapid socio-economic development of their respective countries. 
The socio-polmcat situation which the Imperialist rulers had inflicted 
on them had caused grinding poverty. abysmal ignorance. despicable 
health condition, high proportion of maternat mortality and infant 
mortality Consequently, the Third World Countries, including India, 
launched planned development programmes. As several Asian, African 
and Latin American countries freed acute food shortage millions of 
people suffered from hunger. The prime requirement in such countries 
was to save such people from death by hunger. Governments in 
such countries thought it appropriate to go in for lndustrlahzauon as 
a quick solution. The process of industrialization and mechanization 
had ennched several European countries. This phenomenon attracted 
the attention of poverty-stricken Third World Countnes. They thought 
that they could overcome this paramount problem foUowing the foot 
prints of industnalized countries. 

As the development strategy India taunched F ive Year Plans for 
systematic development for its people, Establishment of cor 
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mdustnes was taken up in India without assessing the consequences 
of mdustnahzation process. Of course, some educational and 
research mstrtutions were thought to be appropnate to measure the 
hazards of labour-mtensiva mega industries. India being primarily 
an agricultural country, serious attention was not paid to develop 
this vital economic sector In course of time, major, medium and 
minor irrigation and multipurpose dam projects were planned and 
executed. The planned development course was certainly a 
progressive step leading towards solution of water problems Such 
progressive steps ensured non-dependence upon rainwater for 
successful agricultural operations 

Under the canopy of national interest growth-oriented projects 
were executed. The questions raised in some quarters were that 
whose interests would they really serve? This is a crucial question 
since by implementing each of these mega projects the proportion 
of innocent tnbals and other weaker sections among the oustees 
was considerable There are two important questions, which draw 
the attention in this context One relates to the process of 
rehabilitation and resettlement and the other question relates to 
abrupt disruptron of the socio-cultural process. Most of these tnbals 
and other small farmers have been cutnvatmq the submersible 
productive lands for a very tong time, but without any land holding 
documents. The State grabs these lands for implementation of 
projects. There is no denying of the fact that the fruits of these 
projects, when fully implemented, would increase the national growth 
rate. During a S0's to 70s government considered the evacuees as 
encroachers of government land Government dtd not take into 
consideration their long-standing occupancy sights over the land 
This is the situation in respect of several mega projects For instance, 
,n Onssa the State treated the PAPs as 'encroachers' without taking 
due consideration of their long-standing affinity with their agncultural 
land. The case of National Test Range (NTR) may be taken as an 
example as to how Government of India policy with ragard to land 
cquisrtron ror the ororecr anected the oustees. Out of 21,000 acres 

required for the NTR Project 11,000 acres were considered as 
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ncroached bv local farmers and no compensation was paid for 

hat land 

The second question requires an irnpartral cons1derat1on of the 
act that rahabtluanon plans tned to maintain the status quo ante 1n 
terms of economic considerations m the relocation context 
Therefore, ,t may be concluded that the rehab1htatton package was 
more or less an irnposrtion of change Here one question anses as 
to why the distribution of land was unequal amongst the oustees It 
may be stated here that in those days there was no model R & R 
poltcy m place 

Another question, 1.e the restoration of the environment was 
merely an academic concern that the planners and the executives 
of the projects dtd not pay adequate attention to that In those days, 
some major steel industries as well as several medium steel 
industries were established in tribal concentrated areas The 
planners of these mdustnes largely depended on cost-benefit 
assessment Lot of heat was generated by the stakeholders as 
regards Narmada Project. In Orissa too several mining operations 
and construction of hydel projects did not pay adequate attention to 
environmental question Tots factor militates against the concept of 
sustainable development The realization in practice of this concept 
requires whole-hearted support of the government and policy 
planners The concept of sustainable development holds the key for 
linkages between different aspects of social systems in India The 
nexus between people and their environments are centuries old. 
Therefore, any disturbance in this retanonsrup will have severe 
consequences 

The emergence of independent India itself was attended by 
colossal displacement of settled people. Smee unplanned forced 
ouster of the people during the parnuon of the subcontinent was so 
grave that the founders of our constuuuon thought It proper to append 
the Seventh Schedule which made a provision for resettlement and 
rehab1litat1on of uprooted as a consequence of partition of the country. 
Therefore. the Constitution of India made a provision for rehabihtauon 
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of the refugees Thus, 1t may be drsunqurshed between two sets o 
causes for large-scale displacement of people. One set of causes 
are natural catastrophes, such as famine. cyclone, earthquake, etc 
and the other set of causes are created by humans, like internecine 
conflicts, communal conflicts, ethnic conflicts, etc. the magnitude 
of oustees has risen over the decades as different kinds of irrigation 
projects, mining projects, thermal projects, chemical projects, etc 
have created unforeseen hazards for the PAPs of these concerns 

One fact needs be mentioned here that these development 
projects have been envisaged by the State and National Governments 
as boosters of economy, while ignoring the possible sufferance of 
some people, as a result of process of industnahzation State and 
National Governments seem to be happy to implement multipurpose 
river valley dam projects. Let us analyse the Narmada river project 
This project created an enormous problem of resettlement of oustees 
from the vast areas that would be submerged, which was considered 
lightly by the State Governments of Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and 
Maharashtra As the situation 1s complex and gigantic in nature 
there cannot be a successful rehabilitation programme which does 
not take into consideration the long time effects on the forced eviction 
of communities from the area of submergence The resettlement 
has much deeper connotation A proper rehabilitation programme 
has to be prepared The rehabilitation process must include proper 
planned rehabrhtatron programme. The evacuees as well as 
government personnel involved in the processes of evacuation and 
rehabihtat,on are to be thoroughly acquainted with the procedure o 
action planning. 

The process of rehabuuanon starts from the state of acquisition 
of both immovable and movable properties to that of resettlement 
and rehabilitahon of the PAP 1n the area of relocation The planned 
approach 1s suggested to minimize the hardships of the PAPs and 
help them resetthng in the new location. This implies that the PAPs 
are helpless and hapless. They are uprooted from their home and 
hearth to which they have deep attachments as their socio-econormc 
hfe grossly gets disrupted Most of the projects are located in rural 
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and tribal areas. The PAPs in such areas are seen to have put up 
nosme situations stotcatly due to their Intensive 1nadequac1es, such 
as hrmted mental horizon. poor literacy level, ignorance of 
bureaucratic procedure, gulhb1hty, tame submIss1on to authority, 
credulous temperament, etc. in recent decades, the rural and tribal 
population were \lkely to loose their home and hearth in the larger 
interest of the nation Gradually they are organized to raise their 
opposition to the establishments of large projects The ongoing 
movements against such projects are seen all over the country 

In most cases, the PAPs fail to denve adequate compensation 
from the colossal toss of their home and hearth. The problem is 
their socro-econormc status plunges to an abysmal depth In the 
field of displacement and rehabilitation attention is paid to economic 
cnteria and the total socto-cultural impact due to forced displacement 
and maoeocacres of rehabilitation measure Is eclipsed One area 1n 
the rehabihtanon process remains subjective and hazy The relative 
importance of enumeration of total assets of an innocent oustee is 
not realized. The enumeration means counting and listing of a\l the 
articles and material belongings of the oustees. It involves a complete 
and comprehensive recording of displaced persons in families. 
F1xat1on and payment of compensation, allotment of house site, 
alternate agricultural lands, livelihood package, housing loan, 
alternate and preferential employment opportunities, subsidy, 
assessment of socI0-econom1c status and other privileges and 
entitlements under the rehabilitatton measures depend on the data 
based on enumeration The enumeration done by government officials 
with the assistance of corqrnuruty leaders constitutes the baste 
information as regards loss of assets Therefore, the future of the 
oustees depends to some extent on the nature and genuineness of 
enumeration. The enumeration of the displaced households and their 
assets will be earned out by the officials of Revenue Department Of 
course, the services of engineering and other departments are 
required to assist and assess the fixed property, such as dwelhngs, 
other structures, standtng crops, perennial fruit-bearing trees and 
rees with timber value. The officials put in charge of enumeration 
have no speciahzed knowledge and they carry out their enumeration 
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task on the basis of bureaucratic briefs. The PAPs are issued a 
rehab,lttatton card, popular1y known as 'R-Card'. It 1s filled with 
necessary information of the oustees The Re-Card has significance 
for the concerned oustee as it contains his/ her identity and 
displaced status. It may be noted here that some clever persons 
get enumerated as PAPs by resorting to fraudulent means It has 
been noticed in the 'Rengali Dam area that some outsiders 
constructed hutments in government as well as private lands Such 
cases of fraudulence are not few and far between Such cases are 
also found as a common practice in several such project areas. 
Recently, as reported by the Times of India, government officials 
and others have purchased lands of poor and innocent tribals in 
project areas, so as to make huge profits by selling those lands to 
the projects Thus, government and project authorities must be 
cautious of not to purchase lands from the intervening land grabbers 
which cause grievious loss to the poor tnbal land owners. Enumeration 
as an important measure to do Justice to the oustees is highly 
necessary while making payment of compensation. 

RENGALI DAM PROJECT: A Case Study 

The project is situated in Dhenkanal,Angul and Deogarh districts. 
The onginal project report was prepared in July, 1972. The construction 
work of the project started in 1973 and was completed in 1979. A 
massonary dam across the nver Brahmani with a swerage capacity 
of 4400 m cu Metres had been constructed. The project aims at 
control of floods over an area of 2600 sq. kms ,n the Brahmani delta. 

The Rengah Dam Project 1s, indeed, a multipurpose one, as its 
objectives are. (I) Flood control, (11) Generation of hydel power, and 
(Ill) Irrigation of Dry land through the Samal Barrage constructed 
down stream The command area of the irrigation scheme envisaged 
to be around 12,000 -16,000 acres At the moment, 10 MW. of 
electricity 1s being generated through two units There 1s a proposal 
to install 3 more units 



The reservoir of the dam has been spread over 414 sq kms. 
affecting 265 villages, out of which 71 are in Pallahara Sub-d1v1s1on 
of Deogarh drsmct and another 94 are in the newly created distnct of 
Deogarh The affected villages have been categorized into the 
following 6 types 

1. Fully Submerged Villages - 41 

2 Fully Submerged Villages with 

partly submerged agricultural lands - 54 

3 Both village and productive land 

have been partly submerged 

4 Villages in which only agricultural 

Land have been partly submerged 

5 Uninhabited Villages that are 

fully submerged 

6 Uninhabited villages that are 

Partly submerged 

Thus the total number of affected villages 1s 265 

- 20 

- 84 

- 31 

- 35 

The total of 9,585 families both tn Deogarh and Dhenkanal 
drstncts have been affected 1n a big way 

The construction of Rengah Dam affected village settlements 
and prooucuve lands, several public insutuuons and people's way of 
hfe These have been listed hereunder. 

A Area of Submergence 

(1) Pnvate Land 35. 153 acres 



( 11) Government Land 

( 111) Reserve Forest 

Total area of Submergence 
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17, 728 acres 

2,023 acres 

1,05,905 acres 

B. Important Public Institutions Submerged: 

(1) High School 

(11) M E School 

(111) Primary School 

(iv) Public Health Centre 

(v) Public Shrines & Temples 

(vi) Poltce Station 

REHABILITATION POLICY: 

06 nos. 

20nos 

88 nos. 

02 nos. 

11 nos. 

01 no. 

The rehabilitation of the oustees. who are numerous and most of 
whom were below the recognized poverty hne and were depending 
upon ram-fed agriculture. was a gigantic task Payment of cash 
compensation to the oustees was considered by the Government to 
be inadequate and unsatisfactory. Land was considered as a major 
hurnamtanan issue 1n resettlement and efforts were made to provide 
land to as many oustees as possible in order to enable them to 
pursue their agrarian-lifestyle. 

Therefore. most of the oustees were renaourtateo in groups of 
households in nearby vacant government land in their home districts, 
so that they would feel at home, and due we1ghtage was given to 
their option 1n selection of sites for resettlement Land has been 
made available to the oustees for house sites as well as the practice 
of agriculture. The pity 1s that for the practice of agriculture the 
PAPs were prevented forest land which could not be used for the 
practice of agriculture mrneoiatety 
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Government provided essential infrastructure tacihues. such as 
wells, tube wells and tanks for water; approach roads, community 
houses, schools. shrines in each resettlement villages, with th 
hope that the oustees would not face problems in re-building their 
village life 

Rehabrhtation Iacihtres were provided to the oustees in a 
sympathetic perspective, namely a person was considered as a 
major 1f he / she Is married by December, 1993 Such a person was 
computed as having a separate unit. Government also paid 
compensation for encroached government land to the PAPs. 

Each family was provided with one house site of 50 decimals 
and either 3 acres of irrigated land or 6 acres of unirrigated land for 
agricultural purposes In the resettlement village This land was given 
to all the oustees free of cost 

The oustees paid money to the rehabihtatron agency of the 
government for the recognition of forest land which had been allotted 
to them as a relief@ Rs.300/- per acre But the landless oustees 
were exempted from payment of such charges, because they had 
not received compensation for the loss of their agncultural land The 
oustees were provided with free transportation facilities for their 
movable assets from the submerged village to the new settlement. 

Compensation was paid to the oustees for such movable property 
s agricultural land of various types, house sites, houses, wells, 

ponds, tanks. trees of various types. etc as per rules, rates and 
procedures fixed up by the State Government then In spite of all 
these, the oustees were virulently opposed to their displacement. 
They were not paid for loss of human factors. The oustees had to 
leave their ancestral home and hearth to which they were 
sentimentally attached Therefore. shifting always provided a pathetic 
sentimental scenario . 

The evacuation work started in June, 1980, I.e. after the 
disbursement of compensation money. The oustees of a village wer 
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of course given an option to select a particular resettlement village. 
Their view points were sympathetically considered by the 
resettlement agencies. After the selection of the resettlement site. 
actual displacement activities were undertaken In the first place, 
the homestead land was demarcated, so as to enable the oustees 
to construct their own houses in the new settlement village Timber, 
bamboo and other house construction materials were provided to 
oustees through the forest and revenue departments of government 

RESETTLEMENT: 

The residents of the expected submersible villages were supposed 
to shift soon after they received compensation as stipulated and 
assessed by the project authorities. But the people were recalcitrant 
to vacate their home and hearth till the last moment, because of 
their sentimental attachment But they hurried to collect their 
belongings and leave their ancestral home with the announcement 
of water impounded in the reservoir During the course of their 
movement to the resettlement villages, they were provided with 
cooked food. free transport and medical facilities by the project 
authorities. However, their plight and tribulation, in dead. started tn 
their relocation site As the new location site happened to be barren, 
their cattle got emaciated because of lack of cattle feed and grass 
for grazing 

REHABILITATION: 

At the first instance, 2980 families from the submerged areas 
have been relocated in 61 new sites. Out of these. 25 sites have 
been set up m the Golura Ayacut and 7 sites m Sonakoi Ayacut 
area, and the rest 21 sites have been set up in the Reserve Forest 
area on the Brahrnam nght and 8 sites were on the Brahmarn left 
Homestead land and agricultural land have been provided to the 
resettlers in these new villages according to resettlement norms 
ixed by the State Government, Infrastructural facilities, such as 
wells. tube wells, tanks, community houses. schools, shrines. 
approach roads weekly markets, etc have been provided in each 
new village. But there remained several other services unavauabt 
1n these villages 
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A total of 4 123 f armhes from the submersible area opted for 

resettlement in 95 mdrvidual resettlement clusters and 652 in other 
locations in the existing revenue villages according to their mdrviduat 
preference Accordingly. 95 mdividual resettlement clusters, 68 on 
he Brahrnarn right and 27 in the Brahmanr left have been established 
with necessary basic tacmues Thus, 4125 families have been settled 
by allotment of land for agriculture and 2460 have been settled by 
payment of cash compensation The project authorities had 
constructed 104 ponds, 205 wells, 151 tube wells, 85 Primary 
Schools, 30 Upper Primary schools, 6 High Schools, 69 community 
houses and shrines for 8 relocation villages, and apart from these 
pproach roads. health centers, post offices, shops and weekly 

markets were constructed 

COMPENSATION: 

The land required for the construction of the Dam Project belongs 
to individual owners and to the State Government. Private lands 
were valued on the basis of the prevailing market rate of that date on 
rucn the notincanon for acqursinon has been issued The 

government, however, paid 15 per cent more than the estimated 
value to the people as their lands and other immovable assets were 
cquued compulsorily Nonetheless the oustees were aggrieved over 
he delayed payment of compensation to them for their submersible 
immovable properties. The oustees were also sore over another factor 
that influenced the valuation of their landed properties. For instances, 
for determination of land value authorities took into consideration 
the sale value of land in that area as ascertained from registered 
sale deeds The evacuees alleged that valuation of their lands for 
acqursition on the basis of registered sale deeds was not Justified 
because buyers often enter a lower amount In the registered sale 
deeds with a view to avoiding payment of full stamp duty 

Agricultural lands in the submersible villages were classified into 
7 categones, for payment of compensation, taking into consideration 
such factors as geographical situation, quality and level of land, 
productive capacity, moisture retention capacity, etc., Homestead 
land was kept as a separate category 
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Compensation for houses in the submersible villages was paid 
to mdrvidual owners For the purpose of assessment all the houses 
were classified into 12 categories on the basts of materials used, 
he quality of construction and the present condition For payment 
of compensation wells were classified into 4 types and the paymen 
vaned from Rs 176 78 to Rs.5.42 per square metre. The evacuee 
were not happy with this rate of compensation Compensation for 
perennial fruit-bearing trees, such mango, jackfrurt, tamarind. 
coconut. orange, basia /at,folia (mahul) was paid on the basts of 
the girth of the trunk of trees. If the girth was less than one foot, 
compensation was Rs 5/- and 1f 1t was 6 feet the rate was Rs.100/ 
- per tree. The compensation for water tanks and ponds were paid 
@ Rs.322.80 per square metre and evacuees were very unhappy 
about It Compensation for other semi-permanent fruit-beanng trees, 
namely custard apple. guava, cherry, lemon, wood apple, elephant 
apple, papaya, berry, plum, etc was paid on the basis of annual 
fruit value of a tree which vaned from Re 1 /- to Rs 6/- per tree 
Compensation for non-fruit bearing trees, with timber value. such as 
sal (shorea robusta), kusum (carthamus Lino quonus), teak (tectona 
grendis), rose-wood (dalbergia latifolia). asan, bandhan. peasal, etc 
was also paid on the basis of the girth of a tree The rate for a tree 
of ttmber value having more than 6 feet girth was Rs.180/- and on 
having less than 1 foot girth was Rs.9/- The compensation for a 
bamboo plant vaned from Re 1/-. To Rs.10/- which the evacuees 
considered as unjustifiable. 

KHEMLA: The Uprooted Village 

The project authority named the new resettlement site as Khemla 
with deference to the sentiment of the oustees The Project authonty 
intended to recreate the uprooted village at the new rehabihtatlon 
site with a view to reducing the trauma of oustees All the denizens 
did not prefer to settle down in the new resettlement site and th 
found some other alternative resettlement location more tucrau 
This relocation site was part of reserve forest The forestlands neeoeo 
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a lot of effort so as to make them agriculture-friendly Each oustee 
f amity was allotted 6 acres of land for practice of agriculture. The 
relocates, particularly the members of the Chasa (farming) caste 
converted the forestland to agriculture-friendly. They put up lots of 
efforts and labour in the first year, but could not raise any crop and 
the land was replete with stumps of countless trees. They did not 
shrink from their effort to raise some crops. In the very first year 
they raised scanty paddy crop by loosening the s011 with hoes, 
spikes and spades The lands of non-farming castes remained 
ununhzed and they were unable to convert the forestland to 
agricultural type Their lands, in course of time, passed into the 
hands of upper caste land grabbers stealthily. Here one can say 
government modality of resettlement failed and the former landless 
oustees remained landless in the new relocation site because they 
lacked the skill of land development 

PROBLEM OF EMPLOYMENT: 

In the old submerged village, Khemla all the residents had either 
a direct or mdirect stake In agriculture. There were large landholders 
who engaged the landless in their agricultural operation through 
payment of wages There were casual as well as contractual 
labourers The landholders In the old village could absorb the 
unemployed people of the village in the resettlement village as 3.25 
acres of land on an average remained fallow The total agricultural 
labour force remained idle and they mainly belonged to SC, ST and 
Vocational Castes 

FISHING AND FISH TRADE: 

Due to poverty and lack of better income generating avenues 20 
resettled farmhes of farming caste have taken to fishing and fish 
trade Among them there 1s only 1 family whose traditional occupation 
was fishing Those who depencied upon fish trade were somehow or 
the other were able to make their both ends meet They could not 
carry out fishing extensively as the ProJect Authority had irnooaeo 
resmcnoo on fishing in the reservoir 
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SOCIAL CHANGE: 

In the submerged village relation between brothers was intimate 
and cogent Brothers always constituted a strong corporate group 
since their relauonsrup revolved round ancestral land and other 
common property resources. Occasional discords and dissenuons 
among them were being absorbed withm the system of Co-residence 
and Joint living. Each brother mdividually used to pay a high premium 
in terms of hard labour and unclenching loyalty to the family 
Normally uterine brothers dtd not wish to separate from each other 
Corporate ltv1ng has been beneficial for all Occasionally spouses of 
brothers raised some dissenuons, but 1t was never allowed to engulf 
and worsen by their husbands 

NATURE OF COOPERATION 

Cooperation 1s a joint or collaborative effort directed towards some 
specific goal in which common interest 1s involved It may be voluntary 
or involuntary, direct or indirect, formal or informal, but the effort 1s 
always towards a specific end in which all the participants have a 
stake, real or imaginary. In human societies cooperation is an ethical 
norm and as a social process 1t 1s proposed up by appropriate 
institutional mechanism. 

CAUSES OF CONFLICT 

In the submerged village most of the people lived in Joint familtes 
All immovable properties were in the names of household heads 
who received the compensation money for their lands and other 
submerged property Conflict mainly arose 1n the settlement village 
between father and elderly married sons and between brothers with 
regard to the distnbunon of compensation money On receipt of this 
money several oustee farmhes quickly performed marriage of their 
unmarried sons and daughters, which had been postponed for lac 
of funds And, therefore, many oustee families spent bulk of their 
compensation money in meeting their pressing expenses. The 
balance amount has been kept in the custody of the household 
head After displacement, sons who were married by December 
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1993, and as such have received homestead and agricultural land 
from the government and have started living with independent 
establishments They demanded their due share of the compensation 
money from the household head. In some cases, former household 
heads have apportioned less amount to the claimants and not the 
full amount that Is due to them. 

In the submerged village, Chasa was the dominant caste and us 
members virtually dominated In village affairs. because of their inter 
caste solidarity and better economic position But in the new village 
their solidarity has been «npaired because of inter-caste schisms 
and conflicts There are several factors. which gave raise to conflicts 
among the members of the rehebnnateo communities There are 
two important factors, namely (1) pursuit of socially degraded 
occupations, and (2) establishment of marriage relationship with 
persons of inferior social status In the new resettled village some 
Chasa families, under severe economic strain, have taken to fish 
trade, which 1s mcornpauble with their caste position 1n the tradiuonai 
social order For them ,t Is a demeaning avocation from the point of 
view of caste norms 

t.rkewrse. conflict wrthm two important lineages of Chasa caste 
in the resettlement village has weakened their caste sohdanty The 
oustee Chasa family was termed as buot-to« (submerged). 
Unaffected Chasa families did not prefer marriage alliance. Those 
Chasa families who have been displaced are considered as 
submerged deshtutes Their social status slumped down In fact, 
the outstees became impoverished and lost their economic status 
In the area. 

CHANGING FRONTIERS OF KINSHIP 

Kinship retatronsrup threshed new challenges among the 
relocates Kinship reiauonslups in any society are central to its 
social structure It provides social solidarity and regulated society 
as per accepted norms. Socio-cultural norms had developed sine 
long years and the new strange situation imposed certain constraints 
for devration In simple socrenes, every 1nd1v1dual 1s related by kinship. 
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consanguineal or affinal All socieues orstmquish and interact with 
various categories of consancumeal and affinal kins. People interact 
with each other on the basis of associated patterns of nghts and 
obllgallons. Kinship systems operate on responses to various 
recognizable pressures within a framework of ecotoqrcal, brotoqrcat, 
psychological and social hrnltanons Therefore, no society can do 
away with kinship relations; they may only vary the degree of mtensity. 

An illustration of the changing frontiers of kmsrup of the Chasa 
caste among the oustees provides some facts. Marriage institutions 
among the oustees, who are referred to as budi-Iokor submerged 
destrtutes, has swiftly undergone several changes. In the original 
village, members of Chasa caste were very particular about forging 
connubial retauonsrup with people of similar status wnhm their caste 
The marriage field was very wide and diffused and one could select 
a family for establishing fresh mantal relanonsrup out of a wide range 
of choice After displacement the marriage field of the oustees 
remained confined among the relocates as well as to those Chasa 
families who were earlier inferior to them socially Non-oustees are 
not prepared to give their girls 1n marriage to the relocatee families 
because they apprehend that their girls would not get enough food 
and clothing and in all probability would be pushed to a life of misery 
On the other hand, non-oustees are not, prepared to take brides 
from the oustee families as they think that oustee f arruhes would 
not be able to pay ostentatious presentation of gifts as a mark of 
respect for their social status. Among the relocates lineage soltdanty 
has become weak and 1t no longer functioned as a solid social 
block After displacement spatial gap, poverty and lack of social 
control have together contributed to the weakening of the structure 
of lineages No longer members of a lineage are in a position to 
observe ntual pollution arising out of birth and death Thus. Kinship 
ties which provide a measure of stability to social relations are in a 
flux among the relocatees. 

LESSONS FROM RENGALI RESETTLEMENT 

The resettlement project has failed to restore, and recrea 
lone improve, the lifestyle of the displaced population The PAP 
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hough have been consulted to give their opinion with regard to th 
selection of relocation site; their aspiration had not been ensured 
and followed in the entire resettlement project. The protect offrcrals 
admitted this could not be possible due to certain constraints 
However. disserrunanon of information about their impending 
relocation. rates and procedure of payment of compensation and 
excersize of their choice as regards the relocation site have been 
completed officially As there were some lacunae in the relocation 
and resettlement processes, the PAPs put up unsuccessful in 
resistance against their displacement in an organized way. Therefor .....• 
the project Authorities did not comply with the reaction and response 
of the outstees. Simuar callousness was shown to opinions of those 
PAPs who desired to be relocated in settled villages of their kins 
Some oustees put their stiff resistance against their requests in an 
organized manner Such resistances, m course of time, dwindled 
away Some influential oustees acquired lands for their settlement 
and practice of agriculture 1n some host villages Such a situation 
aggravated the process of planned resettlement Wherever the 
relocates managed to buy homestead and agricultural land in some 
settled villages. were confronted with murky and spiteful suuauons 
Conflict between resettler and their host population had arisen m 
several ind1v1dual clusters, because the latter considered the former 
as encroachers in their hrmted resources and 1n cluster villages 
population density has suddenly increased levels above the carrying 
capacity of land and other natural resources available to the hosts 
and new-comers 

Here the resettlement operations though have not been left out 
of the main project design, which seems that adequate attentions 
have not been paid to socio-cultural dimensions of the problem of 
displacement. No social survey has been conducted among the 
oustees and their host populations so as facilitate re-settlement 

Some irnphcrt nnphcanons of pure bureaucratic approach, which 
,s a feature of Rengah Resettlement Project, may be highlighted 
here For instance, the leaders of old Khemla village were shown 
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several sites for resettlement withm the Malyag1n reserve forest in 
he catchment area of the dam During the time of inspection the 
forest was Verdant green, dense and cool, and the soil appeared to 
be swampy and fertile The leaders of the PAPs tdennfred a patch, 
which was reclaimed for the purpose of relocation But after 
reclamation the soil looked completely transformed. During the last 
15 years or so the sub-sou has been washed away to a large rnsjor 
and the soil has lost its moisture retaining capacity The sou. mtact, 
1s sandy-loam replete with gravels and boulders The soil 1s not 
suitable for practice of agriculture because ,t dries irnmedrately after 
the showers 

In the resettlement village, the non-farming castes have been 
allotted equal extent of land as the farming caste tarmly-wrse 
Farming castes have made strenuous efforts to make their respective 
lands cultivable, whereas S C families have not made strenuous 
efforts to make their lands cultivable Some S C families have 
mortgaged the land allotted to them to overcome their economic 
distress It is reported that in view of their habihty they would not be 
able to retrieve their mortgaged land 

The backbone of the resettlement plan anywhere should consist 
of a development package, 1 e a set of provisron aimed at 
reconstructing production base of the relocates In case of Rengah 
shoddy approach was made to retain their socio-cultural hfe But, in 
deed, their socio-cultural hfe was disrupted so badly that 1t could 
not rescue the PAPs from near annihilation The hallmark of Indian 
society ,s the socro-cuiturat unity, through several drversrties In 
Indian society one's occupation rn life 1s determined by his/her birth 
Therefore. ,n Indian context a uniform economic package for 
rehab11ttat1on could not serve the purpose Different cashes have 
different avocations, therefore, 1n Indian context both land-based 
and non-land based strategies need be pursued as there are fanning 
and non-forming categones among the oustees In the submerged 
village of Khemla, the oustees practised their traditional occupations 
The hallmark of village l1f e was socio-econorruc plurality Keeping in 
view this fact the renaounauon should have been designed The 
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non-farming castes who are allotted land for farming purposes could 
not pursue agriculture as their source of livelihood. The line 
departments of Slate Government did not try to provide extension 
service to properly carry out agricultural operations. There were no 
taciuues for unqauon. no agricultural extension service. no training 
to raise horticulture, no training to promote animal resources and 
no training to undertake off-farm employment schemes There. onty 
land-based resettlement cannot prevent major disruption in the life 
of the relocates No doubt, land 1s a crucial factor in the resettJement 
strategy of the rural mass In case of non-land based resettlement 
strategy schemes should have been developed to restore the 
productive system of the retocatee by providing suitable substitutions 
for the loss of income generating assets But this effort has not 
been made 

ENVIRONMENT PRESERVATION 

The resettlement plan should be drawn with specific orientation 
towards preserving and improving the existing environment. In Rengali 
resettlement most of the oustees have been allotted land in the 
upper catchment belt of reservoir. whtch was reclaimed, and 
consequently vast stretches of dense virgin forest were destroyed. 
Destruct1on ot the forest tract has caused and wilt continue to cause 
immense harm to their life and economy of the inhabitants of the 
area The denuded environment has been aggravating the post 
displacement miseries of the oustees. The social harmony among 
the oustees after displacement was lost The biodiversity of the 
area has, in fact, been obliterated to a large extent. The peace and 
happiness has been disrupted due to lack of intimate and selfless 
cooptation among the oustees. The socio-cultural life in the 
submerged village. which bolstered up the day-to-day life, ts 
conspicuous in rts absence in the resettlement Khemla village The 
oustees themselves confessed that their previous life in submerged 
village was one of intimacy and cooperation But 1n the new Khemla 
vlllage life 1s r raught with internecine cornpetmon 
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INTERPRETIVE CONCLUSION 

It 1s worthwhile to analyse the significance of Julian Steward's 
concept of cultural ecology His method of analysis is functional or 
necessary relationships between ecology and technology. Of course. 
he dtd not approach the statement of ecological causality in terms 
of statistical probabilities. As a result. his method of analysis 
somewhat undermmed an important substantive nomothetic 
achievement by putting back into the ecological formula the 
indeterminancy which it was designed to overcome. The significance 
of Steward's analysis of bands in that ,t showed how the interaction 
between technology and environment could explain most of the 
important and ideological features of low energy hunters and 
gatherers in most of the known examples without utilizing histoncal 
or other idiographic modes of explanation. If we do not clearly state 
that the issue is a matter of probability. then before long we find 
ourselves retreating to the cupboard of eclecticism in order to achieve 
an explanation of all of important structural and tdeational features 
in all of the known cases. But such explanation ceases to be 
nomothelically stable. 'We already know beforehand that 1f we could 
be given an account of all of the events in the history of each of the 
peoples who have band organization. we should be able to offer an 
explanation which would be more complete that can be obtained 
through the nomothetic option. But such a programme is the 
antithesis of science. and we do not improve our nomothettc 
formulation by taking on the additional bit of advice that the exceptions 
to our rules can be understood by drabbing in other factors. unless 
the additional consideratlons are couthed in nomothetic terms· 

The village community in the of d Khemla village exhibited some 
uniqueness and some commonalities in the day-to-day living 
panorama. It had developed and nourished by its own methods of 
mteracnon over a long period of time. We know that culture ,s 
dynamic and flows forward the manner in which the carriers of that 
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culture intended Modes of behaviour manifest 1n their day-to-day 
life are s1gnif1cant elements to decipher their cultural ethos. Post· 
vicuon disrupts such serene cultures From trus 1t is evident that 

culture has survival value and thus, people all over live by their own 
culture They gradually tame 1n their physical environment for delightful 
hv1ng by their cultural dictates If physical ecology 1s the raw material 
culture provides necessary technology to shape and reshape those 
cotoqicat raw materials to serve them better The manner in which 

ecological raw materials. 1 e the physical environment, 1s 
transformed to serve mankind better Tots 1s what is known as cultural 
ecology. People llvmg in different ecosystems have developed 
dtfferent ecologies tn other words, hving ecosystems are culture 
specifrc In cultural variation the known feature of the mankind when 
the physical ecology tnes to overwhelm the cultural mechanism of 
people, then ,t may be assumed, there is maladaptabon. Perfect 
adaptation to the physical environment 1s possible 1f people have 
designed and created appropriate technology to adapt through their 
physical environment tt may not be construed that ecology 
completely dominates us human earners There is perfec 
adaptability, which some people have demonstrated. As ecosystem 
1s not completely stable, because of unforeseen natural factors. 
like severe earthquake, severe cyclone, Tsunami, etc the manner 
or adaptation of people to the envrronrnent not only disturbs their 
pnstme envtronment and culture, but also such events creates untold 
misery and catastrophic conditions Thus, forced eviction of people 
rom their settled habitats creates cataclysm for the people 
Therefore, forced evictron of people, in view of establishment of major 
development projects need be abandoned or very careful cecrsion 
may be taken after considering major losses and gains, which such 
a project is going to create for the humankind 

Ecology 1s the study of living systems as integrated comptexe 
Ecological studies or countless animal species behold the necessity 
of ~tudy1no the mterrelauons of morphology. physiology and behavior 
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in any given ecological adaptation against a broad background of 
contingent environmental relationships. Since man is at the center 
stage of all actwlues, culture assumes paramount importance. In 
the study of environmental relationship, study of culture highlights 
the importance of man as the Kingpin. Such a strategy will help in 
ameliorating contingent environmental problems. The nature of 
human adaptation assumes more importance than study of man in 
isolation, Anthropology is an integrated hohstic discipline and it 
emphasizes the study of man's basic bioculturat adaptations 
emerged in reciprocal relationships with technology and social 
organization. The manifold biocultural adaptations of human 
populations today continue to interrelate complexity with man as a 
biological entity as well as a cultural entity. 

Thus, in view of the above theoretical premise it is incumbent to 
study the social structure and culture of the uprooted or in other 
words, the involuntarily displaced groups. so as to prepare an 
appropriate resettlement plan and implement the same meticulously 
so that the woes of the oustees could be minimized and they are 
soda-culturally rehabilitated to carry on their ltfe style. 
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HEALTH IMPACTS OF FORCED DISPLACEMENT: 
A CASE STUDY OF TEHRI DAM IN INDIA 

* Satish Kedia, Ph.D 

1. Health Impacts: A Missing Link in the Resettlement Puzzle 

Hydroelectric dam projects have the enormous potential to 
provide electricity, to increase agricultural productivity 

through irrigation. and to control flooding, all with the goal of improving 
people's well-being (Goldsmith and Hildyard 1984). From displacing 
people due to water impoundment to creating new habitation around 
dam, water reservoir. and irrigation canals, the construction of dams 
affects people in many ways. The existing project poucies and 
practices have primarily focused on the issues of land and housing 
compensation and, to some extent, provision of baste amenities for 
project-affected people (Hansen and Oliver-Smith 1982. Cernea and 
Guggenheim 1993, Downing 1996). But a critical issue of health 
consequences for both resettlers and people around the dam, 
reservoir, and canal has largely been ignored (Hughes and Hunter 
1970: Partridge, Brown and Nugent 1982; Waidram 1985). 

A recent report by the World Comrmssion on Dams reported 
anywhere between 40 and 80 million people being displaced 
worldwide smce 1950 (2000). Also millions of others may be impacted 
by the dam construction, water impoundment. and canals. Gardener 
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and Perry ( 1995) reported that the number of dams planned 1n th 
1990s for future construction increased from the previous decade 
The larger dams portended by research and those dams currently 
m the building or planning stages result 1n escalated yet unmitigated 
health risks among all project-affected people, particularly among 
he resettlers who often do not have access to healthcare or food 
production systems in the new location. Vanous resettlement policy 
documents. including one by the World Bank, make cursory and 
mdirect references to assess and rmtiqate health impacts of dam 
construction on affected people (OP 4 12,The World Bank2001) 
There are a few qutdetmes available for health impact assessment 
but none has been incorporated in the policy documentation or has 
been implemented rn resettlement practices (Asian Development 
Bank 1992, World Health Organization 2000, Overseas Development 
Institute 1989, Health Canada 1999, WHO and CEMP 1992, Pubhc 
Health Commission 1995) 

In addition to deficient policy provisions to address health 
consequences of dam projects. our knowledge of such 
consequences Is also limited The literature on the health 
consequences of dam projects Is scanty and focuses primarily on 
the spread of parasiuc infections due to water impoundments in and 
around the dam and canals and ,ts consequences on people in those 
areas (e g . Jobin 1999, Hughes and Hunter 1970, Desowitz 1976: 
Scudder 1973, Heyneman 1979. Kloos, DeSole and Lemma 1981; 
Partridge, Brown and Nugent 1982, Goodland 1985, Kedia 1992) 
This research fills this void by situating the health expenences of the 
project-affected people, especially of resettlers, of the Tehri dam in 
North India in the overall scheme of economic development The 
lessons learned from this study will have value, not only for 
hydroelectric dam projects but for all development projects globally 
In this paper. I argue to incorporate a Health Assessment and Care 
{HAC) component In resettlement pohcies and practice. ln the HAC, 
I include assessment and monitoring of physical and mental health 
nsks, food and nutnnonal nsks, and provision for mitigation and care 
for a healthy lifestyle for all those impacted by a development project 
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2. Literature on Health Impacts of Dams and Resettlement: 

Two populations expenence health impacts due to hydroelectric 
dam construction. people who remain by the water bodies and people 
who are displaced and resettled to accommodate the dam, the 
catchment area, and the dam-related infrastructure The 
displacement of persons to far away places creates health problems 
because of increased in population density. exposure to new 
diseases, changes in dietary patterns, and mental health issues 
associated with adapting to a new environment 

3. Health Impacts on Those Who Stayed around Water 
Impoundments and Canals 

One of the major health impacts of dam related activities result 
from proliferation of insects and snail vectors (Jobin 1999). The most 
frequently mentioned diseases in association with dams, reservoirs, 
and irrigation canals are malaria, onchocerciasis (river blindness), 
schistosomiasis (bilharzia}, trypanosomiasis (African sleeping 
sickness), filaria, bulinus, biomphalana. and gastroenteritis (Scudder 
1973, Waddy 1973; Brown and Deom 1973; Meakins 1981, Rew 
and Driver 1986; Bradley 1993; Jobin 1999, Cernea 2000; Hughes 
and Hunter 1970; Desowitz 1976, Heyneman 1979; Kloos, DeSole, 
and Lemma 1981; Partridge, Brown, and Nugent 1982; Goodland 
1985, Kedia 1992}. Most of these diseases are debilitating and have 
serious health implications for the affected communities. 

Dams and areas of water unpoundrnent also can affect people's 
health indirectly, usually on the level of nutnuon. Dam construction 
usually involves the loss of productive fields (Weil et al 1990). as 
riverbeds tend to be more fertile due to sedimentation Over a period 
of time, reservoirs have increasing salinity, which in tum can decrease 
agricultural productivity (Jobin 1999). All these factors suggest 
decreased agricultural production that has sometimes led to 
malnutrilJon for those around the dam and catchment area Fisheries 
also have been affected In two opposing ways from dam construction 
On the one hand, the migratory fish population decreased because 
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of the physical barrier of the dam, and the ecology for the native fish 
changed (Jobm 1999) On the other hand, developing fisheries 1n 
lhe reservoirs has been a priority of dam construction and frequently 
expands the fish population (Scudder 1973) 

4. Health Impact on Resettlers 

Infectious diseases can be introduced at resettlement sites in 
multiple ways: the resettlers bnng the diseases with them: exposure 
to the unfarmhar diseases from the host population, the development 
activities in the new site may create favorable conditions for the 
spread of vectors and agents. an increase in population density 
facilitates the transmission of communicable diseases uke malaria, 
scrustosorruasrs. oncnocercrasis. hookworm, and ascaris; the 
intrusion of humans into sparsely populated areas with zoonotic 
disease complexes such as trypanosorruasrs. leishmarnas,s, and 
yellow fever may expose them to new disease hazards; and the 
physical and psychological stress of resettlement and adapting to 
a new environment predisposes resettlers to 11t-health (Kloos 1990, 
643) 

Cernea (2000) has noted that diseases of poor hygiene (e.q., 
diarrhoea and dysentery) and of unsafe and insufficient water supplies 
(e g , parasitrc and vector-borne diseases) could be alleviated with 
better project planning Beiser noted that the challenges associated 
with rapid adaptation to new environments, together with new 
economic and/or cultural systems, can be stressful for resettlers 
and frequently result in physical and mental illnesses (Beiser 1982, 
119) In general. resettlers experience more stress than those not 
resettled (Werner 1985) from adJusting to new environments and 
economies, which can increase morbidity and mortality patterns 
(Corruccmt and Kaul 1983) There are more physical illnesses 
caused by stressed mental states (Cemea 2000). such as diabetes 
and cardiovascular problems including high blood pressure {Ward 
and Prior 1980) Psychosoc,al problems accompany resettlement, 
such as substance abuse and suicide {Kirby 1989; Hanna and 
Fitzgerald 1993· 1169) We mer measured stress among the resettlers 
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of the Upper ttajat Dam in Brazil (1985· 163). Using scuocer's idea 
of "social stress" (fighting with neighbors. tack of confidence In local 
leadership. cnme, etc.) and Scudder and Col son's concept of .• socio 
cultural stress" (economic hardship and the Joss of a group's cultural , 
inventory}, he inferred that the resettlers exhibited s,gnificantly higher 
stress levels compared to Barra Dollman (the nonsettler) farmers 
on his 13 question scale for "social stress •• This paper through the 
use of a case study win illustrate the critical importance of includmq 
mental health when assessing health status of resettled persons 
due to dam constructJon of persons resettled due to dam construction. 

5. Data Collection 

The health impact fieldwork was conducted over a period of 18 
months during 1993 and 1995 m two locations· one m a village 
close to the town ofTehri in the Garhwat Himalayas, and the second, 
among resettlers of the Tehri dam project in the plains close to the 
Himalayan foothills, both in the state of Uttaranchal In North India. 
This site was selected because the inhabitants were relocated to 
this village in the earty 1980s, providing a period sufficient to study 
long-term health impacts of forced displacement Because no 
baseline data were available for the study group before the 
resettlement. I used the "Two-Group Posttest Only Design" {Bernard, 
1995. p 68) This design is considered appropriate if, out of two 
villages in the same cultural reqion, one village has experienced a 
major intervention, but the other has not. According to Bernard (1995, 
p 68) .•• this design is quite convincing, though, when the difference 
between O 1 and 02 {the two villages] are larqe and where you have 
lots of participant observation data to back up the claim that the 
intervention is responsible for those differences" {Bernard. 1995. p. 
68). I compared the patterns of health experiences in the two Garhwah 
communities. One community was a resettled Garhwall village in a 
plains region at the foothills of the Himalayas The other, the control 
group, was a Garhwali vtllage ,n the Himalayas. situated near the 
location of the resettlers' original mountain village. This control 
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mountain village was chosen because of its s1m,lanty to the 
reset tiers' original mountain village In terms of us altitude. ecolog.,, 
farming systems. culture, socioeconomic levels, and cast 
composition 

While interviews were conducted to examine the health 
experiences or resettlers during and immedrately after the 
resettlement, the emphasis was on whether these concerns 
persisted over time A triangulated methodology incorporating 
participant observation, in-depth interviews, case studies, and a 
structured questionnaire were used to collect the data on physical 
and mental health status as well as to study local health systems. 
I also collected information on the physical environment and health 
resources available around the project-affected areas and the 
resettlement site Actual avanabillty, accessibthty. and uuhzatron of 
various healing practices were also documented in the study villages. 
A number of folk healers and mornedical pracnuoners were interviewed 
to develop an understanding of their perspective on the health issues 
,n the area as well as the healing practices In-depth interviews were 
conducted with several key respondents, who provided a 
comprehensive understanding of local constructs of health, illness, 
and healing practices 

6. Profile of the Project and area under study: 

6.1 The Tehri Hydroelectric Dam Project {Tehri Dam and 
Garhwalis) 

The construction work on the Tehn dam began in 1978 and 
after multiple delays Is now to be completed in 2003 (International 
Rivers Network 2002} At 260 meters hIgh, this dam will be the highest 
In India and the fifth tallest in the world It Is being built in the central 
Garhwal Himalayas 1n the state of Uttaranchal of North India on the 
river Bhag1rath1, the main tributary of the Ganges The dam 1s 
projected to generate 2400 megawatts of electncity with the capac, 
to irrigate quarter rrulhon hectares of land However, the water 
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impoundrnent will cover more than 125 villages. as well as a maior 
own. requ Inng the resettlement of approximately 100. 000 Garhwalis. 
predominantly peasants. About 1 5.000 persons had been resettled 
by the time data was collected 1n 1995. An addmonal 50,000 persons 
hving around the water impoundments and canal systems are being 
impacted directly or mduectly 

6.2 The Nonsettlers' Village in the Mountains 

One ot the two study sites, the mountain village, ,s situated 
near the town of Tehri, at about 700 meters elevation along the nver 
valley This village consisted of approximately 1,250 persons The 
majonty of the households were Joint family structure There were 8 
castes of Brahmins, 12 castes of Rajputs, and 4 castes of Harijans. 
consisting mostly of /uhars (blacksmiths), badais (carpenters), 
sunars {goldsmiths), and baJg1 (Hanjans who perform various 
functions, such as drum playing. basket weaving, and tailoring) 
The 108 study subjects consisted of 7 4 men and 34 women with a 
mean age of 42.7 and 48 1 years. respectively. Of these 108 adult 
respondents, approximately 20% were Brahmins, 70% were RaJputs. 
and 1 OOfc, were Haruans. The village borders the narrow stnps of 
alluvial s011 along the Ganges River; the community uutizes forests 
nch 1n resources, and grazing grounds for arumats Villagers practice 
subsistence agnculture, which is mostly self-contamed and confined 
to family members involving all those who share the same hearth. 
Economic inequalities exist within trus village, as evident in the 
unequal ownership of land, with almost half of the community ownmg 
less than one acre, whrch Is scarcely enough to feed one family 
Yet. there are also several tarmhes who own large tracts or land 
between 4 and 17 acres. with one household having 52 acres Th, 
village is close enough to the dam project to expenence effects of 
the construction and wtll be covered by water in tho future once t. · 
dam 1s filled. 
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6.3 The Resettled Village in the Plains 

The resettled village is 1n the plains next to the foothills of the 
Himalayan Mountains where Garhwali peasants had been resettled 
in 1981 , approximately 13 years prior to the data collection. The 
population of theresetners' village was approximately 1,350 persons 
The study population (N = 108) for this study comprised 76 men 
and 32 women with a mean age of 44 4 and 43.8 years, respectively. 
Of these 108 adult respondents, approximately 10% were Brahmins. 
88% were Rsjputs, and 2% were Harijans. Unlike the mountain 
village, the economic disparity in the resettled village was less 
obvious. This was primarily due to the size of the resettlers' land 
holdings, which was around two acres, the amount provided by the 
dam authorities. The resettlement site Is forest-cleared ground that 
Is relatively flat, hot and humid, and removed from major natural 
resources hke water bodies, forests, and grazing grounds. Agriculture 
here is primarily focused on the crops that have some market value 
such as wheat, nee, maize, and mustard, contrary to the mountains, 
where a variety of lintels and vegetables are grown along with cereals. 
Resettlers have more outside exposure. as reflected in the younger 
generation. particularly females, obtaining more formal education 
than their counterparts In the mountains. 

7. HEALTH IMPACTS OF THE TEHRI DAM PROJECT 

7.1 Health Implications of Project Acttvities for the Last Three 
Decades 

It 1s difficult to fully capture the potential health impacts of Tehn 
Dam as the dam is still in the final stage of its completion. Even so, 
the environment has been drastically altered over the past 30 years, 
particularly with regard to deforestation, pollution. and increased 
population All three of these increases the health risks among 
persons who continue to live near the constructron site. Ma1or paths 
,n forests have been cut to accommodate construction equipment 
triggering an increase in s01I erosion, resulting ,n the depletion o 
s01I on formerly cultivatable hillsides. In addition. there 1s a spread 
of grassy vegetation, - facilitating the proliferation of hosts and 
vectors of parasitic and other infectious diseases 
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The effects of the dam construction are widespread. The 

blasting of rock for building the dam creates noise and air pollution, 
the latter leading to numerous respiratory infections tike oroncno 
pneumonia. Issues associated with the 8,000 temporary construction 
workers being introduced to the area include inadequate housing 
and sanitation, an increased rate of land degradation, and the spread 
of infectious diseases. A number of people living near dam sites 
experience malnutrition soon after the dam construction The soil 
degrades from a combmauon of erosion, silt. and higher population 
densities Waterways frequently have silt deposits and sahnation 
(Jobin 1999) A resulting decline in agricultural productivity leads to 
malnutrition. which tn turn causes deficient development in children 
and prenatal mortality, as well as general weakness and increased 
susceptibility to pathogens within the entire population. 

Heightened anxiety is also connected to the anticipated 
change in the s011 conditions. People fear they will lose their entare 
land when the reservoir fills with water; people are afraid that the 
additional water in the reservoir will exacerbate the tendency of the 
local soil to absorb water and then, once heavy with the moisture. 
fall down the h1lls1de, depleting the soil available for cultivation. In 
addition, anxiety develops from displeasing the supernatural deities 
by drsruptlnq the holy River Ganges. 

7.2 Impact on Physical Health of Resettters 

These resettlers were forced to relocate from their village in 
the mountain to an uninhabited site in the Iootrults of the Himalayas 
Since the neighboring areas in the plains are already densely 
populated, authorities decided to dear a segment of RaJaJi National 
Forest to accommodate these resettlers, Warm and humid, the 
region is a fertile ground for various parasmc vectors With the new 
human habitation in the area, the vector population grew dramattcally 
and so did the Incidence of new infections for the inhabitants 
Moreover, the resettlers also got exposed to parasites among the 
neighboring host community for which they did not have irnrnuruty 
This new situation had perceptible impact on the health expenenc 
of the resettlers who found themselves highly suscepuole to many 
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of these diseases Many resettlers reported expenencmp seno 
illnesses at the time of 1n1t1ally moving to the resettlement site and 
rernammq in poor health smce then They reported more incidences 
of specific illnesses or symptoms. hke fever. malaria, typhoid, 
measles, gastrointestinal ailments, asthma, and tubercutosis 
problems than the nonsettlers. 

7.3 Implications for Mental Health of Resettlers 

My early observations of resettlers· vulnerable mental health 
status led me to compare the level of depression among the resettlers 
with those who have not been resettled using a psychometric scale 
Although a mulhtude of psychometnc scales to measure depression 
are available, none was culturally appropriate; therefore. based on 
these existing scales and DSM-IV cntena, I developed 15 culturally 
appropnate items to measure depression In these two groups Ten 
of the items used m this scale resemble the DSM-IV Respondents 
were asked to rate each of the items on a three-point scale. 

I employed the Mann-Whitney U-W1lcoxon Rank Sum W Test 
to test each of the 15 ,terns used to measure depression to assess 
whether the samples from the two populattons differ from each other 
srqruflcantly For thirteen of the fifteen items used, the resettJers had 
lower mean rank scores, Ind1cat1ng more depression for the resettlers 
on 1nd1v1dual items. The differences in the mean ranks between the 
nonsettJers and resettlers were statistically significant for nine of the 
items· have trouble steeping (p = O 0057), tired all the time (p - 
0 0075), feel regret for past events (p = 0.0000). feel guilt for anything 
unpleasant (p = 0 0448), avoid confiding in others (p = 0 0015). fear 
irnpencmq disaster {p = 0.0000), sleep Is disturbed by worrying (p = 
O 0338). feel you've committed a sin (p = 0 0071 ), and feel Insecure 
{p = O 0002) For another four tterns the resettlers had lower mean 
rank scores than the nonsettlers, although the differences were not 
stausucatly s1gmficant feel problems w1JI not end (p = 0.0683), worry 
even during leisure time (p = 0.3726), get into arguments easily (p = 
0.1021 ), fear going anywhere at night (p = 0 0981) For onty two 
items did the resettlers score higher than the non-settlers -feeling 
ao most of the time (p = 0 0329) and nostalgia for pre-resettlement 
ys (p = 0.4755) 
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The comparison between the two populations clearly 
demonstrates that the resettlers had a higher level of depressive 
mood In adomon, the charactenzations of their experiences validate 
these quantitative findings from the quantitative data These resetuers 
narrated their live experiences, which supported the quantitative data 
and provided an erruc perspective on resettlers' perceptions of their 
realities. Many of them also expressed a mood of having given up, 
"Ye to aise hi chalega (!his 1s how it's going to be")." 

7.4 Changing Food Production Strategies among Resettlers 

While the literature on the impacts of forced displacement is 
diverse and wide-ranging, here I focus primarily on the limited 
literature available on the impact of forced resettlement on food 
production According to King ( 1986 ). development-induced 
displacement almost always forces people to resettle to new 
ecological areas with different altitudes, land use patterns, and 
farrmng methods. Displacement to a new environment influences a 
people's traditional means of procuring food, especially among 
agrarian communities (Green, 2000). One consequence of this 
change in farming systems is that the resettled group experiences 
a decrease in adequate protein in their diet because, invariably, 
they shift from a diverse crop agriculture that 1s subsistence-based 
to the cultivation of only a few cash crops (Hakim. 2000; Hong, 
1987; Sapkota, 2001 ). The shift from self-sufficiency to dependence 
on the market economy for food leaves resettlers heavily reliant on 
their earnings from cash crop production because they must buy 
rather than produce their food (Hong, 1987, p 209: Waldram, 1985) 
This change in procurement creates a problem because the foods 
purchased by the resettlers typically consist of processed 
carbohydrates rather than the protein found 1n foods they usually 
produced prior to resettlement (Waldram, 1985). Another reason for 
low protein intake among resettlers stems from a new topology at 
the resettlement site. Usually, people who live along bodies of water 
supplement their diets with fish, a common and important source of 
protein. However, because of the unavailability and high cost of land 
located near bodies of water, resettlement sites are often situated 
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ar from water. where fish are no longer a viable supplement, as 1n 
the case of the resettlers in both the Volta Dam and Aswan Dam 

projects in Africa (Hong, 1987) 

In addiuon to altering the type of food produced. forced 
displacement may also decrease the quantity of available food. 
Because of the altered ecology and topography of most resettlement 
sites. oftentimes. in addition to adjusting to new farming practices, 
agrarian resettlers must cope with new and fewer farming resources. 
oreover, In many resettlement sites. the land 1s simply not 

conducive to farming. thus, the agricultural yields at these locations 
are d.rnmlshed and inadequate to meet the resettlers' nutritional 
needs In many documented instances of displacement. the 
resettlers experienced a decrease in food production because of 
the loss of land (Singh. 1992), soil that was ill suited for growing 
traditional crops (Kloos, 1990), or shortened fallow penods (Hong, 
1987) Trus decrease In crop production can be quite severe. In 
addiuon to decreasing crop cultivation, resettlement can affect 

livestock production 

This cornbmauon of a decrease in food production and a change 
In dietary patterns can lead to malnutnuon among a resettled 
community As Kloos ( 1990) states, .. Malnutrition in resettlement 
projects ,s commonly associated with food production and 
consumption problems While starvation 1s rare because of 
government and international support structures, the common 
replacement of traditional production systems by mechanized 
monoculture and cash-cropping often results 1n imbalanced diets 
nd nutnt1onal disorders" (p 644) 

Resources tor Food Production 
Land and Forest Resources 

A community's food production strategies are dependent upon 
cology of the region. as well as the avauabuuy of land and 

other resources The geographical conditions of the resettled village 
nd the mountain village are drastically different in altitude. 

topography, climate, and water ava1lab1hly. The mountain village 1s 
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located in the Tehn distnct, 8 kilometers from the drstnct's 
headquarters, Tehri town At an altitude of about 700 meters. this 
village sits in a river valley on a stnp of land that ,s flat 1n comparison 
to other villages 1n the region. Because of perceptible ramfall. rain 
fed canals. and the deposmon of alluvial soil, this land 1s fertile 
enough to produce enough crops to feed these villagers The 
remaining cultivatable rand consists mostly of narrow strips on hill 
slopes and 1s used for terrace cultivation. The region surrounding 
this village is also rich in forest cover with hundreds of rare medical 
and other plant species (Umyal, 1989). On the other hand. the 
resettled village is located In a flat and dry plain that was once part 
of RaJaji Forest and has an insufficient supply of irrigation water 

The fand quality in the resettlement site 1s further compromised 
by the lack of well-maintained equipment for prov,ding adequate 
irrigation water. In the mountains, water 1s available year-round to 
irrigate crops through the humidity of the soil and air and also through 
rain-fed canals However, in the resettlement site, the only way people 
can obtain imqatlon water, other than by the unpredictable and hrruted 
monsoon rains, is through expensive, government-operated tube 
wells These tube wells operate on electncrty, making the reseltlers 
even more vulnerable to losing their water supply than they already 
are because the supply of electricity in this rurai part of North tndia 
1s erratic and unreliable. Every time a tube well faals or the electncuy 
supply Is interrupted, the resettlers are faced with the possibility of 
losing their crops to drought 

Another difference between the groups 1s that most mountain 
villaqers have access to forest resources and grazing grounds and 
have hrruted rights to use these resources whereas the resettlers 
do not. Garhwalis 1n the mountains have elaborate knowledge about 
the forest vegetation, which they depend on heavily for food. fodder, 
fuel, construction materials, medicine, and ntual purposes However. 
the limited availability and poor quality of land at the resettlemen 
site 1s fell more strongly because of the accompanying lack of tor 
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resources and of irrigation tacrhties RaJaJ1, the forest aoracent to 
the resettlement site. Is part of the national reserve; thus, the us 
of its resources 1s strictly regulated by the government Without 
access to these traditional sources of food, fodder, fuel, medtcme , 
and construction materials, the resettlers are forced to find altematJve 
resources. which they frequently must purchase from the market. 

Availability of Labor 
The mountain villagers have a traditional support network in 

place for procuring agricultural implements, and labor 1s available 
through the tradruonal jajmarn (patron-client) system S1mpl 
agricultural tools that are used 1n the culnvation process are produced 
and maintained by local occupational castes, such as luhars 
(blacksmiths) and badais (carpenters), both of which are part of the 
Harnan Varna Thus, access to these resources seldom requires 
cash This support network ,s not present ,n the resettlement site 
Resettlement provided a vehicle for many lower caste families to 
escape their traditional dependency on higher castes In the 
resettlement site. members of the higher castes have to pay for 
services previously obtained through their caste and family network 

Labor 1s scarce in the resettled village, and relatives, friends. 
and neighbors who once helped one another in the mountains neither 
have time nor are willing to provide this help. This shortage of labor 
1s exacerbated by f arruhes fragmenting In the resettlement process 
any families were fragmented during displacement because some 

younger family members remained In the mountains in order to 
maintain Jobs with wages. In addrtron, among the resettlers in the 
plains, many young male adults are trying to obtain Jobs in offices 
and factories In the nearby towns to earn cash, leaving the women, 
children, and older men with the primary respons1b1llty of farming 

Patterns of Crop Production 
The 1993-94 crop production data from the two study villages 

reveals a dramatic shift in the pattern of crop production of the 
resettlers In the mountain village, wheat. nee, and maize were grown 
by 39 6 percent of all respondents dunng the year. whereas almost 
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double (77 .3 percent} the percentage of respondents in the resettled 
llage produced these three crops In adouion to the difference in 

production of these three cereal crops, there was a substantial 
difference in mustard cultivation, from 2. 7 percent of respondents an 
the mountain village growing mustard to 17 .3 percent of the resettlers 
who were interviewed. All four of these crops can be easily sold in 
the market to generate cash for other necessities AJthough wheat 
and nee are main crops in both villages, maize and mustard. which 
were rarely grown m the mountains. have been rapidly adopted by 
the resettfers In the plains specficalty because of then cash potential. 
In other Garhwali communities resettled because of Tehn Dam, 
villagers grew sugarcane as an additional cash crop (Singh, 1992). 
Other important shifts in crop production among the resetUers can 
be seen in millet and barley yields. Millet is a staple in the mountains 
because 1t is well suited to soil with low fertility and limited moisture 
and because us stalk, once dned, can be used as fodder. However, 
millet and barley do not have much cash value in the resettlement 
site's local markets Thus, while millet and barley were grown by 
27.3 percent and 7.1 percent, respectively, of the respondents in 
the mountain village. millet was grown by only 1.0 percent of 
respondents in the resettled village, and none of resettlers produced 
barley. 

While the shift in crop production from non-settlement to 
resettlement increased cash flow, 1t also had some negative effects 
on resettlers. Where 19.3 percent of the respondents in the mountain 
v1flage grew legumes, only 1.6 percent of the respondents in the 
resettled village did so. This decrease in legume production has 
also led to a lower consumption of protein by the resettters, 
decreased soil fertility, and. thus. increased need for artificial 
fertilizers. Furthermore, whife crops are rotated m the mountain 
village to maintain soil fertihty and prevent erosion. this practice 1s 
difficult in the resettled village because of each household's limited, 
two-acre land allotment. Additionally, a host of new expenses were 
incurred in the new location: agricultural tools (tractors, thrashers, 
tc.). fertilizers, h1gh-y1eld variety seeds, pesticides. herbicides 

water for irnqatron. and taxes on farmland. 
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Animal Husbandry 

In the mountains, animal husbandry 1s the most important 
economic acuvuy next to crop production While goats and sheep 
are the main herding animals, most people also own cows and 
buffaloes for milk, oxen for plowing, and chickens for eggs and meat 
The availabmty of and access to grazing grounds and fodder from 
the forest augment the number of livestock that people can afford 
However. the scarcity of grazing grounds in the resettled village, as 
well as the diffrculty in accessing fodder combined with the 
restrictions on using forest products. limit the number of farm animals 
the resettlers can own. This situation also forces the resettlers to 
buy fodder of inferior quality from the market The mountain villagers 
in this study collectively own almost three times as many oxen as 
do the resettlers and, accordingly, reported using oxen three times 
more for plowing purposes compared to their counterparts 1n the 

plains 

In the mountain village, people keep more than three fourths (4 
liters) of the milk from their cattle to supplement their protein 
consumption In contrast, in the plains, there 1s a demand for milk 
and milk products in the nearby market and host community, and 
there is a huge demand for milk in the nearby ciues of Rrshikesh and 
Handwar, as milk is the main ingredient for the preparation of edible 
dairy products. such as milk. curd, ghee (purified butter), ricotta 
cheese, and sweets Motivated by these high milk demands of nearby 
communities, the resettlers in this study sell approximately 45 
percent (3.5 liters) of the milk they produce Therefore, they have 
less milk for their personal consumption. creating a problem for a 
community already deficient in protein sources A similar situation 
occurs with poultry The resettlers sell 80 percent of their eggs, 
whereas the mountain villagers reported not selling any of the eggs 
at all For those who consume meat in the mountain. fish and small 
game are available in nearby areas, and fishing and small-game 
hunting are perrmssible to a large extent by law However. water 
ources for fishing are not readily available in the area around th 
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resettled viUage. nor 1s hunting allowed 1n the bordenng RajaJi Forest 
However, because of the limited fish and game resources and the 
penalties for breaking the law, the resettlers can rely on neither 
hunting nor fishing as a means for procuring the proteins they so 
desperately need. 

Discussion 
In addition to the daily necessities that resettlers must purchase, 

many of them have adopted lifestyles that require more cash 
expenditure. No doubt, the increase ,n consumerism has increased 
the cost of living and furthered the dependence on wage labor Two 
factors, exposure to urbanized communities and nonagricultural 
based employment, have necessitated formal schooling and have 
led to a new investment in children's college education. Now the 
resettlers have to travel by bus to nearby towns to meet with the 
resettlement officials and to obtain needed health services and other 
ementues. These new and frequent travel expenses cost them much 
needed money. In addition, many adult male resettlers spend 
considerably more money than their counterparts in the mountain 
village on their newly acquired addictions of alcohol, tobacco, and 
betel leaves Especially durmg the 18-year period resettle rs did not 
have ownership rights to their land, many resettlers assumed high 
interest loans from prtvete lenders in order to ecquue the 
aforementioned needs and amenities. 

Applied Significance of Health Impact Research 

This research provides new insights in the relationship between 
economic development and health, including food production 
systems. It clarifies the actual human costs of development projects 
and resettlement. It informs policy makers and implementing 
uthoritres about the need to provide not only famtl,ar therapeutic 

resources. but also modern heatth care facilities to resettlers. The 
task of health monitoring is complex and muddled with the local 
conceptualization of health. In traditional comrnuruttes, health , 
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issues, a comprehensive understanding of the local health and illness 
systems 1s crucial Health, like food, 1s a cultural construct Along 
with providing therapeutic resources, there should be a component 
of health education and preventive health measures for people to be 
able to cope with the new environment and circumstances. One of 
the crucial measures of people's well-being besides sooo-econornic 
factors 1s their health No plan of economic development or 
subsequent resettlement scheme would be effective until the health 
domain becomes an ,ntegral part of resettlement pohcy 

Additionally, to lessen the negative impacts on resettlers' diets 
and health, these polrcres should focus on training the resettlers in 
new methods of farming and in other income-earrunq opportunities. 
There should be provisions for providing food for resettlers during 
their transition, and for making irrigation water, seeds, and fertilizers 
available to them until they reach self-sufficiency By improving the 
infrastructure, developing basic services, and broadening the 
economic activines of resettlement sites, resettlers will have a greater 
chance of maintaining balanced diets and adjusting to their new 
environments When resettling a community, development planners 
should employ the services of appropriate aqnculturausts. 
horuculturausts. and animal husbandry experts during the transiuon 
and post-drsplacernent penod until the livelihood security of a 
community 1s restored Among other things, a long-term strategic 
response to ensure adequate food production and consumption must 
accompany forced displacement. Development planners should 
recognize the relationship between ecoloqrcat factors, systems of 
food production, and the potenhal for an adverse nutritional impact 
on the affected people and should gear resettlement policies toward 
making tradnronal food production practices ecoloqically viable and 
economtcally feasible in new locations 

A Health Awareness Campaign ( HAC) component is advocated 
n all economic development policy and programs especiall 
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resettlement policies and before, during, and after implementation 
This requires health and nutrition assessment of project-effected 
people on a continual basis as well as providing culturally appropnate 
health and nutrition care on a sustained basis. Mental health services 
should be an integral part of the health care plan. Investing ,n overall 
health care for the resettlers in an investment in human capital as 1t 
affects other aspects of their hfe. There 1s rhetoric about rehabilitating 
the displaced populations and helping them to recreate normal 
lifestyles to the extent possible Appropriate policy measures and 
financial allocations should be made to the health and food production 
components 1n the policy and implementation of resettlement plans. 
An active campaign for preventive community health measures and 
health education should be instituted among resettlers. 

• Assistant Professor. The Umversnv of Memphis 
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INDUSTRIALIZATION 
AND DISPLACEMENT IN ORISSA: 
Need for Resettlement and Rehabilitation with Empathy 

Trilochan Sahoo· 

Need of survey and suitable resettlement and rehabilitation 
policy: 

The tribal habitat, in India and in the State of Onssa as welt.rs 
girted with forests, fountains, flora, fauna and mineral 

deposits These lands of tribes and tigers are hospitable hosts to 
mining and industrial operations, dam projects, national par .. , 
sanctuaries and biosphere reserves. They are prone to be acquired 
for setting up of industries, mines and other development projects 
Thus the said projects are mostly located in the tribal concentrated 
areas and the tnbals are dislocated The Government has power to 
cquire any land anywhere 1n the Country at considerable rate it 

chooses to pay This is for the public interests, economic 
development and national progress On the contrary, our tnbal people 
have borne the risks and burden of displacement from their lands, 
for the greater cause of national development 

Unfortunately. without a definite rehabilitation and resettlement 
policy the projects of the above types set up smce mdependenc 
ailed to account for the needs of the displaced tnbals In onssa 
cept the NALCO project, which has a well-defined resettlement 

nd rehab11ttation pohcy and assessment survey of oustees. ther 
has been no uniform resettlement and rehabilitation policy in all th 
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industrial projects. The big giant industry, hke Rourkela Steel Plant. 
HAL, Ordnance Factory at Sa1ntala and other mdustnal organizations 
including the Kalmga Nagar Industrial Complex have dealt with the 
oustees as per their own individual resettlement and rehabmtation 
policies. Astonishingly, the NALCO for its Oarnaruodi, Koraput Projec 
and Angul Project has adopted two rehabrhtation principles. Whtie 
the former project adopted the rehabilitation policy of 'lands for lands' 
and the latter adopted no 'land based rehabihtatron policy· Similarly, 
all the groups of industries in Kalinga Nagar Industrial complex have 
yet to follow uniformity in their rehabilitation and resettlement 
principles 

For now. we await the Central Cabinet Subcommittee's wisdom 
on a suitable Rehabilitation and Resettlement Polley for the risks 
reversal of the displaced populations Mmistrial Committee on 
Rehabihtation and Resettlement under the Chairmanship of lndustnes 
Minister, Onssa was set up to suggest a suitable Rehaotlitauon 
and Resettlement Polley On the basis of the recommendation of 
the Committee, Government of Onssa has approved a rare 
Rehabilitation and Resettlement policy, which is expected to be 
acceptable to all 

By the way, no exact numbers of tnbals displaced due to the 
development projects in the country, In general and mdustnal projects 
in particular, could be surveyed and estimated ever. Since 1950, as 
many as 50 million people have been displaced due to various 
development projects, of them 40% are tnbals This mdrcates about 
20 million tribals accounting 25% of the total ST population have 
been dislocated from their own base {Govt of India, Planning 
Commission, 2001 ). According to National Polley on Tribal. MOTA. 
GOI, Indra nearly 85 39 lakh tnbals had been displaced until 1990 
on account of some mega projects or the other, reservation of r ore st 
as national park etc. tribal constitute at least 55.16% of the total 
displaced people of the country. Balaji & Associate { 1998) estimated 
that in Onssa there are as many as 79,621 families including 13,772 
(17.30%) STs, who have been displaced and affected by development 
projects, the number of ST families may be more. as complete 
information Is not available It shows that no systematic surve 
have been made for the oustees' risks and genuine need 
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assessment Therefore. a systematic survey, suitable renabuuauon 
and resettlement policy and need based-plans with due emphasis 
on economic cost. human cost and social cost are a prerequisite 
pnor to setting up of any industrial project 

Industrialization, displacement and land acquisition cases in Orissa 

Tnbal Onssa has nch mineral resources. tndustrlauzauons take 
place rapidly in the habnauon of its indigenous populations for state's 
prospenty and economic development and employment generation. 
The Government of Onssa has been taking up mining operations 
and setting up of different industrial projects since independence 
As a result of this displacements and land acquisruons have become 
inevitable The magnitude of displacement due to various development 
projects in Onssa during the penod from 1950 to1994 has been 
estimated as follows: 

I. Displacement and land acquisition by different 
development projects in Orissa 

II. Displacement and land acquisition by different industrial 
projects in Orissa 

1 

SI. Type of No. of villages No. of families Total land 
No project displaced/ displaced/ acquired 

affected affected (in ha) 

1 Mines 79 3143 2427.03 

2 Industries 133 11519 33963.00 

3 Thermal 
Power 73 2426 3155.31 

4 Irrigation 
and Hydel 
Power 
(Dams) 1181 64903 595918.60 

Total 1466 81991 634463.94 

Source see Ref at 7) 
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Kalinga Nagar Industrialization Aftermath: 
The Orissa Govt. prepared plans to develop the Kalmga Nagar 

Industrial Complex as one of the biggest steel hubs in Asia It aims 
at accelerating the pace of economic development and generating 
employment and widening self-employment opportunities through 
mcustnalizatron Between 1992 and 1994 It acquired 12,000 acres 
of land to house 8 Steel Plants. Currently Neelanchal lspat, Mid 
East Integrated Stall, Jindal Stamles and Vrsat Steel operate Plants 
in the Complex However, tnbals have continued to stay on much of 
the land since the other plants have yet to come up. Two years ago 
TATA Steel was allotted 2,000 acres of land to set up a plant The 
Minorities at Sranbasi not evicting land even after receiving 
compensation money 1 O years back ST & SC got compensation 
and thus need to be evicted. The 13000-acre industrial complex has 
hundreds of other farmues spread over 20 revenue villages. People of 
nearby 30 villages may loose their lands once the Govt. takes 
possession of the entire area An estimate shows that 815 ( 1 500 as 
per the revised estimate) families lost their lands The table given 
below shows the current status of the on-going displacement and 
rehabilitation scenario of industrialization In Kalinga Nagar, Sukmda. 
Jajpur Distnct Orissa. 

Statement of Industrialization, displacement and 
rehabilitation in Kalinga Nagar 

SI I Industry I Year of I Displaced I Rehabilitation 
No. Estt. famllles Measures 

1 MESCO I 1994 53 53 families provided 10 de of 
homestead land each. No other 
Information available 

2 I Neelachal 11996 639 Service is given to Steel one 
member or 182 out of 200 
apphcat,ons / tarnmesreceiveo. 
Besides one member of 
armlies 2 Neelachal 1996639 
Service 1s given to Steel on 
member of 182 out of 200 
apphcauons /f armhes rec 
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Besides one member of 134 
f am Illes engaged as Contact 
labour Rest 323 Wlll be given 
either jobs or financial 
assistances for self- 
employment as per choice. 
Provided 10 de homestead 
land to 131 famthes and Rs 
50,000/- financial assistance 1n ,.,.. _, , __ ... 

- - - - 
3 Jindal - 59 Provided service to 12 

Stainless f amities Planning to 

Company provide service to all 4 7 famllles 
and one-time financial 
assistance to 10 families. 
Provided 10 de homestead land 
to 51 families and Rs 50,000/- 
financial assistance to each of 8 
farmhes tn heu of land. House 
building assistance of 
Rs 50,000/- each and Rs 
5,000/- each to all families as 
shifting assistance 

4 Rohu Ferro - 12 No service. Further 
Alloys Steel mformetron not available 

5 Visal Steel - 23 Pledged to provide 
employmenV self employment 
to all the displaced f amt hes by 
31 • March. 2006 

Source lniormetton compiled from different dally Newspapers dally 
Newspapers hke, 'The Times of tnai«, 'The New Indian Express' and 
'The Samaj' (Onya) 

It 1s said that the tnbats were paid Rs 22, 000/- to Rs.37. 000/ 
- per acre by the Industrial Development Corporation of Onssa, 
which in tum sold the land to the TATA at Rs 3 lakh to Rs.3.5 lakhs 
per acre The displaced tnbals feel that the said compensations 
aid to them were below the current market rate Protests began 
ome months ago when tnbals of eight villages demanded more 

compensation. on the grounds that the government had profiteered 
from the sale of the land to the Corporations Some rehabuuauon 
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studles and observations of Committees predicted and cautioned 
the industrialization aftermath as follows· 

Failure in formulating a national pohcy on the resettlement and 
rehabilitation, improper and unjust irnplementatron of the existmq 
policies as well as the indifferent attitude of the officials Involved- all 
these have too often resulted in violent reactions on the part of those 
affected by such projects {B Pandey, 1998) 'All projects in tnbat 
areas were considered 'pubhc purpose' even for private mining 
lndustries. This is the biggest fallacy of our development paradigms 
m tribal areas' (Govt of India, Planning Commission, New Delhi, 
2001} 

In the test of times and contexts the above observations sharply 
turn factual. As for examples: the sad and serious event at Kalinga 
Nagar took place on January 2, 2006 for the tribals protest agamst 
inadequate compensation for the land. which cost loss of 13 human 
lives including one police officer and 12 tnbals Kahng Nagar industnal 
issue succeeds Kashipur and Mikanj issues that ctairns loss of 
human lives and precedes the protest in Rourkela, where the tnbals 
displaced by the Public Sector Rourkela Steel Plant years ago 
demanding compensation, jobs and return of lands and those m 
Angul - Jharsuguda, where there has been displacement by mining 
activities of Mahnadi Coalfield Ltd. Latter in February 2006 about 
500 tribals from Koraput staged rally under the banner of 
organizations like, Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd Displaced 
Association, Koraput, Maliparbat Surakhya Samiti. Kolab Displaced 
Association, Koraput Zilla Adivs: Haruan Unnayan Parishad and Nalco 
Displaced Association. By this the tnbals have been putting 
relentless pressure on Government for jushce against their loss of 
lands and livelihood. 

The fourth column of democracy reported that the Maobad1 are 
active and spreading their activities 1n Kahng Nagar The Politrcal 
Leaders, Govt. Officers, NGO and social activists rush and rnaxe a 
beeline to the area to empathise with the displaced tnbats and to 
tsh in the trouble waters Compensahon amount Rs 5 lakh 
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offered to each vrctrrn-famny by the State Govt as well as by th 
Central Govt The financial assistances continued to flow to th 
victims' families from all quarters like, Central Govt. and State Govt., 
political parties, prulanthroprc assocrauons and so on. The House 
Panel. Assembly Committee on SCs and STs visited the spot and 
accused the NGO acuvists persuading tribals not to cooperate with 
Govt. and lift the economic blockade since 2nt1 February on Daitary 
Paradeep Express High Way. Among the important Officials who 
visrted Kallng Nagar are Union Minister, Tribal Affairs, Chairman, 
National Commission for STs and Former Chairman of National 
Commission for SCs and STs and Union Home Secretary. All of 
them are of the opinion that the incident was a senous one, and 
suggested that the R& R package should be handed with soft hands. 
eanwhlle, the followings have taken place in Kalmga Nagar 

• Pubhc Interest L1t1gat1on filed ,n the High Court against 
bandhs by pohtrcal parties and by CLAP Organization 
to stop construction of all Industries in Kalinga Nagar 
t,11 resolution of all disputes. 

• Tata Steel claims, "We have worked towards the 
betterment of communities around plants and mines 
in Onssa We have reached out to the surrounding 
areas with hospitals, schools, electricity, construction 
of roads and bndges, check dams for uriqatron, income 
generation programmes for women and relief and - 
rehabilitation ,n natural calammes And with ne 
,nvestment being made in Kahngnagar Steel Project 
and Dhamara Port Project along with expansion of 
exrstrnq industries. these initiatives will only grow en 
number and reach". 

These are all our senousness for damage control. Still we h 
great role to play so that, time to come: no damages or loss of h 
nd livelihood 1s repeated due to displacement 
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Govt initiatives for the crisis control: 
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The Govt. of lndla 1s tryrng to bring a new policy regarding 
payment of compensation for displacement As per the proposed 
policy the villagers (dtsplacees) will have voting rights against the 
fixation of compensating money. The views of the majonty (above 
50%) wdl be final with the right to accept the amount Land for fand 
but for agriculture land; extra compensaHon in shape of money and 
money will not replace the promise of service in industries/ projects 
Unmarried adult member in a family will be defined as an extra 
family. Central Govt wilJ establish a R&R Council and also State 
Govt will have one each Inordinate delay rn payment of 
compensations should be abandoned and instant payment be a 
practice and such tradition be continued m all future R&R cases 
This w,11 build confidence among people on Govt decisions on 
tncusmauzanon and Rehabilitation measures. 

In the mean time the Ministriat Committee on Resettlement 
and Rehabilitation set up by Govt of Onssa had given the 
following recommendations. 

, Rs. 5 lakh compensation for Iarmhes losing entire 
agrjculturat, homestead land 

Rs. 3 lakh for those losing two-third and more plus 
homestead land 

,. Rs. 2 lakh for loss of one-third agriculture land and 
homestead land 

, Rs 1 lakh for other displaced families 

Three times more than the existing house bu1tdmg 
assistance (Rs. 50.000/-) to dtsplaced 

;. One standard acre of cultivable land and one tim 
solatium as admissible and 1 Ode of homestead land 
to landless families 
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, Providing job to at least one of the displaced families 
1s mandatory 

~es,des the cash compensation. displaced families 
may opt for self emp\oyment m the company will be 
given training facilities. shops and other necessary 
supports for capacity building 

Adoption of Karnakata model-Govt. has no business 
to acquire land for new industnes. The investor should 
acquire land through direct negotiation with the people 
and the Govt should play the role of an umpire 

The rehabilitation policy should be so designed that 
the displaced famihes shou\d feel that they are going 
to be rehabilitated better than where they are living 
earher. 

, The project affected and displaced families should be 
made partners of the industry for a sense of 
belong,ngness to the industry 

Later. on the basis of the above recommendations the Govt of 
Orissa has approved Resettlement and Rehabilitation Polley, 2006 
{Provlstons) by the Cabinet on April 22. 2006. The followings are the 

contour of the policy 

, The policy will be applicable to Industrial, mining. 
Irrigation, National Park/ WIidlife Sanctuary, Town. 
Road, Railways. National Highway. Electricity and 
Pipeline projects. 

Land requirements for the project will be estimated by 
a Committee under the Cha1rmanship of RDC 

, 1 . 5 time compensat,on for repeated rehabilitation 

, Rehab1htallon Advisory Committee {RAC) and Periphery 
Development Committee (PDC) will b emerged to form 
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Rehabilitation and Periphery Development Advisory 
Committee (RPDAC). Without the advice of RPDAC 
no body will be displaced or rehabilitated. Companies 
are bound to accept the advice of RPDAC. 

, Married sons, daughters and sisters of 30 + age, 
physically handicapped and mentally retard persons, 
destitute sons and daughters, widow and deserted 
women would be considered as separate family for 
resettlement 

, Age relaxation for 5 years for service 

► Project affected families given option to become 
stakeholders in company through equity participation. 
(Option to be a partner of the industries by converting 
50% of cash compensation to share) 

,. In case of industrial projects, one time cash 
compensation of Rs. 5 lakh for families who will lose 
their entire agricultural and homestead land and for 2/ 
3rd or more agricultural and homestead land will be 
given Rs. 3lakh and Rs. 31akh for loss of 1 /3/TJ agricultural 
and homestead land and others will be given Rs. 1 
lakh. 

, Company will establish Resettlement colony after 
consultation with the Gramsabha 

Those who will not do service or there will be difficulty 
to provide them service will be given compensation of 
Rs.5 /- to Rs1 lakh, 50% of which will be invested as 
share in the company and the Company will supply 
bonds. After production the displaced will get profit 
share from the company. 

The displacees by Irrigation Projects will be given land 
in addition to compensation. Those who will not take 
land will get Rs 1 lakh for 1 acre of irrigated land and 
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Rs 50.000/- for un-irngated land. For purchase of of 
land by displaces the registration fees will be given by 
the company The land 1s to be purchased within 5 
years 

Special assistance for displaces of Kahngnagar and 
POSCO 

In POSCO Area· Each of 1900 beetle cultivators 
will get compensation of Rs. 6,000/- per 1 de and 
the minimum amount be Rs 10,000/-each. 

At Kalingnagar Rs 1 lakh compensation will be 
given per acre of land 

It 1s said that the above R & R policy of Govt of Onssa 1s the 
best in the country that would cater the requirements of resettlement 
and rehabilitation of displaced people with empathy The said policy 
,s expected to help reduce the plights of the displacess at Ka\inga 
Nagar and also in other industrial areas of Orissa and facilitative the 
promotion of mdustnes and mining acuvules with a view to generate 
employment opportunities and additional incomes and bring the 
prosperity of the individuals as well as the State. 

Pnor to implementation of the above policy Govt of Orissa 
has taken the following people friendly positive steps. According to 
the state government's pnnciple of Rehabilitation and Resettlement 
one of the members of displaced families would be provided with 
service in the Industry or its ancillary organization. Besides, the 
State govt has decided that the resettled colonies would be 
facilitated with roads, schools, community houses, drinking water 
and electricity (Budget speech of Hon'ble Governor. Orissa 1n the 
Sate Assembly Februay. 2006) Meanwhile, the lDCO has already 
developed two rehabilnatron colonies at Tu1a~ga and Gobarqhau 
with necessary infrastructure. It has allotted 361 plots and 131 plots 
o the displaced families in both the colonies and paid self-relocation 
ssistance of Rs 50,000/- to 656 families 
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The Govt of Orissa has issued directives to Jindal Stainless, 

VISA, Rohit and MESCO to employ at least one person from each 
of the displaced families by Feb 15, 2006. Preference should be 
given to the locals in base level posts. All the industries were asked 
to conduct socio-economic surveys. The Govt of Orissa announce 
sops like public schools, modern hospitals and a hike in ex-gratia 
for victims' families and initiated steps to release some of the tnbal 
leaders arrested earlier on criminal charges. 

Govt of Orissa has come out with fresh guideltne for R&R in 
November 2005. Employment or self-employment is choice of 
Oustees. Companies are bound to provide employment to those 
families who have lost 113rd or more land including homestead land. 
According to the new policy /compensation package for Kaling Nagar 
oustees the affected people get compensated for encroached land. 
Those residing 1996 will get compensation without producing land 
records. As per the new definition of family an unmarried woman 
would be considered as an extra family and get a house, job and Rs 
50,000/-for house building assistance. 

However, under the direction of Govt. of Orissa, Jajpur District 
Administratlcn has been taking steps expeditiously to bring back 
normalcy through interacting with the displaced people and Industrial 
Authorities and reviewing the refief and rehabifitation measures of 
all the Groups of Industries and bridging the gaps by coordinating 
the revision of resetttements and rehabititation at Kalinga Nagar. 

New options of resettlement: 

Agricultural land, even it does not have great market value, is 
a permanent asset. It sustains a famjly over generations. An acre of 
good land may feed a family for years. On the contrary how long 
does compensation amount last? Besides, land is the heart of 
agrarian civtllzatton: it is a source of identity. security- and 
independence. These are great losses for any community to bear. 
Therefore, the option for resettlement may be offered to the land 
loosers as follows: 
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According to N Vittal, Former Project Manager, GNFC one 
member of each family of land losers may be provided employment 
after imparting him the requisite skins in ITI to become operator in 
the plant. This idea was implemented by GuJarat Narmada Valley 
Fertilizer Company in 1980s. To him the second idea is that the 
land losers may have shares in the project so that they also prosper 
with the company. This idea perhaps not been tried anywhere. 

Prof P V tnciresan. Former Director. IIT, Madras suggests 
that for providing continuous income to land losers the land may be 
taken on a 100-year lease instead of land acquisition The loss of 
income from the land may be compensated annually with due 
consideration of inflation and changes. This would ensure the Income 
and future of the land losers. After 100 year the lands wilt revert 
back to the owners. The time taken for acquisition of land, causing 
delay in the project, can be overcome and leasing may take less 

time'. 

The Draft National Policy on Tribals (2006). MOTA, GOI, New 
Delhi mandates that the following guidelines be followed when tribals 

are resettled. 

When displacement becomes inevitable, each ST 
family having land in the earlier settlement shall be 
given land against land A minimum of two acres of 
cultivable land is considered necessary and viable for 
family (comprising man. his wife and unmarried 

children). 

ST family having fishing rights in their original habitat 
shall be granted fishing nghts in the new reservoir or at 
any other alternative place. 

, Reservation benefits enjoyed at the original settlement 
shall be continued at the resettlement area. 

ddll1onal financial assistance equivalent to nearly one 
and a half year's minimum agricultural wages for loss 



of customary rights and usufructory nghts of fores 
produce shall be given. 

Tribals are to be settled close to their natural habitat 
by treating all the people so displaced as one group to 
let them retain their ethnic, linguistic and socio-cultural 
identity and the network of kinship and mutual 
obligations. 

, Freeland is to be provided for their for social and 
religious congregations. 

If resettlement is possible only away from the distric 
taluk, then substantively higher benefits in monetary 
terms shall be given. 

When tribal families are settled en masse, all basic 
minimum amenties shall be provided at the new sites 
They include roads, passages, electricity, drainage and 
sanitation, safe drinking water, educational and health 
care facilities, fair price shops, a community hall and 
a Panchayat office. 

All the above three ideas Including the mandates of the 
National Policy on Tribals (MOTA, GOI: 2006) are worth giving a 
tnal in the Kalinga Nagar lndustrial Complex, sukmoa in Jajpur 
district of ortssa. 

Risks reversal suggestions: 

Industrial and urban system is a complex one Tnbal social 
system is simple one. So both the systems are different and are 
likely to pose conflict with each other. Considering the risks of 
simmering discontent and distress involved in the process of tnbal 
displacement and rehabilitation, the twin activities need to be tnoug 
of carefully, planed cautiously and implemented completely and 
correctly. If the process is fully integrated, smoothly accepted and 
participated by all, it would leave no room In tribal minds to reflec 
We must act so that the dual objectives will be achieved the tribal 
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oustees feel happy with return of a better pre-displacement scenario 
and Orissa state build its economic progress and prospertty. 

Hon'ble Supreme Court of India in the case of Lalchand Mahto 
Ors vs Coal lndia Ltd., Civil Original Junsdrctlon. MP No. 16331 o 
1982 observed •.• Before any development project 1s taken up, the 
social cost involved must be evaluated with a view to balancing the 
advantages .. every development programme must provide for the 
simultaneous rehabilttation of the persons who are thrown out of 
their land and houses on account of acquisition of land for such 
development projects. No developmental project, however laudable. 
can possibly justify impoverishment of large sections of people and 
their utter destitution." James D Wolfensohn suggests, .• We must 
act so that poverty will be alleviated, our environment will be protected, 
social justice extended, human nghts strengthened. Social inJustice 
can destroy economic and political advances." 

Cernea's (2000. 14} rehabilitation suggestion includes the risks 
reversal directions like, from landlessness to land based 
resettlement, from joblessness to reemployment. from 
homelessness to house reconstruction, from marginalisation to 
social inclusion, from food msecunty to adequate nutrition, from 
increased morbidity to improved health care, from loss of access to 
restoration of commumty assets and services and from social 
drsartlculation to networks and community rebuilding. 

The Working Group for Empowering the Scheduled Tribes dunng 
the 10th Five Year Plan (2002-2007) recommends, "No displacement 
of tribal vulaqes for declaring any areas as National Parks or 
Sanctuaries should be allowed The laws and policies should be 
adopted to strengthen this co-existence and maintaining the 
ecological balance. There should not be any displacement of tribals 
for any project whether mining, energy or any other, in the Scheduled 
Area, especially in the light of the new economic policy The Land 
Acquisition Act should be amended m eonsonance with the PESA 
Act so that rights of the people are protected m Fifth Schedul 
Areas. Government should not lease out forestlands to mdustr 
even through local mstitutions hke Vana Samrakshana S 
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particularly, in the Schedule Areas. Law should be passed prohibiting 
use of force in case of disputes over resources in the tribal areas. 

As per the recommendations of the National Seminar at 
Bhubaneswar (January1994) the resettlement and rehabilttallon 
provisions should be provided for in the Concurrent List of the Indian 
constitution because both Central and State Governments acquire 
lands for the interest of the general public Any disruption of major 
means of livelihood of village artisans and rights and privileges of 
forest villagers and government lands, where the people have 
possession over 30 years caused by displacement of people due to 
development projects, may be assessed by capitalizing the income 
and compensation paid at pr with the property The land acquisitron 
act should explain that the expression rights should includes legal 
rights, usufructory or customary rights over land, forest trees, water 
bodies, and their contents enjoyed by the residence of a revenue 
village or forest village or part thereof and rights to gainful employment 
in any manner. 

Besides, the following may help formulate any rehabilitation and 
resettlement policy/plan for the displaced populations. 

1. Prror to displacement and acquisition of land for 
development projects the displaced tribals should be 
informed and be appraised with positive aspect of the 
rehabilitation provisions proposed for them and steps 
should be taken at Government level to rectify the 
Records of Rights of Tnbals in the project area. 

2. The rehabilitation package should include land for th 
land and socio-cultural cost of the people. Participatory 
mteracnon between ouster and oustees should precede 
involuntary displacement for an amiable agreement 

3 Formulation of a National Tribal Polley and the R & R 
Polley and framing of the related rules at State level 
may be expedited at Govt. levels and they b 
implemented forthwith 
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4 Taking the gravity of rehabihtatron risks and their 
redressal in to consideration there is a need to appoint 
a full-fledge Rehabilitation Commissioner for the State 
of Onssa. 

5. Respecting and accepting the decrsrons of the 
concerned Communities, Gramsabha and Panchayat 
in the matter of rehabilitation issues would help make 
the eviction and displacement process smooth and 
easy. 

6 Government, NGOs, people activists', scholars, Socia 
political scientists and media to form a compatible 
forum to redress the efficacy of this burning problem 
should adopt an Integrated approach 

7 Hon'ble Governor, Ornsa, SJ. RameswarThakuropined, 
The tribals have to be provided with alternative housing, 
water, health care and educational facilities before being 
displaced form their lands" 

Conclusion: 

Development projects benefit the society and economy of 
the nation and the state. Whenever development projects are 
undertaken, the people living in the project area or whose lands are 
acquired for the project have to pay an extra price, In terms of loss 
of their lands or livelihood By sharing in the ensuing prosperity 
through an inclusive approach in which toss of land is compensated 
with productive employment to members of family is a better option 

Keeping the above ideas of new options of resettlement and nsxs 
reversal suggestions in view, a comprehensive and suitabl 
'Rehabilitation and Resettlement Policy' for all the develop 
projects in Orissa State has already come up and 1n fore 
principles and rules of 'Rehabuuauon and Resettlement Poncv' th 
State Government of Ortssa seems to be suitable, aareeable an 
cceptable by all 
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Participating at a recent workshop Sri G.C. Pati, the then 
Secretary. Dept of Industries. Govt. of Orissa addressed that the 
misinformation campaign about the fate of displaced has posed a 
major challenge before the Government. While Government 1s 
committed to building an industry-friendly climate in the state, 
bridging communication gap can only expedite the process of 
resettlement and help government realize its objectives. We all 
should be cautioned against interference of vested interests in 
implementation of the policy in its latter and spirit. Awareness should 
be created among the displaced people about the contour of the 
pohcy and the copies of the policy (an local language) should be 
circulated for wide publicity. 

Let the R&R Policy reflects the means of sustainable 
development of displaced community and its surroundings, not only 
as a mission statement but as a tangible living tradition also. The 
tribal oustees in industrial areas need to be treated as the partners 
of the development projects. Their decisions at all stages in the 
forth-coming rehabilitation and resettlement issues should be 
considered and respected. This may help provide the basis for the 
displaced populations' development with empathy. 
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INVOLUNTARY DISPLACEMENT 
& REHABILITATION OF PROJECT 
AFFECTED PERSONS IN UPPER KOLAB 
PROJECT, KORAPUT 

arat Cl1. MoJ1anhJ,. 

Development of infrastructures for mining, industrialization, 
urbanization, hydroelectric projects etc are required for 

enriching the economy of the state. On the other hand these have 
brought baneful consequences, the primary being the displacement 
of a large number of tribal and rural people. Such displacements 
have subjected the Project Affected Persons (PAPs) to untold 
miseries, frustrations, marginalisation, dehumanization and trauma 
This has become a matter of concern at the national and international 

spheres. 

So far as the establishment of these development projects does 
not lead to a corresponding development of human resources then 
the entire effort 1s bound to boomerang and the backlash will affec 
the socio-economic and cultural fabrics of the society and m turn 
will generate social tension Therefore the rehabilitation of the Projec 
Affected Persons (PAPs) is a national task of paramount importance 
Both pragmatic considerations and tenets of social Justice demand 
that the oustees be provided a better standard of living in their ne 
habitat at par with the Project Benefited Persons (PBPs) 
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In spite of being a relatively backward state in economic 
development, Onssa possesses a vast quantity of mineral, water 
and forest resources Though, Onssa occupies 2% of the land area 
of the country yet, it has 10% of the surface run-off Thus, ,t has a 
vast utilizable potential to irrigate about 75% of rts cultivable land 
The bulk of this utilizable potential of surface irngation is possible 
through major and medium irrigation projects. After independence. 
a process or socio-economic development was initiated in the state 
In the successive Plans and in the process, some maier multipurpose 
irrigation and power projects like Hirakud, Bahmela, Rengah, Upper 
Kolab, Upper lndravati, Subamarekha, etc. and a number of medium 
irrigation projects have been constructed. A large number of gIan 
projects have come up in the past decades in the remote tribal 
pockets displacing lakhs of tribal people These projects were 
established in resource rich regions, which have been the iraomonai 
homes of tribal and rural folks. The unintended consequences o 
this action have been not only loss of habitat for the rural and tribal 
poor but also of their means of livelihood. 

The matter of rehabilitation of the displaced persons In the State 
of Onssa has been pursued in an adhoc manner till a new uniform 
rehabilitation policy was framed in 1973 in the context of Rengall 
Irrigation-cum-Power Project that was further revised with effect from 
April 20, 1977. The major defect of the policy was that it did not 
provide any special measures for the tribal PAPs. Again in 1990 
Irrigation Department declared a uniform resettlement and 
rehabilitation pohcy for all the irrigation projects, which was effective 
from 1 6 1990. Finally this policy of 1990 was revised and given a 
new name, , e. The Orissa Resettlement and Rehabilitation of Projec 
Affected Persons Policy, 1994. This policy provided broaderconcep 
of 'affected persons', 'affected zone' and •affected villages· than 
those given in the previous policies 

The Upper Kolab Multipurpose Project 

The Upper Kolab Multipurpose Project 1s one o 
Hydel Power Projects of Orissa located 1n Koraout distnc 
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Commissioned smce 1976 this project is designed to utilize the 
water potential of the river Kolab, a tributary of river Godavan for 
generation of hydel power. Imgallon. dnnk1ng water supply to aoracent 
towns and promotion of prsoculture, besides other ancillary benefits. 
The project has an installed generation capacity of 320 M W of 
power and it will irrigate the ayacut of 44,515 hectares by flow 
irrigation and 22,267 hectares by lift irrigation. 

Rehabilitation of Displaced Families 

The project has affected a total number of 8,514 families, direct' 
and indirectly, in 14 7 villages. more or less, rendering them 
homeless, landless and deprived of means of livelihood Of them 
3,067 families belonging to 50 submerged villages were displaced 
and the rest 5,447 families belonging to 97 villages spread over 
Koraput, Machkund, Nandapur and Semiliguda blocks were partly 
affected due to land acqursiuon 

Rehabilitation Policy 

A displaced family is the major liabihty of the project. In 
order to discharge the liability, it is provided with certain benefits for 
the purpose of rehabilitation in addition to proper compensation 
towards loss of rts land, house and other assets affected and 
acquired by the project. While the amount of compensation for the 
loss of personal property may vary from place to place and farmty 
to-f arruly depending upon the kind and extent of acquired property, 
the quantum of rehabilitation assistance remains one and the same 
for all the displaced f amities 

A displaced person in case of Upper Kolab Project Is defined as 
the person, who on account of acquisrtlon of his lands for project 
purpose, has been displaced from such lands It includes an 
landless and homeless person, who Is dependant for his ltvehhood 
by means of manual labour or agricultural labour, on such acquired 
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lands. The foundation stone of the project was laid on 11 June 1975. 
Therefore, any family residing in the submersible vilfages of upper 
Kol ab project area on this reference date was treated as a displaced 
family. 

Thus as per the prevailing provisions, a displaced family was 
entitled to be allotted with half acre of house site and three acres of 
reclaimed irrigated land or six acres of reclaimed unirrigated land or 
both in the ratio of 1 :2 depending upon the availability of such land. 
Though such lands were allotted free of salami, the reclamation 
cost at the rate of Rs.300 per acre was recovered from the allottee 
which is limited to the extent of his submersible land holdings for 
which he has received compensation. For example. when a person 
receives compensation for 2 acres of his submerged land he shall 
pay reclamation cost for 2 acres of land for resettlement though he 
may be allotted with more than 2 acres of land as rehabilitation 
assistance. Therefore the displaced landless families are exempted 
from this payment. This was based upon ··tand for land" approach. 

If sufficient land was not available for allotment or if the allottee 
so desired that he was allotted less than six acres of land, he should 
be paid cash at the rate Rs.2, 160/- per acre in lieu of the extent of 
land not allotted to him which he might require for fulfillment of his 
immediate needs like fooding, house construction, purchase of 
bullocks, agricultural implements and the like. This was the •• part 
/and and part cash"provision. 

Alternatively if land was not available for allotment or the displaced 
family wanted to make its own rehabilitation arrangements, it was 
paid a full ··rehabilitation cash grant" in heu of the land and house 
site amounting to Rs.14, 040, @ Rs.2, 160 per acre. In order to 
check misutilisation of cash grant the beneficiary familie 
persuaded to keep at least 80 per cent of the amount m 
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deposits in banks and post offices and to withdraw the required 
amount only at the time of acqursition of assets like construction of 
house, purchase of farm lands, bullocks etc, for the purpose of their 

well-being as well as rehabilitation 

In addition to the above assistance, certain other rehab1litat1on 

benefits were also provided by the project to the PAPs such as ( 1) 

Free transportation of household effects at the time of evacuation to 
the new place of resettlement, (2) Transit sheds for unrneorate shelter 

and house building materials at a concessional price for the tarmues 

who moved to the resettlement colony set up by the project, and (3) 

Prov1s1on of common facihues and infrastructures, like roads, 

schools, tanks, wells, tube-wells etc. electricity, community houses. 

grazing grounds, cremation ground etc in the resettlement colonies 

Displacement and Resettlement Operation 

Prior to commencement of displacement of families from the 

submerged villages, large patches of forestland in Kotpad and 

Bongumma Tahsil areas have been reclaimed for the purpose o 

setting up seven resettlement colonies for the displaced tammes. 

Essential amenities, like Roads, Schools, Wells, Ponds, etc. ha 
also been provided there in pursuance of the rahabitnauon pone 

The Pro1ect displaced 3067 families belonging to 50 villages 1 .••• , 

48 villages and 2 hamlets whose habitation sites were submer 
under the main and subsidiary reservoirs respectively. Of them onl 

419 families ( 13 7%), belonging to 18 villages, finally moved to 

new resettlement colonies. However, the remaining 2648 

(86%) opted for rehabilitation cash grant because they did no 
to resettle in the new colonies They mostly migrated to the ola 

of their relattves in other villages, while some other 
tnbals, moved to hilltops surrounding the reservoir R~ thev d.o no 
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want to settle in unfamiliar surround;ngs. By and large, the displaced 
people swelled the ranks of the unorganized labour. The details o 
number of families displaced, resettled, and opted for cash grants 
are given in Table-t. 

Table-1- Number of Families Displaced, Rehabilitated, and 

received Gash Grant in Upper Kolab Project 

Category Number of Number of Number of 
displaced families families 
families Rehabilitated pref erred to . 

in Resettlement receive Cash 
Colonies Grants 

Scheduled 1.431 195 1,236 

Tribes {46.66} (13.6} (86.4) 

Scheduled 435 30 405 

Castes (14.18) (6.9) (92 1) 

Others 1,201 194 1,007 

(39.16} (16.2) (83.8) 

Total 3,067 419 2.648 

(100) (13.7) (86.3) 

Remedial measures to save Cash Grant from misutillisation 

As per the rehabilitation policy, Government recommended for 
keeping 80% of the rehabilitation cash grant in savings deposits in 
order to check misutillsation by the vulnerable tribats. Th 
Rehabilitation Advisory Committee of the project in pursuance o 
this policy also recommended for cash payment and savm 

deposits in respect of cash grant as follows: - 
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(a) For the ao families displaced from Badiliguda and 
Dhemsaguda in 19a2 to whom ex-grat,a grant was paid 
@ Rs, s,760/- oer family: - 

(i) Cash payment 

(it) Term Deposit (5 years) 

Total 

Rs. 760 

Rs,s.ooo 

Rs.5,760 

(b) Families displaced after 1983 (@ Rs.14,040/- per 

family}- 

(1) Cash payment 

(11} Saving Account Pass Book 

(111) Term Deposit (5 years) 

(1v) N.S C 

Rs. 540 

Rs.5,000 

Rs.2,500 

Rs.6.000 

Total Rs.14,040 

The project authonttes took some remedial steps to control this 

srtuation ,n response to the Government policy and the 
recommendation of the Rehabilitation Advisory Committee 
Concerned Banks and Post Offices were requested to release money 
to the displaced persons and compensation holders only after 
receiving recommendation from the Resettlement Authorities of the 
project The benef1c1anes were persuaded to utilize the money 
properly for creation of assets required for restoration of livelihood 

It achieved limited success 

It 1s seen from the above Table that out of total displaced 3,067 
famihes the majority i e (2,648) representing 86% have claim 
cash grant for self-rehabilitation and only the rest 419 ( 13.7 
have moved to the resettlement camps While there is no aou 
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that the families resettled ,n camps with land, house sites and other 
amenities may eke out a better and happier livelihood, what will be 
fate of the thousands of landless and homeless displaced famines 
who have received cash grant? However, the project discharged its 
rehabilitation liabilities towards these families by payment of cash 
grant and the concerned authorities recommended certain 
procedures and provisions to check the misultillsation of money as 
far as possible. But the experience shows that further problems 
might arise when the money would be misutilised by some families. 
especially those belonging to scheduled castes and scheduled tribes 
and they would become paupers. 

The Project authorities were of the opinion that it was a hard 
task to motivate the backward and illiterate people to resettle in the 
camps against the irrestable attraction of receiving the benefit in 
hard cash and spending it lavishly for sometime once they knew 
this alternative was there. The task became harder still when one 
has to deal with the Sch. Castes and tribals who hardly care for 
their future and well being other than receipt of money ln shape of 
cash grant. 

Observations 

The project is located within the Tribal Sub-Plan area. hke Koraput 
where the tribats account for more than 50% of the total population. 
Majority of the displaced families belong to scheduled castes and 
scheduled tribes. Gadaba (Bada Gadaba) and Parja (Jodia Parja) 
represent the bulk of tribals. Dom and Ghasi dominate among the 
Scheduled Castes while Mali Rana and Paiko castes represent the 
general castes. 

The families belonging to Mali. Rana and Paiko castes are skilled 
agriculturists and conscious of the value of money. The manner of 
utilization of money in their case is satisfactory. Some of these 
families prior to their displacement had the foresight to search far 
and wide for places where fertile lands and gainful employment 
opportunities are available for their resettlement. But the STs and 
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SCs, mostly rmsuuhzed a large part of money for food and hquor, 
as they entertained their kith and kin with gifts and presents and 
purchased gold and other useless ,terns. 

Centuries of neglect socio-economic exploitation by prosperous 
neighbours, vested interests, and unscrupulous Sahukars; coupled 
with illiteracy and ignorance, have made the tnbals backward The 
tribals who are not fully conscious of their future as well as the 
value of money, got large sums as land compensation and 
rehabilitation assistance. Being mostly non-literate and non 
matenalisttc in values, they could not make proper utilization of the 
compensation money The presence of petty businessmen selling 
commodities like watches, cycles, transistors, Jewellery etc. and 
the emergence of liquor and gambling outlets only made matters 
worse. At last, they were left with perhaps a transistor radio or a 
watch, but nothing to sustain them in the future 

Vested interests took full advantage of this opportunity. Since 
the affected people had to produce some certificates, some of them 
had to pay very high fees to the lawyers The middlemen became 
active to take advantage of the ignorance of gullible tnbals about 
the attending to the official formalities and siphoned off a part of the 
money. The cunning moneylenders exploited the situation to reek 
up past debts and demanded repayment of their dues charging 
interest at higher rates. Liquor vendors and petty traders had a 
bumper trade and some amount of the cash grant and compensation 
found way into their purses. Some unscrupulous elements working 
in Banks and Post Offices where the compensation money of the 
displaced families were deposited even realized a share from these 
people at the time of withdrawals Further, it was reported that when 

large amount was required by the depositors. the bank could not 
maxe it available in time, making the hapless PAPs visit the ban 
several times for withdrawal It has also been reported that ther 
were instances of mis-recordings in the pass boo 
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Trauma of Displacement 

Displacement should not be seen m spatial context atone as it 
brings untold misery to the displaced person and his family and it 
brings in the most serious consequences, invariably involved in the 
uprooting and dismemberment of social, moral and economic webs 
of life built over generations. It leads to family disorganization, 
personality disorders and associated traumatic experiences. 
Displacement hits the poorest sections most severely. The landless. 
the artisans rendering manual and personal services, widows and 
orphan children who could purse their livelihood as a result of socio 
economic interdependence in their natural habitat, are thrown into a 
situation of lnsecunty and uncertainty. The worst sufferers are the 
trlbals, who constitute the numerical majority amongst the PAPs. 
For them, displacement comes as a deathblow. They live in their 
natural habitat in intimate syrnbtotrc relationship with their kith and 
kin drawing nourishment together from land and forest around them. 
In their natural habitat live their ancestral spirits, who are part and 
parcel of their existence. Their gods and goddesses are present 
there who save them from evil spirits and adverse natural and 
supernatural forces. All components of their life are destroyed and 
crushed under the bulldozer and earth levelers. 

The habitations and kinship circles of these tribal groups displaced 
by this Project were confined within a small area in and around the 
project area. Thus any departure from traditional natural habitation 
dealt a shattering blow to the tnbals. Secondly, on account of low 
educational level and a tradition of a life of comparative exciusiveness 
and isolation, they found adjustment to any new environment quite 
difficult. The third important reason was that they depended for their 
living mostly on agriculture and minor forest produce more than the 
general population. The rehabilitation programme did not take into 
account these factors. Finally the Scheduled Tribes being 
economically the weakest of all communities found it harder than 
others to settle on new avocations in different sites and settlements. 



The displaced tnbal families belonged to Gadaba and Pareja 
tribes, whereas. the tribes living in villages adjacent to the 
resettlement camps in Bonguma and Kotpad areas of Jeypore 
subdivision are 'Bhottadas' and 'Omanatyas· with whom they cannot 
forge social and manta! alliances So for ethnic and other reasons, 
they did not want to be away from their counterparts living in other 
unaffected villages in Koraput subdivisron. As such they preferred to 
stay at higher elevation of the hillocks situated in the vicinity of their 
native villages and even some of them resettled with their kith and 
kin in unaffected villages. More over, absence of forest environment 
and lack of immediate employment opportunity in the resettlement 
colony area are also among other factors responsible for their 
reluctance to go to these colonies. Moreover, the vested interests 
played their role well to motivate them against going to camps and 
to claim the cash grant from which they would siphon a 'lion's share' 

The rehabilitation of those evicted tnbals 1s the most serious 
aspect of displacement. Forest and natural surroundings were not 
provided for the oustees in the new resettlement colonies. This lapse 
would have shattered their economic, social, cultural, and physical 
moorings. Familiar with a 'Nature-Man-Spirit' complex. they would 
have been suddenly exposed to 'Building Machine-Material' culture. 
This upheaval as well as disintegration of a stable society gives nse 

to problems of adjustment. Hence, the rehabilitation of displaced 

tribal people requires much advance planning and a peaceful 
approach However, the actual process shows that a large number 

are left without any benefits. 

Land provided to the oustees for agricultural purposes in the 

resettlement colonies 1s not quite suitable for agriculture and 1t has 
also not been reclaimed properly. The promise of irrigation facuuies 
to the resettlers has remained elusive 
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The civic amenities provided do not meet the requirement nor 
are they created. taking the resettJers into confidence. There 1s 
also poor maintenance of the civic amenities provided 

Adequate employment opportunities were not given to the oustees 
in the project construction activities. No serious efforts have been 
made to provide vocational training and 'after care' treatment to the 
resettlers was seriously wanting. 

No family-oriented development programme for the resettled 
families has been initiated. Efforts were lacking in meeting the 
special demand of women and tribal communities. 

Multiple displacements have taken place in this area for over 
decades due to establishment of giant projects like Machhakund. 
HAL, NALCO and nothing has been done to consider the suffering 
of the tnbals. 

There were no NGOs actively trying to help the oustees to 
overcome the trauma of displacement 

Conclusion 

The displaced tribals in the Upper Kolab Project found it very 
difficult to make an adjustment outside their own habitat and 
ecosystem, The most crucial problem for them is that they did not 
have their kinsfolk beyond the area and its immediate hinterland 
from which they had been evicted Moreover, they are accustomed 
to an isolated life in a settlement of their own with a great deal of 
autonomy and independence particularly 1n respect of tbeir socio 
economic and cultural life. The most painful aspect of displacement 
was that the people who lost their heritage, past cultural mooring 
and social network with community cohesion were seldom the peopl 
who enjoyed the benefit of development. Instead of becomin 
beneficiaries of the development for which they had sacnficed so 
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much, they became only and merely hapless victims. Whatever 
little they received by way of compensation was a poor substitute 
to the self-sustaining life-support system from which they were 
uprooted. 

Therefore, the entire issue of displacement and rehabilitation 
must be seen as a human rights problem from the angle of resource 
losers and not as a relative deprivation, which can be ameliorated 
by providing a material rehabilitauon package It must be seen as a 
complex human problem having economic. social, psychological. 
cultural and spiritual dunensrons and must not be seen as a merely 
administrative issue. Under the above circumstances, the very 
approach towards rehabilitation needs re-evaluation since at present, 
human rights are not considered at any stage in the task of 

rehabilitation. 

• Research Officer, SCSTRTI, Bhubaneswar 



ANNEXURE-1 

ORISSA RESETTLEMENT 
AND 

REHABILITATION POLICY 2006 

No. 18040-R & REH.-1/2006R. 
GOVERNMENT OF ORlSSA 
REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

RESOLUTION 
The 14th May 2006 

In order to ensure sustained development through a 
participatory and transparent process, Government have framed a 
comprehensive resettlement and rehabilitation policy. Basic 
Objecttves of the policy are:- 

1. to avoid displacement wherever possible and minimize ,t 
exercising available options otherwise, 

2. to recognize voices of displaced communities 
emphasizing the needs of the indigenous commumties and 
vulnerable sections. 

3 to ensure environmental sustamability through participatory 
and transparent process. and 
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4 to help gu1d1ng the process of developing institutional 
mechanrsm for rrnpternentabon, monitorinq, conflict 
resolution and grievance redressal 

With the above objectives in view, Government has been 
pleased to lay down the following policy guidelines. 

Preamble 

Government of Onssa has been pursuing various development 
initiatives to improve the quality of lives. Ensuring social Justice 
being one of the major cornerstones of development, the Government 
always proactively tnes to make sure people's participation in 
development process In spite of Government's intention to bring 
development to the people. development interventions do at times 
create undesirable consequences. Displacement due to large 
development projects is one such phenomenon. Government of 
Onssa has been responding to this problem through various projects 
specific Resettlement & Rehabilitation Policies and plans. The current 
mtervention of Policy formulation has actually taken note of the 
lessons learnt through these past policies, which essentially reflects 
government's genuine spirit of learning and retrospection. The 
present Pohcy draws its strength from experiences from the 
implementation of past policies. best practices in other states and 
Onssa Government's Industrial Policy Resolution. 2001. Consultation 
with various direct and indirect stakeholders includmg civtl society 
of the state has been conducted, and the views of the acaderrucians 
and specialists In the field of resettlement and rehabilitation have 
been considered as a part of democratic response of the government 
,n Policy formulation Limitations of the past policies have been 
acknowledged and analyzed and a flexible framework has been 
attempted. which nonetheless demonstrates the dynamism of the 
government Unftke many other policies, there is a strong focus on 
the modannes of implementation of this Policy that makes 1t a vibrant 
instrument to promote sustainable development in the state. 
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1 Short Title. application and Commencement 

(i) This Polley may be called as •• The Orissa Resettlement 
and Rehabilitation Policy, 2006" and shall come into 
effect from the date of its publication In the Orissa 
Gazette. 

(it) It shall apply to all those projects, for which acquisition 
of private land under Land Acquisition Act, 1894 or under 
any other law's for the time being in force or proclamation 
inviting objections in case of Government land is notified. 

{iii) This shall also be applicable to all projects for which 
land is acquired through negotiation under the 
provisions of this Policy. 

2 Definitions - In this Policy unless the context requires 
otherwise: 

(a) "Agricultural Land" means land used or capable of 
being used for raising of crops, grass or garden 
produce, horticulture, dairy farming, fish farming, 
breeding and keeping of live stock and used as pasture 
or for any other purpose where such use is ancillary to 
agriculture. 

(b) "Compensation" has the same meaning as assigned 
to it under the Land Acquisition Act, 1894. 

(c) "Cut-off Date" for the purpose of compensation shall 
be the date on which the notification declaring the 
intention to acquire land under the relevant Act or under 
the provisions of this Policy is published 

Note: For the purpose of declaring eligibility for R&R benefits, the 
list of displaced families. will be updated on the 1st of January of 
the year in which physical displacement is scheduled to take place 
provided that those families who move into the project area after 
determination of the "cut-off- date", will not be ehqibte for any benefit. 
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(d) "Displaced Farnlty," means a family ordinanly 
res1d1ng in the project area pnor to the date of publication 
of notification under the provisions of the relevant Act 
and on account of acquisition of his/her homestead 
land ,s displaced from such area or required to be 
displaced. 

(e) "District Compensation Advisory Committee 
(DCAC)" means the Committee constttuted by 
Government under relevant provisions of this Policy. 

(f) "Family" means the person and his or her spouse, 
minor sons, unmarned daughters. mmor brothers or 
unmarned sisters, father, mother and other members 
residing with him or her and dependent on him or her 
or hts / her livelihoods. 

Note: Each of the followmg categones wm be treated as a separate 
family for the purpose of extending rehabultatlon benefits under this 
Polley 

{t) A rnejor son irrespective of his marital status. 

(11) Unmarried daughter/ sister more than 30 years of 
age 

(in) Physically and mentally challenged person 
irrespective of age and sex; (duly certified by the 
authorized Medical Board). For this purpose. the 
blmd/ the deaf/ the orthopedicalty handicapped/ 
mentally challenged person suffering from more than 
40% permanent disability will only be considered 
as separate family. 

(N} Minor orphan, who has lost both his/her parents. 

(v) A wrdow or a woman divorcee. 

(g) 0Government" means the Government of Orissa in 
Revenue Department. 
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(h) "Land Acquisition Officer (LAO)" means an Officer 

appointed by the Government by an order to perform 
duties as such under Land Acquisition Act 1894, for 
the project and shall also include a Spec,al Land 
Acquisition Officer 

(i) "Non-Government Organization (NGO)" means any 
organization duly registered under the Society 
Registration Act 1860 and functioning for public cause 
outside the Government. 

0) "Original Family" means the family, which at the 
time of Notification under provisions of relevant Act(s) 
is living together in a singte household with a common 
kitchen. 

(k) "Periphery" means the district(s) in which the 
project is geographically situated. 

(I) "Project" means the construction, extension or 
improvement of any work such as reservoir, dam. canal, 
highway, industrial plant, factory, mining, national park, 
sanctuary, etc. as notified by the Government from 
time to time and includes its offices and establishment 
within the State. 

(m) "Project area" for the purpose of extending R&R 
benefits, means the land, which is acquired I alienated 
I purchased for establishment any project. 

(n) "Project Director Resettlement & Rehabilitation 
(PD·RR)" means an Officer appointed by the 
Government by an order to perform such duties under 
R&R Policy of the State, for the project. 

(o) "Rehabilitation & Periphery Development 
Advisory Committee (RPDAC)" means the committee 
constituted by the Government under relevant provisions 
of this Polley by Government to look after rehabilitation 
nd periphery development matters. 
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(p) "State Level Compensation Advisory Committee" 
means a committee constituted by Government under 
the relevant provistons of this Policy. 

(q) "State Level Council on Resettlement & 
Rehabilitation (SLCRR)" means the council headed 
by the Chief Minister constituted by a notification of 
Government to that effect. 

3 Policy Objectives - Objective of the Policy of the Government 
1n general shall be 

(a) To avoid displacement where possible and minimize 
1t, exercising available options otherwise. 

{b) To facilitate resettlemenV rehabmtanon process: 

(I) Recognizing voices of the displaced communities 
(emphasizing the needs of the indigenous 
communities and vulnerable sections); and 

(11) Ensuring environmental sustamabrhty through 
participatory and transparent process; and 

(c) To help guiding the process of developing institutional 
mechanisms for implementation, monitoring, conflict 
resolution and grievance redressal 

4 Survey and Identification of Displaced Families - 

(a) Ordinarily within two months of publication of notice 
for acqulsruon of land for the development project, a 
socio-economrc survey would be undertaken in the 
manner to be decided by the Government for 
rdenuficauon of displaced families and for prepanng 
their socio- economic baseline .. 

(b) The list of displaced families shalt be placed before 
nd approved by the respective RPDAC 

lj 
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(c) The list of displaced families so approved will be 
displayed at Collectorate I Block/ Tehsil / Panchayat 
and other conspicuous locations for wider 
dissemination. 

(d) ROG shall realistically assess the requirement of land 
for acquisition before issue of notification under the 
relevant law(s) or under the provisions of this Policy 

(e) A socio-cultural, resource mapping and infrastructural 
survey shall be conducted by an independent agency 
to be identified by the Government to ensure proper 
benchmarking. It will be the responsibility of the 
concerned Project Authority to conduct the survey 
within two months of notifying the intention to acquire 
land under the provisions of the relevant law( s) or under 
the provisions of this Policy. 

(f) A comprehensive communication plan for awareness 
creation shall be formulated and executed in the 
affected area. The detailed modalities of this exercise 
that include involvement of civil society will be notified 
by the Government. The cost of implementation of this 
communication plan shall be borne by the project(s). 

(g) Gram Sabha or Panchayats at the appropriate level 
shall be consulted in scheduled areas before initiating 
Land Acquisition Proposal. 

(h) Normal development programmes implemented by 
different agencies should be dovetailed with 
resettlement and rehabilitation package in resettlement 
habitats and made available to the displaced 
community on a priority basis. 

(i} An identity card shall be issued to each displaced 
family 1n a manner prescribed by Government. 
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5 Project Types 

For the purpose of R&R benefits under this Policy. Development 
Projects are classified into the following types: 

A lndustnal Projects. 

B Mming Projects: 

C. Irrigation Projects, National Parks and Sanctuaries; 

D Urban Projects and Linear Projects like roads and railways. 
power lines; and 

E Any other Projects 

6 Land Acquisition and Payment of Compensation/ Award 

Procedure prescribed by Government shall be followed in acquiring 
land and other property and for payment of compensation I award 
AH compensation money due to the "displaced families" shall be 

paid through account payee cheques. 

As regards "public oroperty" like School Building, Club House. 
Hospital, Panchayat Ghar, electrical mstanauon. place(s) of worship, 
value of such property affected shall be deposited with the concerned 
Distnct Coltector. Either Project or District Administration shall take 
up construction at the place as would be determined in consultation 

with representatives of displaced persons. 

The Project proponent may opt for direct purchase of land on 
the basis of negottated price after issue of notification requiring 
acqu rsitton of land under relevant Act{ s }. If acqursinon of land through 
dtrect purchase fails, other provisions of the relevant Act may be 

invoked 

Land not utilized by the ProJect within the prescribed time 
hrnit and for the required purposes shall be resumed. 
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7 Resettlement and Rehabilitation Plan 

Based on the list approved by Government and option of displaced 
families, Resettlement and Rehabihlation Plan shall be prepared by 
the Collector for resettlement and rehabilitation after due consultation 
with displaced communities in the manner determined by the 
Government. Such plan should address the specific needs of the 
women, vulnerable groups and indigenous communities. The same 
wdl be placed before the RPDAC for approval. 

While prepanng the plan, the following aspects should be 
taken into consideration: 

(i) Site for the resettlement habitat shall be selected 
by the RPDAC in consultation with the displaced 
families. 

(ii) No physical displacement shall be made before 
the completion of resettlement work as approved 
by the RPDAC. The certificate of completion of 
resettlement work will be issued by the Collector. 

(iii) Gram Sabha shall be consulted 

(iv) Where there is multiple displacement additional 
compensation amounting to 50% of the normal 
compensation payable, shall be paid to each 
displaced family over and above the normal 
compensation in form of ex-qratla. 

(v) Provisions relating to rehabilitation will be given 
effect from the date of actual vacation of the land. 

(vi) Project Authority shatl abide by the proveions laid 
down in this Policy and the decisions taken by 
RPDAC from time to hme provided they are w1thm 
the arnbits of the approved Pohcy of the Govemmen .. 



(vii) District Administration and ProjectAuthorities shall 
be Jointly responsible for ensuring that the benefits 
of R&R reach the target beneficiaries in a time 
bound manner 

(viii) Record of Rights of the land and houses allotted to 
the displaced persons should be handed over to 
them by the District Administration while resettling 
them in the Resettlement habitat. The District 
Adrrurustratron shall take steps for immediate 
declaration of the new Resettlement habitat as a 
Revenue Village if it ,s not a part of an already 
existing Revenue Village. 

(1x) Steps will be taken by the Project Authorities for 
acclimatization of the resettled people in new 
habitat including development of cordial social 
relationship between the host and resettled 
communities and to ensure as far as practicable 
overall improvement of standard of living of the 
displaced families. 

(x) Subject to the details regarding proviston of 
employment as enunciated elsewhere in the Pohcy 
the project authorities shall give preference in the 
matter of employment, both direct and indirect as 
well as through contractors employed by them, for 
execution, operation and maintenance of the 
project, to local persons as per the detailed 
guidelines issued by the State Government from 
time to time. 

8. Rehabilitation Assistance 

Rehabilitation Assistance will be specific to the 'type' of project 
as mentioned at para 5 above, because of difference in nature of 
projects, their source(s) of funding and magnitude of displacement 
I impact 
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I. Type A: Industrial Projects 

(a) Employment: Displaced families shall be eligible for 
employment, by the project causing displacement For 
the purpose of employment, each original family will 
nominate one member of such family. However, the 
families as mentioned at para 2 (f), (1), (ii), (iii), (iv), or (v) 
will not be considered separately for employment. Any 
one from among these categories may. subject to 
eligibility, be nominated by the family as defined in Para 
2 (f) for the purpose of employment. The project proponent 
will give preference to the nominated members of the 
displaced/ other families in the matter of employment. 
The order of preference will be as follows: 

(1) Displaced families losing all land including 
homestead land, 

(ii) Displaced families losing more than 213rd of 
agricultural land and homestead land, 

(11i) Displaced families losing more than 1 /3"' of 
agricultural land and homestead land, 

(iv) Displaced families losing only homestead land but 
not agricultural land, 

(v) Families losing agricultural land but not homestead 
land, 

The Project authority will make special efforts to facilitate 
sktll up-gradation of the nominated member of the displaced 
family to make him/her ·employable' in their project. 

1. In case of nominees of displaced families eligible 
for employment otherwise, the upper age llmit shall 
be relaxed by five years 
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2 Project authorities should notify their employment 
capacity sufficiently in advance. 

. 
3 As far as practicable. the oojecttve shall be to 

provide one member from each displaced family 
as mentioned above with employment in the project. 
However. where the same cannot be provided 
because of reason to be explamed in writing, cash 
compensation as mentioned below shall be 
provided to the displaced families. Displaced 
families, who do not opt for employment/ self 
employment as mentioned m sub para (a) and (b), 
shall be provided by the Project authority with one 
time cash assistance in Heu of employment at the 
scale indicated below. 

Categories of families referred to in clauses (i) to (v) of para 2 {f) 
shall not be considered separately for employment in the project. 
However, they wm be paid one time cash compensation in lieu of 

employment 

Provided that if any industry is willing to offer employment to 
more than one member of a family, if may do so in lieu of one-time 

cash assistance. 

Displaced/ other families who are eligible to be considered for 
employment and families defined under clause (i) to (v) shal1 be 
provided with one time cash assistance in lieu of srnptoyrnent/ self 
employment in the scale indicated below. 

SI.Families under category as Amount of one time 

No. per sub-para (a) above 

(i) Displaced F amilles coming 
under category (i) 

cash assistance 
(Rs. In lakhs) 

500 
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(it) 

(ih) 

(iv) 

Displaced Families coming 
under category (ii) 

Displaced Families coming 
under category (aii) 

Families coming under 
category (iv) and (v) 

3.00 

200 

1.00 

(b) Training for Self-employment: Project authority under 
the guidance of the Collector concerned will make 
adequate arrangement to provide vocational training to 
at least one member of each displaced family so as to 
equip him her to start his/her own small enterprise and 
refine his/her skills to take advantage of new job 
opportunities For those engaged in traditional 
occupations/ handicrafts/ handlooms, suitable training 
sha11 be organized at the cost of project authority to 
upgrade their existing skills. 

(c) Convertible Preference Share: At the option of the 
displaced family and. subject to the provisions of 
relevant law(s) in force for the time being, the project 
authority may issue Convertible Preference Share(s) 
or Secured Bond(s} up to a maximum of 50% out of 
one time cash assistance as mentioned in sub-para 
(a)above. 

(d) Provision for homestead land: Subject to availability, 
each displaced family will be given at least 1 /1 O"' of an 
acre of land free of cost In a resettlement habitat for 
homestead purpose. 

(e) Assistance for Self-relocation: Each of the displaced 
family who opts for self-relocation elsewhere other than 
the Resettlement habitat shall be given a one time cash 
grant of Rs.SO, 000/- in lieu of homestead land. 
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(f) House Building Assistance. Besides, Project authonty 
shall construct house for each of the displaced families 
n the resettlement habitat or provide house building 
assistance of Rs. 150.000/- to each of the displaced 
families settling in the Resettlement habitat or opting 
for self relocation elsewhere 

(g) Shops and Service Units: Project authorities will also 
construct shops and service units at feasible locations 
at their own cost, which will be allotted in consultation 
with Collector to project displaced families opting for 
self-employment While allotting such units, preference 
will be given to physically challenged persons and 
members of displaced SC & ST families 

II. Type 8 Mining Projects 

(a) Employment: Displaced and other affected 
families shall be eligible for employment. by the 
project causing displacement. For the purpose 
of employment, each family will nominate one 
member of the family. The project proponent 
will give preference to the nominated members 
of the displaced and other affected families in 
the matter of employment. The order of preference 
will be as follows· 

(1) Displaced families losing all land including 
homestead land, 

(ii) Displaced famihes losing more than 213rd 
of agricultural land and homestead land, 

(iii) Families losing all agricultural land but not 
homestead land, 

(rv) Displaced families losing more than 113rd 
of agricultural land and homestead land. 
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(v) Displaced families losing only homestead 
land but not agricultural land, 

(vi1 Families losing agricultural land 1n part but 
not homestead land. 

The Project authority will make special efforts to facilitate skill 
up-gradation of the nominated member of the displaced family to 
make him/her 'employable' in their project, 

1. In case of nominees of displaced families eligible for 
employment otherwise, the upper age limit shall be relaxed 
by five years 

2 Project authorities should notify their employment capacity 
sufficiently 1n advance. 

3. As far as practicable, the objective shall be to provide one 
member from each displaced family as mentioned above 
with employment in the project. However, where the same 
cannot be provided because of reason to be explained in 
writing, cash compensation as mentioned below shall be 
provided to the displaced families. Displaced families, who 
do not opt for employmenV self-employment as mentioned 
in sub para (a) and (b), shall be provided by the Project 
authority with one time cash assistance in lieu of 
employment at the scale indicated below· 

SI. 
No. 

Families under category as 
persub-para(a)above 

{1) 

(ii) 

Displaced Families coming 
under category (i) 

Displaced Families com mg 
under category (ii) 

Amount of one time 
cash assistance 
(Rs. In lakhs) 

500 

300 
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(ill) Displaced Families coming 
under category (i11) 

(N) F arruhes coming under 
category (1v), (v). and (vi) 

2.00 

1.00 

(b) Training for Self-employment: Project 
authority under the guidance of the Collector 
concerned will make adequate arrangement to 
provide vocational training to at least one member 
of each displaced family so as to equip him/her 
to start his/her own small enterprise and refine 
his/her skills to take advantage of new Job 
opportunities For those engaged in traditional 
occupations/ handicrafts/ handlooms, suitable 
training shall be organized at the cost of project 
authority to upgrade their existing skills. 

(c) Convertible Preference Share: At the option 
of the displaced family the project authority may 
issue convertible preference share upto a 
maximum of 50% out of the one-time cash 
assistance as mentioned in sub para (a) above. 

(d) Provision for homestead land: Subject to 
availability, each displaced family will be given at 
least 1/1 Qtn of an acre of land free of cost 1n a 
resettlement habitat for homestead purpose. 

(e) Assistance for Self-relocation: Each of the 
displaced family who opts for self-relocation 
elsewhere other than the Resettlement habitat 
shall be given a one-time cash grant of Rs.50,000/ 
- in lteu of homestead land. 

(f) House Building Assistance: Besides, Projec 
authority shall construct house for each displaced 
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tarnuies m the resettlement habitat or provide 
house building assistance of Rs 1,50;000/- to 
each or the displaced family settling ln the 
Resettlement habitat or opting for self relocation 
elsewhere 

(g) Shops and Service Units: Project authorities 
will also construct shops and service units at 
feasible locations at their own cost, which will 
be allotted in consultation with Collector to 
project displaced families opting for self 
employment. While allotting such units, 
preference will be given to physically challenged 
persons and members of displaced SC & ST 
famihes. 

Ill. Type C: Water Resources I National Parks and Sanctuary 
Rehabilitation Package for Displaced family (OF) 

(a) Homestead land @ 0 1 0 acre m Rehabilitation 
habitat or cash equivalent@ Rs. 50,000/- to each 
displaced family opting for self-relocation elsewhere. 

(b) House Building Assistance: Rs. 1,50,000/- to 
each displaced family, which includes cattle shed. 
This will be admissible to all displaced families 
whether settling in a Resettlement Habitat or 
elsewhere 

(c) Assistance for Agricultural Land: Each Oisptaced 
Family belonging to ST category shall be provided 
two-and-a-half acres of irnqated agricultural land, 
or five acres of non-imgated agnculturat land. 

Each Displaced Family belonging to all other 
categories shatl be provided two acres of irrigated 
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agricultural land, or four acres of non-irrigated 
agncultural land 

In case of non-availabluty of land, cash equivalent 
will be provided @ of Rs. 1,00,000/- per acre of 
irrigated land and Rs 50,000/- per acre of non- 
1rngated land. including the cost of reclamation or 
at the rate decided by the Government from time to 
time 

{d) Registration cost of land up to 5 acres of un- 
1rrigated land or two and half acres of Irngated land 
in case of indigenous households or 4 acres of un- 
1rrigated land or 2 acres of rrriqateo land for other 
displaced households who opt for cash based 
rehabilitation in lieu of land shall be paid by the 
project authority within a period not exceeding five 
years from the date of displacement. 

IV. Type D: Urban Projects and Linear Projects 

Each displaced Family will get: 

(a) Homestead land @ 1 /1 om of an acre in rural area 
nd @ 1125th of an acre in urban area or cash 
quivatent of Rs.50,000/- preferably near growth 

centers like land by the side of roads and important 
junctions, land by the side of railway stations etc., 
subject to availability If required, project authority 
may acquire such suitable land under the relevant 
Act for the purpose. 

(b) House Building Assistance: Rs. 1,50,000/- to 
each displaced family will be adrrusstble whether 
settling in a Resettlement Habitat or elsewhere. 

(c) If house/homestead land of any landholder is 
cqurred for linear project or if there Is total 
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displacement due to acquisition for such project, 
the project authority shall provide employment to 
one of the members of such displaced family in the 
project Wherever RPDAC decides that provision 
of such employment Is not possible, one time cash 
assistance as decided by the Government will be 
paid by the project authority. 

V. Type E: Any other Projects 

Government may issue separate Policy guidelines for any other 
projects not covered above specifying R & R packages to be 
extended to displaced families. 

9. Benefit to landless & homestead-less encroachers 
common to all categories 

(a) An encroacher family, who is landless as defined in 
the Orissa Prevention of land Encroachment Act, 19 72, 
and is in possession of the encroached land at least 
for a period of ten years continuously prior to the date 
of notification under relevant law(s) declaring intention 
of land acqutsmon will get ex-gratia equal to 
compensation admissible under the land Acqutsitton 
Act, 1894 for a similar category of land to the extent of 
land under his/her physical possession up to a 
maximum of one standard acre, 1f the encroachment 
is unobjectionable. 

While determining the extent of land for such 
compensation the rayati land held by him/her is to be 
taken into account. 

(b) An encroacher family, who is homestead less as defined 
in the Orissa Prevention of Land Encroachment Act, 
1972 and Is in possession of the encroached land at 
least for a period of ten years continuously prior to th 
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date of notification under relevant law(s) decianng 
mtennon of land acquisition will get ex gratia, equal to 

compensation for the similar category of homestead 

land, against the encroached homestead land up to a 

maximum of 1/10th of an acre in rural areas or 1 /25(n of 
an acre in urban areas. 1f the encroachment is 

unobjectionable. While determining the extent of land 

for such compensation the homestead land held by 

him/her 1s to be taken into account The ex-gratia will 

be m addition to the actual cost of structures thereon. 

If the encroachment is found to be objectionable, (s)he 

will be entitled to the cost of structure only. 

10. Other Assistance Common to all categories of projects 

(a) Maintenance Allowance· In order to ensure timely 

vacation, an allowance of Rs.2.000/- per month per 

displaced tarmly shall be provided on vacation of land/ 

house for a period of one year from the date of vacation 

as determmed by the Collector concerned. 

{b) Assistance for Temporary Shed: An assistance of 

Rs 10,000/- shall be provided to each displaced family. 

(c) Transportation Allowance: Transportation allowance of 

Rs 2,000/- or free transportation to the resetttement 

habitat or their new place of inhabitance. shall be 

provided to each displaced fam,ty by the Project 
Authority 

Provided that State Government m Revenue Department shall 
review and may revise the rate if necessary. once every two years 

eng on the index po,nt 
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11. Additional provisions for assistance 

Notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in the Polley. the 
Government or the Project Authority may extend any addrtronat 
benefits and provisions to the displaced families keeping in view the 
specific nature of displacement 

12 Special benefits to displaced indigenous families and 
primitive tribal groups 

(a} While developing the resettlement plans, the socio 
cultural norms of indigenous and pnrrunve tribal groups 
will be respected 

(b) Each displaced family of moiqenous category shall be 
given preferential allotment of land 

(c} As far as practicable, indigenous communities should 
be resettled m a compact area close to their natural 
habitat 

(d) Indigenous displaced families resettled outside the 
district shall be given 25 percent higher R&R benefits 
in monetary terms. 

13. Indexation of Rehabilitation Grant 

Rehabilitation grant will be indexed to the Wholesale Price 
Index (WPI) with 01.04 2006 as the reference date and will be revised 
by the Government once in every two years thereafter on the basis 
ofWPI 

14. Periphery Development 

The Project authorities shall be responsible for periphery 
development as decided by the RPDAC within the guidelines issued 
from time to time by the State Government. 
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15. Compensation Advisory Committee 

Government in Revenue Department may constitute a Drstnct 
Compensation Advisory Committee (DCAC) under the chairmanship 
of the Collector to determine negotiated price. Adequate 
representation will be given to women and mdrqenous communities 
(wherever applicable) in the committee 

If any dispute anses on recommendation of the DCAC, the matter 
will be ref erred to the State level Compensation Advisory Committee 
(SCAC) chaired by the Member-Board of Revenue whose decisions 
shalt be final and binding on all concerned. The composition of this 
state level Compensation Advisory Committee will be notified by 
he Government 

16. Rehabilitation and Periphery Development Advisory 
Committee (RPDAC) 

In order to encourage participation of displaced people and their 
elected representatives in unptementauon and monitoring of R&R 
package, to oversee and monitor periphery development, the Govt. 
may constitute a Rehaoihtauon-corn-Penpnery Development Advisory 
Committee (RPDAC) for each or a group of projects falling 1n one 
district. The detailed composmon of the Committee shall be notified 
by the Government and 1t may include people's representatives, 
one or two leading NGOs of the affected area and select Government 
officers, and any other persons to be notified by the Government. 
Adequate representation will be given to women and indigenous 
communities (wherever applicable) m the committee. Chairman of 
the comm,ttee wllJ be at liberty to co-opt members for efficient 
discharge of its functions 

17. State Level Council on Resettlement and Rehabilitation 
(SLCRR) 

At the State level, there will be a Council headed by the Chief 
Minister to advise, review and monitor implementation of Resettlement 
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and Rehabilitation Policy. The Council may comprise of Ministers, 
select representatives of the people. leading social activists. 
academicians and experts of national and international repute and 
senior officials of the Government. 

18. LA and R&R Structure 

(a) State level 

A Directorate of R&R will be constituted to discharge and oversee 
the implementation of the R&R Policy. Detailed structure and 
functions of this Directorate will be notified by the Government 

(b) District/ Project Level 

1. Depending on magnitude of the RR works at the 
project level. there may be a Project Director, 
Resettlement and Rehabilitation (PD-RR). who shall 
be assisted by such other officers as Government 
may decide. The PD-RR shall be the Chief 
Coordinating Officer between all the line 
departments in the matter of resettlement and 
rehabilitation. He will be responsible for 
implementation of the Policy and timely execution 
of R&R works under the over all supervision and 
guidance of the Collector and the Directorate of R&R. 

1i. Where R&R work is of lesser magnitude, the same 
can be undertaken by the LAO of the Collectorate. 

19. Budgetary Provision and Allotment 

Wherever required, adequate budget provision will be kept 
towards land acquisition and R&R establishments to ensure effective 
implementation of R&R Policy. The Directorate of R&R should submit 
such budgetary estimate/ works by 1st January of every year. 
Government will ensure timely release of allotment to the concerned 
authorities. 



20. Grievance Redressal Mechanism 

An effective Grievance Redressal Mechanism will be set up at 
District and Directorate level to deal with grievance of the project 
displaced people retatmq to land acquisition, resettlement and 
rehabilitation Besides, all the project authorities shall be asked to 
set up an effective Grievance Redressat Mechanism relating to their 
project. Effective partrcipauon of the displaced communities will be 
ensured m the process. 

21 Assessment of Polley Implementation 

Government may from time to time undertake assessment of 
the implementation of this Policy through appropriate agencies. 

22 Interpretation and Amendment 

(a) Any issues or doubts regarding this Policy 
shall be referred to Government in Revenue 
Department whose decision shall be final and 
binding on all concerned. 

(b) Government in Revenue Department may from 
time to time amend the provisions as 
contained in this Policy as considered 
necessary. 

( c) Government In Revenue Department shall have 
the powers to issue guidelines and instructions 
from time to time to operanonause this Pohcy. 
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GOVERNMENT OF ORISSA 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

ORDER No. -R & REH.- 89/06 / 6522 /R. 
Dated Bhubaneswar the 3rd May 2006 

KALINAGANAGAR R&R PACKAGE: 

As a measure of benevolent, Government had been pleased to 
allow ex-gratia amounting to Rs.25,000/- (Rupees twenty five 
thousand) per family who lost land due to coming up of new 
development projects in Kahnganagar integrated Industrial Complex 
at Duburi Jajpur vide this Department Order no. 45425/F dated 
18.11.2005 While declaring such ex-gratia, the landowners who 
lost their land due to acquisition of land for Neelacha lspat Nigam 
limited (NINL) and Mid Eastern Steels Company (MESCO) were 
not given this benefit. 

Now alter careful consideration, Government have been pleased 
to decide to revise the quantum of ex-gratia. Further it has also 
been decided that such ex-gratia benefits shall be extended to all 
hand leser famihes relating to Kalinganagar Integrated Industrial 
Complex including the hand owners who lost their land due to 
acquisition of land for NINL and MESCO. 

It 1s hereby ordered that:- 

1 . Each such family who has lost land due to acquisition of 
land for development projects in Kalingnagar Integrated 
Industrial Complex at Dubui in the district of Jajpur shall get 
overall ex-gratia amounting to Rs.50,000/- (Rupees fifty 
thousand) per acre only including ex-gratia amount already 
received, if any It Is clarified that at the time of payment the 
above ex-gratia, the amount shall be reduced by the amount 
of ex-gratia already received by a family under the earlier 
orders issued by Government from time to time. 
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2 The amount of ex-gratia as calculated and intimated by the 
Collector, Jajpur, shall be deposited by the Project Authonues 
concerned with the Collector. jajpur within 15 days of receipt 
of such intimation 

3. The ex-gratia amount shall be disbursed in such manner 
that the total amount of money received by a family including 
the amount of compensation received by them under Land 
Acquisition Act, 1894 and ex-gratia paid to them together 
shall not be less than Rs.1,00,000/- (Rupees one lakh) per 
acre. In other words, the minimum compensation per acre of 
land including the ex-gratia amounts earlier announced and 
the additional ex-gratia of Rs.25,000/- currently sanctioned, 
shall be at lease Rs.1,00,000/- (Rupees one lakh) per acre. 

4 The ex-gratia amount paid shall be over and above the 
compensation and all other resettlement and rehabilitation 
benefits as admissible and extended to the families 
concerned. 

5. This order will take immediate effect. 

BY ORDER OF GOVERNOR 

PRINCIPAL SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT 
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GOVERNMENT OF ORISSA 
REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

ORDER No. -R & REH. - 89/06 / 17122 /R. 
Dated Bhubaneswar the 51n May 2006 

Sub: Enchancement of House Building Assistance benefits in 
respect of eligible displaced families relating to Kallinganagar 
Integrated Industrial Complex at Ouburi in the district of Jajpur. 

In Para 11 of this Department order No.45425 dated 
18 11 .2005 it was laid down that all the companies setting up their 
industrial projects after NINL and MISL in Kahnganagar shall provide 
House Building assistance of Rs.50,000/- (Rupees fifty thousand) 
only to each of the displaced families. However, in the Orissa 
Resettlement and Rehablhtanon Policy, 2006, the quantum of house 
building assistance provided for displaced families is Rs.1,50,000/ 
(Rupees one lakh fifty thousand) only. 

Taking into consideration the above provisions 1n the Orissa 
ResettJement and Rehabilitation Policy, 2006 and as a measure of 
benevolence, Government have now been pleased to enhance the 
amount of house building assistance paid to each displaced family 
to Rs.1,50,000/- (Rupees one lakh fifty thousand) only it is further 
ordered that this benefit shall now be available for displaced families 
relating to all projects which have been set up or will be set up in 
Kalinganagar Integrated Industrial Complex in Duburi including NINL 
and MESCO. 

Para 11 of this Department Order No.45425/R dated 
18.11.2005 stands modified accordingly. 

BY ORDER OF GOVERNOR 

Sci/- 

PRINCIPAL SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT 
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Government of Orissa 
Revenue and Disaster Management Department 

No. R & REH-89/06 (Pt} 22931/R 

From 
Shri T.S Chakraborty, 
Deputy Secretary to Government 

To 
The Collector, Jajpur 

Dated 1 g:n June 2006 

Sub Payment of enhanced ex-qraua and House Building 
assistance to the eligible displaced families relating to Kalinga 
Nagar Integrated Industrial Complex at Ouburi in the district 
of Jaipur. 

Ref 1 Rev Deptt. order No. 16522/R dated. 3.5.06 
2.Rev. Deptt. order No. 17122/R dated 6.5.06 

In inviting reference to this Department order Nos. On the 
subject cited above, I am directed to say that after careful 
consideration, Government have been pleased to issue following 
clarifications for smooth implementation of the R & R Package 
sanctioned from time to time. 

1. The expenses to be incurred on account of paying ex 
graha as enhanced vide this Deptt. order No. 16522/R 
dated 3.5.06 shall be borne by IDCO. 

2. Expenses to be incurred for payment of house building 
assistance as enhanced vrde this Deptt. order No 
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17122/R dated 6.5.06 shall be borne by the concerned 
industry. 

3. In this connection it Is further clanfied that the benefits 
extended in Paragraph-10 of the Orissa Resettlement 
and Rehabilitation policy, 2006 will also be applicable 
in respect of persons where land acquisition proceeding 
have already been initiated under section-4 (I) of LA 
Act, but they have not yet physically shifted from the 
village. The concerned industries will bear the 
dispenses towards such assistance to be provided to 
the displaced families. 

You are therefore, requested to kindly bring it to the notice of 
all concerned and take appropriate follow up action accordingly in 
the matter under intimation to Government. 

Yours faithfully 

Sci/- 

Deputy Secretary to Government 
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GOVERNMENT OF ORISSA 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

ORDER No. -R & REH.-123/05/ 16516/R. 

Dated Bhubaneswar the 3"' May 2006 

POSCO R&R PACKAGE: 

Sub. Special Resettlement and Rehabilitation benefits for families 
to be displaced by the proposed integrated steel plan project 
of POSCO (India) Ltd near Paradeep. 

Government, after careful consideration, have decided that in 
addition to the benefits available in Orissa Resettlement and 
Rehabilitation Policy, 2006, the following special rehabilitation and 
resettlement facilities for displaced persons affected by the proposed 
integrated steel plant project of POSCO (India) Ltd, near Paradeep. 

Persons who are engaged in betel vine cultivation in the 
Government land proposed to be allotted for the project would be 
compensated @ Rs.6,000/- (Rupees six thousand) only per decimal 
of such betel vine areas, subject to a minimum compensation of 
Rs.10,000/0 per unit of betel vine cultivation. 

BY ORDER OF GOVERNOR 

Sd/ 

PRINCt PAL SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT 


